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Abstract 

More cattle, less deforestation? Land use intensification in the Amazon is an unexpected 

phenomenon. Theories of hollow frontier, speculative behaviour and boom-bust all share 

the prediction that livestock production will remain largely extensive. Yet between 1996 

and 2006 productivity of cattle grew by an astounding 57.5% in the average Amazon 

municipality. How can this unlikely outcome be explained? What consequences for 

deforestation and human development? I provide a new framework for the analysis of the 

link between intensification, deforestation and development, focusing on four key 

elements: (i) frontier migration, (ii) land speculation, (iii) the rebound effect hypothesis, 

and (iv) the boom and bust hypothesis. 

Does rising land productivity of cattle increase deforestation? If so, how? Based on a 

comparative case-study approach I assess the micro-level foundations of the proposition 

that intensification leads to frontier migration and deforestation. I employ an innovative 

procedure to collect georeferenced survey data that I then use to provide an initial test of 

the proposed model of land use intensification and frontier migration. I further use 

secondary data and spatial econometrics to look for evidence of a positive relation 

between cattle intensification and deforestation (‘rebound effect’). The results suggest a 

substantial land-sparing effect, whereby intensification in consolidated areas is associated 

with lower deforestation in frontier municipalities. 

Do booms in deforestation lead to busts in development? I use different sources of secondary 

data to scrutinize the theory that predicts welfare to bust as deforestation advances, and 

find consistent evidence against the supposition that deforestation impacts welfare in 

either direction. Land use intensification is the opposite of a bust in agricultural output, so 

the rejection of the boom-bust hypothesis is in agreement with the depiction of a rising 

land productivity. This does not preclude deforestation from affecting long-term welfare 

in the Amazon or in the rest of the world, neither does it imply that conservation should 

not be a policy objective. It suggests that policymakers facing explicit short term welfare 

targets at the local level may focus on other policy variables than deforestation.
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Preface 

 

There ain’t no better business than cattle. Come rain or shine, the owner’s gaze is just 

about enough to get the little beasts fattening. 

— (Sergio, rural worker in an Amazon frontier). 

 

The quote above epitomizes the ideas that are central to this thesis. When I picked up 

Sergio for a ride to the town at the end of a tiring day of fieldwork I did not expect that he 

would have summarized my work so well. After all, the chainsaw he carried and his 

robust, tough aspect suggested a logger, not a cattle rancher. “My motorcycle broke down 

and I can’t fix it. Can you give me a ride?” It was a wet day and Sergio was covered in mud. I 

was looking forward to a silent ride back to the hotel where I would take a calm rest 

before continuing to a new frontier settlement the next day. But my passenger was eager 

for a conversation. 

Sergio was about my age, and still today I can’t fit him into any of the typical categories of 

Amazon peoples: settler, logger, cattle rancher, farmer, speculator, forest dweller; he was 

a bit of each. After placing his oily chainsaw on the dusty back seat of the car, he 

immediately started telling me that he was clearing his plot at the Galo Velho settlement 

when the rain came, so he thought it was time to head home. He rang his wife and told 

her he’d be home for supper. But next day he’d be back first thing. It was April and he 

expected to finish clearing on time so he could set fire before the ‘winter’, as they call the 

rainy season (the ideal period for fire setting is between June and September, depending 

on how dry it gets). 

He gained my attention. It is unusual these days to find someone who speaks openly of 

the deforestation he is doing.—What are you clearing the plot for?, I asked. “Cattle, of course”, 

he replied. He used to work for a logger for a daily wage, but he saw no future in it. He 

put away some money and in 2011 he heard that a man named Ronaldo had led an 

invasion of a huge farm in the border between Machadinho and Cujubim, and that there 
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were still a few unoccupied plots. It was a bit far from the town, and the lot was forested, 

but he knew that once the pasture was planted and the fences raised the cattle would not 

need much besides a little gaze every week. He decided to get a piece of land in the new 

settlement so he would one day be able to fill it with stock and become a rancher. 

Sergio had a family to feed and was investing a big part of his savings in the chainsaw, 

the fuel, and his own time. Yet he was not afraid of telling a stranger that he was part of a 

land invasion and that he was going to clear as much as he could before the start of the 

rainy season. As someone who used to work as a logger, he was fully aware of the 

dangers of being picked by environmental agents; but he was equally aware that distance 

and remoteness are effective deterrents of environmental enforcement. 

The multifacetedness of frontier settlers challenges the rigid analytical categories of 

academics. Sergio is an enlightening example as he does not fully conform to the 

archetype of a cattle rancher to which I repeatedly refer in this thesis. Whereas his land 

use decisions seem to be determined by a straightforward economic logic (cattle is 

profitable due to low labour requirements), it is difficult to get to grips with his 

willingness to take risk, at least before some nuance is added to his story. How risky is his 

alternative job? Working as a daily wage logger in an Amazon frontier implies a 

substantial health risk and a risk to life, a non-negligible risk of violence and 

imprisonment, and a wage risk. From this perspective, it may well be that Sergio is being 

risk-averse by engaging in deforestation at a distant location where the probability of 

being caught on an environmental offense is close to zero. 

Yet today’s frontier settlers are no different from earlier ones. While the context was 

different in the 1980s—it sufficed to visit a government agency for a farmer to get an 

official ‘agrarian reform’ land allocation—the logic behind the land use decisions remains 

the same. Though they now possess a mobile phone and a motorcycle, initial settlers are 

typically poor and know that agriculture requires a lot more labour than beef cattle, so 

their ultimate goal is to become cattle ranchers. The initial step is clearing the land, which 

demands a considerable initial investment that often leaves settlers out of capital to build 

fences and buy stock. So they start from a combination of annual cash crops (rice, maize, 

beans) and subsistence crops (cassava) until they have the means to ‘form’ a pasture. If 
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soils are good the settlers may stick to cash crops, or migrate to perennials such as coffee 

and cocoa, despite the high labour requirements. But in most cases they will switch to 

pasture as soon as they can buy their first stock. 

The essential point in Sergio’s narrative is that cattle is a good investment because it 

requires limited inputs, notably labour, to be profitable. This aspect of the enormous 

preference of farmers in the Amazon for pastures has been raised for a long time and is 

now well accepted. But it has a subtler corollary: that the transition to cattle ranching is a 

productive, not a speculative decision. This last point is one of the key themes that I 

discuss in this thesis, and I provide new insights into the criteria that demarcate 

speculative versus productive behaviour, as well as new data that allow for an empirical 

test of the land speculation theory. 

Typically, farmers in the Amazon aim at beef cattle but start from dairy: milk production 

requires relatively lower capital input and provides a constant stream of income. In fact, 

cows are often dual-purpose, so they are also used for breeding with the aim of 

constituting a herd that will eventually allow farmers to convert to beef cattle. From 

learning about Sergio’s experience it was noticeable that his skillset, as that of the average 

settler in a frontier area, includes logging, planting pastures and managing traditional 

forms of agriculture and cattle ranching, but not the management of more intensive land 

use systems. Traditional livestock systems in the Amazon relied on swiddening until 

recently, but due to the environmental legislation and to land scarcity, today’s ranchers 

need to use other strategies to replenish soil fertility. 

The actions of pioneers and the fate of frontier settlements in the Amazon are the ultimate 

topics of this thesis. Sergio’s goal is to have a cattle ranch. Similar to most other pioneer 

settlers, he is not expecting that soil fertility will at some point pose him a challenge. But it 

is likely that to be sustainable in the long run he will have to adopt a set of techniques and 

technologies that include the proper management of soil fertility. If he is like most settlers, 

it will take him time to notice that the stocking capacity of his pastures declines after a few 

years of grazing, and the necessary investments in pasture recovery will possibly be 

delayed. This should trigger a set of processes that can eventually lead him to out-

migrate.
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Introduction 

 

Traditional pastoralism is not very productive in the tropics without the aid of modem 

science and does a great deal of damage, for it does not conform to Nature's intentions. 

— (Pierre Gourou, 1953, p. 64) 

 

This thesis studies land use intensification in cattle ranching in the Brazilian Amazon. 

Contrary to Pierre Gourou’s expectations, livestock production became a dominant 

activity in the South-American tropics. Contrary still to his predictions and in spite of 

problems of soil degradation—in fact, as I should argue, partly due to soil degradation—a 

substantial process of intensification has been observed in the last two decades. How can 

this unlikely outcome be explained? What consequences does it have for deforestation 

and human development? To start answering these questions I choose four topics in the 

Environmental Social Sciences literature to investigate in detail: (i) frontier migration, (ii) 

speculative behaviour, (iii) the rebound effect hypothesis, and (iv) the boom-bust 

hypothesis. 

The first research question I address is: does rising land productivity of cattle ranching 

increase deforestation? If so, how? There is a on-going debate in the land use literature as 

to the effect of pasture intensification on the demand for cleared land, and so far it has 

been insufficiently answered at both the theoretical and empirical levels. The second 

question I address is: do booms in deforestation lead to busts in development? This 

research problem has an immediate connection with the previous question, but it also 

links forward to broader considerations about the fate of settlements in frontier locations. 

While I do not directly address the question on the success or failure of frontier 

settlements, I expect this thesis to add elements to its answer. 

My original contributions are the following. At the level of theory, I put forth a set of 

hypotheses as to how cattle ranching evolves spatially and temporally in the Brazilian 

Amazon, why it eventually incorporates technologies to deal with pasture degradation, 
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and how both processes relate to migration and deforestation. These hypotheses are then 

tested empirically using both primary and secondary data. At the empirical level, my 

contributions are threefold. First, I collect survey data to provide an initial test of the 

proposed model of land use intensification and frontier migration. Second, I use 

secondary data and spatial econometrics to look for evidence of an undesirable, positive 

relation between cattle intensification and deforestation (‘rebound effect’). Third, I use 

alternative sources of secondary data to implement a test of the hypothesis that 

deforestation leads to a boom and bust pattern of development. 

This is a thesis in Environmental Social Sciences, a research umbrella that studies the social 

dynamics of environmental issues and that has spatial analysis as a “lingua franca” 

(Moran, 2010). My focus is on land use change and my approach is anchored on an 

interdisciplinary tradition with theoretical foundations tracing back to the works Esther 

Boserup and Johann von Thünen. The literature and methods I use come from different 

disciplines in the social sciences, including geography, economics, and sociology. To deal 

with technical aspects of cattle ranching, I further resort to elementary concepts of 

zootecnics and agronomics. I make extensive use of GIS (Geographic Information 

Systems) tools for data generation, description and analysis. The research design is based 

on a comparative case study framework, and includes survey data collection, multivariate 

regression analysis, spatial econometrics, and to a lesser extent interview-based 

qualitative research and narrative analysis. 

I start this introduction by presenting the broader policy and academic context that 

justifies my choice of research problem and methods. I explore important background 

questions about the success of frontier settlements in the Amazon that are the utmost 

motivation for this thesis. I then present the details of the research design, including a 

brief review of the key literature, a presentation of the mixed methods approach, and a 

short introduction to the data. Finally, in the last section I provide an outline to the thesis, 

which is divided into three parts containing two chapters each (besides this introduction 

and the conclusion), and pinpoint the six contributions to knowledge of the thesis. 
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The big picture 

 

‘Nutrient mining’ was the term used by Robert Schneider (1995) to refer to the 

unsustainable extraction of soil nutrients that eventually unleashes a process of soil 

degradation. He implied that farmers would abandon degraded soils and move forward 

into the frontier in search of new areas to be mined. Schneider’s World Bank 

Environmental Paper came out at the end of a full decade in which the World Bank was 

bombarded with criticism for the results of environmentally sensible projects it funded 

across the world, notably the 450 million-dollar Polonoroeste1 project in the western 

Brazilian Amazon. His paper has an excellent coverage of many of the themes that are 

central to this thesis, including a comprehensive analysis of the fate of settlements in 

Amazonia, the role of land markets, and what he called the “sell-out effect”. 

This thesis provides a fresh look at a debate that was profuse in the late 1980s and early 

1990s about the success or failure of frontier settlements in the Amazon, of which 

Schneider’s article is a good synthesis2. The debate has been closed since then as issues of 

deforestation and later climate change and biodiversity became dominant. A revisit to the 

earlier conclusions of the frontier settlement discussion is much needed due to the 

emergence of two new phenomena that had not been properly considered. The first and 

most important is a process of land use intensification that is now evident not only in 

mechanized agriculture but also in cattle ranching. The drivers and consequences of this 

process, notably in terms of deforestation, are poorly understood. The second 

phenomenon is the consolidation of rural areas that were the objects of frontier 

settlements since the 1960s. Contrary to theories that predicted a bust in welfare or a 

stagnant ‘hollow frontier’ condition, consolidated areas are seeing a sustained process of 

development, with land use intensification and improvement in welfare. 

                                                             
1 Wade (2011) provides an excellent discussion of the internal politics and management of the project at the 

World Bank. Polonoroeste became world-famous as the criticism it received for environmental issues and 

invasion of indigenous lands precipitated a process of ‘greening’ of the Bank. 
2 Other important references are Almeida (1992), Almeida and Campari (1995), Moran (1989) apud Schneider 

(1995), Coy (1983) and Clearly (1993). 
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A related topic that has been insufficiently covered is the role of pasture degradation in 

defining the fate of marginalized farmers in consolidated areas. While nutrient mining has 

been modelled by Schneider with a focus on frontier migration, his approach was 

restricted to a displacement effect where farmers abandon their land in older frontiers to 

start new soil mining activities in newer settlements. Today’s reality of increasing land 

scarcity and a consequent land use intensification process were incipient at that time, so 

the crucial role of land markets was not integrated into his model. Even Barbier’s (1997) 

excellent review of the role of land degradation on frontier migration—which is very 

similar to my own approach in many aspects—could not have considered the role of land 

use intensification and consolidated rural areas. 

The motivation for this research is thus the need to incorporate livestock intensification, 

settlement consolidation, and pasture degradation into an enveloping analytical 

framework that relates agricultural development policies to deforestation outcomes in 

tropical regions. 

 

Forest clearance in Brazil accounted for 16.3% of global gross forest cover loss from 2000 

to 2005, while deforestation in the country’s humid tropics amounted to 47.8% of global 

gross humid tropic forest cover loss in the same period (Hansen, Stehman and Potapov, 

2010). Forests in the humid tropics enclose the highest stocks of biodiversity as well as 

very high stocks of carbon (Strassburg et al., 2010), so Brazil (i.e., its Amazon region) is a 

relevant case on its own. Moreover, even if the rate of deforestation in the Brazilian 

Amazon has seen a drastic decline since 2004, the opposite has happened in Bolivia (Chen 

et al., 2013), so understanding the dynamics of intensification vis-à-vis continued frontier 

settlement can be of potential use for neighbouring South-American countries. 

Frontiers continue being born in Brazil, if at a lower speed than just one decade ago. 

Internal induced colonization projects such as the ones undertaken in the 1980s, for 

example under Polonoroeste, are nearly extinct, but autonomous frontier processes have 

emerged that guarantee the continued settlement of new areas (Perz et al., 2010). The 

environmental legislation is much tougher nowadays, and intensification of agriculture, 
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and of cattle ranching, is a reality, as I show in this thesis. Deforestation is a fraction 

(approximately 1/5th) of what it was 10 years ago. The agricultural sector is gaining 

relevance in the national economy, and the extensive amount of land available in the 

Amazon is an important cause of that growth (Martinelli et al., 2010). 

In the presence of the above conditions, it is easy to foresee that migration to frontier areas 

will disappear. First, without the government creating big colonization projects the 

migrants who first move to a frontier have to meet substantial settling costs. Second, with 

a tougher environmental legislation deforestation becomes more expensive, which adds 

up to the first point. Third, with agriculture modernizing rapidly in the more established 

areas (Van Wey et al., 2013), migrants’ opportunity costs may increase, creating incentives 

to not migrate. That seems to be indeed taking place: the speed of creation of new 

frontiers is much lower today. In parallel, deforestation has also plummeted. 

There is much debate about the causes of deforestation, and much debate about why 

deforestation has fallen so dramatically in the Brazilian Amazon (Hargrave and Kis-Katos, 

2013). Was it a result of environmental policy? Was it an outcome of relative prices? A 

standard hypothesis is that policy has generated the kind of barrier to horizontal 

expansion which, in the presence of increasing population density, has triggered a 

Boserupian intensification process. This in turn would have had a land-sparing effect, so 

that less deforestation would follow from the intensification process, as higher output is 

produced with the use of equal or less inputs (particularly land) (Lapola et al., 2014). But 

is this so? 

An ongoing discussion tries to establish whether yield increases that lead land to be used 

more intensively in the short term do end up saving forests in the long run or instead 

produce a sort of ‘rebound effect’. In a recent paper Barretto et al. (2013) find some 

evidence that land use intensification generates pressure for further agricultural 

expansion and has been indeed correlated with more deforestation in frontier areas. 

Another study looks at cross-country data from South-America and also finds evidence of 

a rebound effect (Ceddia et al., 2013). Many papers have studied this apparent trade-off 

for the case of soya yield increases (e.g.: Brown et al., 2005; Macedo et al., 2012), but none 
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has studied the potential effect that intensive cattle ranching can have on the expansion of 

cattle onto forest margins—a dynamic and spatially indirect effect. 

It is possible that cattle ranching intensification leads to more rather than less demand for 

land, as argued by many authors (e.g.: Angelsen, 2010; Lambin and Meyfrodt, 2011). In 

this scenario, the displacement of low productivity cattle rearing3 would be towards 

frontier areas. But if this is so, then counter-effects would need to have operated 

contemporaneously since deforestation has fallen dramatically in the Brazilian Amazon. 

One of these counter-effects may have been a tougher environmental legislation (‘forest 

code’) accompanied by higher enforcement inhibiting the opening up of new frontiers 

(Stickler et al., 2013). Another would be the attraction exerted by towns where part of 

rural emigrants head (Browder and Godfrey, 1990). 

How successful has the frontier settlement enterprise been? The question of how cattle 

ranching dynamics impact deforestation is one component of a more general debate on 

patterns of development in forested areas. I close the loop between the fate of frontiers 

and development by assessing one prevalent theory on the dynamics of deforestation and 

welfare in forest-rich environments: that the economy follows a boom and bust 

development pattern as deforestation rises. This hypothesis can be linked back to theories 

of ‘hollow frontier’ as well as to the notion of ‘resource curse’. I provide an extensive test 

of the boom-bust hypothesis in this thesis. 

 

Research problem, data and methods 

 

Are productivity gains in cattle ranching associated with higher deforestation? A process of land 

use intensification is evident in the last 20 years in the Amazon and there is a debate over 

its environmental consequences. While the drivers and outcomes of a rising productivity 

of croplands have been amply studied, the same is not true for cattle, which is still today a 

                                                             
3 Productivity of cattle is henceforth defined as output per unit area per unit time. It can be measured in terms 

of quantity or value, the advantage of the latter being that it can synthesize beef and milk output in one 

measure. I use values most of the time. 
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largely extensive activity. I devote the most part of this thesis to scrutinize the hypothesis 

that livestock intensification increases deforestation in the long run. 

The optimistic perspective regarding the link between land use intensification and 

deforestation tends to be accepted by a considerable establishment of governments, 

funding agencies and NGOs4. The pessimistic view, on the other hand, is often seen with 

suspicion by policymakers even if it remains a well-regarded hypothesis in the land use 

literature (e.g.: Angelsen, 2010; Lambin and Meyfrodt, 2011). Those sceptic of agricultural 

development in the Amazon, such as Phillip Fearnside (2004), lean towards embracing the 

rebound effect hypothesis for livestock intensification, even if the causal mechanisms 

remain poorly understood and the empirical evidence scarce or inexistent. 

My concern when initially structuring the research was to avoid the mistake of incorrectly 

confirming what is already readily accepted: that intensification reduces deforestation. I 

therefore took the pragmatic approach of momentarily assuming the validity of the 

pessimistic hypothesis, making it my ‘null hypothesis’, so that, analogous to a statistical 

test, I minimize the risk of rejecting the null (rebound effect) when it is actually true. One 

contribution of this thesis is thus to depict the chain of causation that would lead to an 

undesirable rise in deforestation when land use is intensified, all else constant. I examine 

the micro-level foundations of the proposition that intensification can lead to increased 

migration of farmers to frontier areas and thus to more deforestation. I exploit the roles of 

the following fundamental drivers: institutional changes, biophysical constraints, 

technological dynamics, land markets, and economic behaviour. 

I also look at the issue from a macro-level perspective, asking whether changes in land 

productivity in consolidated areas are associated with changes in deforestation in frontier 

settlements, allowing for a time lag. I find sufficient evidence to reject the hypothesis of a 

rebound effect; moreover, the econometric results suggest an important land-sparing 

                                                             
4 Trivedi et al. (2012) and Strassburg et al. (2012) articulate the standard land sparing assumption from the 

point of view of funding parties. The UK is funding a programme that incentivizes farmers to invest in cattle 

ranching intensification technologies in various States in Brazil. The Dutch government has committed funds 

to a pilot project on sustainable livestock farming to be implemented in the Brazilian Amazon (GTPS, 2012). 

The Brazilian government provides subsidized credit for a “low carbon agriculture programme” that includes 

recovering degraded pastures. The official agricultural research and extension agencies have also created their 

own cattle intensification programmes: Embrapa Boas Práticas Agropecuárias, and Emater Programa Balde Cheio. 
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effect of intensification. This then leads to the logical question of how a rising productivity 

of cattle ranching may have caused deforestation in frontier locations to fall, and I do offer 

some initial theoretical elements to this discussion but in a mostly preliminary manner. 

The results I obtain therefore pave the way for future research on the micro-level 

(migration-related) mechanisms of a land-sparing effect. 

I close the thesis by studying the links between land use and development and assessing 

the possible causal nexus between booms in deforestation and busts in development. I 

triangulate the results by combining different research methods, data sources and types. 

Frontier settlements have been the object of a long history of scholarly debate in the social 

sciences, including their sociological role in the construction of the Nation (Turner, 1921 

[1893]; Martins,1996), their economic role in allowing for agricultural expansion (James, 

1938; Mueller, 1997), and the spatial pattern of colonization of new lands that they entail 

(Hudson, 1969). One paradigm that has prevailed in discussions in the recent past is that 

of the ‘hollow’ frontier, owing to the work of Preston James (1938). In studying 

agricultural expansion in the State of São Paulo, he advanced the theory that pioneer 

settlements were deemed to leave behind a scenario of low productivity cattle ranching, 

nutritionally depleted and badly eroded soils, and a declining population. 

James’s thesis proved popular as it seemed to be a good account of the unfolding 

dynamics of frontier settlement (Casetti and Gauthier, 1977). His ideas were subsequently 

linked to the theory that frontier dynamics are best described by a model of boom, bust 

and decline (Taylor, 1973), and to the view that speculative behaviour—economic 

decisions predominantly based on pecuniary rather than productive motivations—can 

explain land use decisions (for example, Almeida and Campari, 1995). The link between 

these three views on the process of land use change in frontier settlements is central to 

this thesis. 

Do booms in deforestation lead to busts in development? A more encompassing discussion on 

deforestation and settlements in the Amazon frames the issue in terms of the resource 

curse theory (Wunder, 2005; Barbier, 2011). The idea is that resource-rich regions have a 

tendency to create conditions that prevent them from developing in a sustained manner. 
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The main mechanism would be the large amount of rents generated in the booming 

sectors (normally a mineral resource, but in this case the exploitation of forests), which 

would incentivize corruption, drain public resources thus reducing investments in public 

goods such as education, and prevent other economic sectors from flourishing. The 

economy would remain irresilient to crises and prone to a boom-and-bust-based 

development pattern that leads to long term stagnation (Rodrigues et al., 2009; Celentano 

et al., 2012). 

While the hollow frontier paradigm has been challenged by a number of studies starting 

in the late 1990s, it remains an important foundation for theoretical and empirical 

analyses today (e.g.: Assunção, 2008; Bowman et al., 2012). Yet recent studies have 

challenged the validity of both the hypotheses of speculative behaviour (Sill and Caviglia-

Harris, 2009) and resource curse (Hall and Caviglia-Harris, 2013). Moreover, recent 

evidence contradicts the key prediction of the hollow frontier theory that population 

collapses as frontiers evolve. I thus develop an alternative theoretical framework by 

resorting to a classical model of frontier colonization that predicts a phase of competition 

where the most able farmers stay and the less successful ones out migrate (Hudson, 1969). 

This allows me to at once explain the current land use intensification process and explore 

the idea of an indirect land-use effect, whereby increased productivity of land affects 

deforestation by causing unsuccessful farmers to migrate out of consolidated areas and 

into new frontiers. 

A note on methods 

There are three possible geographical delimitations of the Brazilian Amazon. The most 

inclusive and most used for statistical analysis is the ‘Legal Amazon’, a political construct 

that includes the States in the North Region (Acre, Amapá, Amazonas, Pará, Rondônia, 

Roraima and Tocantins) plus Mato Grosso and part of Maranhão. Being the most 

employed for region-wide policy and research purposes, this is the demarcation I adopt in 

this thesis. Two other popular definitions are of an ecological construct. The ‘Amazon 

biome’ refers to a set of animal and vegetal species that share a habitat with similar 

climatic conditions and a common environmental history, and embraces an area with 

closed boundaries that occupies 49.3% of the country’s territory and contains mostly 
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forests, but also savannahs. Lastly, the ‘Amazon rainforest’ refers to dense forests with 

heavy rainfall, and occupies 42% of the Brazilian territory. The latter two delimitations are 

very difficult to operationalize for statistical analysis as their boundaries do not follow the 

political boundaries. 

Accounting for 61% of the Brazilian territory, the Legal Amazon is in many senses a 

challenging region to study. I started my research by conducting two waves of fieldwork 

in one representative State of the Amazon—Rondônia—and collecting qualitative data 

that allowed me to do a process tracing exercise. In this initial phase I interviewed 36 

cattle ranchers in 6 locations of new settlement (frontiers), 17 cattle ranchers in 9 

municipalities of older settlement (transition and consolidated areas), and a number of 

other informants in government agencies and farmers’ cooperatives. The qualitative 

information I compiled was the basis for a paper5 in which I lapidated the hypotheses that 

are the foundations for this thesis. In doing so I also put in practice a key method of 

inquiry consisting of “[unwrapping the] cause-effect link that connects independent variable 

and outcome [and dividing it] into smaller parts; then [looking] for observable evidence of each 

step” (Van Evera, 1997: 64), which I have extensively employed in studying the link 

between cattle ranching intensification, migration and deforestation. 

At the most general methodological level, the research design follows a comparative case 

study framework, where the cases are municipalities in different stages of the settlement 

process: pre-frontier, comprised of deeply forested municipalities with economic and land 

use dynamics that are approximately exogenous to the settlement process going on 

elsewhere, and can thus be taken as counterfactuals to the causal mechanisms I study; 

frontier settlements, where a process of ‘rush to the gold’ causes high rates of immigration 

and leads to high deforestation activity; transition, where soils are degrading and the 

competition phase is setting in; and consolidated areas, where immigration rates and 

deforestation have converged to the State averages. I study each case by employing a 

combination of process tracing, descriptive statistical analysis, and econometrics. At the 

empirical level, I combine qualitative data from semi-structured interviews, survey data 

from primary fieldwork, and secondary data from conventional sources. 

                                                             
5 Published in Portuguese as Vale and Andrade (2013). 
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An important contribution of this thesis is the generation of new cross-sectional evidence 

on cattle ranching. The third wave of my fieldwork consisted of a survey with 384 cattle 

ranchers in eight municipalities in the State of Rondônia, in which I used an innovative 

data collection strategy to generate a property grid containing the boundaries of 95.6% of 

the surveyed farms. The resulting dataset includes variables on land use decisions, 

economic and biophysical conditions, and zootechnical indicators that allow me to draw a 

precise and representative snapshot of cattle ranching in Rondônia as of May 2013. At the 

more aggregated scale, I assemble a municipality-level dataset that spans the period 1996-

2012. The dataset includes standard variables from land use studies, such as deforestation, 

agricultural area, pasture area, and per capita GDP, as well as two newly constructed 

variables: a measure of the average legal reserve requirement (the amount of private lands 

that must remain forested according to the environmental legislation) that varies over 

space and time, and an estimate of farm gate beef prices for all Amazon municipalities. 

 

Thesis outline and contributions 

 

The thesis comprises three parts divided into six chapters, excluding this introduction and 

the conclusion. 

Part One includes two lead-in chapters that are the radar of the thesis. Chapter 1 defines 

key terms and provide a literature review focused on the opposition between theories of 

hollow or collapsing frontier and an alternative approach based on the 3-phased model of 

rural settlement by John Hudson (1969). Chapter 2 advances the relevant theoretical 

insights on the intensification-migration-deforestation link that are then put to the test in 

Part Two. 

Part Two contains two chapters that deal with the collection and analysis of primary data. 

My first contribution to knowledge is the data collection discussed above. In Chapter 3, I 

describe the population, the sampling framework and the procedures for data collection, 

and run a set of data quality tests. Rather than a methodological section for the full thesis, 
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this chapter focuses on the design of the survey; other methodological discussions are 

within the relevant chapters. 

Chapter 4 is the core of the thesis. It provides a comprehensive analysis of the survey data 

based on the theoretical propositions in Chapter 2. It starts from a contextualization of the 

four cases that I study. The context-setting section is more descriptive than analytical and 

includes a historical account of the settlement process as well as a discussion of the key 

counterfactual conditional. The second section includes the analysis of channels of 

causation relating land use intensification in consolidated areas to deforestation at the 

frontier—notably the role of frontier migration. Finally, the third section advances a 

framework to distinguish speculative from productive behaviour in land use decisions. 

My second contribution is to document and analyse the cattle ranching intensification 

process. This is done in section 4.2, where I show that productivity is rising and that the 

process is concentrated in areas of older settlement—what I call consolidated areas. 

Intensification is a consequence of land scarcity—an argument dating back to Esther 

Boserup—and in the context of the Brazilian Amazon the evidence does support this 

claim. I argue that land scarcity has been rising due to the enforcement of environmental 

legislation such as the forest code, but also due to biophysical constraints leading to soil 

degradation in older settlements. These factors have generated the key push for 

intensification. 

The phenomenon of rising land productivity in the cattle sector has until recently 

remained obscure, so it is no surprise that its drivers and outcomes have not been studied 

in an integrated way. My third contribution to knowledge is to develop the specific 

theoretical mechanisms that connect a set of enabling conditions to the intensification 

process, and from thereon to out-migration of farmers and to the new frontier settlements. 

The theoretical propositions are presented in Chapter 2 as hypotheses to be tested, and the 

related empirical analysis is in section 4.2. 

To the best of my knowledge, this contribution adds many new insights to the existing 

literature on livestock intensification and land use change. I find that when land markets 

work reasonably well and when there is a group of farmers that cannot incorporate 
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technology to their production functions in order to intensify, a process of migration from 

areas where there is intensification to frontier areas is likely to occur. I illustrate the 

argument with cross-sectional evidence from Rondônia and state a set of necessary 

conditions for this process to have a positive impact on deforestation in frontier locations. 

The Boserupian framework in which the proposed causation mechanisms are based rests 

on the assumptions that farmers behave according to productive, not speculative 

motivations. My fourth contribution is to improve the analytical framework that allows 

for the distinction between productive and speculative motivations leading to land use 

decisions, collect the necessary data, and apply the model. This is in section 4.3. 

Part Three includes the use of secondary data to test two key hypotheses on 

intensification, deforestation and development. In Chapter 5, I implement a quantitative 

assessment of the rebound effects hypothesis. The reduced-form model I employ is based 

on a spatial econometric specification and uses panel data at the municipality-level. I 

show that mounting productivity in consolidated areas has been associated with lower 

deforestation both in frontier and consolidated municipalities. This is my fifth 

contribution, and it suggests that the process of out-migration enabled by the rising 

productivity is insufficient to have a positive impact on deforestation. 

The reason why that is so, however, remains unclear. It may be that marginalized farmers 

are leaving consolidated areas to go to peri-urban and urban areas; it may be that they are 

still going to the frontier but clearing much less than before, possibly due to a new pattern 

of household segmentation where part of the family lives in urban areas; or it may be a 

combination of a relatively low level of out-migration, migration to urban instead of rural 

areas, and a transition to a mode of production that is less deforestation-intensive in 

frontier areas. 

How does all the above relate to development? My sixth contribution, in Chapter 6, is to 

show that deforestation can hardly be seen as a determinant of welfare in the Brazilian 

Amazon. I demonstrate that a boom-bust hypothesis for the dynamics of deforestation 

and welfare in the Amazon is not supported by the evidence. I initially scan through the 

literature in search of the possible mechanisms that can relate deforestation to welfare, 
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and offer a simple summary model. I then use three sources of variation to look for a 

boom-bust pattern of development caused by deforestation: cross-sectional, time-series 

and case study data. In all cases the boom-bust hypothesis is rejected. 

 

Land use intensification is the opposite of a bust in agricultural output, so the rejection of 

the boom-bust hypothesis is in agreement with the depiction of a rising productivity both 

in agriculture and cattle. The survey data from Rondônia does not confirm the prediction 

of a hollow frontier outcome. To the contrary, the areas that were first colonized are 

exactly the ones that are the most prosperous today. This, however, does not preclude 

deforestation from affecting long-term welfare in the Amazon or in the rest of the world, 

neither does it imply that conservation should not be a policy objective. What it does 

suggest is that policymakers facing explicit short term welfare targets should not expect 

that by stimulating deforestation they will be maximizing local welfare outcomes, nor that 

they will be doing so by curbing deforestation. 

I conclude this thesis by discussing the relevance of my results for theoretical perspectives 

on land use change and the environment, presenting caveats and limitations, exploring 

policy implications, and suggesting new avenues of research on intensification, 

deforestation and devopment. 
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Part One 

Theory 

 

This lead-in part of the thesis contains two short chapters. The first is a literature review 

focused on the confrontation between competing theories of settlement in agricultural 

frontiers and development. The goal is to set the theoretical ground for the propositions I 

advance in the second chapter, which in turn sets the ground for the data collection and 

analysis in Part Two of the thesis. 

In Chapter 1 I present the evolution of the notion of frontier settlements since Frederic 

Turner, and discuss the hollow frontier strand of the literature. I then present an 

alternative theory based on a 3-phased process of development of rural settlements, and 

argue that the latter is a better depiction of recent developments in frontier settlements 

across Brazil. In Chapter 2 I advance two sets of theoretical propositions about the link 

between land use intensification in cattle ranching, frontier migration and deforestation. 

First, I spell out the conditions that should allow for a land use intensification process to 

take place. Second, I propose three necessary conditions for intensification in consolidated 

areas to lead to migration to frontier areas and to deforestation. 

The focus of this thesis is on spatial and economic aspects of land use change. The 

literature review also covers demographic and sociological considerations, but to the 

extent strictly necessary to the understanding of migration patterns from and to frontier 

areas. Political Science considerations, on the other hand, are not covered. For example, 

while the analysis of institutional dynamics would be central to understanding the 

evolution of the environmental legislation in Brazil, I take the law and its enforcement as 

given and study their impact on deforestation and cattle ranching. Likewise, when 

discussing the behaviour of farmers I take local institutions as given and focus on the 

strict economic rationality of their actions. 
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Chapter 1 

Theories of rural settlement in frontier locations 

Making room for intensification 

 

In this lead-in chapter I explore the key theoretical literature that underpins my analysis 

on cattle ranching, intensification and deforestation. The text is organized around the 

opposition between two contrasting views of frontier settlements: one that predicts a 

situation of ‘hollow frontier’ consisting of depopulation, soil degradation and economic 

stagnation, and another that leaves open the possibility of a phase of consolidation where 

land use systems are pushed to become more efficient due to increasing competition. 

While in reality any given municipality or settlement is likely to have elements of both 

situations, I depict the theories in a stylized fashion in order to single out the model best 

able to explain the reality in the Amazon. 

Land use intensification is the single most important theme in this thesis. When assessing 

theories of frontier settlement I am thus particularly interested in whether they can 

explain the recently observed tendency of intensification and reduction in deforestation. 

After reviewing the classic theories of hollow or collapsing frontier, I find that the new 

intensification developments were not predicted by these theories. I then explore an 

alternative model based on Hudson (1969)’s location theory of rural settlement, and argue 

that this is a better framework to explain the dynamics of land use in areas of recent 

colonization. 

Hudson proposed that the settlement of a frontier has three phases: colonization, when 

pioneers occupy mostly empty spaces; dispersion, when population growth and new 

arrivals increase population density; and competition, when “owing to limitations of the 

environment, weak individuals are forced out by their strong neighbors, density tends to decrease, 
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and pattern stabilizes” (p. 367). This last phase has been regarded by part of the literature as 

confirmation of agricultural and welfare involution, but new evidence suggests it may be 

a transitional phase, where competition pushes weaker farmers to urban areas or to new 

agricultural frontiers and leaves a network of more productive, established rural dwellers. 

I further explore theories that establish the link between the process of frontier settlement 

and land use decisions. I concentrate on two insights that turn out to be central theoretical 

foundations for this thesis. The first is the idea by Esther Boserup that it can be rational for 

farmers maximizing the marginal utility of labour to migrate to marginal lands where soil 

fertility is high and land is less scarce. This is the main logic behind the argument that 

farmers who move from settled to new frontiers are not necessarily behaving 

speculatively, but may be responding to simple productive motivations. The second 

important insight is the idea by Willard Cochrane that technological dynamics in 

agriculture follow a ‘treadmill’ pattern. This is the supposition that consumers benefit 

from lower food prices due to modernization, but most producers do not gain anything as 

they are trapped on an eternal process of competition that forces them to adopt new 

technologies in order to stay ahead of falling prices. 

The conclusive notes at the end of this chapter are a new synthesis of ideas by Hudson, 

Boserup and Cochrane that provide a coherent explanation of recent land use 

developments in the Amazon. To reach that point, I start from a succinct presentation of 

the historical and intellectual contexts of the internal colonization effort that gave rise to 

the latest wave of Amazon peopling and to today’s social and economic conjuncture, 

stressing the still vivid debate between optimists and pessimists of Amazon development. 

Once the necessary background is introduced, I portray the seminal theory of the hollow 

frontier and related ideas on speculative frontiers, arguing that recent evidence calls for 

the revision of those perspectives. In the last section I draw on established models of land 

use and frontier settlement to propose explanations that can better capture the recent 

tendencies in land use dynamics in the Amazon. The final section sums up the chapter. 
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1.1. Internal colonization, the context 

 

In this section I briefly explore the historic and intellectual context of the government-led 

process of occupation of the Amazon in the 1960s. The text is structured around the 

confrontation between two polarized perspectives, that of the ‘technocentric’ optimists of 

the possibility of development in the Amazon, and that of their ‘ecocentrist’ detractors. 

The debate between optimists and pessimists of Amazon development has more recently 

been reframed to include ideas of sustainable development, pro-poor growth and others, 

and it pervades the different chapters of this thesis inasmuch as it informs policy on 

agriculture, rural development and the environment. 

The premise that induced settlements in the Amazon cannot lead to sustained 

improvement of wellbeing is deep-rooted. Since the beginning of the military-led internal 

colonization programmes, in the 1960s, there have been voices warning that the fragile 

environment of humid tropical forests would not be adapted to sustain the type of 

economic activity that is seen in other regions. Ecological arguments as varied as the 

deleterious role played by heat, the excess of rain, soil fragility, amongst others, were used 

to sustain the same basic idea: that Amazonia is essentially, and crucially, different from 

everywhere else. 

Pierre Gourou’s (1953) thorough assessment of numerous challenges faced by tropical 

countries to develop became the centrepiece of those who see no place for conventional 

economic development in Amazonia. With the technical look of an agronomist and the 

analysis of a human geographer, he expressed a pondered and pragmatic view of the 

possibilities of development in the Amazon as well as in other tropical regions. Yet his 

views were far less eschatological than normally assumed. Later, when the internal 

colonization process was in full swing, the most distinctly Malthusian take was that of 

Philip Fearnside (1986), who used a stochastic simulation model to find that population 

can grow only up a certain (low) threshold level in the region, after which any 

development effort becomes unsustainable, the probability of failure approaching one. 

Fearnside’s positions on Amazon development became highly influential. On the more 
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balanced side was Bourne (1978), who saw costs as well as benefits in the internal 

colonization effort, and accepted the idea from the military government that the Amazon 

region needed to develop as much as other regions in Brazil. 

The internal colonization project of the military government in the late 1960’s to 1980’s, 

and its corresponding land reform programmes, meant that hundreds of thousands of 

peasant families migrated from all regions in the country to the ‘green hell’ of the Amazon 

forest in the span of 30 years (Almeida, 1992, p.29). Settlements for agricultural 

development were the organizational basis of the colonization effort, and while highly 

heterogeneous between each other, all included the demarcation of rural and urban plots 

and distribution to peasants according to pre-established criteria (including a subjective 

assessment of agricultural skills), either completely free of charge or against the payment 

of relatively small sums (Oliveira, 2010). Settlements also included a minimum provision 

of social and economic infrastructure (roads, schools, hospitals, police stations, etc), as 

well as the basic facilities of the state bureaucracy. 

The intellectual position that gave support to the induced occupation of the Amazon is 

best represented in Amazônia (1967), a masterpiece by the then Brazilian Ambassador 

Álvaro Teixeira Soares that exalted nationalist feelings in arguing that the entirety of the 

Brazilian territory had to be occupied. The language used in the book is a good example 

of the kind of fine prose that was used to set the tone of the Brazilian march to the west. 

But there were also objective calculations behind the symbolism and rhetoric. The 

government assessed that world demand for beef and dairy products would rise sharply 

in the following decades, so cattle raising was a sector that could potentially play a similar 

economic role to what rubber had played for nearly a century in Amazonia (Tocantins, 

1982), as well as sugarcane and coffee elsewhere6. 

The government exempted companies from outside the Legal Amazon from paying 

income tax on the amount they invested in cattle ranching in the Amazon (Mahar, 1979). 

                                                             
6 See Soares (1967) for the official government’s, and Neto (1970) for an academic’s views of the time on the 

role of Amazonian cattle in supplying future demand for beef. See Crotty (1980) and Buse (1989) for detailed 

technical analyses of global demand for beef and dairy products in the 1980s, and for confirmation that the 

government’s forecasts were realistic. See Faminow (1998) for a discussion of the role of internal beef demand 

during the first two decades of the colonization process. See D’Silva and Webster (2010) for a 

contemporaneous discussion. 
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Gigantic cattle operations where thenceforth established in selected colonization projects, 

mostly in the State of Pará, by capitalists from São Paulo and other industrial areas (Costa, 

2000), bringing forward a whole new institutional and organizational set—laws, credit 

lines, cattle farm suppliers, sanitation control agencies, slaughterhouses—that would later 

allow for the rapid expansion of livestock in Amazonia. 

Deforestation in the Brazilian Amazon has been historically related to cattle, as 

documented by Fearnside (2005). Cattle was first introduced in the Amazon by the Jesuits 

in 1644 (Tocantins, 1982), but it was not until the 1970’s that it started to grow to become 

today’s most important economic activity in terms of land use. Pasture areas, mostly used 

for cattle raising, accounted for two thirds of the total cleared area in the Legal Amazon in 

2008, as recently measured by the National Institute for Space Research (INPE). The 

contribution of the region to the national cattle ranching sector has also become 

significant, as the increment in the region’s herd amounted to three fourths of the 

country’s increment since 2000 (IBGE, the national statistical agency). 

Peasants who migrated to the Amazon normally brought along some capital, enough to 

clear their plots and start growing cash crops, but far from sufficient to start raising cattle, 

an operation that presumes higher fixed costs and longer investment horizons than 

conventional staple crops. Since food staples have the further advantages of higher 

demand in the beginning of settlements due to ease of storage and lower prices, and 

lower logistical costs (transportation and storage), they are the preferred investment for 

most rural households in the early phases of settlement. The most common route is thus 

to grow rice for two or three years, then raise cattle (most cases) or, when soils are good 

(fairly rare), grow perennials—mostly coffee or cocoa (Witcover et al., 2006). 

Capital accumulation by colonizers runs parallel to the land degradation process. For a 

few years after clearance, seasonal crops (rice, maize) benefit from a very high supply of 

nutrients that comes from the burning of the organic material that was stored on the forest 

ground. But it takes only five or six harvests until output per hectare start to fall to the 

point the land needs to either be abandoned for a couple of years (the slash-and-burn 

cycle), fertilized, or used for something that demands much lower levels of nutrients than 

staple crops, such as forage production. Most farmers will choose a combination of the 
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first and last options, with very few, if any, having the assets (knowledge and capital) to 

move from a traditional to an intensive production system. 

The resulting pattern of settlement in the Amazon represents a drastic change to what 

was previously prevalent. Population density rose sharply in the areas that were subject 

to the colonization effort, and the economy became much less dependent on forest 

products and more reliant on commercial agriculture. In the next two sections I explore 

different approaches to explaining how this new pattern of settlement relates to land uses 

and development outcomes in the Amazon. 

 

1.2. Frontiers, speculation and the consolidation process 

 

In this advance, the frontier is the outer edge of the wave - the meeting point between 

savagery and civilization. Much has been written about the frontier from the point of 

view of border warfare and the chase, but as a field for the serious study of the 

economist and the historian it has been neglected. 

— (Turner, 1921 [1893], p. 7) 

 

I start this section by presenting theories that predict bust outcomes of settlement in the 

Amazon, and finish by summarizing evidence that falsify those theories. Most of the 

literature studying land use in the Amazon has focused on the first phase of the 

colonization process: the agricultural frontier per se, also labelled “speculative frontier” 

(Margulis, 2004) or “expansion front” in Brazilian sociology (Martins, 1996). This space-

temporal category is meant as those locations where the colonization process is in its 

initial early period of net arrival of migrants, property consolidation, and transition from 

a mostly crop-based economy to an increasing participation of cattle. Its distant roots are 

in Frederick Turner’s classical analysis of the role of the expansion towards the west in the 

formation of the American Nation. 
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Agricultural frontiers have been defined in a plethora of ways since Frederick Turner, but 

only a handful of authors have bothered to generate workable definitions that can clearly 

identify a frontier area and distinguish it from other types of settlement. In the present 

thesis I adopt an economic characterization that captures the essential idea in a somewhat 

abstract manner, but I also establish a demarcation criterion that allows me to concretely 

specify what is a frontier and what is not. 

Turner’s broad definition was that frontiers are dynamic spaces (whose boundaries 

dislocate over time) with cheap land and vast “wilderness freedom”. They thus not only 

attract peasants, but also enable individuals to create new communities, with institutions 

that are a real synthesis of the aspirations of those pioneering peoples. His was a concept 

aimed at analysing the sociological implications of the American march to the west, but it 

also provided the foundations to the Brazilian branch of frontier studies. One of the best 

known theorists in this tradition is the sociologist José de Souza Martins (1996), who sees 

two parts to the concept of frontier. The first is the “expansion front”, where civilization 

advances upon new lands and breaks into the “frontiers of humanity”. This borderline of 

frontiers is driven by a mechanical movement of colonization, an almost self-sufficient 

force that bears no relation with economic determinants. The advancement of the 

expansion front over the wilderness produces a clash of worlds between civilization and 

indigenous populations.  

The second part, which is also chronologically posterior, is the pioneer front, where new 

forms of socialization—new institutions—are created, and where economic gains are the 

driver of expansion. It is in this category that Martins’s ideas align with those of Turner, 

as both see a role for frontiers in the process of Nation-building. For Martins as well as for 

Turner, frontiers are where the new is being constantly created and recreated, therefore 

where the Nation can be shaped and reshaped. The opposite of frontiers are those older 

settlements in the Atlantic coast (both in Brazil and in the U.S.) that are instead emptied of 

population, “routinely”, “traditionalist”, and even “dead”. This is in sharp contrast with 

the pessimistic view of frontier settlements that is expressed by ideas of “hollow frontier”. 

Rich as they may be, the sociological concepts above are far from workable definitions. A 

somewhat concreter idea is provided by Mueller (1997), who describes the frontier as an 
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“area where the net present value of land use just covers the opportunity cost of the least cost 

claimant” (p. 42). In simple words, frontiers are places that are only worth it for the 

poorest, most marginalized individuals. This recalls the notion of an expansion front but 

also somehow defines why, in economic terms, individuals are attracted to the frontier. 

The reason is made explicit by Barbier (2011): frontiers are where land is abundant 

relative to labour and capital, so migrants (labour) move to frontiers in search of cheap 

lands and few competitors. Seen through the lenses of political economy, frontiers would 

be “the fringe of market-oriented agriculture and ranching, which advances on subsistence 

farming or uncultivated wilderness, as the case may be, as a function of power relations and profit 

seeking behaviour in the larger society” (Walker et al., 2009, p. 734). 

All definitions capture in one way or another the emptiness and the newness of frontiers. 

In the words of Martins (1996), “[t]he frontier is the frontier of humanity. Beyond it is the non-

human, the natural, the animal” (p. 34, free translation). The unifying idea is thus close to 

that of Hudson (1969), who based on ecological models defines frontiers as empty spaces 

(in terms of population) that have some kind of attractiveness sufficient for a group of 

pioneer colonizers to immigrate and start a settlement. 

Geographers try to explain locational patterns, economists focus on the incentives for 

inputs to move to the frontier, and sociologists concentrate on the social relations that 

emerge from that movement. In this thesis the goal is to study the concrete movement of 

the frontier from a given empty, unsettled place to a more dynamic area, where an 

economic fabric and institutions emerge endogenously: “a place that moves elsewhere, as one 

set of social relations gives way to another” (Walker et al., 2009: 733). 

Mueller’s demarcation criterion has the advantage of parsimony, as it captures the 

dynamic nature of frontiers while remaining simple. But to be workable it would require 

difficult-to-obtain measures of the net present value of land and of farmers’ opportunity 

costs. An intermediary approach between abstraction and concreteness is that of Campari 

(2002), who characterizes agricultural frontiers as areas with: higher than average 

immigration and deforestation activity; and lower than average population density, land 

prices, land titling, and deforestation extent. This set of criteria provides a useful 

qualitative picture of frontiers, but is still unnecessarily complicated to implement. For 
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operational purposes the best approach is that of Rodrigues et al. (2009), whose 

demarcation criteria are based on the most salient feature of frontiers: deforestation. They 

define frontiers as areas with high deforestation activity and low deforestation extent, and 

consolidated areas as the inverse—low deforestation activity and high deforestation 

extent. These criteria only require data on deforestation and the choice of ‘high’ and ‘low’ 

deforestation thresholds. This is the working definition I adopt. 

Pecuniary gain 

Turner’s work on frontiers was half-transplanted to Brazil in 1938 by the geographer 

Preston James. Studying the case of Northwestern São Paulo, where coffee plantations 

were expanding, James established a notion of “hollow frontier” that would become 

enrooted in narratives of frontier dynamics in the social and environmental sciences. A 

hollow frontier would be an area where a pioneer settlement leaves behind (i) substitution 

of crops for pastures, (ii) nutritialy depleted and badly eroded soils, and (iii) a declining 

population. Moreover, under this framing frontier dynamics would be best described by a 

sequence of boom, bust and decline (Taylor, 1973). 

 

Why is Brazil still a land with a hollow frontier? The system of fazendeiro and colono, 

or wealthy landowning aristocrat and poor landless peasant (…) is a well known and 

basic cause of the failure of agricultural settlement to achieve any sort of permanence. 

(…) But this is not the whole story (…) The answer lies to a certain degree in the 

changing spirit of the Western world. Most of the colonists who came to São Paulo 

came not to seek liberty, but for pecuniary gain. 

— (James, 1938, pp. 361-362; emphasis added) 

 

The idea of pecuniary gain is recurrent in this thesis. The quotation synthetizes the view 

by Preston James that a different process was taking place in Brazil than what had been 

theorized by Turner for the United States. The difference was that in Brazil pecuniary gain 

was subverting the original spirit of the march to the west: the search for freedom. This 
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link between speculative behaviour and a failed frontier would persist in the theorization 

of new settlements until the present day, and I will show that there is a neat connection 

between James’s ideas and more contemporary theories of idle farming and land 

speculation. 

The hollow frontier theory seems to have been valid for the State of São Paulo during the 

first half of the 20th century, as shown by Casetti and Gauthier (1977) and Taylor (1973). In 

sharp contrast, the very same areas in São Paulo that had seen soil depletion and a 

declining population until the 1950s—Marília, Araçatuba and Presidente Prudente, as 

well as western Paraná and Santa Catarina—are the regions that later became the most 

prosperous rural areas in Brazil, both in cattle ranching and agriculture. Hence, the 

hollow frontier theory has badly failed to predict agricultural developments in ‘post-

frontier’ situations. 

During the first three decades of directed colonization in the Amazon, a number of 

scholars tried to update the hollow frontier theory adapting it to what was being observed 

in many colonization projects across the region7. For example, Almeida and Campari 

(1995) made an extensive study of farmers’ land use decisions with a model of rational 

resource allocation based on opportunity costs. Farmers allocate labour, land and capital 

so as to cover opportunity costs—the best return they can get to their resources in an 

alternative investment. When a farmer decides to clear land because he expects to sell out 

his plot at a higher price in the future (a pecuniary motivation, as in James’s quotation 

above), he is said to be a speculative agent. If he instead clears with the objective of 

producing agricultural goods to sell in the market, he is said to be productively oriented. 

The authors developed an empirical model where land is kept if its profitability matches 

its opportunity cost, given by land prices, otherwise it is sold out. They then calculated 

the profitability of agricultural and livestock systems and concluded that not all farmers 

kept lands due to their productive potential. In fact, they estimated that for up to 50% of 

                                                             
7 Ideas of hollow frontier and boom-bust are very popular in Latin America more broadly. For example, in a 

thorough study of the history of Scarcity and frontiers, Edward Barbieri (2011) expresses a neat endorsement of 

those ideas, particularly for the case Latin-America. Rudel et al. (2002) is another well-known article that 

explores such theses for the case of Ecuador. 
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their sample, productivity levels did not increase fast enough to match land appreciation, 

so farmers must have been keeping land as capital assets in order to benefit from land 

prices that grew faster than bond yields. The authors argued that where farmers were not 

able to keep up with land appreciation, productivity levels tended to either stagnate or 

decrease, and a process of “agricultural involution”8 took place, whereby farmers that 

were originally productive became land speculators, and the area transitioned towards a 

hollow frontier. 

Assunção (2008) takes this view further by establishing the conditions under which 

farmers choose to invest in land for productive versus unproductive, or store of value, 

motives. He argues that the opening up of land rental markets improves land allocation in 

allowing skilled farmers to lease lands from unskilled farms, thus reducing the amount of 

land that is allocated to “idle farming”. Bowman et al. (2012) further elaborate on the land 

speculation approach by dividing the Amazon into 4 Km2 cells and estimating a profit 

function for each resulting pixel. They assume that spatial units (pixels) that cannot 

generate a flow of profits that is high enough to pay for the land at current prices 

(opportunity cost) are effectively speculative land uses. They thus find that anywhere 

between 9% and 13% of the region is vulnerable to speculation, and that up to 25% of total 

land is only marginally profitable at current conditions. 

The prediction of the land speculation branch of the literature is that, in the absence of 

policies that deal with market failures such as dysfunctional credit and land rental 

markets, part of the land in the Amazon will be devoted to idle farming and enter a 

process of agricultural involution. In particular, where land prices are already high and 

still see rapid rises, all else constant, agents will be stimulated to switch to idle farming as 

productivity levels often cannot grow as rapidly as booming land prices. That is, in 

essence, the idea of a hollow frontier, where productivity and welfare are either stagnant 

or collapsing. 

Contrary to the perspective above, many scholars have found evidence of an agricultural 

sector that becomes increasingly productive and efficient in its use of land, especially in 

                                                             
8 The authors use the term, somewhat misleadingly, in a completely different way from Clifford Geertz in the 

classic Agricultural involution: the process of ecological change in Indonesia (1963). 
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consolidated areas, where land prices are high and often still rising considerably. 

Andersen et al. (2002) were among the first authors to make this point clear by means of 

careful empirical analysis. They found that from 1970 to 1995 per capita rural GDP grew 

at 5.8% in real terms, while cleared area increased by 4.8% annually, implying a rising 

productivity of land. They also analysed different social indicators and concluded that 

“the developments in the Amazon have benefitted large parts of the population, not only a few rich 

speculators” (p. 202). Moreover, they found that older, consolidated settlements had 

become dynamic centres of growth for local rural economies, much in contrast with the 

prediction that frontiers would eventually bust. 

On the issue of land speculation leading to idle farming, Sills and Caviglia-Harris (2009) 

find little evidence of speculative behaviour in land price formation in Rondônia. They 

instead find a strong positive relation between stocking ratios and land values, as well as 

a negative effect of neighbours’ degraded soils, both implying that land markets are 

instead productively oriented. Sticker et al. (2013) find that land prices in Mato Grosso are 

fully consistent with Net Present Values of 30-year agricultural rents and a discount rate 

of 5%. If speculative behaviour were largely in place, then land prices would have to 

imply a much higher discount rate. 

 

[D]espite predictions that these colonist farming systems would be ecologically and 

financially unsustainable, the majority of farms in the survey sample saw the real per 

capita net value of production grow during the 10-year study period. It may be 

convincingly argued that this growth in production, bringing with it enhanced 

economic welfare for most of Rondônia’s rural inhabitants, has come at the expense of 

the natural capital stock (i.e., natural forests) that has been progressively converted to 

pasture during this 10-year study period. 

— (Browder et al., 2008: 1488). 
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The same conclusions that Browder et al. (2008) arrived at for the State of Rondônia were 

reached by Van Wey et al. (2013) for Mato Grosso, and by Barretto et al. (2013) and 

Martha et al. (2012) for the whole of the Amazon. Despite some flaws in the interpretation 

of results, the two latter papers gather robust evidence on the important productivity 

gains that cattle ranching has had in the last few decades. Pacheco and Poccard-Chapuis 

(2012) do the same exercise and arrive at similar conclusions, corroborating what Chomitz 

and Thomaz (2001) had found a decade earlier. All these papers find strong evidence of 

sustained productivity gains in the agricultural sector, providing further evidence that 

falsify the hollow / speculative frontier theses. 

Consolidated regions are increasingly relevant to the Amazonian economic landscape. 

Despite important regional variation, post-frontier locations are in many aspects 

converging to the standards of average to high-development localities in the country’s 

interior. This can be said of infrastructure and connectivity (Poccard-Chapuis et al., 2005; 

VanWey et al., 2013), economic output and welfare (Costa, 2012; Margulis, 2004; VanWey 

et al., 2013), industry life-cycle (Hall and Caviglia-Harris, 2013; Merry et al., 2006), but 

also—and most importantly for this study—of agricultural productivity (cited above). 

Consolidated rural areas display features that very clearly differentiate them from areas of 

recent colonization: a more technified agriculture, more concentrated land distribution, 

and greater degree of land titling. 

Hence, the recent evidence on the advancement of the frontier suggests that situations of 

failure are not the main outcome of settlements in the Amazon. In particular, the finding 

that agricultural productivity is in fact increasing in the region as a whole goes against the 

predictions of the land speculation literature. But if the hollow frontier theory is falsified, 

recent developments in the Amazon can be explained by an alternative body of literature. 

In the next section I show how a Boserupian framework of agricultural change can 

account for the recent evidence, and how ideas of land speculation can be reconciled with 

an intensification process. 
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1.3. Three phases of rural settlement 

 

I now turn back to a classic geographical model to establish the basis of the analysis of 

recent agricultural frontiers in the Amazon. I then add a Boserupian insight and a well-

known economic model of technological dynamics in agriculture to complete the 

fundamentals of the theoretical advancements proposed in this chapter. 

Inspired by ecological models of ecosystem colonization and based upon reasonable 

assumptions of social and economic processes of rural settlement, Hudson (1969) 

proposed the following 3-phased theory of rural settlement location. By migrating to a 

new settlement pioneers reduce overall population density. They establish locational 

clusters based on a number of ecosystem variables that influence their choices. Then, in 

the second phase, population growth and new waves of immigration determine the 

dispersion of the original clusters into unoccupied areas, thus filling up the space and 

increasing population density. The third phase is a crucial one: 

 

[T]here is a lower limit on the size of the farm that can be operated economically. 

Increase in prices may bring smaller farms into production (change in volume of the 

niche space), but even with such a condition, the biotope is of finite size and so are the 

farms, and the process is inevitably checked. The process of competition is a struggle 

between settlements to hold their domains intact and to increase their holdings. Larger 

settlements absorb smaller ones, just as larger trees get greater nourishment by 

blocking sunlight from smaller trees near them (…) Under low density there is no 

need for competition. It is only under high density conditions that the competition for 

space comes into being and the process will become important only when farmers try 

to expand their holdings. The recent agricultural history of the United States has been 

characterized by these conditions - a small decrease of land in farms, a marked increase 

in average size of farm, and a decline in the number of farms. 

— (Hudson, 1969, p. 371). 
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Hudson’s seminal theory gives way to the idea that economic consolidation in the context 

of competition is associated with productivity gains on the one hand, and exiting farmers 

on the other. Weaker farmers who end up being bought out will inevitably migrate either 

to towns or to new frontiers. Those who stay are better able to invest in land-saving 

technologies9. For the ones who stay and intensify, continuous competition reinforces 

itself by creating a “treadmill pattern” of technological change and land property, 

whereby early, skilled adopters of new technologies benefit from lower unit costs and end 

up either forcing other, less skilled (laggard) farmers to adopt the new technology or 

forcing them out by buying up their lands (Levins and Cochrane, 1996). 

This kind of treadmill technological pattern has been shown to emerge in the presence of 

low technological contagion and high adoption costs, which generates low levels of early 

adoption (Berger, 2001; Deroïan, 2002). In the same vein, Börjeson (2007) suggests that 

land use intensification may have a self-reinforcing effect, whereby long term capital 

investment for preservation of soil fertility attracts immigrants to the region, which in 

turn spurs further intensification. More recently, Duflo et al. (2011) find evidence that 

behavioural constraints related to present-bias can have a role in preventing farmers from 

adopting new technologies at early stages. 

In the agricultural treadmill’s terms, laggards are farmers who are unable or unwilling to 

switch to a more intensive cropping system. These are seen by a traditional Boserupian 

model as being simply optimizing the use of labour, as the transition to a more intensive 

system is assumed to imply lower marginal productivity of labour. This is a crucial point 

that will permeate the analysis in the following chapters, so I will present it in detail. In 

studying the relation between population and agricultural development, Boserup (1965) 

formulated a theory of agricultural intensification, understood as the process that leads to 

the adoption of land use systems that increase output per unit of land. Her key argument 

was that population growth is the central factor to explain land use transitions, and that 

the adoption of technologies that affect land and labour productivity would be triggered 

by demographic pressure. Population growth raises demand for food, thus putting 

                                                             
9 Hall and Caviglia-Harris (2013) provide panel data evidence of a 3-phased model of agricultural market 

advancement—“growth, development and consolidation”—in the State of Rondônia. 
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pressure on land, but it also increases labour supply. It is natural, then, that farmers 

respond by employing techniques that use more labour to spare land10. 

The oldest form of land use, shifting cultivation or slash-and-burn, relies on long fallow 

(20 years) to recover soil fertility, thus requiring large quantities of land and 

comparatively low labour inputs. One of the most provocative insights made by Boserup 

was that, in this most basic land use system, output per unit of labour is maximized. Such 

a view is in sharp contrast with the assumption that the low capital input in shifting 

cultivation leads to low productivity of labour, and that by adding capital labour will also 

be used more efficiently. Boserup used data on Southeast Asia to argue that any process 

of agricultural intensification would imply greater use of labour with a less than 

proportional rise in output.  

The argument can be made clearer by going through her model of agricultural 

development. In a first phase, population growth reduces the amount of available land 

and forces the reduction of fallow time. With long fallow the preparation of a plot only 

requires a superficial slash followed by fire. This is sufficient to remove all the weeds and 

leave the soil ready for agricultural use. But the transition to short fallow—1 to 6 years—

demands a technological upgrade: 

 

[W]hen the period of fallow is shortened and, therefore, the natural vegetation before 

clearing is thin or grassy the land must be prepared with a hoe or similar instrument 

before the seeds or roots can be placed. Thus, the hoe is not introduced just as a 

technical perfection of the digging stick. It is introduced, typically, when an additional 

operation becomes necessary, i.e. when forest fallow is replaced by bush fallow. 

— (Boserup, 1965, p. 16). 

 

The technological shift raises product per hectare but also increases labour requirements. 

This is so because the work of fertility reposition that was done by fallowing time, forest 

                                                             
10 While this crucial point was generalized by Boserup, it was first made by Geertz (1963). 
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cover, burning and ashes is now replaced by labour and weeding. The shortening of the 

fallow period means that there is no time for secondary forest to cover the soil and 

eliminate weeds, so the farmer has to employ a hoe. Hence he is forced to substitute 

leisure for work. In the subsequent transition, to an annual cropping system, fallow time 

is further reduced to a few months every year, and still another technological shift is 

required. Soil preparation now demands not only weeding but also manuring. In the 

context of annual cropping the use of a hoe is hardly conceivable, so another shift is 

implemented, to the plough. This, however, means that the superficial form of soil 

cleaning that was sufficient in the long fallow system must now be replaced by full 

removal of roots. It also means that draught animals must be raised and fed, all of which 

imply that labour requirements per hectare are again raised. 

To be sure, the central proposition by Boserup that marginal productivity of labour 

declines when land use is intensified has generated strong criticism (Hunt, 2000). 

However, Vosti et al. (2002) present empirically-derived technical coefficients for three 

types of dairy production systems in the State of Acre, going from traditional to 

intensified, and show that labour requirements grow almost threefold with 

intensification, the same happening for capital requirements (pp. 120-124). Moreover, a 

financial viability analysis of agroforestry—a land management strategy championed by 

ecologists that increases yields by diversifying production and keeping trees close to 

pasture / crop fields—in one municipality in Rondônia found that labour costs account for 

over one third of the total costs of production (Gama et al., 2005). 

Yet a less restrictive assumption may be easier to embrace. A central hypothesis in this 

thesis is that laggard farming is a rational productive decision that optimizes labour 

productivity rather than a strategy to maximize financial gains. For this to hold, all that is 

needed is that marginal productivity of labour falls when expansion of markets pushes 

farmers to intensify under a given technology. For example, if the transition from fallowing 

to annual and thence to multi-cropping is implemented with the hoe as the only 

technology, then labour requirements are almost certain to increase more than output. 

This important point was made by Winfrey and Darity (1997) who argued that a declining 

marginal productivity of labour is a realistic assumption if intensification is implemented 
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within the boundaries of a given cropping system. For them, the transition from one 

cropping system to another happens precisely to raise marginal productivity of labour, 

which then falls again with intensification until the next switch. 

The induced intensification literature, a Boserupian branch of agricultural studies, 

proposes three possible reactions to pressure (either from the market or from population) 

to intensify. Farmers may either follow an “innovative intensification” strategy, increasing 

the use of technology, or put further pressure on soils to raise output using the same 

technology but at the same time taking action not to exhaust soils—“noninnovative 

intensification”. The third strategy is called “excessive cropping frequency”, and is 

associated with declining soil fertility (Turner and Ali, 1996; Turner and Fischer, 2010; 

Laney, 2002). Farmers who opt for any of the last two are technological laggards. 

Labour productivity can then be safely assumed to see a steep rise whenever a switch is 

made to a more intensive technomanagerial system. But in the context of farmers who 

cannot incorporate technologies because they don’t have the means or the skills to, 

intensification does imply a falling rate of labour productivity. With the further 

assumption that the technology that generates the steep rise in marginal labour 

productivity is uncertain and expensive, the behaviour of laggards can be rationally 

explained: by avoiding intensification when technology is given, they are sticking to a 

higher labour productivity at the margin.  

Migration 

How does migration enter the story? Following the treadmill paradigm, early adopters 

will realize extra-profits when there are still few adopters of the new technology, and thus 

will be able to buy up new land. This idea is in line with a von-Thünean model of land 

rents. Phelps et al. (2013) have shown that increased productivity resulting in larger 

surplus agricultural production drives up land rents and thus land prices. Laggard 

farmers see an increase in the opportunity cost of the land they own, so they are 

motivated to become land speculators (Levins and Cochrane, 1996). 

Land prices will keep rising as long as agriculture continues incorporating technologies. 

Farmers with a tendency to be laggards will either become rentiers (speculators) who 
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realize capital gains from land, or sell out their land and migrate to a frontier in order to 

optimize their labour’s productivity. If they stay, they will either see a falling marginal 

labour productivity due to degraded pastures (less output being generated from the same 

area) or due to having to intensify in a noninnovative way. If they instead migrate, they 

will see their marginal labour productivity increase immediately due to a larger and less 

degraded pasture area. This outcome was central to Boserup’s original model, as she saw 

dispersion of rural populations as a response to falling rates of labour productivity 

(Kjaerby, 1980). The essential feature of this model is that the technological treadmill is the 

fuel to rising land prices. Then, the amount of land speculators vis-à-vis optimizers 

depends on (1) land markets and (2) the share of laggards with respect to early adopters. 

More on this in Chapter 4. 

Migration to frontier areas has been studied by demographers with interesting results. A 

stylized model by VanWey et al. (2005) synthesizes the findings of a broad array of 

literature and advances a hierarchical sequence of responses to population pressure: (i) 

intensify, (ii) provide off-farm labour, (iii) migrate, and (iv) reduce fertility. In line with 

the Boserupian model, farmers will first respond to increased land scarcity by using land 

more intensively—employing more capital / labour. When a technological threshold is 

reached and switching to a more advanced land use system is unfeasible, they will work 

off-farm to compensate for rising food prices; the plot is thus turned into a residence that 

allows family members to work for a wage. 

The fact that a group of elite farmers pursues the intensification strategy raises demand 

for labour and encourages marginalized farmers to remain as off-farm workers in 

consolidated areas. This well-known hypothesis relies on the Boserupian assumption that 

intensification is labour-intensive, and it has been confirmed by a general-equilibrium 

land use model of the Brazilian Amazon (Cattaneo, 2002). The off-farm response 

hypothesis has been further confirmed by Tachibana et al. (2001) and Maertens et al. 

(2006) for frontier locations in Vietnam and Indonesia, where the development of 

improved, labour-intensive irrigation systems for paddy cultivation in consolidated 

lowlands reduced agricultural expansion at the forest margins. 
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The off-farm labour response to intensification, however, may be unsustainable in the 

long run, for two reasons. The first is that urban areas pay higher wages (especially when 

transportation costs in rural areas are accounted for) so there is an incentive to sell out 

and buy a house in the town. The second reason is that the skill set changes rapidly as 

more farmers adopt modern technologies, with rural wages for low skilled workers 

further declining. Eventually, marginalized farmers will be crowded out and engage in 

migration, often going to urban areas but otherwise choosing new frontiers where land 

prices are lower. When migration still proves insufficient, fertility reduction becomes the 

last coping strategy. 

The evidence on rural-urban migration is imprecise. Carr (2009) makes a thorough 

assessment of rural migration in Latin-America and only mentions one study from 1994 

that properly measured rural-urban migration in Brazil. He argues that rural-urban 

migration tends to be overestimated and that the rural-rural pattern may be more 

prevalent in Latin America. Barbieri et al. (2009) study rural-urban versus rural-rural 

migration in Ecuador and find that approximately one third of rural out-migrants head to 

urban areas. They look at the determinants of one and the other types of migration, and 

find the rural-rural strategy is followed mostly by young, unskilled, marginalized small 

farmers who face economic stress and cannot cope with a tougher labour market (which is 

confirmed by Bell (2011) for the case of Rondônia). 

Separating out migrants who go to urban from those who go to rural areas in response to 

the inability to cope with processes of land use change in consolidated areas is key to 

understanding the link between intensification and deforestation. Yet demographers have 

a hard time grappling with the analysis of such a moving target. If the idea that rural 

areas become hollow as settlements evolve seems not to be an accurate generalization of 

agricultural development in the Amazon, it is nonetheless the case that migrants tend to 

flow from distant settlements to more densely populated areas. 

For example, Perz et al. (2012) study the effect of road paving on migration patterns 

comparing Peru, Bolivia and Brazil (the State of Acre), and find that in Brazil road paving 

leads to net out-migration from rural areas, but that the opposite is true for areas close to 

the capital Rio Branco, where net immigration rate is instead prevailing. Parry et al. (2010) 
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also find evidence of areas closer to urban centres receiving immigrants from areas farther 

away, even if total rural population rises. What this suggests is a movement where part of 

migrants flow to urban areas possibly in search of better employment opportunities as 

well as better education and health. In fact, the most marginalized farmers tend to move 

to peri-urban areas first, where they can more easily adapt to a new lifestyle (Macdonald 

and Winklerprins, 2014). 

Whereas in the empirical part of this thesis I approach migration in a simplified way, it is 

nevertheless important to acknowledge that the decision to move out can involve 

different members of the household in varying degrees. For example, Diniz (2002) showed 

that in the State of Roraima frontier occupation was being segmented at the household 

level between women and younger children (in school age) who lived in the “urbanized 

frontier”, and men and older children, who stayed in rural frontiers doing subsistence 

agriculture. A similar case is where part of the household out-migrate (normally the 

offspring) and part stay and implement changes in the land use system. VanWey et al. 

(2012) present evidence that households adopt out-migration as a strategy to gain 

resilience, but only some members emigrate in most cases. These will then either provide 

remittances (if they are far away) or labour (if they are close) to the original household, 

supporting a process of land use change. 

Frontier migration followed by deforestation is one of many possible responses to the 

intensification process. Some evidence suggests that soil exhaustion may be a cause of 

frontier migration (Carr, 2008). A recent paper by Caviglia-Harris et al. (2013) studies the 

determinants of frontier migration in a region of the State of Rondônia, and strongly 

confirms most of the hypotheses of the population literature. While they do not find a 

significant effect of ecological factors—soil depletion, pasture degradation—on the 

probability of out-migration, they do find that up to 17% of out-migrants move due to 

farm failure, and that up to 66% move to buy larger, better plots. These two pieces of 

evidence, however, are arguably in line with the idea that ecological factors have at least 

some influence on the decision to migrate. 

In brief, frontier migration is in part the outcome of agrarian dynamics where a reduced 

group of able farmers follows an innovative intensification path while a larger group of 
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laggard farmers either become land speculators or adopt a labour productivity-optimizing 

strategy and migrate to a new frontier. Migration thus enables the substitution of labour 

and capital, required for an intensification process, for natural soil fertility in virgin lands. 

Farmers who for any reason adopt a strategy of excessive cropping frequency, where no 

measure is taken to circumvent soil exhaustion, will eventually become either rentiers or 

migrants, as the gap between the opportunity cost of their lands and their farming output 

becomes insurmountable. Land markets are thus intermediating factors to these 

dynamics, as a rising demand for land increases the gains that marginalized farmers can 

have by selling out. 

 

1.4. Conclusion 

 

In this chapter I discussed the concepts and theories that underlie the theoretical 

propositions I advance in this thesis. The idea of a frontier that starts off by attracting 

agents with the lowest opportunity costs—marginalized farmers, often in a situation of 

penury—and evolves into a new type of rural settlement, where competition becomes a 

chief driving force, is central to this thesis. It is an alternative to the theory of a hollow 

frontier, which predicts a full failure of the colonization process: decreasing population, 

eroding soils and backward types of land use. Such an alternative paradigm is in place 

inasmuch as recent evidence on frontier dynamics in the Amazon falsify the main 

predictions of the hollow frontier theory. 

The added value of this chapter is fourfold. First, I make the link between hollow frontier 

theories and more contemporaneous ideas of speculative frontier, idle farming and 

involutional agriculture, and argue that they have a comparable vein in that they share 

predictions for the fate of rural settlements in the Amazon. Second, I summarize recent 

empirical evidence that contradict the above propositions, and call for a theory that better 

fits the reality of rural settlements resulting in improving agricultural productivity and 

rising population. Third, I build on the Boserupian idea of intensification as optimization 

of labour’s marginal productivity by joining Hudson’s model of rural settlement and 
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Cochrane’s treadmill hypothesis. I develop a more nuanced picture of post-frontier 

settlements, leaving room for an intensification process that runs parallel to the 

continuous occupation of new frontiers—even if at a decreasing rate—and to a form of 

optimizing behaviour that can be wrongly seen as pure speculation. 

Fourth, I briefly discuss the migration literature and show how the definition of a link 

between intensification and deforestation is hindered by the complex and changing 

nature of migration patterns. If marginalized farmers may respond to rising land prices 

and degrading pastures by migrating to new frontiers, they may also respond by staying 

where they are and increasing the supply of off-farm labour, migrating to urban areas, or 

selecting some members of the household to migrate while others stay and implement 

changes to the land use system. These considerations will prove important to explain the 

results I obtain in Chapters 4 and 5 regarding the impact of intensification on frontier 

deforestation. 

The contribution of this chapter is based on the theories and evidence put together by 

others. In Chapter 2 I mobilize the conclusions above to advance a set of theoretical 

propositions that are one way of explaining recent land use developments in the Amazon. 

My subsequent effort in Part Two of the thesis is then to scrutinize the hypotheses 

advanced using purposely collected primary survey data: I use Chapter 3 to present the 

procedures of data collection, and Chapter 4 for the analysis and empirical results. 
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Chapter 2 

Theoretical propositions 

The intensification-migration-deforestation link 

 

In this chapter I advance the theoretical propositions that are tested in Parts Two and 

Three of the thesis. I combine the conclusions from the literature review with insights I 

obtained during fieldwork to come up with a set of hypotheses that can explain the 

livestock intensification process on the one hand, and a possible rebound effect of 

intensification on deforestation on the other.  

I spell out three essential conditions that have led to a rising land scarcity which has in 

turn spurred a process of land use intensification in cattle ranching. I then propose three 

other conditions that would in principle lead the observed intensification to push laggard 

farmers to forest margins and cause deforestation to rise. 

In the first section of this chapter I argue that the intensification process is a consequence 

of a set of restrictions to horizontal expansion. These restrictions are: (i) higher costs to 

deforestation due to an increased enforcement of the environmental legislation; (ii) a 

process of soil degradation that decreases the stocking capacity of pastures; and (iii) rising 

land prices. All of them operate more or less synchronically to tax the farmer’s production 

function, causing a growing number of farmers to have negative profits, which calls for a 

response that is either in the form of more off-farm labour or out-migration. These are 

intrinsically related to a rapid integration of the Amazon to national and global 

commodity markets in the last two decades (Walker et al., 2009; Pacheco and Poccard-

Chapuis, 2012; Lapola et al., 2014). 

None of the three conditions for vertical expansion above is entirely met in frontier 

locations, where markets are still underdeveloped and large portions of cheap lands are 
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available. It is only when a settlement starts to be crowded by newcomers, and a 

competitive phase emerges, that land prices respond. Along with competition come 

markets and infrastructure: roads, slaughterhouses, and a government bureaucracy. The 

transition between a frontier situation and a more consolidated pattern of rural settlement 

is often characterized by a crisis. In this second, more advanced phase of settlement, 

planted pastures start to bear the effects of age. Poorly capitalized farmers meet a 

situation where pastures have decreased in quality, land prices are surging and new 

clearances are costly due to a stiff environmental legislation. Many will then face the 

crucial decision of either vertically expanding by investing in pasture recovery or selling 

out. 

The competition phase implies a land consolidation process that may be associated with 

an indirect frontier migration effect. A sort of boomerang effect whereby intensification in 

more established areas is associated with new deforestation in frontier locations would 

thus cause a flow of poor farmers who sell out their plots where land prices are high to 

buy bigger, more fertile lots in frontier locations and migrate therein. 

In the second section, I propose three necessary conditions for a rebound effect of cattle 

intensification on deforestation to emerge. These are: (i) a group of technological laggards 

who cannot cope with the changing technological conditions coexists with a group of elite 

farmers who have accumulated enough to intensify and increase landholdings at the same 

time; (ii) a frontier where land prices are near-zero exists and is widely known; and (iii) in 

spite of high transaction costs, land markets operate well enough to allocate land from the 

most marginalized technological laggards to elite farmers. In the presence of these 

conditions agricultural competition and land markets should prompt an indirect land use 

effect whereby more productive farmers take up the place of less productive ones who 

then take up the remaining place at the frontier. 
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2.1. Intensification as a response to rising costs to horizontal expansion 

 

I start by defining the term ‘intensification’. The definitions of intensive, extensive, and 

traditional systems are somewhat confusing in the literature. The most common usage of 

the terms is the one that differentiates extensive from intensive by the level of land 

productivity, such as in Herrero et al. (2010). This distinction, however, requires the very 

difficult choice of a threshold productivity of land, and in any case it is not of much 

analytical use. There is also a more elaborate terminology that I use in some passages, that 

defines intensive systems as having ‘inward’ growth in yields, where the existing cleared 

land is used more intensively, and extensive ones having ‘outward’ production growth, 

where the amount of cleared land is extended and productivity of land (yield per area per 

unit of time) is kept relatively constant (Matson and Vitousek, 2006; Walker et al., 2009; 

Rudel et al., 2009). 

The latter concepts, however, are problematic for three reasons. First, they do not allow 

for the static classification of a production system, as they are dynamic in nature; second, 

they do not capture an important group of hybrid situations, where efficiency and scale 

changes take place simultaneously—production growth is done both inwards and 

outwards; third, and most importantly, even the most land-efficient systems are likely to 

grow outwards as the technological frontier is reached, yet it would be misleading to 

classify systems in the technological frontier as extensive. 

To account for that, and given the purpose of this research, I adopt definitions more in 

line with the agronomical and zootechnical literatures (e.g.: Abreu and Lopes, 2005, and 

especially Vosti et al., 2001). ‘Extensive systems’ are hereby defined as those based on 

natural grassland instead of planted pastures; ‘intensive systems’ as those where the 

stocking ratio (heads of cattle per hectare) is endogenously determined by the farmer, 

based on the relation between input and output prices; and ‘traditional systems’ as those 

where the stocking ratio is exogenously given to the farmer by the natural fertility of soil 

and other climatic / edaphic conditions. The main distinction—in line with Boserup 

(1965)—is now between traditional and intensive systems. 
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I use the term ‘intensification’ to allude to the dynamic process that allows cattle farmers 

to reach and outdo an intensive production system. I also refer to it as ‘vertical 

expansion’, to hint at the fact that output is raised without addition of land. ‘Horizontal 

expansion’ then refers to increasing output by using more land, either newly or 

previously cleared. Moreover, it must be noted that land can be added to a production 

system even when there is an intensification process in place, in which case horizontal 

and vertical expansion happen at the same time. In fact, it is precisely because horizontal 

and vertical expansion can take place contemporaneously that a univocal relationship 

between land use intensification and deforestation cannot be established. 

The shift from traditional to intensive cattle rearing is a continuous, technically calculated 

process aimed at allowing farmers to administer the stocking ratio of their pastures. A 

process of technological change does not have to stop when the borderline between 

traditional and intensive rearing is surpassed. Indeed, intensification will normally go on 

as intensive farmers keep increasing productivity, ceasing only when land yields reach a 

stagnant condition. 

Technologies are defined as observable artefacts (hardware) or techniques (software) that, when 

combined in technological packages, impact the productivity of land. In this thesis I am not 

interested in discussing agricultural technologies per se, but rather in assessing the impact 

that a given set of known, existing tools and techniques can have on the process of 

intensification and thereby on deforestation. I therefore select a few technologies that, 

based on the results of a purposely designed fieldwork (Vale and Andrade, 2011), are 

currently being employed with success, are the object of policies geared towards 

prevention of deforestation, and are easily measurable. 

Internalizing the environmental cost of deforestation 

Horizontal expansion of agricultural areas onto forest margins through slash-and-burn is 

the natural way in which agriculture has historically developed (Boserup, 1965). To make 

her point clear, Boserup argued that in the presence of free lands, intensification can only 

take place if the marginalized parcels of society are enslaved, for otherwise simple 

economic rationality impels poor farmers to explore lands in marginal areas under 
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traditional systems of long or short fallowing. An essential feature of Boserup’s seminal 

model was that horizontal expansion would only be deterred by endogenous processes of 

densification and crowding. In the case of the Brazilian Amazon, however, population 

growth is not by itself a potential driver of land scarcity, as there still is an immense stock 

of land upon which settlements could potentially expand (more than 80% of the Brazilian 

Amazon is still forested). 

Deforestation became a central policy concern in Brazil as of the early 1990s. The 

conference Rio-92 and a combination of foreign pressure11 and a favourable internal 

context pushed the government to impose a firm burden on deforestation. This was done 

by increasing enforcement of a 1965 command-and-control forest protection law (known 

as the ‘forest code’) that had been largely ignored until then. The first measure was to 

change the law itself: in 1996 the amount of land to be kept forested in private areas 

within the Amazon was raised from 50% to 80%, and in 1998 illegal deforestation became 

a criminal offence. In the early 2000s the Federal authorities started to impose heavy fines 

on farmers who failed to comply with the forest code. The perceived probability of 

punishment has thenceforth increased continuously. Today most farmers will agree that 

the costs of a new clearance plus the risk of a fine largely outweigh any potential benefits 

from a new clearing. 

Deforestation has now been drastically reduced as compared to the levels of the late 

1990s, and there is some agreement that increased enforcement of the forest code is part of 

the cause (Hargrave and Kis-Katos, 2013; Arima et al., 2014; Assunção et al., 2014). A 

rising cost of deforestation implies a decreasing relative cost of the intensification strategy 

with respect to horizontal expansion. Despite important deficiencies in the forest code law 

(Stickler et al., 2013), it is one of the vectors that has contributed to reduce horizontal 

expansion of pasturelands, and it can be argued that it was primarily an exogenous vector 

in that it clearly did not result from any within-region political force. All the opposite of 

the next vector I discuss, which is a genuinely endogenous, biophysical factor. 

 

                                                             
11 Wade (2011) provides a detailed description of the pressure exerted by global NGOs and other 

environmental organizations on colonization projects in the Amazon in the 1980s / 1990s. 
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Pasture degradation and traditional ranching 

 

As long as the population of a given area is very sparse, food can be produced with 

little input of labour per unit of output and with virtually no capital investment, since 

a very long fallow period helps to preserve soil fertility. As the density of population in 

the area increases, the fertility of the soil can no longer be preserved by means of long 

fallow and it becomes necessary to introduce other systems which require a much 

larger agricultural labour force. 

— (Boserup, 1965, p. 104) 

 

The main argument in this sub-section is that pasture degradation must be seen as a 

process that effectively decreases the amount of land that is available to a given farmer, 

and thus forces a re-allocation of the other inputs in the production function. The new 

allocation may come in the form of further clearances to replace the lost stock of 

productive land, or it may come in the form of capital investment to curb the degradation 

process. What path farmers take is a central question to the intensification debate. 

The evidence on productivity loss in the Amazon in the initial years of agricultural 

exploitation is compelling. Weinhold (1999) found that crop productivity felt by an 

average 30% per year in the first 5 years of land use in the Amazon between 1970 and 

1985. Her measure did not account for productivity of pastures, where a degradation 

process typically sets in at a later stage due to lower demand for nutrients, so the 

estimated productivity loss is likely to last longer when pasture productivity is included. 

The idea that pasture quality declines after a few years of grazing and causes a drop in 

productivity is widely accepted in the land use literature. It is also generally recognized 

by farmers who take it for granted that pastures need to be properly managed if they are 

not to become nutritiously poor. However, there is little agreement as to what exactly 

constitutes pasture degradation, let alone how it can be measured. In this thesis I follow 

Szott et al. (2000, Ch. 2) in defining pasture degradation as a change in pasture condition, 
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associated with ecological and environmental factors, that affects pasture quality (physical 

and chemical components as well as weed invasions) and leads to a reduction in 

productivity, when the management system is kept constant. 

The problem is made of two parts. On the one hand, it can be argued that soils have some 

fixed characteristics that make them better or worse for sustaining agricultural / pastoral 

activities. This is the essential idea behind a measure of ‘soil aptitude’ that I use 

extensively in Chapter 4, and that takes physical and chemical information from soils to 

determine whether they are better for cropping, pasture or forestry. For example, 

Witcover et al. (2006) look at land use and welfare outcomes according to soil type, and 

find that the best soils yield 44% more income to farmers, all else constant. They assume 

that all soil types go through a process of degradation that decreases yields and forces 

farmers to trade-off degradation for profitability.  

On the other hand, management is an important factor to be considered. Whatever the 

soil type, techniques and technologies can greatly impact yields and up to a point make 

up for biophysical restrictions. For example, the idea of ‘nutrient mining’ as used by 

Schneider (1995) implies that farmers avoid the costs of sustainable management because 

the costs-benefit ratio of mining is much more attractive. Muchagata and Brown (2003) 

explore the role of pasture management on the degradation process and show that 

undergrazing can lead to as much degradation as overgrazing. They also point to weed 

control as a key component of management, weed invasion being a typical driver of 

pasture degradation. 

The relative impacts that biophysical conditions and management have on degradation, 

however, are subject to debate. In a study of 17 ranches in Rondônia, Numata et al. (2007) 

found that soil type has a significant effect on soil fertility, but that management and 

pasture age have almost no effect. Similar conclusions were obtained by Desjardins et al. 

(2000) for two regions in the Amazon. Yet most of the evidence is geared towards a 

positive effect of pasture age on degradation, with a stronger effect when pastures are 

overgrazed (Numata et al., 2007a; Martinez and Zinck, 2004; Cerri et al., 2005; Martha, 

2010; Dias-Filho, 2011). 
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The role of biophysical constraints on land use decisions is a central part of this thesis. 

Rather than using the notion of nutrient mining, which alludes at one time to the 

degradation process, to the farmers’ management technique, and to the migration pattern, 

I stick to the idea of pasture degradation. This allows me to look at the three components 

above—degradation, management and migration—separately. 

As frontier settlements evolve into consolidated rural areas and cattle continues 

expanding, natural capital starts to show signs of depletion. After a little more than a 

decade of grazing, the typical farmer will notice that his herd is taking longer to fatten to a 

given weight level and will realize that the soil can no longer sustain a traditional type of 

cattle rearing—that which only subtracts from the natural fertility of soils. He will 

decrease his stocking ratio in response, but without proper management of soil fertility 

land productivity will keep falling, and faster (Townsend, Costa and Pereira, 2010). The 

rancher eventually realizes that without investment in agricultural technologies the soil 

will become completely depleted, and he will be forced to shift either to an intensive 

production system, where soil fertility is administrated, or move out of business (sell or 

rent out lands). Clearing remaining forested areas within the ranch (when still existent) is 

less of an option at the more advanced stages of a settlement, as the probability of 

enforcement of the forest code rises. 

The option of selling or renting out depleted lands is nonetheless only feasible if there is 

demand for those lands in the first place. If no other farmer wishes to invest in recovering 

exhausted soils, then owners of depleted lands (technological laggards) will be tied to 

their plots and will have to resort to some kind of cheap, easily accessible technique to 

recover the soil, such as slash-and-burn. If instead depleted soils are sold or rented out, 

part of the sellers may decide to migrate to a frontier region where land is much cheaper 

and buy a new, bigger plot with full natural fertility to start all over again. Which, 

following Boserup, is a labour-optimization strategy. Whereas some, more skilled and 

capitalized farmers stay and incorporate new lands into their properties, others migrate 

further into the frontier and reignite the cycle. Which bears the question: what generates 

demand for depleted lands, and does the existence of such a demand cause new 

deforestation from migration to frontier areas? 
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Rising land prices 

 

Competition to define or redefine the rules of land and capital access takes place 

(frequently involving violent conflict), and leads to winners and losers—those 

increasing land holdings and those pushed/pulled onwards to expanding the 

agricultural frontier further, where land is still cheap. Since cattle provides the largest 

economic rewards, given market conditions and/or government subsidies, for the 

winners, large-scale land conversion to pasture follows. This, in turn, drives up land 

prices, leading to further land consolidation. 

— (Lambin et al., 2001, p. 263). 

 

Market penetration and population densification cause demand for land to rise. Land 

prices in the Brazilian Amazon are low with respect to more developed parts of the 

country, but with a clear tendency of appreciation (Sills and Caviglia-Harris, 2009). Land 

prices are a function of factors that are endogenous to the farm (investment) as well as 

exogenous factors that have to do with the government building infrastructure and with 

neighbouring farmers investing in their plots (Muller, 1997; Sills & Caviglia-Harris, 2009). 

Even if a given farmer makes zero investment, the price of his land is still likely to rise 

due to exogenous forces. When there is a process of technological advancement in place, 

such as theorized by Levins and Cochrane’s (1996) agricultural treadmill, early adopters 

of technologies use abnormal profits to buy land. Land prices thus rise and technological 

laggards have an increased incentive to either become rentiers or sell out. In such a model, 

land prices keep rising as long as agriculture continues incorporating technologies. Hence, 

farmers with a tendency to be laggards will either become rentiers, migrate to frontier 

areas or migrate to other businesses. 

Farmers who intend to sell (or rent) out their plots but wish to remain in the cattle 

business will balance out the net benefits of staying against the net benefits of migrating 

to the new frontier. With a falling productivity of land due to pasture degradation, 
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marginal labour productivity declines if farmers stay and do not invest in intensification, 

whereas by migrating the farmers do not need to intensify and can see their marginal 

labour productivity rise. If they decide to migrate to a frontier area, where probability of 

punishment for illegal deforestation is lower, buy out bigger plots and start all over again, 

then a relation of positive causality between increased land productivity in consolidated 

areas and deforestation in frontier areas may exist—Arima et al. (2011) show evidence of a 

similar effect for soya expansion. 

However, it may also be that those farmers who sell or rent out their lands simply migrate 

to other businesses, thus allowing for a net decrease in deforestation—Macedo et al. (2012) 

substantiate this view for the case of soya. Of course these outcomes may depend on what 

types of technologies are employed, as different combinations of input and output prices 

may deliver distinct outcomes in terms of land productivity, profitability, demand for 

new lands, and frontier migration. If, for example, the intensification process is based on 

labour-intensive technologies, then a rising demand for labour in consolidated rural areas 

may prevent the process of migration to the frontier; if labour-saving technologies are 

adopted instead, then intensification may stimulate out-migration (Angelsen, 2010). 

The three conditions I just presented must be present for an intensification process to take 

place, and I provide some evidence of this in Chapter 4. What I will now discuss are the 

conditions under which a process of frontier migration is likely to emerge in tandem with 

intensification of land use. First, there needs to be a technological gap that fuels land 

prices, with a group of laggard farmers who consider liquidating their assets in order to 

cope with the inability to intensify, alongside a group of elite farmers who have the means 

to intensify. Second, there need to exist new frontiers where land prices are near-zero. 

Third, there need to exist functional land markets that allow for some degree of efficient 

allocation of land. 
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2.2. Does intensification in consolidated areas rebound onto frontier deforestation? 

 

Technological treadmill and the growing disparity between laggards and elite farmers 

For farmers to demand depleted pastures, they need to possess the means (technical and 

financial) to recover those lands, and expect a positive return from the investment. Such 

conditions are typically met when there is a process of land use intensification in place, so 

that some farmers dominate the techniques of recovering depleted pasturelands into 

productive agricultural or grazing fields, and know from experience that it is profitable—

as in the agricultural treadmill model. This group of ‘elite’ farmers may come from within 

the cattle ranching sector or, in more advanced areas, increasingly from the soya sector. In 

fact, according to the Brazilian agricultural agency Embrapa, soya production in Brazil 

has the highest average yield per hectare in the world, and as its production belt heads 

north less land-efficient and profitable activities, such as traditional cattle rearing, tend to 

be displaced further on to the agricultural frontier (Morton et al., 2006; Arima et al., 2011). 

Capitalists coming from the soya sector—a slightly different social group than cattle 

ranchers—will often lease degraded pastures to implement crop-livestock production 

systems, thus associating their expertise in agriculture with the existing infrastructure in 

the lands they rent (Zanine et al., 2006). In such mixed production systems annual crops 

such as soya, sorghum, maize, millet, rice or sunflower, are intercalated with grass on a 

yearly basis, or every 2-6 years in order to balance the flow of nutrients in the soil (Zanine 

et al., 2006; Townsend, Costa and Pereira, 2012; Herrero et al., 2010). The advantages of 

these systems are plentiful: protection against market fluctuations through investment 

diversification, prevention of soil erosion and compaction, natural fertilization through 

manure and straw, amongst others. 

If farmers who operate intensive production systems coexist with farmers who become 

increasingly unviable due to pasture degradation, the more productive ones will 

eventually demand (and buy up) land from the less productive farmers (Barbier, 1997). 

Unsuccessful farmers then face the crucial choice between intensifying and selling out. 
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Expanding horizontally is less of an option as probability of punishment for deforestation 

rises with settlement age and land titling increases, so that agents face a higher 

opportunity cost—thus having more to lose. If they wait for too long before selling (or 

renting) out they may lose the opportunity of rising land prices, as the falling stocking 

capacity of their pastures has a negative effect on the lot’s price. Some farmers will cash 

out the plot and migrate to urban areas or to other parts of the country. Others will 

continue as cattle ranchers elsewhere. In other words, in the presence of a large enough 

gap in land productivity between those who effectively adopt modern agricultural 

technologies and those who do not, the existence of a well-functioning land market will 

stimulate the less successful ones to cash out their lands. 

Reproduction of the frontier 

The outset and evolution of frontier areas in the Amazon has interested numerous 

scholars since the early days of the internal colonization process. A number of 

explanations have been advanced, a good synthesis of which is made by Browder et al. 

(2008). In present-day frontier settlements, as government-induced colonization has 

become less and less important, ‘spontaneous colonization’ gained ground. New frontier 

settlements today result from the actions of individual pathfinders who colonize areas 

previously unsettled or underused: a different process from the induced type of 

settlement which was the norm in the beginning of the colonization of the Amazon from 

the 1960s to the early 1990s. 

A paper by Caldas et al. (2010) studies the spark that may or may not give rise to a fully-

fledged spontaneous frontier settlement. Their findings are in line with what I observed in 

Rondônia, where frontiers born in the last 10 years were in most cases the result of 

invasions of private lands, often motivated by social movements of landless people. 

According to the narratives of 36 farmers that I interviewed in April 2012 in 4 frontier 

areas, the formation of a new spontaneous settlement can be depicted in the following 

schematic way. The very first pioneers, normally in small groups of less than 10, cut the 

initial paths and brave the new settlement in areas previously abandoned or isolated. 

Those pathfinders parcel out the land in the same way as the public land distribution 

agency does, and sell them to newcomers for a relatively low price. Such sale is almost 
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always illegal, and some newcomers seem to be aware of that, but many are either 

deceived to believe they are buying lands legitimately or do not care.  

As newcomers start buying up plots, a flow of settlers sets forth and the word spreads 

that cheap lands are available in a new frontier. The settlement soon becomes self-

enforcing and from that point there is little the legitimate landlord can do to prevent the 

settlement from continuing. Such new frontier settlements continue popping up across the 

Amazon (even if at a slower pace than a decade ago). In fact, since the supply of 

unoccupied lands is still high in the Amazon, the opening up of new frontiers can be 

assumed to be exogenous to existing settlements, as it only depends on the existence of 

farmers with a vocation for pioneering and on the level of property right enforcement in 

the unoccupied lands. Hence the existence at any point in time of at least one new frontier 

where land prices are near-zero (but rising rapidly). 

Land markets link intensification to frontier migration 

When settlements become dense enough that competition raises land prices, farmers who 

are unable to cope with the technological treadmill will look at better options in frontiers 

regions. For more productive farmers to take up the space of less productive ones, who 

then take up the remaining place at the frontier, land markets need to function well 

enough to allow for the reallocation process. The existence of markets capable of 

allocating land between laggard and elite farmers is the third and last necessary condition 

for a rebound effect. 

Land markets in Brazil and in Amazonia are recognized as particularly imperfect, with 

high transaction costs due to low contract enforcement and tenure insecurity (Heath and 

Binswager, 1998; Buchmann, 2006). All else constant, the higher the costs to land market 

transactions the lower the effective opportunity costs—the best return to resources on an 

alternative investment—faced by agents. If transaction costs are higher than the price 

differential between comparable lands in consolidated vis-à-vis frontier areas, then no 

indirect land use effect should be observed. However, there is plenty of evidence of 

indirect land use effect from soya to cattle ranching in the Amazon, so to some degree 

land markets do reallocate and foster land use displacement. 
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Qualitative evidence from fieldwork in Rondônia in 2010 (Vale and Andrade, 2011) 

suggests that land rental markets expand as settlements evolve to transition and 

consolidated areas. This has to do with increased tenure security (land titling) and the 

presence of contract enforcing authorities (courts). If farmers can rent land instead of 

buying it then the cost for a landless peasant to become a farmer diminishes and land 

allocation becomes more efficient. Hence, provided that transaction costs are lower than 

price differentials with frontier regions, the fact that land markets become more efficient 

over time can spur competition for land and cause the displacement of marginalized 

farmers to new frontiers. 

 

2.3. Conclusion 

 

In this chapter I develop theoretical elements that have been either insufficiently covered 

or left aside altogether by existing theories, preventing a fuller understanding of the 

recent tendencies of land use intensification and reduction of deforestation in Amazonia. 

These are: the role of an increasingly enforced environmental legislation, the effect of a 

decreasing pasture stocking capacity on ranchers’ decisions, the technological gap 

between low skilled and high skilled farmers, and the role of price differentials between 

consolidated (older settlements) and frontier areas (recent settlement). 

The interaction between these elements is such that areas previously seen as suffering 

from agricultural involution may instead be going through a transition between 

traditional and intensive land use systems. Pasture degradation has been largely pointed 

out as an important constraint that is added to farmers’ production functions after some 

years or decades of initial settlement. Because the curve of fertility loss can be steep when 

no preventive action is taken, areas that see a degradation process may go from boom to 

crisis in a very short span of time. 

An intensification process can emerge if horizontal expansion of pastures is restrained. In 

the case of the Amazon, this has happened as a consequence of a combination of pasture 
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degradation and enforcement of the environmental legislation. Areas where this process 

is set in motion are distinguishable from agricultural frontiers, as farmers are facing the 

key decision of intensifying or selling out. I call these ‘transition areas’. As the 

intensification process evolves, property rights become increasingly enforced, the 

economic infrastructure converges to the levels of the rest of the country, and land prices 

rise sharply along with opportunity costs. Eventually the crisis is over and a more 

dynamic, consolidated rural settlement is born. In this third phase of development, 

deforestation is very low and agriculture is on track with the process of modernization 

that is seen in many parts of the country. 

Cattle farmers who survive the process of competition that is inherent to the densification 

of rural settlements are those that manage to keep up with the technological treadmill. 

They concentrate in consolidated rural areas, where the occupation process has settled 

down. These agents tend to be more capitalized and thus have more at stake, which 

makes them less prone to taking the risk of punishment for not complying with the forest 

code. Consolidated areas also have more developed policing and enforcement infra-

structures, which increases the probability of being caught when clearing land illegally. 

All this makes cattle ranchers in consolidated rural areas less interested in horizontal 

expansion than their counterparts in less advanced settlements. 

This, however, does not necessarily mean that the activities of those ranchers have no 

impact on deforestation. Indeed, my fieldwork shows that there is a tendency for land 

rental markets to develop steeply in those areas, which increases the total demand for 

cleared land, stimulating deforestation in areas where opportunity costs, enforcement 

infrastructure and forest relative prices are lower: the agricultural frontier. 

Farmers often take time to notice that productivity is declining, and given the high costs 

of pasture recovery (liming, fertilizing) the delay between the first signs of degradation 

and action is often long. Given some degree of social stratification after one or two 

decades of settlement—when pasture degradation normally becomes noticeable—a small 

group of successful farmers will adopt the innovative intensification strategy (early 

adopters, in the technological treadmill’s language), while most will either be 

noninnovative intensifiers or overgraze their pastures. In line with the ideas presented in 
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Chapter 1, the latter two groups will either become rentiers or optimizing migrants, 

depending on land markets and the share of laggards with respect to early adopters. 

Those who migrate may end up in a new frontier and reignite the deforestation cycle, or 

they may abandon the rural areas and thus neutralize the indirect land use effect of 

productivity. The distinction between and measurement of these two alternative 

outcomes is the key to defining whether more productive cattle ranching causes more or 

less deforestation. 
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Part Two 

Primary research 

Cross-sectional evidence on the intensification-migration-

deforestation link 

 

This part of the thesis contains two core chapters. Chapter 3 presents and evaluates the 

data collection strategy and procedures. Its added value is twofold. First, it introduces 

new household data from four regions in one representative State of the Brazilian 

Amazon. The data include areas of recent (agricultural frontiers), moderately recent 

(transition areas) and older settlement (consolidated areas), and capture a trend of 

intensification of cattle ranching as settlements evolve. Second, it adds new elements to 

the standard data collection procedures allowing for a more efficient use of time and 

money in the gathering of spatially explicit survey data. It does not, however, provide a 

discussion of the research methods relevant for the thesis as whole, which is instead done 

within each relevant chapter, starting from the introduction. 

Chapter 4 is a long piece containing three parts. The first is a description of the cases 

studied that sets the context to the subsequent analysis. The second section is the proper 

analysis of the the survey data, where I evaluate the theoretical elements advanced in 

Chapter 2 with respect to how more intensive forms of land-use relate to migration and 

deforestation. In the last section of Chapter 4 I outline a procedure to distinguish 

speculative from productive behaviour in farmers’ land use decisions. I then use the 

survey data to test it and find that while there is evidence of a statistically significant 

‘speculative effect’, the ‘productive effect’ is much more important. 
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Chapter 3 

Data collection method: GIS without GPS12 

 

Where mules were concerned, I had no choice: within a radius of thirty miles around 

Cuiaba there were not more than fifteen for sale. 

— (Claude Lévi-Strauss, Tristes Tropiques, 1961, p. 253) 

 

What challenges are involved in collecting primary data in a harsh environment such as 

the Amazon? If the question were asked about eighty years ago, the answer might have 

been that difficulties were close to insurmountable. When Claude Lévi-Strauss collected 

the first systematic ethnographic evidence on the Nambikwara tribe, back in 1938, he 

assembled no less than “fifteen men, fifteen mules, and thirty oxen” to operationalize the trip 

(ibidem). Committed to spending one year in the deepness of the wild bushes of Mato 

Grosso and today’s Rondônia, he literally used all the resources available, as in the quote 

above. In spite of that, as soon as the adventure started, his transportation animals, one 

after the other, “began to suffer great pain from the fact that saddles bit into their skins (…) These 

skeletal, festering beasts were my first casualties” (ibidem). The fieldwork was eventually cut 

down to six months due to a generalized lack of resources. 

Luckily, the toolkit available to researchers and surveyors has much evolved since then. 

In a book that offers a snapshot of the state of the art in household survey methodology in 

the early 2000s, with particular emphasis on the challenge of linking social science data to 

                                                             
12 This chapter is based on fieldwork that I designed and led in partnership with Marcelo Stabile (IPAM) and 

Leonardo Ventura (Embrapa Porto Velho). The survey design benefited from the collaboration of Diana 

Weinhold (LSE), Henrique Neder and Daniel Andrade (Federal University of Uberlândia, Brazil). The 

research was funded by the Brazilian Ministry of Science and Technology (CNPq), the Brazilian Ministry of 

Education (CAPES), and IPAM. The survey also had the crucial support of the State of Rondônia’s agency for 

cattle sanitation control (IDARON) and the secretary of environment (Sedam). 
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remotely sensed information, Fox et al. (2004) put together articles by contemporary social 

scientists that show how in the modern era of fieldwork mules, oxen, and paper have 

been replaced by airplanes, 4x4 vehicles, and GPS (Global Positioning System) devices. 

For example, the land use scientists Moran, Siqueira and Brondizio (2003) started off with 

a property grid and satellite images, spent large amounts of time doing computational 

work in the pre-field phase, trained interviewers in the use of GPS and GIS (Geographical 

Information Systems) technologies, and had six teams of investigators travel across the 

surveyed region in rented vehicles and speak to farmers by visiting their homes. In the era 

of internet and technology-based fieldwork, researchers are in many ways spared the 

operational problems faced by Lévi-Strauss back in the 1930s, even as novel and equally 

challenging difficulties arise. 

Surprising as it may be, some technological options that nowadays seem obvious—such 

as letting subjects interact with a computer screen to draw maps of their properties—have 

not yet been put to the test on the field in scientific surveys, at least in what concerns the 

type of data relevant for this thesis. If taking space into account became widely accessible 

in science as in other domains, linking people and place still requires considerable 

financial and human resources, restricting the usage of a much demanded analytical kit to 

a small group of well-funded scholars. But being limited on the possibility of attaching 

spatial coordinates to survey data is highly restrictive, and increasingly so as GIS data 

have the potential to leverage the amount of information available to the researcher by 

many orders of magnitude. 

In this chapter I present an approach to survey data collection that employs technology in 

an innovative way. The information a surveyor can collect on the ground is just a grain of 

sand if compared to the layers of spatially explicit data that are nowadays freely available 

in GIS data repositories around the world. The most common spatially referenced data 

that can be readily linked to a grid map are satellite images with information on land 

cover, water availability, carbon content and others, but there are countless other data 

layers such as household censuses. By having detailed spatial information on households 

or farms, researchers can put together an immense amount of information. 
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To overcome the challenge of collecting relevant spatial data with limited time and 

resources, my approach makes use of recent technologies and opportunities in 

institutional design. The main innovation in terms of technology use is to generate a 

property grid using farmers’ visual input directly on a computer screen. To my 

knowledge, this is the first scientific survey to apply such procedure. One key feature of 

this approach is that it makes the best possible use of the detailed knowledge that farmers 

have of their own farm. This has important consequences for data quality. By drawing 

maps based on the interaction between farmers and satellite images, I let the farmer 

provide detailed input on the shape and location of the boundaries. Since many plots 

have gone through successive waves of cuts and redraws, this approach minimizes errors 

by capturing fine-grained detail on the boundaries. The same result could in principle be 

achieved by using a GPS, but it would take the farmer to walk the boundaries of the plot 

with the surveyor. 

I study eight municipalities in the State of Rondônia, collecting data from cattle-oriented 

rural properties on a number of topics, including land use patterns, adoption of 

technologies, migration history, quality of pastures, availability of capital, land values, 

and attitudes towards pasture management and environmental preservation. With the 

assistance of 12 paid enumerators, I interviewed a total of 384 farmers in April / May 2013, 

generating spatial information (a property grid containing the boundaries of properties) 

for 95.5% of the surveyed farms (368 individual properties). 

Before presenting and discussing my approach to data collection, including how I 

obtained GIS information without using a GPS and how I interviewed farmers without 

travelling to their plots, I survey the literature for the standard data collection procedures 

and their limitations. I then discuss the results of my survey by assessing the degree to 

which they approximate a random sample. I conclude by arguing that the new approach 

to collecting spatially explicit data in a more time and money-efficient manner was 

successful in many ways, is replicable in different contexts, but cannot be used in multiple 

waves of a longitudinal survey. 
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3.1. Methodological challenges - an overview of the existing literature 

 

I start by discussing challenges to data collection in land use studies. The most common 

difficulty is the absence of reliable cadastral bases for the sampling procedure. The 

displacement of people in rural areas is normally such that in few occasions is an updated 

database of farmers and their locations available. A second problem, specific to the 

Brazilian Amazon, is that due to stronger enforcement of the environmental legislation in 

the recent past, farmers have grown suspicious of strangers. This leads to a potential bias 

in answers if trust cannot be created. Moreover, at the operational level infrastructure 

limitations pose difficulties to data synchronization during fieldwork and to accessing 

online materials. 

Scholars have responded to the issues above in four ways. One option that at first may 

seem to be the most straightforward, requiring only limited resources, is to rely on an 

existing, often outdated, cadastral base. For example, Caviglia-Harris and Harris (2008) 

used Brazilian government’s official maps from INCRA (the Federal government’s agency 

for colonization and agrarian reform) as property grid both for sampling and spatial 

analysis. Yet without correction for changing boundaries, lot aggregation / disaggregation 

and farmers’ relocation, this procedure is far from ideal. The best solution for an outdated 

property grid is to apply some correction procedure to account for unrecorded changes. 

This will normally consist of visits to the sampled farms and recording of GPS readings of 

the property’s boundaries, such as in Lorena and Lambin (2009) and McCracken et al. 

(1999). Visits can be structured in different ways, but invariably require a lot of financial 

and human resources, as each team of researchers is normally able to make only between 

one and two successful in-situ interviews per day (Moran, Siqueira and Brondizio, 2004). 

Alternatively, a cadastral base can be created from scratch. This is of course ideal, but 

implies a large operational effort and even more funds than the previous strategy, as it 

amounts to a mini-census of the population studied. A derivation of this strategy is to do 

the sampling first, based on an existing non-spatial cadastral base, then to draw the maps. 

One extreme example is given by Turner II and Geoghegan (2003) who describe a survey 
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where the property grid was drawn by walking each property with the household 

members and taking GPS readings of the borders of each subpart of the plot. A less 

extreme example is that of Futemma and Brondizio (2003), who also use GPS readings to 

draw the property grid. 

The third possibility is to estimate a property grid based on information on the spatial 

pattern of settlement. Here the property maps are derived from algorithms that take 

satellite pictures as input to estimate boundaries, then validated with farmers who are 

shown the resulting grid either on printed or digital format (Walsh and Welsh, 2003). For 

instance, Walsh et al. (2004) used algorithm-generated property grids for sampling, 

validated boundaries with farmers by visiting their plots and showing them paper sketch-

maps of their farms, and took GPS readings for final validation. They used the farmer’s 

visual input on the printed sketch, but with limited room for interaction as they could not 

zoom in/out or show / hide different layers of information as can be done on a computer 

screen. 

The fourth group of sampling strategies is that of selecting subjects directly at some 

physical location where they normally gather, such as a government agency or a church. 

For example, Bell (2011) interviews farmers who show up at a government agency to 

request free technical assistance or to register for government programmes. This is a 

cheap and straightforward strategy, yet it carries one major drawback. Provided that the 

subjects who show up at the government agency where the interviews are conducted self-

select to do so, the resulting sampling is fundamentally selection biased, as the probability 

of being sampled is determined by characteristics of the subjects. 

There is no obviously superior approach to be followed, and the choice very much 

depends on the individual requirements of each survey. For my survey, the fact that the 

first three solutions described above rely on GPS readings is highly problematic. The 

advantage of spatial information generated by a GPS is of course precision, but there are 

downsides. First, visiting each single plot is highly time and money-consuming, especially 

with an elevated incidence of absentee farmers, which is common and worsens as rural 

areas become more connected with towns. Secondly, collecting GPS readings implies a 

high level of commitment by the farmer, which is difficult to obtain, especially in 
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situations where there is suspicion as to strangers being agents of environmental 

protection services. Third, when plots have an irregular shape, GPS coordinates can be an 

inadequate solution. 

Given the drawbacks of solutions that rely on a GPS, I used netbooks to collect spatially 

explicit survey data while forgoing the use of a GPS. I also took advantage of an 

institutional opportunity that allowed me to obtain a random sample at a much lower cost 

by avoiding the need to travel to the subjects’ houses. In Rondônia all ranchers are legally 

obliged to report the vaccination of their herds to a government agency, so I interviewed 

them at those agencies. Farmers who do not comply have their cattle herd prevented from 

being physically displaced by a number of enforcement barriers spread across the State. 

As a result, the share of cattle farmers who failed to comply with the reporting obligation 

in 2010 was negligible—about 1.2% (data from IDARON). Moreover, non-compliers tend 

to be subsistence farmers with very small herds who trade little or no cattle—and are thus 

not affected by trading restrictions. Even if the sample may be slightly biased against 

subsistence farmers, these account for a very small share of deforestation so their absence 

should not significantly impact results. 

With respect to the property grid, a limited budget forced me to figure out a strategy that 

circumvented the common procedure of in-situ interviews. The solution was to draw the 

maps right after the interview at the government agency, using satellite pictures and other 

layers of spatial information that would allow for a quick localization of the respondent’s 

farm. One of the layers was an official cadastral map that allowed me to browse directly 

to the plot number reported by the farmer (in case he13 had it). After that, I needed the 

respondent to look at the satellite picture (outdated by 5 years) and confirm that I had 

picked the correct plot (the possibility of zooming in and out as needed and showing / 

hiding layers was very helpful). The next step was to redraw the boundaries (with respect 

to the official property grid) and save the final property map. 

 

 

                                                             
13 90.8% of respondents were male, so I it is safe to use the masculine. 
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3.2. New roads to linking space and people 

 

I now turn to present and discuss the details of the method I employed. I start by briefly 

describing the population of the study and the sampling strategy. I then go through the 

details of the data collection strategy, discussing the options I considered, why, and how I 

went on implementing the survey. The results are presented in section 3.3. 

Population and sampling 

The analytical units are cattle ranchers14 and their land use decisions. I chose the State of 

Rondônia as a representative case of land use dynamics in the Brazilian Amazon. The 

State has high within-variation in forest cover (the dependent variable), with two thirds of 

the territory still forested, and is also a leader in cattle herd growth, with high between 

farm variation in cattle productivity (the independent variable). 

A central topic of this study is land use dynamics in areas of agricultural frontier and how 

that relates to an intensification process that takes place mostly in consolidated areas, 

where migration and deforestation have stabilized. The theoretical approach further 

distinguishes transition settlement areas, where the unfolding of key social and ecological 

processes will define the fate of the future consolidated area, and by extension, of the yet-

to-be-born frontiers. To fully capture within-variation in each of the relevant categories 

advanced by the theory, I adopt stratified sampling with four groups of municipalities: 

pre-frontier, frontier, transition and consolidated, defined on the basis of deforestation 

rates and extent15. This permits the testing of both within and between-group implications 

of the theory. The data collected is summarized below: 

 

                                                             
14 82.3% of all farmers in the State of Rondônia in 2010 (IDARON). 
15 See appendix A for the full definitions of these categories. For the demarcation in this and the following 

chapter, I adapt the method by Rodrigues et al. (2009) to create the groups. First, I calculate deforestation 

outside of protected areas. Second, I estimate a k-means clustering model with 4 clusters and two variables: 

municipality cumulative deforestation in 2000 and deforestation growth from 2000 to 2010. K-means is a 

method of clustering that partitions points into k pre-defined groups, randomly assings k centroids to the data 

and calculates the distance from each point to the nearest centroid. The algorithm keeps switching the 

centroids until the sum of squares from points to the centres of the groups is minimized. 
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Table 3.1. Summary of the key variables collected in the survey 

Variable Source Observation unit Years 

Stock of cleared area: pasture, degraded 

pasture, fallow, crops, reforestation Survey Property 2000; 2005; 2010; 2013 

Perceived quality of pastures Survey Property 2010-2013 

Cattle sales (AU1 / year) Survey Property 2012-2013 

Cattle stocking ratio (AU1 / ha) Survey Property 2013 

Technology use: limestone, fertilizer, number 

of paddocks, artificial insemination, tractors Survey Property 2013 

Total assets (herd, land, capital) Survey Property 2013 

Perceived enforcement of forest law Survey Property 2013 

Tenancy contracts (area of rented land, time of 

tenure) Survey Farmer 2013 

Land price (R$ / ha) Survey Property 2013; 2016 (expected) 

Migration history, intention to migrate Survey Farmer 2000-2013 

Farm’s boundaries GIS Property 2013 

Note: A detailed description of each variable as collected in the survey is provided in the questionnaire (appendix B2). The 

resulting statistics are presented and discussed in Chapter 4, especially in tables 4.1 and 4.2. 

1Animal Units (1 AU = 450 Kg). 

 

Pre-frontier areas are where no colonization process took place, and social dynamics are 

only weakly influenced by the induced settlement logic observed elsewhere. In the pre-

frontier category are both riverine communities with forest-based economies and 

standard Amazon economies practising agriculture and cattle ranching. The latter 

locations are subject to a similar institutional context as other regions, but with the crucial 

difference that migration and land use processes are detached from the logic that 

dominates the areas that have been settled since the middle 1960s. Hence pre-frontiers can 

work as counterfactuals to theories that express a causal role for settlement-related 

processes. In the case of Rondônia, there is one such pre-frontier area in the municipality 

of Guajará-Mirim. Because this location has only 0.5% of the State’s cattle farms, it was 

oversampled to assure within-case variation. 

For the other strata, I started by picking two municipalities (Ouro Preto and Machadinho 

do Oeste) that I can use for data validation by relating the results to longitudinal data 

available from other studies. To minimize transportation costs, I excluded 6 municipalities 

with three or more IDARON agencies (where the interviews were conducted). I created 

four geographical clusters along and across the main road of the State, and sampled 5 
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municipalities from those. The resulting sample includes 8 out of 52 municipalities (1 pre-

frontier, 3 frontier, 2 transition and 2 consolidated), accounting for 19.2% of the total 

population (84,594 cattle farmers). The final sample includes 384 farmers, or 0.45% of the 

studied population, and can be said to be roughly representative of the State and of each 

one of the four categories. The map below shows the sampled municipalities and farms. 

 

 

Figure 3.1. Sampled municipalities and farms. Colours: white are sampled municipalities, light 

green are protected areas, and red are sampled farms. 

 

Methodological innovations and procedures 

This thesis studies how the migration of farmers affects deforestation, so I randomize on 

households rather than plots, obtaining when applicable a limited amount of information 
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on plots previously occupied by the respondents (see item ‘I’ of the questionnaire, 

appendix B2). I take advantage of an institutional opportunity provided by the law to 

simplify randomization and avoid having to travel to surveyed plots. Cattle farmers are 

legally bound to go to a government agency (IDARON) every year to report that they 

have vaccinated their herds. They may come anytime in a one-month period, and there is 

strong enforcement in place, so it is one of the few pieces of State legislation with very 

high compliance. Hence, I could obtain a random sample of farmers by sitting at the 

IDARON agency and interviewing subjects as they arrived. This way I avoided the 

problem of absentee farmers that makes random sampling procedures tricky and that can 

be severe with in-situ data collection. 

I (and a team of surveyors) approached farmers who came to IDARON to report their 

herd’s vaccination, excluding those who came for other reasons (see the interview 

protocol, appendix B3). Every IDARON report form is linked to one ‘property’, defined as 

a closed boundary spatial unit that is managed by the respondent. The property does not 

need to be owned by the respondent. As farmers were prepared to answer the agency’s 

questions regarding their respective properties, I took advantage of that cognitive link 

and structured the survey around the so defined ‘properties’. Since approximately 22% of 

respondents were in charge of multiple properties, for time-constraint reasons I chose to 

record the size of all properties but only conduct the full survey on the oldest one (see 

questionnaire, appendix B2). 

To reduce selection bias, the randomization protocol consisted of interviewing the first 

farmer who stepped in immediately after the preceding interview was over. IDARON 

provided surveyors with a comfortable space, sometimes a dedicated room, to conduct 

the interviews. Probability of arrival of potential subjects depends on farm distance and 

other farmers’ characteristics, such as management skills (planning the reporting ahead to 

avoid congestion). Arrivals not being completely random, there is a risk of bias if the 

probability of a farmer being surveyed is different from his probability of arrival. I thus 

allocated interviews according to prior knowledge of weekly and weekday frequencies of 

arrivals, and made sure to use all available hours of the day. Farmers not willing to be 

surveyed (41.6% of total) where asked three auxiliary questions that I use to check for 
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non-response bias (see the ‘baseline questionnaire’ in the interview protocol, appendix 

B3). 

Another important advantage of this approach is that being supported by IDARON helps 

to create trust. Surveys that rely on foreign or non-local surveyors, or that ask a high level 

of commitment from the farmer in terms of time, physically showing their farm, or 

answering detailed questions about sensitive issues, tend to score low in the trust 

requisite thus compromising answer quality. One way of creating trust is to link the 

research team to people or institutions that farmers know and recognize as trustful. 

Because IDARON is seen as an institution that supports the cattle sector and is not related 

to the environmental agency, it is largely recognized by farmers as trustful. To reinforce 

the link between the survey and IDARON I gave farmers one particular type of non-

monetary incentive. 

Studies on the effect of monetary and non-monetary incentives on survey response rates 

have consistently shown a positive effect (Mizes, Fleece and Roos, 1984; Davern et al., 

2003). When the incentives are in the form of a lottery, however, it is not clear that 

response rates increase (Singer, 2002; Porter and Whitcomb, 2003). Studies have also 

pointed out that incentives may have a positive effect on response quality, even if the 

evidence is mixed (Hansen, 1980; Willimack et al., 1995). In all cases, incentives do not 

seem to cause response bias, especially those of the non-monetary type. Given the many 

pros and few cons, and given the problem of farmers being highly suspicious of strangers, 

I adopted two strategies to motivate individuals to take part in the survey. 

First, I provided refreshers and cookies during the interview, which I expect to have had 

an effect on response completeness. Second, I offered farmers the possibility of taking part 

in a raffle in which two vaccination guns would be drawn among the respondents (see 

appendix B2 for the exact procedure I followed). Vaccination guns are essential items for 

every cattle rancher, and there is an important symbolism attached to them. They are at 

once seen as emblems of manhood and the power of ranchers over their beasts, and as a 

symbol of responsible cattle ranching. More importantly, vaccination guns can be said to 

convey a (subtle) message that goes in the opposite direction of environmental and 

conservationist narratives. 
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The drawing of vaccination guns is thus expected to have increased response quality by 

creating a cognitive link—thus an implicit resonance—between the survey, the sanitation 

agency (IDARON), and the farmers, and away from the feared environmental agency. 

Also, being relatively expensive items16, they may have had a positive effect on the 

response rate. This, however, could also have biased the sample in favour of poorer 

farmers, thus counterbalancing the bias against subsistence farmers mentioned before. 

I initially planned to use tablets to collect spatial data, but soon concluded that with 

current technology that would have been unrealistic. I needed satellite pictures with a 

high resolution (1 : 5,000), so either the images would be stored on the device’s memory or 

accessed online. Neither was feasible: internet connections are unreliable, and tablets 

could not store 500 Gb of data. I ended up using netbooks, and I soon realized that both 

surveyors and farmers were far more comfortable with netbooks than tablets. 

To draw property boundaries, I loaded the following data on a free access GIS software 

(QuantumGIS): 2008 SPOT satellite pictures, a detailed map of the road network, a 

cadastral map provided by the government (INCRA), and maps of protected areas. I 

placed the GIS section in the last part of the interview to avoid suspicion contaminating 

other relevant parts of the questionnaire. I would start by explaining that the research 

includes spatial information of properties and how the data would be used, then would 

ask for the respondent’s consent to provide that information (see informed consent form, 

appendix B4). If approved, I would ask for the plot number, as this could easily direct me 

to the correct location through the cadastral map, and otherwise use the address and 

visual information to locate the farm. I would then zoom in and discuss the picture with 

the farmer to make sure the location was correct. I would follow the farmer’s instructions 

to draw the boundaries and validate the final shape with him (figure 3.2). 

I collected two types of sensitive information (see research ethics checklist, appendix B1). 

One is data on how much land farmers have cleared, how much land they own, how 

much cattle they own, etc. On their own, these data would not have raised privacy 

concerns as I did not identify the farmers, so there could be no way to link them back to 

                                                             
16 R$ 185 (£49) each—approximately the value of 3 daily wages of an unskilled rural worker, or the price of the 

cheapest smartphone available. 
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the data once the interview was over. The second type of sensitive information are the 

georeferenced images of the farms. This is more problematic, as knowing the location of 

the farm I am in principle able to get back to the respondent’s plot, which is often also 

used as a residence. For this reason, the GIS part of the dataset will remain strictly 

confidential and only for the use of the team that is collecting the data, which in turn is 

strictly for academic aims. The parts of the dataset that instead cannot be linked back to 

respondents may be made available to other researchers upon request. 

 

 

Figure 3.2. Mapped farms in one municipality in the State of Rondônia. 

Source: Spot (2008) satellite pictures provided by Rondônia’s Secretary of the Environment. 
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Lack of trust can induce response bias, so my 12 surveyors were locals. Undergraduate 

students were hired whenever possible, and otherwise young people with knowledge of 

the cattle business. I and Marcelo Stabile provided one full day’s theoretical and one full 

day’s practical training. On the first day we went through the questionnaire, the 

randomization procedure, the ethics protocol, and the GIS software. In the second day 

each surveyor interviewed real subjects under my supervision and received feedback. 

Another issue I considered was whether to use paper or computers to record data. Paper 

would probably have made subjects feel more at ease, but that had to be weighed against 

the difficulty of synchronizing paper data and the consequent delay in verification and 

correction. Since I had one researcher verifying all the questionnaires for common 

mistakes, data synchronization would allow for faster correction of errors at early stages 

of the survey, so I opted for netbooks rather than paper. I used an online software 

(‘survey gizmo’) that allows for offline recording of data and synchronization with an 

online server whenever an internet connection is available. I would upload questionnaires 

from all surveyors and proceed with verification and correction every evening. This was 

instrumental in spotting common mistakes and discussing them with the team. 

To match polygons (saved on a shapefile) and survey IDs (saved on a spreadsheet) I used 

a combination of identifiers (surveyor name, municipality, date, time, and lot size) rather 

than a dedicated code, thus reducing the risk of typing mistakes compromising the 

matching. I still could not match 9 polygons to any questionnaire, as well as 8 polygons 

whose questionnaires were lost due to synchronization problems. 

* 

The above are pragmatic solutions to the challenges presented by the standard 

methodological procedures. The solutions I adopted were specifically leaned towards 

reducing operational costs and making collection of spatial survey data more accessible. 

But cost reduction often entails losses in at least some important aspects of the desired 

outcome. In the next section I evaluate the results of the survey, assessing aspects of data 

quality and presenting the challenges and potential trade-offs that I faced. 
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3.3. Results 

 

Two of the most common concerns in the evaluation of any survey are representativeness 

and non-response bias. Lack of proper randomization can invalidate generalizations and 

in some cases make results meaningless, while a high incidence of non-response may lead 

to important biases that can likewise have a negative impact on analytical outcomes. More 

importantly, lack of independence between drawn observations may invalidate statistical 

inference, so it is very important to test for random sampling. In this section I make a 

detailed analysis of the data collected with respect to these two key aspects, with the aim 

of measuring the quality of the sampling procedure. 

Non-reponse 

Non-response bias is an increasingly important topic in survey design as drop-out rates 

have increased substantially in the last decades (Särndal and Lündstrom, 2005). My 

survey’s response rate was 58.5%, falling well within the normal range for surveys where 

individuals are interviewed in person17. To estimate the degree of bias that may be 

associated with drop-outs in the survey I collected three pieces of auxiliary information 

from non-respondents: pasture area, cattle herd size and time in the plot. 

I follow Särndal and Lündstrom’s (2005) procedure to estimate the impact of non-

response. I compute a binary variable for the response / non-response outcome and model 

it as a dependent variable in a logistic model. If the auxiliary vector is a good predictor of 

the probability of response, then there is evidence that some degree of bias was generated 

by the omission of non-respondents from the sample. If the auxiliary vector is instead a 

poor predictor of the response outcome, then there is no evidence of bias. The table below 

shows the results of fitting a logistic model of the binary response / non-response outcome 

on the auxiliary vector. 

 

 

                                                             
17 54% for Pocewicz et al. (2008); 41% for Kamtsiuris et al. (2013); 53% for Baruch and Holtom (2008). 
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Table 3.2. Logit regression of response to survey on auxiliary variables 

Binary dependent variable: response to survey (0 / 1) 

  (1) (2) (3) (4) 

     Cattle herd -0.000409 5.10E-05 3.54E-05 4.76E-05 

Pasture area 5.76E-05 -0.00122 -0.00116 -0.00112 

Time in plot 0.00595 0.0138* 0.0133 0.0136 

LR test (p-value)1 — 0.1473 0.173 0.195 

     Single municipalities no yes yes yes 

Single surveyors no no yes yes 

surveyors*municipalities no no no yes 

     Constant 0.235 0.23 -12.38*** -0.0463 

     Observations 620 620 620 615 

Adj. Pseudo R-squared 0.00267 0.0387 0.0458 0.0513 

1Likelihood-Ratio test: tests the joint significance of the auxiliary variables by comparing 

the fit of two models, one being nested within the other.  

Robust z-statistics *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1   

 

 

The results show no correlation between the auxiliary variables and the probability of 

response. In column 1 the auxiliary variables show no individual statistical significance to 

predict the probability of a farmer responding to the survey. In column 2 I add 

municipality dummies as independent variables, and the coefficient for the variable time 

in the plot becomes significant at the 10% level, but a Likelihood-Ratio test18 for all 

auxiliary variables rejects the hypothesis that their coefficients are jointly different from 

zero. In columns 3 and 4 I add dummies for surveyors as well as interactions between 

surveyors and municipalities, and the auxiliary variables remain individually as well as 

jointly non-significant. Therefore, even if the non-response rate was high (around 42%) 

non-respondents seem not to have been systematically similar to each other, so non-

response can be assumed not to have biased the sampling. 

Randomization 

I use IDARON data on the population of cattle ranchers and farm sizes in the State of 

Rondônia from the year 2010 to test for selection bias. I also test for spatial randomization 

using the survey’s property grid as well as INCRA’s property grid. I start by confronting 

                                                             
18 Analogous to the F-test in linear regression, compares two nested models by checking whether the extra 

variables in the full model significantly increase the log-likelihood statistic of the model. 
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the cattle herd population data with the sample data, then do the same for farm size and 

location. I calculate double-sided t-tests for the equality between the sampled cattle herd 

means and the true population means from three years earlier. I do this for both the full 

sample and each of the four strata. I further generate random samples from the 

population with equal size to the survey’s samples and calculate correlations between the 

two. The results are below. 

 

 

Table 3.3. Comparing population and sample cattle herd data, Rondônia 

 Population (2010) Survey sample (2013) Tests 

Location 

     

Bi-caudal equality test    

p-values1  

Size (N) Mean Size (n) Mean 

Standard

-error t-test 

K-S test of 

distributions2 Correlation3 

Rondônia 84,594 117.98 384 145.03a 21.41 0.19 0.459 0.92 

  Pre-frontier 550 183.36 21 204.76 70.62 0.76 0.120 0.94 

  Frontier 32,523 128.56 99 126.37 21.02 0.91 0.077 0.89 

  Transition 24,161 104.36 144 68.79 9.57 0.00 0.246 0.88 

  Consolidated 27,035 114.39 120 196.55 32.16 0.01 <0.001 0.98 

1If lower than the significance level (normally 5%) the null hypothesis—of random sampling—can be rejected. 

2The Kolmogorov-Smirnov test is a non-parametric test of equality of continuous, one-dimensional probability distributions. 

The null hypothesis is that the sample distribution is a random draw from the population distribution. The test is run by 

calculating a distance between the sample and population cumulative probability distribution functions.  

3Correlation between sampled observations and a random sample of the same size taken from the population. 

a Weighted for sample selection: due to oversampling of the pre-frontier stratum, in the absence of proper weighting the overall 

State statistics would be biased against the other strata. When taking the State mean I account for that by multiplying 

observations by the following weight: 
  

∑  
 

  

∑  
, where n is the sample size, N is the population size, and m is municipality. The 

non-weighted mean is 131 and yields the same t-test result. 

 

 

The first thing to note in table 3.3 is that correlations between the sample and a random 

sample from the population are very high, indicating that the sample’s distribution 

resembles that of a true random sample. Looking at averages, it can be seen for the State 

as a whole (upper line of the table) that the sample’s mean herd size is 12% higher than 

the population’s mean, but a t-test fails to reject the null hypothesis of sample 

randomness. For pre-frontier and frontier areas too it can be said that sample means are 

not statistically different from the population’s. For transition and consolidated areas, on 

the other hand, the sample means are statistically different from the population means. 
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For the latter, this is most likely due to an important growth of the herd from 2010 to 2013, 

not to sampling. For transition areas, however, the result suggests that the sample is not 

representative. This is due to the municipality of Machadinho having particularly low 

herd sizes as compared to the rest of the State. 

In terms of distributions, a Kolmogorov-Smirnov test for the equality of cumulative 

distribution functions only rejects the null hypothesis—of random sampling—for 

consolidated areas. For the state as a whole, the test suggests that the sampled distribution 

is indistinguishable from the population distribution. The figure below allows for visual 

inspection of the behaviour of the distributions. It confirms that the sample is a good 

representation of the overall distribution, but leaves doubts as to how well the pre-

frontier, transition and consolidated samples, taken individually, represent their 

respective populations. It should be noted, however, that all t-tests for single 

municipalities’ sample means fail to reject the hypothesis of random sampling. 

 

Figure 3.3. Comparing population and sample cattle herd distributions1, Rondônia. 

1Values higher than 1,000 are omitted from the graphs to facilitate visualization. 
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I further compare the sampled farm size distribution with the population’s distribution. In 

this case, however, the population data is very noisy as the government agency that 

collects it (IDARON) is focused on herd sizes, not farm sizes, so I use farm size intervals 

to reduce error. The figure below shows that the distribution of sampled observations is 

again very close to the population’s distribution. 

 

 

 

Figure 3.4. Comparing farm size data between population (year=2010) and 

sample (year=2013), Rondônia. 

 

 

Finally, I test for spatial randomization. Taking the INCRA property grid as a proxy for 

the population of farm locations19, I calculate the average number of neighbours for every 

plot in the population and in the sample, compute municipality averages and run tests of 

equality between sample and population. A spatially random sample is expected to be 

clustered (high number of neighbours) where the population is clustered, and disperse 

(low number of neighbours) where the population is spread, so I also run non-parametric 

tests of equality between distributions. Table 3.4 presents the results. 

 

                                                             
19 Being outdated and including both plots with and without cattle, this property grid is only a very raw 

approximation of the current spatial distribution of cattle farms. 
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Table 3.4. Comparing population and sampled locations. Average number of neighbours (spatial 

clustering), Rondônia 

 Population Sample Bi-caudal equality test p-values2 

Municipality Size (N) Mean1 Size (n) Mean1 t-test 

Kolmogorov-Smirnov 

test of distributions3 

Cacoal 2,947 33.92 66 33.40 0.994 0.844 

Cujubim 3,796 70.88 13 79.38 0.315 0.356 

Machadinho 7,098 71.37 75 75.73 0.126 0.178 

Guajará 1,770 48.20 18 37.11 0.054 0.160 

Ouro Preto 2,015 12.90 41 12.02 0.111 0.054 

Buritis 4,245 100.41 17 72.41 0.016 0.048 

Campo Novo 1,799 51.37 35 41.17 0.029 0.028 

São Miguel 3,115 54.03 57 60.54 0.027 0.009 

1Calculated using an Euclidean distance band. 

2If lower than the significance level (normally 5%) the null hypothesis—of random sampling—can be rejected. 

3The Kolmogorov-Smirnov test is a non-parametric test of equality of continuous, one-dimensional probability 

distributions. The null hypothesis is that the sample distribution is a random draw from the population 

distribution. The test is run by calculating a distance between the sample and population cumulative  

probability distribution functions. 

 

The average number of neighbours is sensible to the distance band, so I used two different 

methods—same band for all municipalities, and a different band for each (the smallest 

band that allocates at least one neighbour to every plot), obtaining similar results. The 

upper lines in the table above show municipalities where the sampling was successful in 

spatial randomization. In Cacoal, Cujubim and Machadinho, both the t-test the k-s test 

indicate random sampling. As for the other municipalities, Ouro Preto and Guajará show 

ambiguous results. Ouro Preto has a thin shape which increases the problem of counting 

neighbours on edges, but from plotting the sample on the map it is clear that the sampling 

was spatially random. In Guajará-Mirim the overall sample is small (25), and a few 

farmers did not provide spatial data, so results are probably biased indeed. 

As for the three lower lines in the table, the results indicate one downside to the sampling 

strategy, which is the fact that it is affected by the spatial distribution of the IDARON 

agencies. Farmers can do their paperwork at any of the agencies across the State, no 

matter where their farm is located, and very often agencies are placed near municipal 

borders, so farmers from one municipality will visit the agency at a neighbouring 

municipality. This was exactly the case for Buritis, Campo Novo and São Miguel, where 

the sampling missed some parts of the municipalities. 
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In all cases, the results clearly suggest that the sampling procedure was reasonable for the 

State as a whole. This assures that inference can be made for the State with no 

presumption of selection bias. When inspected individually, some municipalities and one 

stratum—transition areas—display evidence of non-random selection. In the case of 

individual municipalities, this is not very serious as inference is not being made for single 

cases. Some concern must be raised, however, for transition areas, as both the stratum as a 

whole and its composing municipalities (Machadinho and São Miguel) have evidence of 

selection bias. How can this be explained and dealt with? 

This result has to do with the fact that transition areas are the category that is most 

difficult to define, as what characterizes them is precisely a situation of change. 

Municipalities going through a transition from the early frontier stage to the post-frontier 

phase are easy to spot in real life, but not as easy to classify in a dataset. They are easy to 

spot because they have the atmosphere of a busting place, very much in the spirit of a 

hollow frontier, as defined by James Preston and subsequent authors. These are places 

where the difference between successful and failed farmers is the clearest, as many have 

remained as technological laggards and have not been able to tackle the various ecological 

problems that emerge as soils are used without proper fertilization. 

 

3.4. Conclusion 

 

Data collection in a vast area such as the Amazon where subjects are dispersed over the 

wilderness and transport infrastructure is poor tends to be a strenuous enterprise 

whatever the epoch. While modern technologies have made the task easier, spatially 

referenced household surveys do still demand a considerable amount of resources, 

making it challenging for researchers with limited funds to collect spatially explicit survey 

data. In this chapter I present a new method to take advantage of the facility provided by 

the internet and ever smaller computers to generate data on cattle ranching in the 

Amazon in a more time and money-efficient manner. No sampling protocol can be 

perfect; populational structures are seldom known in advance, and when known it is in 
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an imperfect way as cadastral maps and bases get rapidly outdated. In this context, the 

strategy of randomizing by approaching farmers in a central place was a way of 

circumventing some of the key challenges that are faced by land use surveys. As a result, 

despite potential room for sampling bias in individual strata and municipalities, the 

sample passed all tests in what regards the overall population, so generalizations can be 

made based on the survey data at an acceptable risk. 

Two standard data collection procedures make georeferenced surveys especially 

expensive and time-consuming: in-situ interviews and farmer-assisted GPS readings. 

Interviewing subjects in-situ implies the use of a property grid for the sampling 

framework, which creates the challenge of obtaining (or generating from scratch) a 

property grid of the whole population under study. Once the property grid is retrieved, 

surveyors must travel long hours to reach the sampled plots, with no guarantee that a 

person entitled to take the survey will be present. If the farmer is absent, surveyors will 

try once or twice more before sampling another farm in a different location. The 

procedure is tedious and resource-consuming. Secondly, obtaining a boundary map of the 

property by using a GPS requires farmers to be willing to give not only their time, but also 

to give out sensible locational information on their plots. Besides being highly time 

consuming, this requires a non-trivial level of commitment by the farmer. 

Is all the effort worthwhile? It probably is. Generating spatially explicit survey data 

enables the prompt linkage between the information collected on the ground and myriad 

other sources of data—as long as they can be projected to a GIS coordinate system. I 

therefore adopt two major methodological innovations to conduct a standard household 

survey while also generating a detailed property grid of the surveyed farms. First, I 

bypass the problem of sampling from a previously existing property grid and travelling to 

sampled plots by taking advantage of a simple institutional opportunity. I explore the fact 

that all farmers raising cattle in the State of Rondônia (as in other States) are legally 

obliged to appear in person at a government agency (IDARON) to report the vaccination 

of their cattle herds, within a 30-day interval in April / May every year. Since 98.75% of 

farmers do comply with this particular law (according to official figures), it can be safely 
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assumed that by and large the full population of farmers appears at IDARON sometime 

in a 30 days window. 

It follows that a sampling procedure that randomizes on arrivals at the IDARON agency 

is approximately free of the gravest of all biases: self-selection. It is of course to be 

expected that the probability of arrival is not totally random. To account for the various 

factors that can influence the likelihood of a farmer showing up at IDARON at a given 

time, I randomize based on previously known frequency of arrivals to the IDARON 

agency. For example, a large share of farmers appear in the last few days of the 

vaccination reporting period, so a proportional frequency of interviews was allocated to 

that period. The result is a sample that is stratified in time, with five strata representing 

weeks, and randomized within weeks. 

More generally, using the institutional opportunity allowed me to avoid relying on an 

existing property grid, which is arguably positive since official property grids are 

systematically outdated (I was able to confirm this by using the official property grid as 

an accessory tool to locate the plots on the satellite picture), as well as avoiding the costly 

work of travelling to each sampled plot to conduct the interview. Moreover, the fact that 

the survey was being supported by the government’s livestock sanitation agency 

(IDARON) was instrumental in creating trust vis-à-vis farmers, who tend to have a 

positive view of that agency while being suspicious of strangers (who may be related to 

the environmental enforcement agency). 

The second innovation consisted in drawing property maps by using the visual input 

given by the subjects on a computer screen. This procedure not only totally avoids the use 

of a GPS, but is likely to be more accurate inasmuch as the borders of the plot can be 

drawn in whatever irregular shape is necessary, sufficing that the farmer is able to 

correctly visualize the satellite picture and recognize its constitutive features (which was 

true in most cases). Additionally, farmers have responded to this procedure in an 

unexpectedly positive way. Most of them had never visualized their land from above and 

were keen to learn from the experience and discuss the details of their land cover and that 

of their neighbours. More than an amusement effect, they seemed to have become more 

conscious of the extent to which their activities can be monitored by others: many were 
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shocked to learn that anyone with access to the internet can see every change they make 

to their land cover. 

The crucial advantage of the above innovations for my research, therefore, is that they 

reduce financial and time costs to a manageable level. I expect that this should be true also 

for the work of others, as the research strategy can be easily replicated in different 

contexts and the institutional opportunity I used is available in other States as well as 

domains. 

In addition to operational advantages, the approach I describe also seems to have passed 

the test of sample representativeness. In the results section I run randomization tests and 

find robust evidence in support of the random sampling hypothesis. I first look at the 

possibility of non-response bias. I analyse the effect of 3 key characteristics of farmers on 

the probability of a subject having dropped out of the survey, and find that despite the 

dropout rate of 42%, there is no evidence of non-response bias. I then compare the sample 

estimates of cattle herd and farm size to data on the full population, and find that the 

sample is representative of the population at the State level, even though it may be non-

representative in one stratum, that of transition municipalities. Finally, I use the sampled 

and the official government’s property grids to test for spatial randomization, and find 

consistent evidence of random sampling in 5 out of 8 sampled municipalities. 

One drawback of the approach I describe is that it cannot be employed in different waves 

of a balanced panel survey, as it is based on randomly approaching subjects as they step 

out of a government office. If a fixed set of individuals is to be followed over time, then in 

the second and subsequent waves farmers must be interviewed in-situ, as it is impossible 

to foresee when and where they will appear to do their yearly vaccination reporting. For 

the first wave, however, the proposed method is an efficient way of building a random 

sample and creating a cadastral base that may then be used and updated in subsequent 

waves. Moreover, the use of a GPS can in principle be totally avoided in all waves of the 

survey. 

In the next chapter I present the data and do the empirical analysis. The questions that 

derive from the discussion presented in this and the previous chapters will be far from 
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answered in any definitive way, but the analysis does certainly contribute new evidence 

to the propositions that have been raised. In some aspects the exercise will be mostly 

descriptive, trying to look at testable propositions from different angles and reduce the 

scope of possible explanations, and in some fewer parts the data enables analyses that 

have a more important quantitative aspect. The key results are then carried over to the 

following chapter where I use secondary data to make a further test of the relation 

between intensification and deforestation. 
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Chapter 4 

Survey data analysis 

Land use intensification and deforestation 

 

(…) 

Just as outsentries, 

We are fearless pioneers 

Who in these whereabouts of the setting 

Cry heartily: we are Brazilians! 

 

In these frontiers, of our fatherland, 

Rondônia works feverishly 

(...) 

 

Anthem of the Rondônia State (1982) 

Free translation from Portuguese20 

 

The excerpt from the anthem of the State of Rondônia illustrates how the quest for 

pioneering frontiers was an organic part of the official discourse in the 1980s. The state-led 

colonization narrative consisted of integrating the unexplored wilderness into the 

fatherland while at the same time allowing landless workers from across the country the 

opportunity to farm their own land and build up a State of their own. An almost 

incomprehensible rhetoric for those accustomed to today’s dominant narrative of 

sustainable development—one that has been duly appropriated by most State 

governments to this day. Just how conflicting are the two discourses? Has the settlement 

process been a failure according to a notion of development that incorporates the 

environment? Are the “fearless pioneers” becoming forest sentries, or does their feverish 

work still imply mounting deforestation? 

                                                             
20 Original: (...) Como sentinelas avançadas, | Somos destemidos pioneiros | Que nestas paragens do poente | Gritam 

com força: somos Brasileiros! | Nestas fronteiras, de nossa pátria, | Rondônia trabalha febrilmente (...) 
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The above are background questions whose surfaces I scratch in this chapter. By looking 

at land use intensification as a logical consequence of the settlement process, and by 

making frontier migration a function of this process, I add a new perspective to the 

discussion of whether the half-century old induced colonization effort was any successful. 

For one thing, it now seems clear that agriculture in the Amazon is not doomed to 

stagnation (a discussion that I address in Chapter 6), even if soils are often fragile and the 

removal of the forest cover implies the adoption of forms of fertility management that 

cannot be taken for granted. Yet a significant share of settlements show consistent signs of 

sustained welfare improvement, and a land use intensification process, unequal and 

heterogeneous as it may be, is evident in consolidated areas. At the same time, the 

environmental damage inflicted by the colonization effort, with the removal of up to one 

fifth of the forested area in the Brazilian Amazon, has been considerable and is still 

growing, albeit the rate has fallen dramatically. 

Can the positive scenario of rising land yields also lead to the adoption of more 

environmentally friendly forms of land use? In this chapter and the next I employ 

complementary methods of analysis to scrutinize two competing explanations of the 

relationship between land use intensification and deforestation. The first, often referred to 

as the ‘Borlaug hypothesis’, predicts and optimistic land-sparing effect of land use 

intensification. Under this postulate, farmers who substitute horizontal expansion for 

vertical expansion would be a majority that pulls deforestation rates down, all else 

constant. The competing ‘Boserup hypothesis’ predicts that farmers who resist 

intensification and opt for migration to new frontiers end up causing a rise in 

deforestation. 

The optimistic standpoint tends to prevail: most governments, funding agencies, and 

NGOs will (often implicitly) prefer a land-sparing assumption. The alternative view is 

commonly acknowledged by the land use literature and tends to be embraced by those 

sceptic of agricultural development in the Amazon, such as Phillip Fearnside (2004). In 

both cases, however, the causal mechanisms are poorly understood and the empirical 

evidence is scarce or inexistent. My first contribution is thus to depict the chain of 

causation that would lead to an undesirable rise in deforestation when land use is 
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intensified. For this I use the survey data from Rondônia. My second contribution is to 

formally test the Boserup hypothesis by using municipality data, which I do in Chapter 5.  

In the first main section of this chapter I discuss the key counterfactual conditional that 

underpins the interpretation of the cross-sectional data. I do an exhaustive 

contextualization of the four categories of municipalities that I study, pre-frontier, 

frontier, transition and consolidated, including a historical account that should help the 

reader to get familiarized with the broader development process in the areas where the 

case studies were conducted. 

The second main section contains the analysis. It involves a careful process of tracing 

causation mechanisms by enunciating a hypothesis, establishing its likely route of 

causation, and inspecting the data for the presence or absence of those mechanisms. The 

analysis relies on inferential statistics, particularly multivariate regression, either 

Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) regressions or logistic models for binary outcomes. At this 

point a caution note is in place: rather than producing an ingenious empirical strategy to 

identify a key causal effect, my effort is that of extracting enough information from cross-

sectional variation (using standard statistical tools) to produce a coherent account of the 

processes of interest. By looking at multiple intervening variables—I focus on the 

consequences of a rise in productivity on deforestation as intermediated by soil fertility, 

technological change, land markets, economic behaviour, and migration—I gain breadth 

at the expense of depth, at least in the narrow econometric sense of depth as causal 

‘identification’. 

In the third and last main section I inspect the data based on the confrontation between 

the competing postulates of a speculative frontier and an evolving frontier. I look for 

evidence of the premises that support each of these conjectures: that farmers’ behaviour 

can be explained by speculative motivations, meaning that they take decisions that 

maximize financial gains whatever the source, or else that their decisions are guided by 

productive motivations. 
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4.1. The context: an evolving frontier? 

 

In studying the development of settlements in the Amazon, I examine four categories of 

municipalities. Three of these (frontier, transition and consolidated) are presumed to be 

realizations of the same process that are only separated by time and a set of observed 

covariates. The process in question is a massive flow of immigrants that rapidly changes 

the economic, social and ecological structures of these localities. Consolidated 

municipalities have outdated the settlement process and are now on a trajectory that some 

have called post-frontier (Browder et al., 2008; Pacheco, 2012). But new frontiers do exist, 

and the counterfactual conditional here is that once the first settlement spark is lit, the rest 

of the process unfolds in a similar way for today’s frontiers as it did for those of 

yesterday. 

Pre-frontier areas are where induced colonization projects have been inexistent or 

insignificant. Without the initial migration flow, social and economic dynamics remain 

similar to those that prevailed across the Amazon before the major colonization 

movement of the 1960s. These can be called ‘forest economies’ or ‘extractive economies’, 

for their reliance on the forest as a source of economic value. Pre-frontier locations are a 

counterfactual to the settlement process itself. The comparison between municipalities in 

the pre-frontier and in any other group, therefore, shows what might have happened in 

the absence of a colonization process. 

In a Boserupian framework, land use intensification is a result of land scarcity, which in 

turn has both exogenous and endogenous determinants. The key exogenous determinant 

in the Amazon is the environmental legislation (forest code) and especially an upward 

shift in enforcement resulting from a growing international concern with deforestation in 

the Amazon. The endogenous determinants are biophysical constraints leading to soil 

degradation, which arises naturally as a function of settlement age and quality of soils. 

Using the pre-frontier counterfactual can suggest what would have happened if 

settlements had not been sparked, and hence if the endogenous determinants had not 

been lighted. Comparing frontier, transition and consolidated municipalities, on the other 
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hand, permits the visualization of the evolution of settlements and the timing of its 

endogenous effects. 

How appropriate is it to see different categories of municipalities as stages of a common 

process only separated by time (and observable characteristics)? In assuming a single 

dynamic path I am on the same side as the vast majority of studies on land use change in 

the Amazon (Moran, 1989, apud Castro and Singer, 2012; Celentano et al., 2012; Pacheco, 

2012; Browder et al., 2008). The key reason why it is sensible to assume a counterfactual 

conditional for municipalities in Rondônia is that they have a similar history and a shared 

set of institutions, two desirable features for a counterfactual (this assumption, however, 

is not reasonable for all municipalities in the Legal Amazon, as I show in the next 

chapter). 

The process of settlement in the Amazon, and in Rondônia in particular, has gone through 

different phases since the 1960s, when the Federal government started paving roads that 

connected the Amazon region to the rest of the country. From ‘Operation Amazonia’ to 

‘Poloamazonia’ to ‘Polonoroeste’, the pattern until the late 1980s was one of displacing 

gigantic numbers of peasant families from the Northeast and the Centre-South of Brazil to 

the Amazon. Rondônia was largely colonized by Southern migrants21. Only in the 1990s 

did environmental concerns change the direction of policy in a fundamental way, halting 

the migration process and starting a period centred on the creation of forest reserves 

(Andersen et al., 2002, Ch. 2). In spite of that, spontaneous frontier settlements continued 

popping up in the Amazon, in most cases getting eventually sanctioned by the Federal 

government’s colonization and agrarian reform institute (INCRA) as official settlements 

(Caldas et al., 2010). 

Notwithstanding differences in design, size of plots, tenure regime and other 

fundamental factors, almost all settlements had / have agricultural production as their 

leitmotif (there are exceptions, as the ‘Nova Samuel’ settlement I discuss below). While 

some started with a focus on crops and others were from the start oriented towards cattle 
                                                             
21 According to Census data, the Northern Region’s population grew from 4.18 to 6.76 million between 1970 

and 1980, 26% more than the Brazilian population growth. In Rondônia, the growth was 236% higher than the 

Brazilian average in the same period. From all migrants who arrived in Rondônia between 1980 and 1991, 45% 

came from the South, 46% from the North, and 9% from abroad or from an unknown origin (Andersen et al., 

2002, p. 25). 
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ranching, in practice all settlements finish by converging to cattle ranching (Pacheco and 

Poccard-Chapuis, 2012), and the increasing use of the term ‘cattelization’ (pecuarização) 

attests to the generalization of this process. The switch to pastures as a major form of land 

use is true for a variety of contexts in the Amazon, but less so to pre-frontier areas. While 

settlements do exhibit variation in deforestation and land use patterns, the dynamics of 

the key endogenous constraints that are central to the indirect land use effect I depict are 

strikingly similar across settlements. 

I now turn to a general description of each one of the four categories of municipalities. 

The aim of this contextualization is to qualify the discussion above, as well as to provide 

essential hard facts that will support the analyses in the following sections. 

4.1.1. Pre-frontier 

In areas where little or no induced colonization process took place, social dynamics 

remained more or less preserved from the influence of immigrants who flowed to the 

Amazon since the mid-1960s. Guajará-Mirim is the single municipality with such 

characteristics in Rondônia: according to my sample, 52% of farmers were born within 

Rondônia, a share 5 times higher than in the rest of the sample. With less immigration, 

pre-frontier areas have a higher forest cover (10 times higher than the State’s average in 

2010) and lower rural population density (5 times lower). Numerous protected areas have 

been created and more than 80% of the municipality is now state-protected, with total 

deforestation amounting to 5.8% of the municipality’s surface as of 2012. 

Guajará-Mirim is the oldest settlement in the State, dating back to the 18th Century, and 

the second largest municipality (24,000 Km2, 20% larger than Wales, for example). The 

town was founded in 1928 and has since been subject to one settlement project (‘projeto 

Iata’), dating back to 1945. The current pattern of land distribution is partly a result of that 

settlement, with the original 200 plots sized to only 25 hectares and idealized for a forest-

based extractive economy (Cunha, 2011), and partly the result of a historic settlement for 

large rubber extraction units called seringais. Tremendous land concentration has pushed 

the average farm size to 417 ha today, higher than in the rest of the State (see table 4.1 
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below, which presents a summary of the results of the survey for all four strata. Note that 

data on pre-frontier are subject to a larger sampling error due to a smaller sample size). 

 

Table 4.1. Descriptive statistics for 384 surveyed farmers, Rondônia (2013) 

Note: A detailed description of each variable as collected in the survey is provided in the questionnaire (appendix B2). 

1Weighted for sampling: due to oversampling of the pre-frontier stratum, in the absence of proper weighting the overall State statistics 

would be biased against the other strata. When taking the State mean I account for that by multiplying observations by the following 

weight: 
  

∑  
 

  

∑  
, where n is the sample size, N is the population size, and m is municipality. 

2Animal Units (1 AU = 450 Kg). 

3Includes fallow. 

4Estimated by the farmer. 

5Full land title. 

6Income from own’s cattle ranching only. 

7Latent variable based on two groups of measures: one that indicates knowledge of basic legislation applying to agriculture, and 

another based on knowledge of technological possibilities in cattle ranching. 

8Capital available for immediate use. 

9Includes two bottom grades in a scale of seven grades of pasture quality variation in the previous three years, where the three bottom 

grades indicate different degradation levels, the middle grade indicates no variation, and the three top grades indicate improvement. 

While farmers were asked to distinguish degradation from secondary growth, they were not asked to distinguish between different types 

of degradation, notably physical versus chemical. It would be challenging to provide farmers with a common definition of pasture 

degradation due to heterogeneous experiences and cognitive capabilities. With this in mind, degradation was simply equalled with 

worsening pastures. To the extent that what matters in the analysis is whether the potential output of pastures decreases, any 

distinction between different types of degradation was judged to imply more costs than benefits. 

*** Significantly different from the rest of sample at the 1% level on a bi-caudal t-test. 

 

Variable Rondônia1 Pre-frontier Frontier Transition Consolidated 

Average herd size (AU2) 95.35 134.5 82.9 44.1*** 128.4*** 

Farm size (ha) 189.5 417.7** 137 143.8 144.1 

Cleared area within farm (% of total)3 0.83 0.74 0.78 0.79 0.87 

Fallow area (% of total) 0.03 0.02 0.04*** 0.03 0.005*** 

Land price (R$ / ha)4 R$ 5,880 R$ 1,445 R$ 3,813*** R$ 3,815*** R$ 12,290*** 

Yearly expected land price growth4 10% 13.1% 10.5% 9.78% 9.2% 

Land titling5 49.4% 52% 15% 47.90% 79% 

Gross return to labour6 R$ 21,561 R$ 28,297 R$ 11,992 R$ 9,998** R$ 36,933*** 

Time in the plot (years) 14.9 13.7 11.9*** 15.1 19.5*** 

Recent settlers (< 4 years in plot) 11.3% 4.8% 21.6%*** 9.1%** 14.4% 

Household residents 3.77 3.95 4.38*** 3.48* 3.55 

Years of schooling 3.46 4.48** 3.28 3.18 3.51 

Skill index7 1.57 1.5 1.55 1.48 1.83** 

Previous migrations (since 2000) 0.18 0.05 0.19 0.14 0.18 

Farmers taking credit 36% 23.8% 33.3% 48.3% 30% 

Farmers dwelling in town 15.6% 62% 11.1% 9.65% 15.8% 

Liquid capital8 R$ 24,074 _ R$ 17,272 R$ 8,508*** R$ 30,485*** 

Distance to slaughterhouse (Km) 114.8 149 179.5*** 113.8 43.5*** 

Incidence of pasture degradation9 28.2% 19% 26.3% 37.8%*** 19.3%*** 
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Even though migration to Guajará-Mirim was the lowest in the State, cattle ranching 

became a dominant activity there too, with the total herd being among the largest in the 

State and average herd size not statistically different from what it is in consolidated areas. 

Cleared area as a proportion of farm size is not statistically different in pre-frontier areas 

than in the rest of the State, which suggests that the absence of induced settlements does 

not necessarily lead to more environmentally friendly outcomes. Gross returns to labour 

are not far from the State’s average, and potentially higher, but lower than in consolidated 

areas. Interestingly, schooling is 35% higher than in the rest of the State, possibly due to a 

more urbanized population. 

These results indicate that, in spite of the history of no induced settlement, pre-frontier 

areas do not look very different from consolidated areas in what relates to cattle ranching. 

This is in line with the findings of Caviglia-Harris and Sills (2005) who compared 

production functions of colonist and traditional caboclos looking for evidence of cultural 

determinacy, and found that socioeconomic conditions predict land use outcomes much 

better than cultural factors. Indeed, an intensification process is also clear in Guajará-

Mirim, thwarting its use as a counterfactual to the intensification process. It can instead be 

used as a counterfactual to the colonization effort, indicating that even where there was 

no or little induced colonization there have been similar land use dynamics. The 

difference is that at the pre-frontier, intensification seems to be associated with far less 

out-migration than in other areas. This in turn indicates that the absence of induced 

colonization may be associated with a more sedentary pattern of land use. 

4.1.2. Frontier areas 

The pattern of frontier settlement in the Amazon has changed from interregional to 

intraregional migration. As the Federal government shifted its colonization policy out of 

induced settlement and onto the analysis and sanctioning of autonomous claims of land 

possession, social movements have emerged to promote direct action for land reform (Perz 

et al., 2010). Since the early 1990s, spontaneous colonization followed by legitimation by 

the government is the principal driver of new frontier settlements. Despite the end of 

induced colonization projects, settlements continued popping up in Rondônia during the 

2000s, as shown in the map below. The concentration of black coloured areas indicates 
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clusters of very recent deforestation activity, and the close association between recent 

deforestation and new settlements is confirmed in a formal analysis by Soler and Verburg 

(2010), who show that areas of recent colonization (between 2000 and 2006) have 

significantly higher deforestation activity than areas of older settlement (before 1989) in 

Rondônia. 

 

 

Figure 4.1. Deforestation activity in new settlements (started since 2000), Rondônia. 

Source: Landsat deforestation data (INPE) and fieldwork conducted in frontier locations in April / May 2012. 

 

A short description of three contrasting settlements in Rondônia will illustrate some of the 

points I make in this chapter (the data are from fieldwork I did in 2012, when I 

interviewed 36 settlers and 4 other informants in 6 new frontier locations in Rondônia, 

using convenience sampling). The União Bandeirantes settlement, on the leftmost side of 
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figure 4.1, started approximately in the year 2000 as the result of invasions of a vast, semi-

abandoned farm. One colonist who arrived two years after the initial invasion reported 

having hired a topographer to parcel out his plot in the exact same size as the government 

colonization agency (INCRA) does, 50 hectares, expecting that INCRA would have 

followed by granting him a land title. While all settlers aim at getting a land title, which 

not only secures property rights but also increases the value of land, the process is slow: it 

was common for settlers to be still waiting for a land title ten years after the initial 

occupation of the plot22. 

The settler’s narrative about the obtainment of property rights was reiterated by other 

informants and in other locations, confirming that the colonization process has taken a 

regional character, whereby peasants from within the Amazon circulate in search of new 

lands (Perz et al., 2010). Indeed, no less than 92% of the 36 farmers I spoke to had come 

from within the State of Rondônia, and virtually the full sample came from within the 

Amazon region. The average time since arrival at the frontier was 5.4 years. Interestingly, 

31% of the sampled immigrants have come from urban areas, showing that a process of 

urban-rural migration is present alongside the better known and more substantial rural-

urban migration. This was confirmed by informants from government agencies, who 

argued that the bulk of frontier settlement consists of poor marginalized people coming 

from both rural and urban areas. 

Respondents justify their migration by the need to “increase landholdings”, a motivation 

that is prevalent in the Amazon as elsewhere. For example, Barbieri et al. (2009) study 

drivers of migration to a frontier area in Ecuador and find a strong negative association 

with farm size. Carr (2008) finds the same prevalent “increase land” motivation for the 

case of frontier areas in Guatemala, while Sills and Caviglia-Harris (2009) find the same 

for Rondônia.  

Price differentials between regions of older settlement, where most migrants come from, 

and the frontier were the main reason mentioned by informants to explain why they 
                                                             
22 It must be noted that the time when farmers needed to prove that they used the land for agricultural 

production in order to get a title are gone. Under the current legislation (a 2009 Presidential decree called 

Programa Terra Legal), there is a simplified process for farmers to establish possession and productive use, 

which can be the exploitation of forest products such as acai and others. If the claimed land is not disputed by 

other claimants (or by state protection), and the occupation took place before 2004, the title is granted. 
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moved. Many would speak of situations of penury that forced them to sell out their 

lands—sudden illness, inability to repay loans, etc. Other narratives alluded to 

demographic factors, whereby land became too small for a growing number of family-

members and some had to out migrate. Finally, a few would explicitly mention the central 

hypothesis of this thesis, that land yields were decreasing and they opted for selling out 

and buying a larger landholding with more fertile land. A stress situation typical of this 

last case is that during the dry season highly degraded pastures will simply not sustain 

any stock, so farmers have no choice but to look for better lands. 

Land prices in União Bandeirantes were reported to have risen considerably in 10 years. 

Open-access plots (unclaimed lands that can be freely occupied by squatters) were still 

available in 2003, and many of the farmers I interviewed had arrived during that period, 

but ever since newcomers have had to purchase plots from previous colonists, pushing 

land prices up to an average in 2012 that was equal to 42% of the average in Rondônia. 

This was of course much higher than ten years before, but still low enough for immigrants 

to continue arriving and buying lands, especially in the more distant areas of the frontier 

settlements, where prices were lower. The recent deforestation depicted in figure 4.1 is 

often a result of these new arrivals. 

Frontier immigrants to União Bandeirantes arrived mostly from two municipalities in 

Rondônia, Urupá and Jaru. Migration dynamics where networks of individuals flow from 

one particular location to another seem to be the rule, showing the importance of social 

ties. This ‘diaspora effect’ is in line with a comprehensive review of the literature on 

frontier migration by Carr (2009), which confirms that rural-rural migration is highly 

influenced by networks of people belonging to the same community23. It also confirms 

that low education is a very good predictor of frontier migration. Moreover, it emphasizes 

that ecological issues—related to soil exhaustion—may play an important role on 

migration to new settlements. A rigorous qualitative analysis by Sartre et al. (2005) of the 

logics of reproduction of peasants in frontier areas in the Amazon further confirms that 

                                                             
23 “[D]iffusion of out-migration in a community, households or smaller units, to kin networks. Migrant networks act as a 

social structure to facilitate migration by reducing its costs—transportation, labour search, and psychological stress from 

leaving family and community” (Barbieri et al., 2009, p. 296). 
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price differentials associated with land degradation explain at least part of the migration 

flow to pioneer fronts. 

The rural economy in União Bandeirantes was thriving at the time of fieldwork. There 

was an important cluster of fruit production aimed at the urban markets in Porto Velho 

(the State capital), and farms with good soils had productive plantations of coffee and 

cocoa. A cattle ranching sector was expanding rapidly at the expense of natural fertility. 

The general atmosphere was one of optimism and people felt that their lives were 

improving, with social differentiation having been still much lower there than in more 

established parts of the State. 

A very different frontier settlement is that of Galo Velho, the result of the violent invasion 

of a large farm in 2004. In 2012 it was still under legal dispute, so there was a tense 

atmosphere, quite the opposite of União Bandeirantes. The general feeling in Galo Velho 

was one of conflict, with people unwilling to trust their neighbours and having an 

unwelcoming approach to outsiders. No public services could be provided within the area 

of the settlement as the township would risk legal action for doing so, so there was also 

resentment towards the local authorities. There was more violence than usual. Farmers 

reported frequent criminal fires set off on their coffee plantations, something inexistent 

elsewhere. Illegal timber extraction was widespread, with evident action in the evenings 

when policing was less frequent, another indication that the settlement was unable to 

engage in the kind of productive economy that is characteristic of more developed areas. 

Cattle ranching was particularly low in input use. 

The Nova Samuel settlement, on the upmost part of figure 4.1, was born in 2002 out of a 

reallocation programme for dwellers from a village that had been previously affected by a 

damn. Nova Samuel is an example of how local institutions—as captured in narratives of 

community life—can be forged and moulded when the settlement process is well 

organized and monitored since the start. On top of the originally relocated population, 

this settlement has received a flow of immigrants from other areas, with the majority 

arriving from the municipality of Vilhena, in the opposite end of the State. 
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INCRA managed the colonization process from the beginning—a situation more 

resembling the induced types of settlement from the 1980s—and distributed plots of 233 

ha, where only 10% could be cleared, according to INCRA’s own rules. INCRA made it 

clear that settlers not complying with the rule would be denied titling and would risk 

expulsion, so the dominant narrative in 2012 was in support of compliance with the rules. 

This is a novel situation. In spite of being suspicious of strangers, farmers are normally 

not afraid of saying the truth as long as their specific plot is not being asked about. In 

Nova Samuel, they were in agreement that forestry was the best economic option if they 

wanted to secure titling. This is a new scenario as normally the environmental legislation 

is seen as weak and not to be respected, especially in new settlements. As a result, the 

satellite picture in figure 4.1 shows that clearances have remained small in 2011, and since 

then there is no sign of a deforestation boom in Nova Samuel. 

 

I now turn to succinctly describe the frontier municipalities covered by my 2013 survey. 

These include areas that have seen an intense flow of newcomers in the previous 10 years, 

which is reflected in the recent settlement variable (table 4.1) twice as high in frontier 

areas. The average time farmers spent in their plots since they first arrived is lower in 

frontier municipalities, but still high at almost 12 years. It can be compared to an average 

time in the plot of 5.4 years for the qualitative interviews I did in 2012, when I travelled to 

the core of the newest frontiers. This difference is due to spatial heterogeneity within 

frontier municipalities, where only some districts are actually new settlements, the rest 

being somewhat older settlements that would probably be best classified as transition 

areas. Since the survey randomization is based on the full municipalities, new and not so 

new settlements are lumped together in the frontier category. Notwithstanding that, the 

variable land titling, more than three times lower in the frontier category, confirms that 

sampled frontier municipalities are indeed areas of relatively new settlement overall. 

The variable distance to slaughterhouse shows that frontiers have poorer access to 

markets than more developed areas, in line with a von Thünean model. This is even truer 

since roads leading to frontier areas tend to be of less quality than elsewhere. Even so, 

gross returns to labour are higher in frontier than in transition areas, while land prices are 
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almost the same. This is a pre-condition for productively oriented farmers to consider 

migrating to frontier areas when faced with the need for costly investments in 

intensification. Another important pull factor is that frontier municipalities have a much 

lower incidence of pasture degradation than transition areas. 

The common feature to all frontier settlements is that colonizers arrive with a view to 

having their own land and being able to assure subsistence to their families. Farmers I 

spoke to while visiting frontier areas were either landless day-labourers or small 

landholders who were in the edge of subsistence even as part-time off-farm workers. They 

recognize that infrastructure and supply of public services in frontier areas are much less 

attractive, but still see better perspectives in migrating—53% give “life improvement” as 

the reason for migration, often implying a larger landholding as the definitive evidence of 

an improving wellbeing. 

Farmers in regions of older settlement—transition and consolidated—are reasonably 

knowledgeable of the existence of frontiers. I have measured that that by asking 

respondents how many people they knew in districts that are strictly frontier settlements. 

The share of respondents reporting at least one acquaintance in frontier locations was 

66.6% for consolidated areas, 42.7% for transition areas and 28.6% for the pre-frontier. 

Since municipalities in the consolidated category are the farthest away from frontier 

settlements, and the pre-frontier is the geographically closest, these figures are one way to 

show that frontier areas are much better connected through social ties than space. 

4.1.3. Transition 

Transition areas are easier to spot than to define: their key feature is change. The well-

known model by Emilio Moran (1989, apud Schneider, 1995) of stages of settlement 

included an initial phase of evaluation and planning, a second period of early 

colonization, a phase of experimentation, and a period of consolidation that would not 

arrive before one decade of settlement. Learning is central to this model. A group of able 

farmers manages to cross the bridge between the frontier and the consolidated worlds, 

thus expanding landholdings and achieving higher levels of productivity, while a bigger 

group of unsuccessful farmers lags behind and eventually out-migrates. This transitory 
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phase is characterized by a situation of crisis, in which between 25% and 75% of farmers 

abandon or sell out their plots (ibidem). Yet it is precisely in these contexts of crisis that 

the seeds for a land use intensification process are (literally) planted, as I argue in section 

4.2. 

Transition areas are on an intermediary situation between thriving frontiers, where 

institutions and the social fabric are being constructed, and consolidated areas, where 

revenues are higher, markets more developed, and competition has pushed farmers to 

operate at a higher technological level. Transition municipalities are also on an 

intermediary stage of the settlement process: the average time since farmers first arrived 

to their plots is 15 years, compared to 19.5 in consolidated areas (table 4.1). 

Machadinho do Oeste, a settlement in northeastern Rondônia whose creation dates back 

to a World Bank-funded project (‘Polonoroeste’) in the 1980s, is a transition municipality 

covered in my survey. After a detailed study of the area’s ecology and the elaboration of 

an innovative settlement design that accounted for topography and hydrology, the 

colonization project was implemented by INCRA in 1984, distributing 2,094 plots. Since 

then, 5,384 more plots have been allocated, often in response to spontaneous settlements. 

Moreover, by 2013 there were at least another 1,903 plots whose possession was being 

claimed after INCRA, the majority of which by the offspring of settlers from the original 

Polonoroeste project (data obtained from EMATER, the main state-funded agricultural 

extension agency). “From hundreds of inhabitants in the early 1980s, in 1991 Machadinho’s 

population had increased to 16,756, and reached 22,739 in 2000 (3.5 % annual population 

increase, 1990s)” (Sydenstricker, 2012, p. 89). 

One frequent characteristic of pasture degradation processes in the Amazon is the attack 

by leafhoppers (Desjardins et al., 2000). In the municipality of Machadinho, farmers have 

reported an average 32.9% (p-value=0.0001) of pasturelands having been affected by 

leafhoppers sometime in the past. This compares to 19% for the rest of the State, and 

14.3% for consolidated areas. The implications of the pasture degradation process were 

captured by a long-term Embrapa study that has monitored land use in Machadinho since 

1986 (Mangabeira, 2010): the average cattle ranching density has risen steadily from 0.57 

heads per hectare in 1986 through 5 waves of data collection to 1.78 in 2005, but then 
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fallen to 1.59 in 200824. At the same time, the use of limestone for soil correction rose from 

0 Kg/ha of pasture in 1986 to 0.18 in 1999, 0.59 in 2005 and 1.42 in 2008. 

Farms in transition areas are going through a stark process of pasture degradation, and as 

people realize that the initial boom is over the social atmosphere shifts from the 

generalized optimism that I found in União Bandeirantes to a widespread pessimism. 

Competition and soil degradation force farmers to envisage land use systems other than 

the traditional, low-input cattle ranching. However, given the capital and labour 

constraints this transition is only successfully implemented by a few. As a consequence, 

transition municipalities don’t attract nearly as many migrants as do frontiers: they have a 

much lower rate of recent settlement than frontiers and even consolidated areas. 

Transition areas have about the same average farm size as frontier and consolidated 

municipalities, but with a much lower cattle herd. The resulting lower cattle density, in 

part caused by pasture degradation, depresses revenues in transition areas and causes 

returns to labour to be the lowest between all groups of municipalities. 

Averages, however, can be misleading when distributions are skewed. Figure 4.2 shows 

box plots of farm sizes, and it is clear that there is a higher frequency of larger 

landholdings in consolidated areas than in frontiers and transition areas, in spite of the 

means and medians being quite similar. Another way to look at this is to calculate the 

share of farms that are above the threshold of 200 ha (the upper adjacent value of the 

overall distribution): 5.5% in transition as opposed to 17.5% in consolidated areas. This is 

in line with the idea that land consolidation is parallel to the intensification process. 

Averages are not pushed upwards because a contemporaneous process of landholding 

stratification due to demographic factors takes place (Aldrich et al., 2006). 

 

                                                             
24 More on this case and the Embrapa dataset in section 6.3.3. 
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Figure 4.2. Box plots of farm sizes in frontier, transition and consolidated 

areas, and in the total distribution. Values falling outside the adjacent values 

(the brackets of lower / upper quartile +- 1.5*interquartile range) are omitted. 

 

Land prices are apparently no higher in transition than in consolidated areas. This would 

be surprising since land titling is 3 times higher, which would have to cause a rise in land 

prices, but poorer soils in transition areas offset part of the effect of titling. Even so, the 

average expected yearly rise in land values is approximately the same in all regions, about 

10%, so despite differences in soils and titling there seems to be an agreement on the 

dynamics of land markets, and a shared expectation that transition areas will eventually 

start growing again. 

Finally, the capitalization variable indicates that farmers in transition areas stand out as 

having very low capital availability, with an average 50% and 27% of the level of those in 

frontier and consolidated areas, respectively. Transition areas also have the highest rate of 

farmers taking credit, with 93% of credit takers using Pronaf (compared to 47% in 

consolidated areas), a credit line for poor rural households that is the main channel of 

government subsidies to agriculture in Brazil, often with negative interest rates (Stella et 

al., 2013). Low capital availability and high incidence of Pronaf credit are both indicators 

of a situation of crisis. This, however, is not likely to be the end of the story. Just as 

transition municipalities were in the past very similar to today’s frontier areas, with 

comparable processes of settlement and booms in agricultural production, they should 

also have the means to overcome the crisis. 
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4.1.4. Consolidated 

Consolidated areas are where the initial phases of settlement have faded and conditions 

are in the process of catching up with the rest of the country. The average consolidated 

municipality in Rondônia had in 2010 a per capita GDP equal to 81% of the national 

average. From table 4.1 it can be seen that farmers in consolidated areas have much better 

conditions than others: higher revenues, returns to labour, land titling, capital availability, 

land prices, and cattle herds, with a significantly lower fallow area. Fallow area is a 

frequently used proxy for the stage of development of a location. Following Boserup, 

fallowing is how traditional forms of agriculture recover soil fertility, and as land 

becomes scarcer due to a growing population, peasants increasingly switch from long to 

short-fallow, and thence to annual and rotational cropping25. Looking at table 4.1 it is clear 

that consolidated areas in Rondônia allocate much less land to fallow, which is indicative 

of more intensive forms of production. 

The fact that markets are better constituted in consolidated areas is clear from the variable 

distance to slaughterhouses. Beef (and milk to a lesser extent) processing facilities are 

clustered in consolidated municipalities, which means not only that transportation costs 

are reduced, but also that employment is generated outside the primary sector. The 

appearance of a network of slaughterhouses is indicative of a process of agro-

industrialization that is very clear in States whose settlement began only a few decades 

earlier than the Amazon, such as Goiás and Mato Grosso do Sul26. Such a process tends to 

reinforce itself due to important back and forward chaining effects, as evidenced by Costa 

(2012) with an input-output model for the State of Pará. 

 

 A two-way interaction exists between the increase in processing capacity and cattle 

sector expansion. On the one hand, slaughterhouses are set up in areas with a 

relatively sizable local supply of beef cattle and, on the other hand, landholder 

                                                             
25 Pascual and Barbier (2006) make an updated discussion of these ideas. 
26 See Mueller and Martha (2008) for a detailed account of the evolution of frontier settlements in the Brazilian 

savannah region (Cerrado). See Van Wey et al. (2013) for a similar perspective on the State of Mato Grosso. 
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investors are attracted to areas with processing capacities already in place and a secure 

local demand for live cattle. 

— (Pacheco and Poccard-Chapuis, 2012, p. 1376).  

 

Recent panel data evidence based on the consolidated municipality of Ouro Preto 

(surveyed in this thesis) and surroundings suggests that an “agricultural life cycle” is a 

more appropriate explanation for the development path than boom-and-bust theories, as 

a trajectory of growth followed by consolidation of markets and firms is more likely than 

sustained economic depression. “This result is in contrast to the boom—bust cycles that may be 

linked to past trends, while providing the context to explain the ‘contemporary’ Amazon that may 

be more likely to experience booms followed by consolidation” (Hall and Caviglia-Harris, 2013, 

p. 349). An agricultural life cycle model is in line with Hudson’s 3-phased model of 

colonization, settlement and competition.  

Competition and consolidation is precisely what the data I present here seems to indicate. 

 

4.2. Frontier migration as a productive response to declining land productivity 

 

In this section I explore the data from Rondônia to scrutinize three sets of propositions 

regarding the role of intensification in fostering frontier migration. First, the dynamics of 

soil fertility that lead to pasture degradation have a function on land use outcomes that 

has been overlooked by the literature. Pasture degradation works as a driver of land 

scarcity. I make use of spatial information to recover biophysical data on soils from 

different sources and explore the association between soils, pasture degradation, land 

productivity and land prices. Second, a technological gap between highly and lowly 

skilled farmers interacts with soil fertility to produce increasing heterogeneity in land 

productivity levels. Successful farmers adopt new technologies but at the same time 

demand more land to expand production, raising land values for all farmers. Third, price 

differentials between frontier and consolidated areas widen over time, and farmers weigh 
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this against their productivity levels in deciding whether to settle land or migrate further. 

Those who lag behind will be displaced when the price differential with frontiers is 

sufficiently high to compensate transaction and transportation costs. Marginalized 

farmers may also sell out and migrate to an urban centre or to another part of the country. 

I start by showing that the survey data corroborates the idea that productivity of land has 

been rising even in cattle ranching, an activity that is typically seen as more backward that 

agriculture. Second, I inspect the proposed causation mechanisms and show that, where 

farmers behave according to productive motivations, frontier migration can be a logical 

consequence of an intensification process. In the subsequent section I then focus on 

investigating farmers’ behaviour and differencing out productive from unproductive 

motivations. 

4.2.1. Is there intensification? 

Productivity of cattle ranching is a term widely used in this thesis, and it will always refer 

to land productivity, to the detriment of any other measure of input use efficiency (e.g., 

productivity of capital, total factor productivity). When other productivity measures are 

meant they will be duly specified, notably the productivity of labour. Land productivity is 

calculated as a flow: output per unit land per unit time, with output being measured either 

in value or quantity. When measured in value, it needs correction for spatial variation in 

prices if it is to reflect the true underlying productivity instead of factors that influence 

prices, such as distance to markets. Quality of products has a negligible effect on prices as 

the market by and large does not price quality differentials in either beef or milk. If 

measured in quantity, land productivity can take two forms: a precise measure of 

kilograms of beef or litres of milk, or a simple count of heads of cattle. The weight measure of 

productivity is often reported as Animal Units (AU) / hectare (ha) / year, where 1 AU = 450 

Kg of live mass. 

Stocking and offtake rates are zootechnical concepts that I use extensively in the empirical 

analysis. Stocking rate, also known as cattle density, depicts the amount of cattle that is 

stocked in an area of land at a given time. It is measured as stock of cattle (either total weight 

or number of heads) divided by grazing area (hectares of pastureland). Offtake rate is formally 
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defined as animals slaughtered over total herd (except suckling calves) per unit time. It 

depicts the output flow of cattle from a given stock at a time interval, and tells how long it 

takes for a herd to be completely passed on to the market. For example, if a given farm 

has 100 heads of cattle weighing 500 Kg each, and every year 20 heads are sold out for 

slaughter, then the offtake rate is (20*500/100*500) = 0.2. This implies that it takes 5 years 

for the herd to be fully replaced. 

The stocking rate is inversely related to the offtake rate: for a constant nutritional supply 

of pastures, and in a farm operating at the maximum stocking rate, an increase in the 

speed at which the herd gains weight must be compensated by a proportional decrease in 

the size of the herd, or else overgrazing will exhaust the pasture’s nutrient supply in the 

long run. A higher offtake therefore does not imply land sparing, unless the nutritional 

supply is also increased and with it the stocking rate. Typically, production systems using 

confinement of cattle (where feed is administered from sources other than grass) for 

fattening tend to display higher cattle densities, but the overall offtake will also depend 

on the quality of the grass that feeds the herd in the non-confinement phases. Farmers 

who instead rely on grass feeding will prioritize soil fertilization, pasture management 

and genetic improvement, and should display lower cattle densities but possibly higher 

offtake rates. Since the outcome of interest in this thesis is land productivity, the two 

zootechnical indicators must be considered in conjunction. 

In all cases, it must be recognized that the measures above are often lower bounds, as 

argued by Knight (1971). Land productivity and stocking rate, both having area in the 

denominator, suffer from the fact that pasturelands are rarely used to feed bovine cattle 

only, instead most of the time being grazed by other types of bovid stock, such as sheep 

and buffaloes, that do not always enter the output measure. Moreover, the numerator may 

be capturing only part of the output that is generated by a given production system, for 

example by measuring beef sales and ignoring dairy production, or vice-versa. Hence the 

productivity measure tends to underestimate the true value. The offtake rate, on the other 

hand, suffers from the fact that the denominator, cattle herd, changes from year to year, 

and the numerator, slaughtered cattle, would need to be based on the herd measure from 

the relevant year in the past, but the denominator is normally measured in the same year 
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as the numerator. Where cattle herd is constant over time the offtake measure is correct, 

but if the herd increases then the calculated rate will underestimate the true value. 

The regressions in this chapter that have productivity as a dependent variable will always 

have production system dummies, a set of four categorical variables that indicate whether 

a farm specializes in milk, breeding, rearing and / or fattening, in order to account for 

farm-level heterogeneity. This should also deal with the problem of farmers responding to 

cattle cycles in different ways—strategic management of supply according to expectations 

of market relative prices. For example, the decision of whether to breed or slaughter a 

mature female—as long as farmers within a given production system category respond in 

approximately the same way. 

The data shows how productivity of cattle ranching varies between consolidated, 

transition and frontier areas today. I go one step further and do time-related inferences 

from the cross-sectional variation. This must be done carefully. The questionnaire was 

designed to include memory recall questions that go back up to 3 years whenever 

possible, giving the survey an effective time-series component even if subject to recall 

bias. Moreover, studies using time-series data have concluded that there has been an 

intensification process in the Amazon since at least the year 2000 (Martha et al., 2012; 

Barretto et al., 2013; Phelps et al., 2013), so the results I present are better interpreted as 

further confirmation of the existing evidence than as completely new evidence. 

 

Table 4.2. Sample estimates of cattle ranching productivity, Rondônia (2013) 

Location 

Sample 

size (n) 

Productivity 

(R$ / ha / year) 

Productivity 

(AU / ha / year) 

Stocking rate 

(AU / ha) 

Offtake rate 

(AU sold / AU) 

Rondônia1 368 419.6 (333.1 - 506.0) 0.39 (0.29 - 0.48) 1.34 (1.16 - 1.52) 0.38 (0.28 - 0.49) 

  Pre-frontier 21 446.3 0.37 1.37 0.31 

  Frontier 98 270.8*** 0.26** 1.14** 0.29 

  Transition 129 436.8 0.47 1.08*** 0.45 

  Consolidated 120 601.1*** 0.48 1.74*** 0.44 

Note: AU = Animal Unit (450 Kg). 

1Weighted for sample selection: each observation is multiplied by the following weight: 
  

∑  
 

  

∑  
, where n is the sample 

size, N is the population size, and m is municipality. 

*** Statistically significant at 1%. 

95% confidence interval in brackets. 
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The results in table 4.2 show a substantially positive difference between productivity in 

consolidated and frontier areas, with transition areas falling in between, not far from the 

State’s average. Controlling for distance to markets does not change the results. This 

favours the idea that there is an intensification process in place. 

 

Table 4.3. OLS regression of productivity (R$/ha/year) on settlement age1 

Dependent variable: ln (productivity) 

 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 

       
Settlement age 0.0620*** 0.0942*** 0.0952*** 0.0943*** 0.0626*** 0.0614*** 

Distance to markets (Km) — 0.00769*** 0.00758*** 0.00740*** 0.00460** 0.00442** 

Time in plot — — 0.001 0.003 0.001 -0.001 

Number of previous migrations 

(since 2000) 
— — — 0.237 0.302* 0.376** 

Highly degraded pastures — — — — — 0.0399 

Production system dummies 

(milk, breeding, rearing, fattening) 
no no no no yes yes 

Soil aptitude2 no no no no yes yes 

       
Constant 3.424*** 1.922** 1.760** 1.745** 2.571*** 2.625*** 

       
Observations 198 198 198 198 198 196 

R-squared 0.060 0.135 0.152 0.155 0.320 0.317 

Adj. R-squared 0.0547 0.126 0.130 0.129 0.268 0.260 

Notes: the aim of this regression is to show that that productivity and settlement age are positively associated, contrary to the 

hypothesis that newly settled areas would have higher productivity due to biophysical factors. Distance to markets, measured 

as distance from cattle farms to buyers (slaughterhouses and dairy industries), is a key control variable that proxies for demand-

driven determinants of productivity; the coefficient in column (6) indicate that a 1 Km increase in distance is associated with a 

0.44% rise in productivity (all else constant). The variable time in plot controls for learning about the local environment. 

Number of previous migrations controls for long term learning, and its coefficient in column (6) suggests that one more 

migration is associated with a 45.6% higher productivity (the maximum number of moves is 3, and the average is 0.16; this 

might indicate that more experienced farmers are better able to select plots with higher productivity). The variables highly 

degraded pastures and soil aptitude control for biophysical factors. Different production systems adopt different technologies 

and yield different productivity levels, and the production system dummies are means to account for this variation by 

attributing different intercepts to each production system. The fact that the coefficient drops from columns (1-4) to (5-6) 

suggests that biophysical factors (soil aptitude) and technology (production systems) may explain part of the positive 

association between settlement age and productivity, although the overall association remains positive and statistically 

significant. 

1Measured at the municipality level, this variable indicates the number of years passed since the initial settlement.  

2Variable based on a detailed assessment (scale 1:250.000) of soils’ aptitude for agricultural uses made by the State government 

and the World Bank in the 1990s. Based on this, and with the GIS grid-map collected in the survey, a measure of soil aptitude is 

retrieved for each farm in the sample. Soils are classified as apt for two alternative uses: crops, or cattle / forest. The aptest soils 

can sustain agriculture while soils of medium to low aptitude are prescribed for cattle ranching and forestry. 

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 

Errors adjusted for 46 clusters in surveyor / municipality 

 

One argument that runs counter to the evidence on intensification is that recent 

productivity gains may have been caused by deforestation peaks from the early 2000’s, up 
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to 2004. Newly cleared areas having higher soil fertility, the increased production 

observed since 2004 would be an ecological artefact of natural fertility gains, not the result 

of a genuine intensification process (Barreto and Silva, 2013). While I do find evidence 

that pastures in new areas are in a better condition than in transition areas, I also find that 

consolidated regions have a much higher productivity and pasture quality. The variable 

settlement age has a significant positive association with productivity, so the data 

suggests that the bulk of productivity gains are attributable to consolidated rather than 

frontier areas (table 4.3). 

 

Most studies use stocking rate as a proxy for productivity, as data constraints make it 

difficult to have a proper productivity measure. However, as table 4.2 shows, the two are 

different and must not be confounded. While they often do exhibit similar trends, it 

cannot be assumed that they always do. Land productivity equals stocking rate multiplied 

by offtake rate27, and the dynamic path of the latter two can be divergent, as I show below. 

Farmers in the Amazon will increase cattle densities as they capitalize and accumulate 

stock in the initial phases of settlement, after having cleared their parcels to the optimum 

level. Typically, the first main investment is land clearing, and the second is cattle stock. 

At a later stage, technological improvements such as the use of more efficient breeds and 

improved farm management will boost offtake rates. Productivity rises in both stages, but 

at some point the growth is checked by soil nutrient restrictions. Unable to resort to slash-

and-burn to sustain nutrient inflows, traditional cattle ranching reaches a biophysical 

limit and causes stocking rates to fall. At this point, farmers respond by increasing offtake, 

which keeps productivity artificially constant for a limited amount of time. These ideas 

will be further developed. 

While productivity is higher in transition than in frontier areas, this is associated with an 

increase in offtake rather than an increase in the stocking rate (table 4.2). In simple words, 

farmers in transition areas would be keeping stock for shorter periods in order to 

compensate for a lower capacity of pastures to sustain cattle densities. This, however, 

                                                             
27 Land productivity [Kg sold / ha / year] = stocking rate [Kg / ha] * offtake rate [Kg sold / Kg / year] 
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cannot be sustained for long as soils tend to deplete quickly and recovery costs rise 

exponentially. While it may well be that such a combination of productivity, cattle density 

and offtake rate has to do with some unobserved factor, I argue that land degradation in 

transition areas reduces the capacity of pastures to sustain cattle and pushes farmers to 

sell out quicker in order to keep their income flows.  

From transition to consolidated areas the pattern returns to the norm and productivity 

increases in parallel with stocking rates. This suggests that the average farmer in 

consolidated regions is successful in controlling pasture degradation and manages to 

increase the capacity of pastures to sustain stock while keeping offtake rates constant. 

This is a key finding that I will elaborate further in the next sections. 

4.2.2. Explaining frontier migration 

An institutional framework that fosters intensification 

Forested areas have low market value in Amazonia. With the exception of big enterprises 

operating in the timber sector, demand for forests is low. Even under a tough 

environmental law, producers tend to (wrongly) believe that they are not liable for illegal 

deforestation that took place before they purchased the land. Consequently, a premium is 

paid to cleared land irrespective of its potential environmental liability. The less forested a 

plot, the higher its per hectare market value. 

Most farmers were not able to report a figure for the price of one hectare of forest. This is 

because what is transacted in the market are plots with some forest, not forests on their 

own. I thus reformulated the question to ask for the price of a property with little forest 

cover—10%—and for the price of a property with a comparatively high forest cover—

40%. From that I estimate that increasing forest area from 10% to 40% implies a price 

reduction of 26.1%, which indicates that forests have a near-zero value. The data does not 

capture how much a larger proportion of forest affects the price of land, but it is likely 

that land values will approach zero as forest cover approaches 100%, with the exception 

of logging enterprises as mentioned. Why? 
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There are two ways to explain land values. The first has to do with the potential flow of 

profits that can be generated by a given piece of land. According to this perspective, land 

value equals the sum of the income flow that the land can produce in the long term 

brought to present value through a discount rate. However, many argue that in Brazil, 

especially in the Amazon, land works as a store of value. This is the second perspective. In 

this case, land will be demanded not because of its potential profits, but because it can 

work as a form of capital gain-generating asset. In the first theory the low value of 

forested areas is explained by the absence of potential profitability from the standing 

forest. Adepts of the second theory will instead argue that forested areas are subject to 

invasion by squatters and thus cannot work as stores of value, and that is why forests 

have a low market price. While both explanations may have elements of truth, the first is 

the one that predominates in farmers’ narratives. 

Land prices rise substantially with settlement age: from pre-frontier to consolidated areas. 

The difference is particularly significant in consolidated areas, where the average land 

price is 8 times higher than in pre-frontier regions. Table 4.4 confirms that cleared area has 

a strong positive association with prices and that the difference between regions 

according to settlement age is consistent even when soils are controlled for. Moreover, 

land value inequality is also greatly increased with settlement age: the Gini coefficient 

rises from 0.27 to 0.33 to 0.39 from frontier to transition to consolidated areas. This 

mounting heterogeneity is one of the key ingredients in inducing marginalized farmers to 

out-migrate. 

Land conversion from forests to agricultural uses is regulated in Brazil by a specific 

legislative code, the ‘forest code’. The original piece of legislation dates back to 1934 and 

was meant to keep a minimum supply of timber within farms at a time when firewood 

was a key source of energy. It is a command-and-control instrument that stipulates how 

much of private lands can be cleared. A revision in 1996, following international pressure 

to conserve the Amazon, increased the mandatory rate of preservation from 50% to 80% 

of individual farms in most of the Legal Amazon28. While enforcement was close to 

inexistent until the first half of the 1990s and only started to increase towards the end of 

                                                             
28 The rate varies spatially (from 20% to 80%) according to biome and agroecological zoning. 
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the decade, it became much stronger in the 2000s and is perceived as one of the reasons 

for the decline in the rate of deforestation since 2004. 

 

Table 4.4. OLS regression of land values (R$) on region 

Dependent variable: ln (land value) 

 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 

Region1 

        Frontier 1.000*** 0.739 0.779 0.578 1.433*** 

   Transition 0.820*** 0.610 0.659 0.356 1.628*** 

   Consolidated 1.951*** 1.544*** 1.576*** 1.401*** 2.122*** 

      
Cleared area (%) — 2.160*** 2.126*** 2.133*** 1.860*** 

Degraded pastures — — -0.119 -0.0846 -0.115 

Soil aptitude2 no no no yes yes 

Soil type3 no no no no yes 

      
Constant 0.354** -1.134** -1.111** -0.941* -1.966*** 

      Observations 236 236 236 236 236 

R-squared 0.411 0.573 0.577 0.632 0.751 

Adj. R-squared 0.404 0.566 0.568 0.617 0.725 

Note: cleared area varies from 0 to 1, so in column (5) a 10% increase is associated with land 

values 20% higher (all else constant). 

1Pre-frontier is the baseline category. 

2Variable based on a detailed assessment (scale 1:250.000) of soils’ aptitude for agricultural 

uses made by the State government and the World Bank in the 1990s. Based on this, and with 

the GIS grid-map collected in the survey, a measure of soil aptitude is retrieved for each farm 

in the sample. Soils are classified as apt for two alternative uses: crops, or cattle / forest. The 

aptest soils can sustain agriculture while soils of medium to low aptitude are prescribed for 

cattle ranching and forestry. 

3Retrieved from Embrapa detailed soil maps. 

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 

Errors adjusted for 47 clusters in surveyor / municipality. 

 

After almost two decades of constant alterations in the institutional framework and 

changes in the enforcement mechanism, the law is now fully acknowledged by farmers. 

One contribution of this study is to measure the perceived strength of forest code 

enforcement. Farmers were asked whether they expect to be approached by enforcement 

agents and fined if they were to conduct a new clearing on their plot.  The results are clear 

in that enforcement is the lowest in frontier areas (68%, p-value = 0.005) and higher in 

transition (74%, p-value = 0.84) and consolidated areas (76%, p-value = 0.33), as expected29, 

                                                             
29 Transition and consolidated areas are not statistically different from the State as a whole, but are statistically 

different from frontiers: p-values 0.045 and 0.021, respectively. 
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suggesting that deforestation in frontier areas should be higher than elsewhere, all else 

constant. Pre-frontier areas have been identified as conservation priorities since the 1990s 

because the opportunity cost of land was very low, so they have the highest perceived 

forest code enforcement (88%). Moreover, qualitative data raised in the survey shows that 

the Federal and State environmental agencies are much present in the narratives of 

farmers. 

With a restrictive deforestation allowance—20% of private land surface for the average 

farm, although the parameter does vary spatially—and high perceived enforcement, the 

forest code institutional framework is a key deterrent of horizontal agricultural expansion 

in the Amazon. If farmers cannot expand production in existing lands with a given 

technology, they are forced to choose between intensification and new clearings. Farmers 

weigh potential gains against potential losses to decide whether to clear. In frontier areas 

farmers have few assets and not very much to lose—land titling is scarce and land values 

are low. So horizontal expansion is a lot more likely at the frontier than in more advanced 

settlements where enforcement is stronger and farmers have more to lose. This partly 

explains why intensification is more prevalent in consolidated areas. 

Biophysical constraints: soil fertility loss as land scarcity 

To explore the role of biophysical constraints on the intensification process I use a detailed 

assessment (scale 1:250.000) of soils’ aptitude for agricultural uses made by the State 

government and the World Bank in the 1990s. With the GIS grid-map collected in the 

survey I retrieve a measure of soil aptitude for each farm in the sample. Soils are classified 

as apt for two alternative uses: crops, or cattle / forest. The aptest soils can sustain 

agriculture while soils of medium to low aptitude are prescribed for cattle ranching and 

forestry. The figure below shows the expected value of productivity given six agricultural 

aptitude categories, controlling for distance to markets. In frontier regions there is 

relatively little variation, with the difference between the lowest and the highest 

amounting to 0.23 of a standard-deviation, and productivity of cattle is highest in soils 

categorized as apt for agriculture. In transition areas there is much higher dispersion, with 

0.86 of one standard-deviation gap between the lowest and the highest, while in 

consolidated regions the gap shrinks to 0.31 of one standard-deviation. 
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Figure 4.3. Productivity levels (R$/ha/year) according to region and soil aptitude, 

controlling for distance to markets. 

 

In transition and consolidated areas the pattern is inverted, with the highest productivity 

being associated with lands deemed as inapt for agriculture / apt only for cattle ranching. 

This shows that cattle is indeed being allocated to areas that have lower potential for 

agriculture and that it is being more productive where soils are poorer. Additionally, the 

fact that the best soils for cropping have the highest yields for cattle ranching in frontier 

locations but then the pattern is inverted in transition and consolidated areas could be 

evidence that farmers learn about local ecological conditions after a few years, as argued 

by Moran (1989, apud Castro and Singer, 2012). 

The fact that heterogeneity in productivity increases in transition areas with respect to 

frontiers is central to understanding the dynamics of land use in the Amazon. In the first 

years of settlement there is a rapid process of forest clearance, with low-input agriculture 

being practised along with traditional cattle ranching. At a certain point a process of 

pasture degradation breaks out. This is clear from the measure of how farmers perceive 

the change in the quality of their pastures in the previous 3 years. Figure 4.4 shows 

confidence intervals for the probability density functions of the variable ‘perceived 
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change in pasture quality in the last 3 years’ as estimated from kernel densities30. 

Although most of the curves overlap, the parts that do not overlap suggest possible 

statistically significant differences in the prevalence of pasture quality levels. 

 

 

Figure 4.4. Kernel densities (upper and lower boundaries of a 95% confidence 

interval) of perceived change in pasture quality in the previous 3 years, controlling 

for soil quality. 

 

The blue area shows frontier areas, where there are two peaks, the highest in positive 

values, indicating that most farmers have seen an improvement in the quality of their 

pastures, and a second one in negative values, indicating a deterioration of pasture 

quality. The yellow area shows transitions locations, where the pattern from frontiers is 

inverted: the first peak is now on the negative side and the second one on the pasture 

improvement side. 

The frontier curve shows a situation where improving pastures dominate. This is the key 

reason for rural dwellers to migrate to frontier areas. The transition curve instead suggests 

                                                             
30 A data smoothing method that allows for visualization of the distribution without the bins of a histogram. 

Uses a non-parametric method to estimate the probability distribution function of the population based on 

sample observations. 
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an inverted pattern where deteriorating pastures are more frequent. This in turn is a 

driver of out-migration. The curve for consolidated areas looks closer to a normal centred 

slightly above zero, suggesting that most farmers perceive their pastures either as slightly 

deteriorating, stable, or as slightly improving. Since soil quality is controlled for in these 

data, the particular shape of transition areas must be due to the quality of grazing and to 

pasture age. This suggests a degradation process that is at its highest at the transition 

phase, and that shrinks as time passes, leading to a more stable situation where there is no 

polarization but a dominant group of farmers who are seeing slow improvement. 

Degradation curves tend to be steep. Because there is a time gap between the first signs of 

degradation and the farmer’s cognition of them, it is often the case that when the rancher 

becomes aware of the need to act, action is urgent (Townsend, Costa and Pereira, 2012). 

The occupation of different lots in a given settlement area starts more or less at the same 

time, so pasture degradation typically presents itself in a somewhat synchronic fashion, 

with the majority of farmers becoming aware of the need for action at roughly the same 

time. That is what I call the transition phase. Farmers in transition areas are much more 

likely to report a process of pasture degradation than farmers anywhere else, even when 

soil aptitude is controlled for. The exact opposite is true of farmers in consolidated areas 

(table 4.5). 

 

Table 4.5. Incidence of highly degraded pastures 

by region, controlling for soil aptitude, Rondônia 

(2013) 

Region Highly degraded pastures1 

Pre-frontier 22%*** 

Frontier 25%*** 

Transition 44%*** 

Consolidated 19%*** 

Note: sample includes 384 farms. 

1Fitted probabilities of a binary logistic model of 

degraded pastures on region, controlling for soil 

aptitude. 

*** Coefficients statistically significant at 1%. 
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The general pattern that emerges here is that farmers in frontier areas are confronted with 

a benign context in terms of natural fertility that generates a fairly homogeneous 

distribution of cattle productivity. In transition areas the situation is shattered by a 

process of pasture degradation that catches most farmers unprepared31. The fact that in 

poorer soils farmers are better able to halt the degradation process tells something about 

the building up of capabilities to cope with environmental change. Moreover, the fact that 

heterogeneity in terms of productivity is much increased in transition areas indicates that 

learning is unequally distributed. However, consolidated areas see a sharp increase in 

productivity, which suggests that a group of farmers is successful in intensifying. 

Intensification impacts deforestation in two ways. First, there is a direct land-saving effect. 

Vertical production increasing saves land. Second, there is a less obvious effect that has to 

do with the polarization between improving and degrading pastures discussed above. In 

the transition phase, those elite ranchers who manage to have improving pasturelands 

will be more profitable and consolidate their landholdings by buying up the land from the 

less productive farmers32. Laggard farmers who sell or rent out their degraded lands may 

end up migrating to frontier areas and reigniting the deforestation cycle by clearing new, 

non-degraded lands. This is indeed the case in some instances. It is a rational decision for 

a family of peasants to sell out their lands at a high price in a transition region and to 

migrate to the frontier, where they can buy land that is more fertile and cheaper. Out-

migration is a rational alternative to intensification. 

The cattle ranching technological treadmill33 

Cattle ranching technologies can be divided into four groups: macro-management of farm 

(choice of grazing system and its parameters), genetic improvement, animal feed, and 

                                                             
31 In a sample of 378 farmers, 106 reported badly degrading pastures in the previous three years. Yet when 

asked what action they intended to take, 11.3% said they would do nothing. In transition areas, 18.5% of those 

with badly degraded pastures were not going to act. 
32 I calculate inequality indexes for the variable ‘change in pasture quality’ and find that in frontier areas the 

Gini / Theil index is 0.32 / 0.22, while in transition areas it is 0.40 / 0.38, and in consolidated areas 0.38 / 0.18. 

This again shows that the transition phase sees an increase in heterogeneity of pasture quality, with the 

consolidated phase seeing the opposite movement. The same happens to the size of landholdings—increased 

homogeneity at the consolidated phase. 
33 The technical information in the subsection was obtained from semi-structured interviews with cattle 

ranchers and other informants in April / May 2011. The results came out in Portuguese (Vale and Andrade, 

2011). 
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fertility management. Grazing systems are either continuous or rotational, with the latter 

including pasture subdivisions (paddocks) for herd rotation. Labour requirements grow 

more than proportionately with the number of paddocks, and the extreme case of rotation 

is the Voisin system, where grass size is kept within a range that maximizes its 

productivity. Cutting the farm into paddocks represents a significant fixed cost as it 

requires a lot of fence building. 

Small settlers in frontier areas will normally start from continuous grazing systems that 

require no subdivision and thus minimize labour and capital costs, allocating the initial 

capital to stock instead. Only in subsequent phases do farmers find it rewarding to invest 

in subdivisions, when adding more stock to the continuous system yields lower returns 

than upgrading the management system with a fixed herd. Besides being more capital 

and labour-intensive, rotational systems are of course more productive but also more 

resilient to pasture degradation as each subdivision becomes an independent unit whose 

fertility is dedicatedly administered by the farmer. 

Genetic improvement is aimed at increasing the efficiency with which cattle turn feed into 

weight / milk. In the case of breeding systems it is implemented by artificial insemination 

or by mating cows with bulls of high breed. The former is a rather cheap and easy to 

implement option that can generate fast productivity gains, but more efficient animals are 

also a lot more requiring in terms of feed and sanitation care, so genetic improvement 

cannot be implemented on its own. Given the relative abundance of land, animal feed in 

Brazil is in most cases almost entirely reliant on forage. More intensive systems, however, 

especially when specialized in fattening, will supplement feed in order to get a faster 

animal termination. This is done either by using industrialized supplements or by home-

grown crops (typically sugar-cane, corn or sorghum) that are hayed / ensiled for feed. 

Fertility management is the quintessential feature of land use intensification. Traditional 

livestock systems in Brazil used to rely on slash-and-burn to replenish soil fertility, a 

rational and efficient system when labour is constrained and land is not, but not 

otherwise. As land becomes increasingly scarce due to the environmental law and to 

fertility loss, more intensive systems of land use become necessary. Intensive systems 

need to implement a combination of liming and fertilizing to manage soil chemistry, with 
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smaller farms tending to use some type of agroecological system where biological 

processes are preponderant, and bigger farms recurring more often to chemical inputs. 

I report proxies for three categories of cattle ranching technologies: number of paddocks is 

the indicator of macro-management, number of inseminated cows proxies for genetic 

improvement, and limed area and hours of tractor use account for fertility management. 

All technologies display the expected behaviour: lower values in frontier and higher in 

consolidated areas. The pre-frontier category sometimes shows unexpectedly higher 

technological intake than other locations, and this may be due to: much larger average 

property size; higher settlement age; or small sample. The data on technology in pre-

frontiers, however, is not central to the argument. Interestingly, limed pastures and 

inseminated cows have higher values in transition than in consolidated areas. This is 

consistent with the finding that offtake rates are higher in transition areas—investment in 

genetic improvement is the most accessible way to increase offtake. Farmers faced with 

degrading pastures make the best use of capital by investing in genetics to increase 

offtake and stabilize income flows, but this cannot be sustained for long if fertility loss is 

not curbed. Hence the significantly higher incidence of limed pastures: 

 

Table 4.6. Use of cattle ranching technologies by region 

Location Paddocks1 Inseminated cows (%) Tractor hours2 Limed pastures (%) 

Rondônia3 19.51 3.59 21.68 2.74 

   Pre-frontier 23.97 4.74 30.89 0.48 

   Frontier 11.06** 1.93 12.22 0.52** 

   Transition 22.21 5.19 24.97 6.97*** 

   Consolidated 31.18* 3.08 26.80 3.29 

Obs. (n) 369 341 375 385 

1per 100 ha. 

2per 100 ha / year 

3Weighted for sample selection: each observation is multiplied by the following weight: 
  

∑  
 

  

∑  
, where n is the sample 

size, N is the population size, and m is municipality. 

*** Statistically significant at 1%. 
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I use principal component analysis34 to create three synthetic indicators of technology 

based on six variables (those on table 4.6 plus high breed bulls and use of fertilizers). The 

resulting indicators account for 71.4% of the variation in the data. Using the first synthetic 

indicator only, which accounts for one third of the overall variation in technology, it is 

easy to see that the technological gap widens strongly in the transition phase (figure 4.5). 

This is in line with the idea of increased heterogeneity in terms of pasture degradation 

and productivity. A wider technological gap means that farmers who are unable to cope 

with biophysical constraints coexist with farmers who are capitalized and able to embark 

on an intensification process. In consolidated areas the gap narrows but remains wider 

than in frontier areas. This pattern is similar for the other two synthetic indicators. 

Each indicator is closely associated with one component of productivity, stocking and 

offtake rate. The synthetic indexes can thus be said to represent technological packages 

that are employed by farmers to increase either offtake or stocking rate: density and 

offtake-enhancing technologies. I find that only density-enhancing technologies have an 

association with overall land productivity, and the effect—if only weakly significant—is 

ambiguous as the coefficient becomes negative when productivity is measured in values 

(appendix C1). 

Now that the essential technical background is introduced, I can concentrate on the 

relation between technological packages and productivity. The first noteworthy 

observation is that there is an important variation according to the type of productive 

system. There are three main types of productive systems: milk, dual purpose, and beef, 

with subtypes according to whether beef producers specialize on breeding, rearing or 

fattening. Each productive system requires a particular combination of technologies. 

Where farms specialize on milk, inseminated cows and use of tractor are positively 

associated with productivity, and where farms are transitioning to beef production, use of 

tractor is positively associated with productivity (controlling for distance to markets). 

 
                                                             
34 Linear combination of data to reduce the number of dimensions while maximizing variance: When large 

multivariate datasets are analysed, it is often desirable to reduce their dimensionality. Principal component analysis is 

one technique for doing this. It replaces the p original variables by a smaller number, q, of derived variables, the principal 

components, which are linear combinations of the original variables. Often, it is possible to retain most of the variability 

in the original variables with q very much smaller than p (Joliffe, 2005, p. 1). 
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Figure 4.5. Box plots of technological index*. 

* First unrotated principal component of the variables: paddocks / 100 ha; inseminated cows (%) / year; tractor 

hours / 100 ha / year; limed pasture (%) / year; fertilized pasture (%) / year; high breed bulls (%). 

 

Secondly, adoption of technologies is a direct function of changes in biophysical 

conditions. Where soil aptitude is lower, technologies have a greater impact on 

productivity. In particular, I find that number of paddocks and liming are positively 

associated with productivity where soils are of medium to low quality, precisely where 

cattle ranching tends to be more productive. Paddocks have an especially strong 

association with productivity where soils are categorized as of low quality and apt only 

for cattle ranching or reforestation, suggesting that rotational systems are an effective way 

of dealing with soil deficiencies. 

Investment in pasture recovery normally follows the realization that pastures are 

degrading and that livestock production will not be sustained in the long term if fertility 

is not replenished. It is thus an investment aimed at the long run and typically undertaken 

by productive farmers (rather than speculative ones). I asked farmers how much they 

have been investing in pasture recovery in the previous 12 months, and the resulting 

variable is significantly associated with density-enhancing technologies (table 4.7). This 

suggests that stocking rate is the main vector by which farmers increase sustainability and 

resilience to biophysical constraints. 

Offtake technologies are much cheaper than density technologies. For example, liming 

one hectare of pasture costs US$ 400 while inseminating three cows costs US$ 75. Indeed, 

adoption of density technologies is positively associated with capital availability, but 

adoption of offtake technologies is not. Adoption of density technologies is also associated 
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with lower levels of pasture degradation, and it is much more prevalent in transition than 

in frontier areas (table 4.8). Farmers who are not capitalized, whose pastures are highly 

degraded and who are in transition areas may underinvest in density technologies and 

see a process of declining productivity. Underinvesting in density technologies, however, 

is likely to lead to decreasing returns to labour, for pasture degradation reduces output 

when pasture size is given. When faced with decreasing returns to labour, farmers may 

start looking for opportunities to sell out and migrate to a frontier where they can buy a 

bigger plot with better fertility conditions. 

 

Table 4.7. OLS regression of investment in pasture 

recovery on technology indexes 

Dependent variable: ln (investment in pasture recovery) 

Technology index  

   Density technologies 0.223*** 

   Offtake technologies -0.426 

   Offtake technologies 2 0.0342 

  
Constant -1.461** 

  
Observations 131 

R-squared 0.065 

Adj. R-squared 0.0426 

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 

Errors adjusted for 45 clusters in surveyor / municipality 

 

Table 4.8. OLS regression of density technologies index on 

capital availability. Dependent variable: ln (adoption of density 

technologies) 

 (1) (2) 

 
  Capital / ha 0.282*** 0.303*** 

Region1 

    Transition 0.779*** 0.710** 

  Consolidated 0.340 0.255 

Pasture quality 0.164** 0.190*** 

Productive system dummies no yes 

   
Constant -1.014*** -0.821 

   Observations 95 95 

R-squared 0.220 0.293 

Adj. R-squared 0.185 0.227 

1Frontier is the baseline category. 

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1; Robust standard-errors. 
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In sum, technological trajectories are associated with productivity outcomes according to 

particular systems of livestock production, soil aptitude categories and the degree to 

which pastures are degraded. Farmers who become technological leaders are those who 

in the critical phase when biophysical constraints push them to invest or leave are able to 

transition from a traditional to a more intensive system of cattle ranching. Those who are 

unable will become technological laggards and eventually sell out and leave. This is the 

technological treadmill. Land markets are the key mechanism through which farmers can 

weigh the benefits of selling out and migrating further into the frontier against the 

benefits of staying. 

Land markets and competition spur frontier migration 

Land markets are the essential factor linking frontiers to areas of older settlement, and the 

evidence confirms that markets are better established in transition than in frontier areas. I 

calculate the amount of leased in and out land for each farmer as a percentage of their 

pastureland, and find a significant increase from pre-frontier to frontier areas, and 

between frontier and transition areas, but no significant difference between frontiers and 

consolidated areas controlling for land values, land titling and others (appendix C2). This 

shows that land markets do deepen as frontiers evolve, particularly in transition areas, in 

line with the indirect land use effect model. 

If laggard farmers decide between out-migrating and intensifying, they do so based on 

potential costs and benefits. The benefit of migrating to a frontier is a direct function of 

the price differential between local and frontier lands. The higher the price gap, the larger 

the plot that can be bought at the frontier as compared to the existing plot. Provided that 

at any given time there is at least one new settlement where lands can be bought at near-

zero cost, the essential variable to be monitored are local land prices. These will guide the 

decision as to the optimal time to sell out. 

There is some evidence that in transition and consolidated areas land prices rise when 

productivity of neighbours rise. I apply a standard spatial weights matrix based on 

Euclidean distance (see equations 5.2 and 5.3 in Chapter 5 for more details) to the survey 

grid-map to estimate the average productivity of neighbours within each municipality. 
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Controlling for distance to markets, cleared area, soil aptitude and productivity, 

increasing the average productivity of neighbours from the first to the ninth decile (R$ 171 

to R$ 849/ha/year) is associated with an increase in the (level of) pasture price of one 

twelfth of a standard-deviation (R$ 750/ha) (appendix C3). If the productivity of 

neighbours affects land prices in non-frontier areas, then laggard farmers benefit from an 

intensification process. The emergence of a class of elite farmers would thus accelerate the 

process that leads some marginalized farmers to out-migrate. 

Another factor that precipitates farmers to consider migrating is degradation of pastures. 

The continued use of degrading pastures implies a falling output. Farmers with 

degrading pastures who have limited resources to invest in countering the process start 

monitoring the evolution of land prices in order to liquidate their decreasingly productive 

lands. Ranchers facing economic stress due to highly degraded pastures are on average 

54.5% less capitalized than others (p-value=0.015). If farmers are small (area<50 ha)35, the 

percentage goes up to 63.8% (p-value=0.049), whereas for bigger farmers (area>=50 ha) 

pasture degradation is not associated with less capitalization (p-value=0.25). It is unclear 

whether farmers are less capitalized because their pastures are highly degraded or the 

other way around, but irrespective of the causation pattern it can be said that less 

capitalized farmers are less able to cope with situations of stress, and the smallest 

ranchers are even more vulnerable. 

In sum, the role of land markets on intermediating the relation between intensification 

and migration boils down to the following. Land prices are strongly influenced by 

productivity. A one standard-deviation increase in productivity is associated with a 7.3% 

increase in the price of pastureland (table 4.9). The same proportional increase in the 

productivity level of the farm’s neighbours implies a higher 19.7% pastureland price. 

Highly degraded pastures, on the other hand, are associated with a 19.8% lower 

pastureland price. Hence, a farmer with degraded pastures and falling productivity will 

see his pastureland price decline; if his neighbouring farmers are intensifying then the 

value of his land will be pushed upwards, and it will be rational for him to sell out before 

                                                             
35 The median total farm area in the sample is 50.4 ha. 
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the negative effect of his declining productivity offsets the positive effect of the 

neighbours’ intensification. 

 

Table 4.9. OLS regression of value of pastureland (R$) on productivity 

(R$/ha/year). Dependent variable: ln (value of pastureland) 

 

Frontier 

Transition and 

consolidated 

      
ln (productivity) 0.0567* 0.0907*** 

ln (average neighbours' productivity)1 0.1707* 0.1298* 

Mean distance to markets (Km) -0.000376 -0.00719*** 

Degraded pastures -0.187 -0.129* 

   
Constant 0.408* 0.967*** 

   Observations 40 134 

R-squared 0.203 0.382 

Adj. R-squared 0.112 0.362 

1Calculated by multiplying a spatial weights matrix W by the variable productivity. The 

spatial matrix defines neighbouring municipalities as those located within a distance 

band that is calculated to give all farms at least one neighbour. 

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 

Robust t-statistics in parentheses. 

 

The graph in figure 4.6 below illustrates well the intensification and frontier migration 

story. Transition areas are where farmers are being pushed to shifting production systems 

from traditional to intensive. In more evolved, consolidated areas the intensification 

process has settled in and part of the farmers who were less able to cope with the new 

situation were already crowded out. Local land values are positively associated with a 

higher propensity to sell out and migrate, especially in transition areas. Land values 

appreciate less where pastures are degraded (appendix C4), so farmers facing biophysical 

constraints can expect that their land will lose value relative to the average. Hence a 

farmer with degraded pastures who faces high average local land prices should expect the 

optimum time to sell to be approaching. 
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Figure 4.6. Propensity to sell out and migrate according to region and average 

local land value, controlling for own land value 

 

Moreover, the propensity to sell out and migrate is positively associated with discount 

rate and degraded pastures, and negatively associated with age and number of previous 

migrations. Those who are older and have migrated more are less willing to continue 

moving, whatever their land size and location. But they are also more productive, all else 

constant. If farmers who migrate more are more successful, even controlling for 

education, time in the plot and soil aptitude (appendix C5), then there is a strong case that 

farmers build up capabilities as they migrate. 

 

In this section I have advanced a sequence of causal mechanisms linking intensification to 

frontier migration. I argued that intensification is a result of land scarcity, which is 

kindled by an institutional framework that imposes a cost on deforestation, and by 

biophysical constraints leading to soil degradation. Not all farms, however, embark on an 

intensification process. A group of technological laggards eventually see their land prices 

rise as other ranchers intensify. As the land price differential with frontier areas widens, 

productively oriented farmers have an increasing incentive to out migrate. 

How sensible is it to assume that farmers are following a productive logic when they take 

land use decisions? A competing view would suggest that speculative farmers choose not 

to intensify as they see good prospects in becoming rentiers, or ‘idle farmers’. Can 
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productive farmers be distinguished from speculators? I have collected information that 

allow for that. 

 

4.3. Speculative versus productive behaviour 

 

The land speculation literature offers two key predictions for land use dynamics in 

frontier regions. First, pecuniary motivations preponderate in explaining settlers’ 

decisions, and the economy resembles an asset market, where land is used as a store of 

value and transactions aim at capital gains, more than a goods market, where land is used 

as an agricultural input in a production function (Almeida and Campari, 1995; Assunção, 

2008; Barbier, 2011). Second, given the absence of a dominating class of productive 

farmers who would take risks and invest in farming technologies, frontier settlements 

tend to see short-lived economic booms followed by long-term busts where population 

levels decrease and soils remain overexploited and degraded (Bowman et al., 2012; 

Celentano et al., 2012; Rodrigues et al., 2009). 

The latter prediction is disproved by recent evidence, as I have shown before and discuss 

further in Chapter 6. However, the proposition that agents are largely driven by 

pecuniary motivations has had little scrutiny, in part due to the inherent difficulty of 

capturing ‘motivations’. The goal of the present section is thus to use farm-level data to 

look for specific features of the land speculation hypothesis. In particular, I look for 

evidence of speculative behaviour by confronting farmers’ opportunity costs36 of capital 

with their propensity to sell out their plots and migrate to a frontier. While an intrinsically 

productive motivation is difficult to single out from survey data as farmers can give 

biased responses regarding their propensity to migrate, there is no reason to believe that 

they did so as it is not one of the topics that raise flags—as opposed to questions on 

deforestation history, for example. 

                                                             
36 The best return a factor of production can get in an alternative investment. For example, the opportunity 

cost of a daily agricultural labourer can be proxied by the minimum salary—the wage paid to most low-

skilled workers in urban areas. 
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Land speculator or productive farmer? 

The land speculation literature demarcates speculative behaviour by comparing output 

with opportunity costs. In a well-functioning market, productive farmers are not expected 

to sustain situations where output is lower than opportunity costs. Speculative farmers 

are instead predicted to sustain such situations if the prospects of financial gains are 

positive.  Speculative behaviour would thus be identifiable by one key feature: farmers 

operating below opportunity costs keep the land when they expect to be able to sell for a 

higher price at a later date, but sell out if prices are not expected to rise sufficiently. Such 

behaviour would lead to a situation of “agricultural involution” (Almeida and Campari, 

1995), “idle farming” (Assunção, 2008) or simply speculative farming (Bowman et al., 

2012). However, the evidence from Rondônia does not fully support the land speculation 

theory. 

Before looking at the data, two qualifications must be made to the measures of 

agricultural output and opportunity costs. First, opportunity costs are overestimated 

when transaction costs are omitted. Malfunctioning land markets impose a transaction 

cost on sales, so even if a farmer expects to be able to sell his plot for a given market price 

there is a long way between the decision and the realization of sale. Land markets in the 

Amazon and in Latin America more broadly are recognized as particularly imperfect 

(Heath and Binswager, 1998; Buchmann, 2006). If transaction costs are properly accounted 

for then opportunity costs should fall. More importantly, malfunctioning financial 

markets imply that once a farmer sells out he cannot safely store his wealth in a financial 

asset. This may not be true for all, but the vast majority of farmers in the Amazon are 

uneducated and have restricted knowledge of financial instruments, so either they are 

incapable of managing financial wealth or they feel so. This is another component of 

transaction costs. 

To be sure, cattle is often used as a form of liquid asset (‘living stock’) that allows farmers 

to smooth incomes (Siegmund-Schultze et al., 2007), which reinforces the non-agricultural 

aspect of land possession. Hence, it is indeed the case that land and cattle work partially 

as a store of value—but this is true for any form of capital asset. The question is not 

whether land is used as a store of value; rather, it is whether the pecuniary gain motive 
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dominates land use decisions. The latter is an important question because rural economies 

that maximize financial gain instead of profit may get trapped into sub-optimal equilibria. 

The second qualification is that agricultural output underestimates the total land-related 

output. Land possession has a number of intangible benefits that must be considered 

along with agricultural output. The most evident non-agricultural benefit from 

landholding is the abode (Sills and Caviglia-Harris, 2009). This is relevant because, as Bell 

(2011) has pointed out, farmers with low economic resilience tend to increase their supply 

of off-farm labour to gain resilience. Hence, if there exists an agricultural labour market at 

a reasonable distance from the plot, then off-farm wages must be seen as a form of land-

related output. 

Furthermore, peasants in the Amazon attach a number of non-monetary benefits to the 

land. For example, Sartre (2003) makes a thorough sociological discussion of intangible 

benefits from landholding. He argues that land property plays a key role in the 

reproduction of peasant lifestyle, which is in turn a central motivator for land use 

decisions. While Sartre’s claim that non-economic logics outweigh economic rationality in 

explaining peasant land use may be overstated, the rich evidence he gathers on tradition-

related normative factors shaping the economic behaviour of peasants in agricultural 

frontiers is appealing. 

With overestimated opportunity costs and underestimated output, it can be presumed 

that part of the farmers who would be categorized as ‘speculators’ for keeping lands that 

yield lower output than their opportunity costs are instead operating on a perfectly 

rational economic logic, based on detailed knowledge of transaction costs and non-

agricultural (and non-speculative) benefits of landholding. Indeed, close to two thirds of 

the farmers I surveyed operate below opportunity costs as conventionally measured (table 

4.11 below). Surely, transaction costs and intangible benefits will not account for all that 

gap. How to explain such a large share of farmers operating below opportunity costs? 

The expectation of land price growth in Rondônia is high: on average +10% per year. 

Farmers operating below opportunity costs also expect high land valorisation: +8.84% per 

year (p-value = 0.098). This rate is above inflation and above the gross rate of interest in a 
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saving’s account (6%), so farmers guided by speculative motivations should be willing to 

keep the land idle in order to realize capital gains. Yet the data suggests exactly the 

opposite: those operating below opportunity costs are 43% more likely (p-value = 0.057) to 

be willing to sell out and migrate to a frontier area, and more so if the expectation of land 

valorisation is controlled for. 

To shed light on this issue, I look for evidence of an alternative explanation based on the 

Boserupian tenet that as rural settlements evolve the intensification process requires 

proportionately higher labour inputs. Farmers optimizing labour productivity are 

attracted by the possibility of migrating to new lands where the marginal product can be 

higher. This is especially true in the context of degrading soils, where higher labour 

requirements and capital inputs are needed for fertility recovery. Recent data from three 

municipalities in Rondônia (Bell, 2011) corroborate Boserup’s idea that more intensive 

systems have lower output per man-day of work per hectare, so poorly capitalized 

farmers should prefer the more extensive forms of land use. Farmers in areas of older 

colonization would thus be expected to show a distinctively different behaviour from 

what is predicted by the land speculation literature: they would try to optimize the use of 

productive inputs such as labour and soil. 

Hence, it is possible to pinpoint farmers with productive motivations: they should show 

signs of being led out of older settlements due to (a) degrading soils and (b) high labour 

costs. If the Boserupian story is robust, then these factors must show an association with 

propensity to sell and migrate—the ‘productive effect’. 

Empirics of speculative behaviour 

I follow Assunção (2008) in formally demarcating speculative versus productive 

behaviour. In his model both productive and unproductive farmers extract utility from 

land possession in the form of store of value (ptTt) as well as from land appreciation 

(pt+1Tt). However, only productive farmers extract utility from agricultural production (q-

wt). Unproductive farmers adopt an extractive production (e) strategy which does not 

depend on labour. This is a crucial assumption as it is the single feature that differentiates 
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the two types of farmers. To account for the hypothesis I am testing here I add one further 

assumption by making agricultural output dependent on pasture quality (st), as below: 

 

Table 4.10. Determinants of wealth formation by type of farmer 

Type of farmer Expected wealth Demarcating criteria 

Productive    ( (                       Respond to s and w: ‘productive effect’ 

Unproductive                     Respond to p only: ‘speculative effect’ 

Notes: t = time period; a = initial wealth; q = agricultural output per hectare; s = pasture quality; w = wages paid per 

hectare; T = total land area; p = land price; e = extractive output per hectare 

 

The demarcating criteria above say that unproductive farmers can be distinguished by 

responding only to land prices in their land use decisions. To test for that I have asked 

farmers whether they intend to sell out their plot and migrate to a frontier region. The 

data show no statistically significant association between expected price growth (pt+1) 

and settlement age, so speculative farmers cannot expect to be better-off in frontier areas.  

Speculative farmers operating below opportunity costs should therefore respond to an 

expected rise in land prices by keeping their land in idle farming, as there is no gain from 

migrating. However, they might still be interested in selling out if land prices are not 

rising. Crucially, signals related to pasture quality and to labour costs should not 

influence speculative agents’ decisions. 

Productive farmers, on the other hand, may rationally expect to find better conditions by 

migrating to a frontier area. Since labour requirements (w) and pasture degradation (s) are 

positively associated with settlement age, productive farmers should respond by an 

increased likelihood of migrating to frontier areas—the productive effect. 

I calculate returns to labour and to capital (taking land value as a proxy for total capital) 

and compare them to the respective opportunity costs (table 4.11). The opportunity cost of 

labour is the annual minimum salary (R$ 8,814) while the opportunity cost of capital is the 

gross annual rate of return to the savings account (6%). A farmer whose output is lower 

than the average off-farm wage level is likely to increase his supply of off-farm labour. A 

speculative farmer whose returns to capital cannot cover the savings account’s return is 

said to be better-off by keeping the land idle if land prices are on the rise. 
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(4.1)       
   

  
 , where retli are returns to labour at farm i, VPi is the total value of cattle 

production, and Li is total labour employed. 

(4.2)       
   

  
, where retci are returns to capital at farm i, VPi is the total value of 

cattle production, and Ti is the total value of land assets. 

 

Almost two thirds (62%) of farm labourers for which the variable returns to labour is non-

missing operate below opportunity costs. This number is an upper bound since only 

bovine cattle-related output is measured. To check for the quality of the measure I 

compare the average on-farm return to labour of those farmers who do not work off-farm 

(R$ 20,609) to that of those who do (R$ 8,403). These results follow the expected pattern, 

as off-farm labourers are expected to have a lower on-farm output, so the data does 

capture the predicted behaviour. 

 

Table 4.11. Returns to labour and capital and opportunity costs 

 Returns to labour (retl) Returns to capital (retc) 

Category1 1 2 3 4 

Mean R$ 48,779 R$ 2,134 23.4% 2.2% 

Opportunity cost threshold >= R$ 8,814 < R$ 8,814 >= 6% < 6% 

Share of respondents 38.0% 62.0% 38.1% 61.89% 

Expected yearly land price growth +9.23% +9.86% +11.38% +8.84% 

Propensity to sell out land and 

migrate 26.2% 34.5% 23.9% 34.2% 

1There is a 51% overlap between the categories in returns to labour and in returns to capital. 

 

The land speculation theory predicts that speculative farmers in group 4 of table 4.11 

should keep their lands if they envisage financial gains, and sell otherwise. To investigate 

this I have asked farmers whether they are willing to sell out their plots and migrate to a 

frontier area in the next 3 years. It is certainly not the case that all farmers who have 

expressed the intention to sell out will in fact do so when faced with the choice, but in the 

absence of panel data measuring actual land transactions this can be a reasonable 

approximation. To check for the association between the categorical response variable 
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‘intention to sell’ and returns to capital as well as expected land price growth I use a 

binary logistic model37. The equation is the following: 

 

(4.3)     (    (       )                                                 

                

 

Where iselli is intention to sell out for farmer i, ocost is a dummy variable for farmers 

operating below the 6% opportunity cost of capital threshold, Eprice is expected percent 

land price growth, labour/ha is the amount of labour input per hectare, and degraded is a 

dummy for degraded pastures. The data are synthesized in table 4.12: 

 

Table 4.12. Variable definitions 

Variable Time period N Mean 

Standard 

deviation Range 

Intends to sell out and migrate (isell)1 Next 3 years 384 0.304 0.46 0/1 

Expected land price growth (Eprice) Next 3 years 248 0.364 0.6 [-2.16; +6.6] 

Operates below opportunity costs 

(ocost)2 Previous year 307 0.62 0.49 0/1 

Labour units per hectare Previous year 346 0.07 0.13 [0; +1,66] 

Degraded pasture (degraded)3 Previous 3 years 378 0.28 0.45 0/1 

1The original variable includes three categories, “yes”, “no” and “maybe”. The variable used here assumes value 1 

for “yes” and 0 otherwise. 

2Equal to 1 if returns to capital < 6%, 0 otherwise. 

3The original variable measures pasture quality variation in the previous 3 years, and was rated on a 7-point scale 

from -3 (much worse) to +3 (much better). The variable used here assumes value 1 for responses equal to -2 or -3 

and 0 otherwise. 

 

The null hypothesis of interest is that           and       (where OR are odds 

ratios): that farmers display speculative behaviour, as in table 4.10. An odds ratio of less 

than 1 indicates that the variable has a negative association with the odds of a positive 

outcome.     tests for the association between expected land price growth and the 

dependent variable when farmers are operating below opportunity costs. Hence a 

negative effect of    indicates that farmers keep their land when prices are going up. The 

                                                             
37 Uses a Maximum Likelihood Estimation Method. The fitted probabilities are calculated as:  ̂(          

 

      [ ( ̂  ̂         ̂          ̂                 ̂ 
      

   
  ̂          )]
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alternative hypothesis is that       and      : that farmers display productive 

behaviour. 

Discussion of results 

I start by discussing identification problems. Two main concerns may be raised. The first 

is that the hypothesis being tested is dynamic by nature, and the lack of time variation in 

the data makes causal analysis very difficult. While this is true, reasonable conclusions 

can still be made from the simple descriptive model I propose above. In particular, survey 

questions were framed in such a way that farmers were asked to recall information from 

up to three years earlier (a reasonably short time frame to minimize errors), so the data I 

use does effectively have a time component, although subject to memory error. 

The second concern is about reverse causality. Looking back at model (3), the only 

variable on the right-hand side of the equation which is not predetermined (in the sense 

just explained) with respect to the response variable is Eprice, but it is also the one variable 

that is not likely to be subject to reverse causality as it is unlikely that farmers will adapt 

their land price expectations to their intentions to sell out and migrate. The other 

explanatory variables could be subject to reverse causality if farmers who do intend to sell 

out and migrate adapt their labour use, pasture quality and level of output accordingly. If 

this were the case, however, the variable productivity would need to show an association 

with propensity to sell out, but the data show no evidence of such association (p-

value=0.803). 

The regression output in table 4.13 shows that the interaction term has no association with 

propensity to migrate when labour and pasture degradation are omitted (column 1), but it 

does have an association (although weakly significant) when these are added (column 5). 

A Likelihood Ratio test for the joint significance of    and    strongly rejects the null 

hypothesis (p-value = 0.0004), so a purely speculative effect is rejected. However, the 

coefficient of    is statistically significant and in line with the hypothesis of a speculative 

effect. Moreover, a test for the joint significance of   ,    and    also rejects the null, 

suggesting that both productive and speculative factors explain the intention to sell out 

and migrate to a frontier. 
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Table 4.13. Output of binary logistic regression 

Dependent binary variable: intends to sell out farm 

 (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 

 

Odds ratios  

Below opp. cost of capital (ocost,   ) 2.291*** 1.713** 1.609* 1.478 2.137** 

Expected land price growth (Eprice,   ) 1.832* 1.486* — 1.500* 1.892** 

ocost*Eprice (    0.426 — — 

 

0.324* 

Labour / hectare (    — — — 114.3*** 148.5*** 

Degraded pasture (degraded,   ) — — — 1.964** 1.976** 

      Constant 0.271*** 0.298*** 0.358*** 0.193*** 0.171*** 

      Observations 225 225 225 225 225 

Likelihood Ratio test (p-value) 0.0403 0.0511 0.0569 0.00176 0.00692 

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1; robust z-statistics. 

 

While farmers’ land use decisions do seem to respond to land price signals, they respond 

in a manner that is in line with a labour productivity optimization strategy, not with a 

purely speculative strategy. To see if the response to land prices is stronger than the 

response to productive inputs I plot the fitted values of model 5 in figure 4.7. The graph 

on the left shows that propensity to sell out increases with labour employed per hectare, 

in line with the alternative hypothesis. Similarly, farmers expecting high land 

appreciation are less likely to sell out and migrate if operating below opportunity costs 

(arrow A, the ‘speculation effect’), whereas those who expect land prices to decrease 

express a higher propensity to migrate when operating below opportunity costs. The 

graph on the right shows the effect of pasture degradation on the response variable. The 

arrow B indicates the ‘productive effect’ that has to do with migrating to the frontier in 

search of more fertile lands. The arrow C indicates the other productive effect, having to 

do with migrating to the frontier in order to optimize labour marginal productivity. It is 

clear that the productive effects are more important that the speculation effect. 
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Figure 4.7. Declared intention to sell out and migrate, labour per hectare, returns to capital and expected land 

appreciation. The dependent variable (isell) assumes value 1 when farmers expressed the intention to sell out their 

plots in the coming 3 years and 0 when they answered “maybe” or “no”. retc = returns to capital. 6% = opportunity cost 

threshold. The variable degraded pastures assumes the value 1 when farmers rated their pasture’s quality -2 or -3 on 

the scale [-3; 3]. The values fixed for the variables 3-year land price growth are respectively the mean minus and plus 

one standard deviation. The range fixed for labour/ha includes the minimum (zero), the mean (0.07) and the mean plus 

one standard-deviation (0.2). 

 

 

The literature review on the technological treadmill (Chapter 1) led to the supposition that 

laggard farmers faced with degrading pasturelands and rising land prices would become 

either rural rentiers or frontier migrants. In this section I distinguish a ‘productive’ effect 

from a ‘speculative’ effect and find that productive behaviour is more rather than less 

important than speculative behaviour to explain land use and migration decisions among 

farmers surveyed in Rondônia. While the evidence suggests that farmers behave 

according to both productive and speculative motivations, I show that the productive 

effect is more important than the speculative effect. This in turn suggests that a 

Boserupian framework is more appropriate to explain land use decisions in the Amazon 

than ideas of speculative behaviour. The displacement of farmers from older settlements 

to new frontiers may thus be understood as a rational, productive strategy, confirming the 

potential validity of the model of indirect land use effect developed in the last section. 

 

(A) 
(B) 

(C) 

(A) 
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4.4. Conclusion 

 

In 1974 the Food and Agricultural Organization’s global food price index was 37.8% 

higher than in 1972. In real terms that was the highest level reached by the index (since 

1961), surely due to the first oil shock. But prices were back to the previous level already 

by 1977. The food price boom of the 2000s, on the other hand, has lasted twice as long and 

still there are no signs of prices getting back to their pre-boom level. The overall index 

rose by 61.4% in real terms since 2002, with every subcategory—meat, dairy, cereals, oils 

and sugar—having grown almost monotonically in the period. Meat prices went up 

41.7%, the lowest rise but still a gigantic one. With this scenario in mind, and with 

growing preoccupations regarding climate change and protection of biodiversity, 

policymakers are challenged to implement agricultural policies that not only increase 

production but also save forests. This leaves no choice other than yield-increasing 

technologies, or what is known as land use intensification. 

The Brazilian Amazon is a central case not only because of its scale but also because it has 

become a leading player and an experimentation field for forest-related environmental 

policies. From the various land uses that compete with forests in the Amazon, planted 

pastures for beef and dairy production are by far the most important. It is due to such 

recognition that most conservation projects today have intensification of cattle ranching as 

one key target. Yet producing more livestock in the same area is not a sure solution to 

deforestation. The possibility of a so-called rebound effect whereby more intensive forms 

of land use displace traditional, low-input agriculture to forest margins and keep 

deforestation going is not easily out-ruled. 

At the macro scale, a land use rebound effect depends on how much commodity prices 

are affected by shifts in production and to what extent demand shifts in response. An 

initial technological shock that saves land by causing more to be produced in the same 

area is likely to decrease prices, all else constant. Depending on the elasticity of demand, 

consumers may respond by consuming nominally more than before, pressing supply to 
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increase even more up to the point where the marginal cost of intensification reaches the 

marginal cost of horizontal expansion and more lands are incorporated into production. 

Explaining processes at the micro level is a rather different enterprise. Individual farmers 

are price takers and demand shifts are by and large exogenous to most changes in 

production functions. An indirect land use effect must therefore be explained on different 

grounds. If productive rather than speculative motivations inform land use decisions, 

then it is essential to look at the profitability of alternative land uses and how land 

markets allow the most profitable land uses to crowd out the others. These considerations 

are in line with a von Thünean approach, and have been captured by various models that 

study cattle ranching displacement by the expansion of intensive soya / sugarcane and 

optimal levels of payment for avoided deforestation in a climate change framework. Three 

important elements have been disregarded, and that is where this thesis adds to the 

literature. 

First, displacement of traditional cattle ranching by intensive cattle ranching is a recent 

phenomenon and one that has not been systematically studied. Second, the role of pasture 

degradation as a driver of intensification and at the same time of frontier migration has 

been overlooked. Third, heterogeneity among farmers in terms of capacity to respond to 

barriers to horizontal expansion and intensify has also been overlooked as a key 

explanatory variable for land use dynamics in the Amazon. The central contribution of 

this chapter is to pin down the causal mechanisms that lead up to an indirect land use 

effect, to frame them in terms of verifiable conditions and to use survey data to look for 

those conditions. 

A process of land use intensification in the Brazilian Amazon has been established by 

others using inter-temporal data. The survey data I put together on cattle ranching in the 

State of Rondônia confirms that trend. If settlements in different stages of the colonization 

process (frontier, transition and consolidated) can be regarded as snapshots of a single, 

unfolding development process separated only by age and idiosyncratic factors, as I argue 

they can, then it is clear that land use intensification in cattle ranching is happening over 

time. Three factors can explain the intensification process: higher costs to deforestation 

due to enforcement of environmental legislation; higher costs to buying or leasing land 
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due to rising land prices; and a biophysical process of soil degradation that decreases 

stocking capacity of pastures and forces farmers to adopt technologies to recover 

degraded pastures. 

Enforcement of the environmental legislation is an important deterrent to horizontal 

expansion of agricultural land. Since the late 1990s the Brazilian government has made 

substantial efforts to convince farmers that the command-and-control legislation to 

protect forests will be enforced, and the results are evident in the narratives of farmers 

that I interviewed between 2011 and 2013. There is a large consensus that failing to 

comply with the law results in unbearable costs, while at the same time farmers recognize 

that when they first migrated to Rondônia enforcement was nonexistant. I show, 

however, that perceived enforcement varies according to settlement age, and farmers in 

frontier areas report a lower degree of enforcement.  I also document that land prices are 4 

times higher in consolidated than in frontier areas, and that they are expected to rise by 

10% every year on average (inflation rate is between 6% and 7%), so horizontal expansion 

becomes increasingly expensive also due to rising land prices. 

Most importantly, planted pastures are expected to exhaust the natural fertility of soils 

after 10 to 15 years of continuous use if measures to administer fertility are not taken. 

Liming and fertilizing (chemically or organically) are the basis of an intensification 

process, but other technologies such as pest control and rotational grazing are also part of 

the standard productivity-enhancing technological package. Farmers who are unable to 

curb the degradation process see a rapid decline in pasture stocking capacity. I report that 

controlling for soil aptitude, 44% of all pastures in transition areas are on a condition of 

high degradation, while in consolidated areas the percentage is 19%. Because the 

degradation curve is steep, farmers need to take action relatively quickly once they notice 

the problem if costs are to remain feasible. A group of elite farmers does manage to 

embark on the intensification process before degradation becomes serious, but many are 

unable to do so due to capital restrictions. 

The fact that degrading pastures pose an extra restriction on production functions and 

forces farmers to shift from a traditional to an intensive production system has not been 

accounted for in the land use literature. Yet it is central not only in explaining the timing 
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of adoption of intensification technologies, but also to understand why frontier migration 

can be caused by the intensification process. 

Three conditions are necessary for a land use rebound effect. First, a frontier where land 

prices are near-zero must exist. I use qualitative evidence from fieldwork in various 

frontier settlements in Rondônia to show that even if the pattern of colonization of new 

areas has changed from state-led to private-led, with new settlements being less 

numerous than what they were in the 1990s, there still exist new frontiers where lands 

with full natural fertility can be purchased for a fraction of the cost in consolidated areas. I 

also argue that the popping up of spontaneous settlements in forest margins, but not its 

subsequent occupation, can be approximated as an exogenous process to older 

settlements. Thus, if frontiers exist and if farmers are aware of them—as I show they are, 

then farmers faced with increasing restrictions to traditional cattle ranching may decide to 

migrate to a new settlement where forest protection is less enforced, land prices are lower 

and fertility is higher. 

The second condition is that there must be a land market that functions well enough for 

lands to be allocated to their most profitable use. If farmers who lag behind in transition 

areas can transfer their assets to new frontiers, where conditions are more favourable for 

traditional forms of cattle ranching, then the most marginalized farmers will consider 

liquidating their lands in order to migrate to new frontiers. I present evidence that land 

rental markets increase their spread as settlements evolve, which improves allocative 

efficiency thus allowing farmers to respond to declining marginal labour productivity by 

out-migrating. 

In a Boserupian framework, land and labour productivity are inversely related. This is 

essential to explaining land use change in the Amazon, where labour is scarce and land is 

increasingly so. Farmers who shift from fallowing systems to intensive forms of land use 

need to employ more labour per unit output, all else constant. I show that this is indeed 

the case in Rondônia, and that propensity to sell out and migrate to frontier areas is 

positively associated with average labour productivity. Since labour requirements in 

traditional ranching systems are lower, farmers weigh the cost of staying against the 

benefit of migrating. Land markets and competition in transition and consolidated areas 
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thus spur an indirect land use effect whereby more productive farmers take up the place 

of less productive ones, who then take up the remaining place at the frontier. 

The third necessary condition for a rebound effect is that a group of technological 

laggards coexist with elite farmers in areas where barriers to horizontal expansion are 

becoming insurmountable. If this is the case, then demand for depleted pastures will be 

created from successful cattle ranchers who have reached their technological limit at given 

input prices and need to incorporate new lands to expand production. I show that 

heterogeneity between farmers is indeed at its highest in transition areas, where the gap 

in pasture degradation, technological inputs and farm size is the widest. In consolidated 

areas the technological and farm size gaps narrow while pasture degradation wanes and 

land productivity is boosted. 

Farmers take land use decisions—notably frontier migration—to maximize labour 

productivity. This is how the Boserupian framework can be compressed. If they are 

instead driven by speculative motivations where asset valorisation is the main objective, 

then the framework I advance is invalid. I develop an analytical framework and collect 

data that allow me to disentangle a productive from a speculative effect. I measure 

farmers’ willingness to sell out their plots and migrate to a frontier, and check whether 

that can be explained by a model of purely speculative behaviour where farmers who 

cannot cover opportunity costs respond to the expectation of rising land prices by keeping 

their lands. The evidence rejects the hypothesis of a purely speculative behaviour, but it 

does point out to a combination of productive and speculative motivations. In addition, I 

show that the productive effect is stronger than the speculative effect, confirming that the 

presumption of productive behaviour is realistic. 

Frontier settlements start off with low degrees of income inequality. Pioneers are by 

definition those agents whose opportunity costs are so low that the precarious social and 

economic environment of the frontier is the best they can aim for. As settlements evolve, 

farmers differentiate according to previously held assets, such as skills and capital, but 

also to varying initial conditions, such as soil quality and the geographic pattern of 

emerging local markets. Small differences in initial endowments amplify over time to 

consolidate a degree of inequality that approaches the national level. By the time barriers 
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to horizontal expansion become as important as land degradation, farmers in the weakest 

part of the inequality curve start to see migration as an option to increase their economic 

resilience. This is where the indirect land use effect materializes. 

While in this chapter I have studied in detail land use intensification in the Amazon and 

how, at the micro scale, it can be associated with deforestation in forest margins, I have 

not provided a test for the land use rebound effect. The mechanisms that underlie an 

indirect land use effect in the case I study are intrinsically space and time-lagged, so a test 

of the complete causality chain cannot be implemented with cross-sectional data. In the 

next chapter I use panel data at the municipality level to provide a first such test. 
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Part Three 

Secondary research 

Testing the rebound effect and the boom-bust hypotheses 

 

In the following two chapters I use econometrics to test two key hypotheses in the land 

use literature. The chapters are organized as self-standing pieces, with their own literature 

reviews, data sections and methodological considerations. In this part of the thesis I am 

particularly concerned with assessing the consistency of the results, which produces a 

number of robustness check tables that make for a heftier reading. I try to alleviate this by 

placing less relevant tables in the Appendices, but extra patience is still advised. 

The main data is at the municipality level and comes from various sources, including 

IBGE, Embrapa, IPEA, the Ministry of Environment, and others. I use data starting from 

the 1996 agricultural census, which partially circumvents the problem of changing 

boundaries in municipalities (Federal legislation has almost totally prevented the creation 

of new municipalities from 1996 onwards). As an extra measure of caution, I drop 

municipalities whose total area has changed by more than 5% between 2000 and 2005, as 

measured by IBGE. I also generate two new variables on farm gate beef prices and legal 

reserve requirements, with procedures detailed in appendix D1. 

In Chapter 5 I develop a spatial econometric specification to look for evidence of a 

spatially indirect and time-lagged effect of productivity of cattle ranching in consolidated 

areas on deforestation in frontier municipalities. I run a number of robustness checks that 

confirm the main result of a land-sparing effect of productivity. The results suggest that 

the conditions for a rebound effect that I advanced in Chapter 2 have not been met. I 

further discuss the reasons for this in the conclusion to the thesis. 

In Chapter 6 I test the hypothesis that booms in deforestation lead to busts in welfare. I 

use the Human Development Index (HDI) as the dependent variable and deforestation as 

the independent variable. I analyse alternative sources of data, ranging from cross-

sectional to time-series to long-term case studies, and find consistent evidence allowing 

for a rejection of an association between deforestation and welfare.
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Chapter 5 

Eating beef or saving the Amazon: does livestock 

intensification increase deforestation?38 

 

How to feed a population that is growing towards 8 billion while protecting forests and 

biodiversity? To this question many have pointed land use intensification as the only 

possible answer, including a recent policy document by political and academic heavy-

weights such as Pascal Lamy, Jean-Claude Trichet, Nicholas Stern, Amartya Sen and 

others (Oxford Martin Commission, 2013). But this optimistic view is disputed by a 

growing number of scholars. While in principle producing more food in the same area 

may logically seem to cause demand for land to decrease, in practice, because of second-

round effects, the opposite can be the case. With a time lag, using land more intensively in 

certain areas may positively affect demand for land in forest margins, inducing more 

deforestation in the long run. The mechanism should be made cleared in the remained of 

this chapter, but it has to do with the change in rents that stems from intensification in 

consolidated areas and the way it affects migration to the frontier. 

A theoretical case can be built for an indirect land use effect of cattle ranching 

intensification on deforestation in the Brazilian Amazon (Vale and Andrade, 2013). Out-

migration of farmers from consolidated areas can be related to changes in land 

productivity of cattle, with pasture degradation and land markets playing a crucial role in 

pushing marginalized farmers to move to areas where soils are naturally fertile and 

average land prices are low. If the micro-level mechanisms depicted in Chapter 4 conduce 

to a sufficiently high level of rural-rural migration, then a characteristic increase in 

deforestation should be evident in frontier municipalities. Rather, if the land-sparing 

effect is the predominant force, then deforestation at the frontier should be 

correspondingly reduced. 

                                                             
38 The empirical procedures adopted in this chapter have benefitted from comments and suggestions by 

Henrique Neder, to whom I am greatly thankful. Any errors remain mine. 
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In this chapter I look for signs of a rebound effect—intensification shooting back and 

causing more deforestation—at the aggregate, municipality scale. I adopt a new empirical 

strategy to look at time and space-dynamic effects of land use intensification in the cattle 

ranching sector, building upon the model by Arima et al. (2011), which tests the 

hypothesis that expansion of soya in consolidated areas affects deforestation in frontier 

areas. I use municipality-level census data from a 16-year period in which the livestock 

sector saw important increases in yields in the Amazon to provide the first empirical 

assessment of the relationship between productivity growth in consolidated areas and 

changes in deforestation in frontier locations. I find robust evidence that the increase in 

productivity was associated with a substantial decrease in deforestation. 

The essence of the land-sparing hypothesis is that by being able to increase output by 

resorting to mostly vertical expansion, farmers in consolidated areas reduce the overall 

demand for new land in frontier locations. This optimistic idea is sometimes called a 

‘Bourlaug hypothesis’, for the American biologist Norman Bourlaug who is best known as 

the father of the green revolution. The supposition that increasing yields is the 

fundamental land-saving mechanism is countered by advocates of the so-called ‘Boserup 

hypothesis’. They state that processes of intensification and extensification are 

intrinsically related, and while in more densely populated locations productivity of land 

may be pushed upwards, horizontal expansion into marginal lands is unlikely to cease, as 

rational farmers unable to cope with the intensification process will look for areas where 

land abundance allows them to stick to a less labour-intensive production system. 

The alternative theory is also referred to as the ‘Jevons’s paradox’ or the ‘rebound effect’ 

hypothesis. It states that productivity gains in the use of a natural resource may be 

overcompensated by second round price and income effects39. The classic example is 

petrol consumption for transportation: all else equal, more efficient automobiles might be 

expected to save fuel at the aggregate as people would be able to drive the same amount 

of miles with less petrol. However, as driving a mile becomes less expensive, drivers may 

automatically adjust to driving more miles, depending on their preference structures. Or 

else, the lower demand for fuel may push prices down and incomes up, which can 

                                                             
39  Gillingham et al. (2013) and Villoria et al. (2014) provide the most up-to-date assessment of the seminal 

insight by Stanley Jevons in his 1865 book The Coal Question. 
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eventually feedback on consumption. The resulting net effect could still be a savings, but 

might well be a more than elastic rise in miles driven, incurring in a negative savings of 

fuel. The key question is thus how elastic the demand is with respect to prices. 

A similar reasoning is often applied to deforestation, as more efficient agricultural and 

livestock technologies can feedback on demand and overcompensate short term gains 

(Angelsen and Kaimowitz, 2001; Lambin and Meyfrodt, 2011). For example, Rudel et al. 

(2009) compiled data on crop yields and land use across the world and found evidence 

against the hypothesis of crop productivity gains saving land. Whereas a rebound effect—

increased land use following a productivity gain—would require a time lag to operate, 

the alternative, land-sparing effect—lower total land use following a productivity gain—

should in principle manifest within a shorter time span. Between 1990 and 2005, only in 

two of nine world regions did land use decrease at the same time as crop yields increased, 

suggesting that intensification may have indeed backfired on extensive land use. 

But the parallel between the Jevon’s paradox, which was specifically geared towards 

energy consumption, and land use change has a major limitation. While the adoption of 

energy-efficient technologies by consumers is rather straightforward and depends largely 

on a simple cost/benefit calculation, agricultural technologies are subject to all kinds of 

adoption biases that lead to below optimal adoption (Duflo et al., 2011) and situations of 

technological lock-in (Possas et al., 1996). Since technological dissemination is far from 

granted in agriculture, it is unclear that technology-driven efficiency gains can have the 

impact necessary for a rebound effect to materialize. 

 

5.1. Cattle displacement and productivity gains 

 

Cattle livestock plays a pivotal role in global environmental change: it accounted for as 

much as 18% of anthropogenic greenhouse emissions and 63% of reactive Nitrogen 

mobilization by the year 2000 (Pelletier and Tyedmers, 2010). Being the key driver of land 

use change in the Amazon, in recent years different policy initiatives have been 
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implemented in the region with a view to enhance conservation efforts by inducing cattle 

ranching intensification—thus implicitly assuming the validity of the land-sparing 

hypothesis40. While some authors have found evidence of an indirect land use effect from 

consolidated to frontier areas in the Amazon for the specific cases of soya (Arima et al., 

2011; Brown et al., 2005; Macedo et al., 2012) and sugar-cane (Sa, Palmer and Di Falco, 

2012), the land-sparing hypothesis has had minor scrutiny when it comes to cattle 

ranching (as evidenced by Cohn et al., 2011). 

A pattern similar to a rebound effect has been observed in some cases within the 

agricultural sector, both in Latin America and elsewhere (Angelsen and Kaimowitz, 2001; 

Ceddia et al., 2013). When it comes to cattle in the Brazilian Amazon, however, the 

evidence is ambiguous. Though a land-sparing effect cannot be ruled out as beef 

production has grown by 50% from 2004 to 2010 at the same time as deforestation felt by 

75% (figure 5.1), recent evidence put together by Barretto et al. (2013) point to the opposite 

direction. Looking at the correlation between land use intensity and deforestation at the 

country scale (with data extracted from satellite pictures), they find that pasture 

intensification occurs predominantly in consolidated areas in tandem with a broader 

process of agricultural land use intensification. Moreover, pasturelands decrease in 

consolidated areas while increasing in frontier areas, with a chronology that resembles an 

indirect displacement effect associated with the intensification process. 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                             
40 See Trivedi et al. (2012) and Strassburg et al. (2012) for the standard land sparing assumption from the point 

of view of funding parties. Based on those premises a “low carbon agriculture and avoided deforestation to reduce 

poverty in Brazil” programme is being funded by UK Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs to 

incentivize farmers to invest in cattle ranching intensification technologies in various States in Brazil. The 

Dutch government has also committed funds to a pilot project on sustainable livestock farming to be 

implemented in the Brazilian Amazon (GTPS, 2012). The Brazilian government has created lines of subsidized 

credit for a ‘low carbon agriculture programme’ that includes recovering degraded pastures; the 

government’s agricultural research and extension agencies have also created their own cattle intensification 

programmes: Embrapa Boas Práticas Agropecuárias, and Emater Programa Balde Cheio. 
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Figure 5.1. Deforestation and carcass weight of slaughtered cattle 

in the Brazilian Legal Amazon, 1997-2010. 

Sources: National Institute for Space Research (INPE) and Brazilian 

Geography and Statistics Institute (IBGE) 

 

 

The thin literature that explores causal mechanisms in a multivariate framework has 

merged livestock with agricultural crops. Using a general equilibrium model, Cattaneo 

(2002) concluded that in the short term technological intensification in consolidated areas 

would reduce deforestation, but in the long run, with factor mobility, capital and labour 

would inevitably migrate to the frontier and cause further clearings, thus increasing 

deforestation. A potentially complementary conclusion was reached by Marchand (2012), 

who used cross-sectional census tract data to estimate the technical efficiency of 

“representative farmers”, and found a nonlinear effect of productivity on deforestation. 

Farmers at the bottom and top of the productivity distribution deforested more than those 

with intermediary productivity levels. The majority of farmers lay on the ascendant slope, 

so the combination of higher than average productivity and higher than average 

deforestation was predominant. These two pieces of evidence reinforce the idea that 

productivity is not univocally associated with land sparing. 

Livestock farming normally occupies marginal lands, with high-yield cropping systems 

occupying the best soils. The Brazilian Amazon, however, is a hotspot of cattle expansion 

where livestock competes with other uses, often in good soils (Mann et al., 2014); farmers 
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switch to cattle as soon as they can because it is less labour-intensive and because it 

provides a form of savings. Cattle expansion in the Amazon used to be mostly horizontal, 

as there were no constraints to clearing new lands, but the situation has changed over the 

last two decades41: 

 

Table 5.1. Productivity of cattle ranching (R$ / ha / year), 1996-2006 

Region Municipalitiesa 

Mean ∆ productivity 

(96-06) 

Standard 

deviation 

Standard 

error 

Median ∆ productivity 

(96-06) 

Pre-frontier 180 41.4%** 1.73 0.13 6.85% 

Frontier 102 52.7%** 1.70 0.17 -1.35% 

Consolidated 253 70.9%*** 2.60 0.16 23.29% 

   Total 535 57.50% 2.18 0.09 15.29% 

Source: Agricultural Censuses, IBGE. 

a221 municipalities dropped due to missing data. 

 

These results show an average productivity gain whose magnitude had not been 

evidenced in previous studies, that have focused on the density rate only. To be kept in 

mind nonetheless is that the distributions include municipalities that have seen a 

productivity decline. Moreover, the difference between the mean and the median shows 

that the distributions are schewed to the right and that the averages may be contaminated 

by outliers. Indeed, when seven observations that lie outside a three standard deviation 

window from the mean are dropped, the mean falls to 38.41%, while the median remains 

almost unchanged at 14.59%. This only shows that summarizing a schewed distribution in 

one number is a difficult task, but also that in any case an important productivity gain has 

been observed in ten years. 

One factor that has contributed to the drop in deforestation shown in figure 5.1 is policy. 

The Federal government has since 2004 enacted an ‘Action Plan to Prevent and Control 

Deforestation in the Amazon’ (PPCDAm) that greatly increased the level of enforcement 

of the environmental legislation. The two phases of the plan included actions such as the 

restructuring of the enforcement agency and the use of satellite technology to detect 

deforestation with minimum delay, the creation of 20 Mil ha of conservation units, and 

                                                             
41 See Lapola et al. (2014) for a recent empirical assessment of the intensification process. 
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the blacklisting of highly deforesting municipalities to better target the enforcement effort 

(Arima et al., 2004). This policy lever is a key factor that needs to be controlled for if the 

effect of productivity on deforestation is to be correctly identified. 

What happens to deforestation when cattle expands vertically, by intensification? As the 

literature has quite clearly suggested, it is possible that land is spared, but a chain of 

indirect causation may spur further deforestation. This would of course not be the case if 

virtually all farmers would increase production by land use intensification only, while it 

would definitely be the case if all farmers would keep productivity constant and expand 

production horizontally. The real world question is what happens when some 

combination of intensification and traditional ranching is used to increase supply—if 

vertical and horizontal expansions occur simultaneously, which one dominates? 

 

5.2. Methods and data 

 

I provide a first test to the hypothesis that land use intensification in consolidated areas 

pushes low-productivity cattle ranching to the frontier and causes more deforestation. 

The process I analyse is dynamic both in space and time, so the empirical specification is 

based on spatially and time-lagged measures of the changes in productivity and 

deforestation. The main model is estimated over frontier municipalities only (between 64 

and 72 municipalities, depending on the number of observations dropped due to missing 

data), with information on key control variables in consolidated areas being captured 

through a spatial weighting matrix. 

I first adapt the reduced form model by Arima et al. (2011) and run a first difference 

specification of the growth in deforestation (2007 to 2012 as well as other time frames) on 

the growth in productivity (1996 and 2006). By taking a first difference on both sides, this 

model eliminates potential sources of bias coming from entity and time-fixed omitted 

variables correlated with the levels of the dependent variable as well as the treatment 

(table 5.2 below). Variables purposefully left out are those that reflect the very process 
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that links intensification to deforestation, such as migration (so-called intervening 

variables). 

Based on a panel with two time periods, the resulting econometric specification is 

effectively a cross-section of differences, thus with the same properties as a regular cross-

sectional Ordinary Least Squares model (for example, the error terms may be 

heteroscedastic but not autocorrelated, as there is no time subscript to the error term). The 

model yields results for cattle that are comparable to Arima et al.’s results for soya: that 

there is a rebound effect. Crucially, however, this specification is based on a strict 

exogeneity assumption: that the error term is uncorrelated with the explanatory variables 

for all time periods. This assumption, known as strict exogeneity, is necessary for the 

standard first difference estimator to be consistent. A simple way to test for this 

assumption in a model with two time periods is simply to include the levels of the 

explanatory variables in the model – if they are significant, the assumption is invalid. 

Controlling for fixed effects in the levels of deforestation is important inasmuch as the 

levels of deforestation affect the growth rate of deforestation. However, the key question 

is how much the growth in productivity in consolidated areas affects the change in 

deforestation at the frontier. Intuitively, productivity growth depends on initial levels of 

productivity: municipalities where productivity is higher to start with should display 

lower growth rates. The same applies to the other controls and even to the dependent 

variable itself, so the levels are in principle important additional controls. 

Another way of justifying the inclusion of the levels is to see that the deforestation 

dynamic path is affected by factors other than the levels of deforestation. For instance, 

institutional characteristics in the different Federal States may directly affect the change in 

deforestation; the initial level of productivity in consolidated areas is in itself a 

determinant of the migration process (other than the growth in productivity), hence a 

relevant control in itself; the initial level of deforestation at the frontier may also affect 

migration, so it is another a relevant control. 

To account for the dynamic nature of the cattle indirect land use effect, I improve the 

model by adding controls that capture fixed effects in growth rates. This procedure has 
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been employed in a similar context by Weinhold and Reis (2008), whom I follow closely in 

constructing my empirical specification. When this is done, the results from model 1 are 

reversed. A strong land-sparing effect is now evident, with a series of robustness checks 

and one placebo test confirming the result. In particular, I find that intensification in 

consolidated municipalities is associated with lower deforestation in neighbouring 

frontier as well as consolidated municipalities, and no outcome in pre-frontier areas. 

Increasing the growth in productivity by one standard-deviation (from its median level) is 

associated with a drop in the change in frontier deforestation of approximately 30% of one 

standard-deviation. The impact on deforestation in consolidated areas is lower in 

magnitude but equally statistically significant. This would suggest that, in line with a 

Bourlaug hypothesis, policies aimed at increasing land yields in cattle ranching are likely 

to achieve positive environmental outcomes. 

Reduced-form models and description of variables 

The reduced form equation in (5.1) is a modified version of the model in Arima et al. 

(2011). Their model uses a spatial econometric specification that accounts for time variant, 

spatially indirect effects of soya expansion on deforestation. By using a weights matrix 

that disentangles the effects of intensification in consolidated areas from local cattle 

dynamics within the frontier, Equation (5.1) attempts to test the hypothesis that intensive 

cattle expansion into degraded pastures in areas of older colonization ends up pushing 

traditional cattle ranching to the agricultural frontier, hence producing greater 

deforestation. 
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Table 5.2. Variable definitions, descriptive statistics and sources 

Variable Unit Years Obs. 

Mean 

(1996) 

Relative 

change1 St. Dev. Source 

Deforested area (def) Km2 1997; 2000-2012 589 669.3a 2.31b 21.83b INPE 

prod: land productivity of cattle 

(output/pasture) 

R$ / ha 

/ year 1996; 2006 618 0.51 27.87 98.52 IBGE 

output: total value of livestock 

production (bovine, bubaline and other 

types of grass eating stock animals) R$ 103 1996; 2006 625 6,597.6 0.84 3.36 IBGE 

Total pasture area, natural and planted ha 1996; 2006 622 81,531 1.30 11.75 IBGE 

Gate price of beef2 R$ 1996; 2006 756 24.2 0.064 2.86*10-6 

IPEA, IMEA, 

Seagri, own 

calculations 

Total cattle herd heads 1996; 2006 619 56,855 1.06 4.77 IBGE 

Share of land with full land title (tit) % 1996; 2006 623 91.29 0.09 1.13 IBGE 

State protected areas (pr.areas) % 1996; 2006 750 2.06 1.19 13.28 

Ministry of 

Environment 

Mandatory legal reserve (LR)2 % 1997; 2006 589 71.5a -0.09b 0.14b 

Forest Code 

Law, own 

calculations 

Total environmental fines / 

municipality’s agricultural output % 1996; 2006 619 1.90 23.16 124.36 

Ministry of 

Environment, 

IBGE 

Notes: INPE = National Space Research Institute; IBGE = National Bureau of Statistics; IPEA = Applied Economics Research Institute ; IMEA = 

Mato Grosso Institute of Agricultural Economics; Seagri = Secretary of Agriculture, São Paulo; currency in constant 2000 R$. 

1Unless indicated otherwise, change between 1996 and 2006: ( ̅    ̅    ̅  ⁄  , where x is is the variable in question. 

2See appendix D1 for calculation details. 

aYear = 1997. bBase year = 1997. 

 

(5.1)   (             )                                                              

                                                                              

 

The subscripts i and j denote municipalities; f and c denote frontier and consolidated 

areas. The link between municipalities i and all other (n-1) municipalities is established by 

a weights matrix W. I create two spatial weights matrices, one based on an Euclidean 

distance band (W1) and another that computes the average five nearest neighbours (W2). 

The distance matrix links municipalities i to their neighbours j in consolidated areas 

subject to a maximum threshold distance (m) chosen to allocate at least one neighbour to 

every frontier municipality (see details in appendix D2). I apply the distance matrix to the 

variables productivity and farm gate beef prices to obtain a clean measure of productivity 
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of cattle ranching in consolidated areas42, and apply the 5-neighbours matrix to cattle herd 

at the frontier to control for local dynamics of cattle. The resulting variables are spatially 

lagged, average values of productivity, beef prices and cattle herds: 

 

(5.2)               ∑ (     
 
               , where 

      {
  ⁄                                                      
                                                                                              

 

(5.3)                 ∑ (     
 
                 , where 

      {
  ⁄                                    
                                                            

 

 

The weighting schemes above are row-standardized, so the resulting spatial lagged 

variables are weighted averages of the neighbouring municipalities. The use of Euclidean 

distance as the criterion to establish proximity is justified by the von-Thünean assumption 

that farmers using traditional methods (low productivity) will locate further away from 

the areas where intensive agriculture develops, with the key link between rents in 

separate locations being distance to markets. Ranchers seeking to maximize profits by 

selling out where land prices are rising and buying new lands in frontier areas will try to 

minimize distance in order to reduce the costs of moving their herds and households. The 

assumption that proximity is best captured by Euclidean distance is standard in the 

spatial econometrics literature, yet an arguably better approach would be to study land 

use-related migratory patterns and construct a measure of proximity based on migration 

data, for example. This is an improvement that I intend to implement in the future by 

using migration data. 

                                                             
42 I check for robustness by using an inverse distance weighting scheme, where instead of giving equal weight 

to each neighbouring municipality a weight equal to the inverse of the Euclidean distance is given. The results 

are approximately unchanged: the magnitude of the coefficients is larger, but the effect kicks in with a longer 

time lag (see discussion below). I also use an expanded distance weights band that includes neighbouring 

municipalities in all clusters: pre-frontier, frontier and consolidated. This alternative specification tests for a 

more general neighbourhood effect of intensification on deforestation, and the results are compatible with 

those presented.  
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The dependent variable, ln(∆defi,f), is the change in deforestation between 2007 and 2012 in 

frontier municipalities. I use 2007 as the baseline because it allows for a one year interval 

after the treatment (growth in productivity), but I also present robustness checks with 

other baseline years. The deforestation distribution is skewed to the right, with a high 

incidence of zero values as well as outliers, so I take the log of the change to improve the 

model’s fit. However, by logging the dependent variable the zero values are dropped, 

which can bias the results. I run a binary logistic regression to check for the association 

between the zero values and the treatment. The dependent variable takes value 1 if the 

change in deforestation equals zero and zero otherwise, and the right-hand side variables 

are the same as in the main model. The results show no statistically significant association, 

so logging the dependent variable should generate any bias. 

The independent variable and the covariates are all for the inter-census years of 1996 to 

2006. The variable measuring the intensification process is ∆W1prodi,f, the growth in 

productivity in the average neighbouring consolidated municipality. Covariates are the 

following: farm gate beef prices in consolidated areas (∆W1pricei,f), containing information 

on transportation costs to clear the productivity measure out of local specificities; cattle 

herd in neighbouring frontier municipalities (∆W2cattlei,f), to distinguish local dynamics of 

cattle expansion within the frontier from the land use process of interest, caused by 

dynamics in consolidated areas; property rights in frontier areas (∆titi,f, a measure of land 

titling), a key factor that could be influencing both changes in productivity and in 

deforestation; enforcement of environmental legislation (∆finesi,f, the total value of 

environmental fines as a share of total agricultural output), state protected areas 

(∆prareasi,f), and the environmental law itself in frontier municipalities (∆LRi,f, the average 

share of farms that by law have to be kept forested as a ‘legal reserve’) (see table 5.2 for 

full variable definitions). ϵ is the error term. Changes are calculated after spatially-lagging 

the variables. 

The specification in (5.4) follows Weinhold and Reis (2008) in adding the levels of the 

control variables, the initial level of deforestation as well as State dummies (DSi) to 

account for fixed effects in the growth rate of deforestation. In case the initial levels are 

not relevant or have been fully accounted for by fixed effects in levels, the additional 
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controls (in bold) should be jointly non-significant and the β coefficient should be 

correspondingly unchanged. 

 

(5.4)   (             )            (         )                                    

                                                                        

                                                                             

                                                       

 

Identification and spatial clustering 

If models (5.1) and (5.4) were not subject to endogeneity bias, the β coefficients would 

give the causal indirect effect of land productivity on deforestation and the control 

variables would assure the conditional independence assumption. The specification I 

employ approximates the ideal world of full identification by dissociating (lagging) the 

independent variables from the outcome both spatially and temporally. The problem of 

simultaneity is thus minimized as the independent variables are time-lagged. Moreover, 

other types of endogenous causation (any potentially omitted variables) would need to 

bias the model by simultaneously affecting land productivity in consolidated areas and 

deforestation at the frontier. This would be less likely to happen, but the specifications 

also control for fixed endogenous determinants—such as legal constraints or climatic and 

environmental conditions—affecting the levels of (models 1 and 2) and the change in 

deforestation (model 2). Finally, measurement error in deforestation leads to downward 

bias in a fixed effects specification (Griliches and Hausman, 1986). 

I cluster municipalities into 3 groups: pre-frontier, frontier and consolidated (see figure 5.2 

below). Pre-frontier is where a settlement process has not been sparked. Because limited 

immigration of people and cattle is expected to flow to these municipalities, this cluster 

works as a counterfactual to the intensification / deforestation process—the statistical 

coefficients ( ) for the indirect land use effect variables are expected to be non-significant, 

while those for local processes (d) are expected to be significant. Frontier municipalities 

are where there is a boom in deforestation. Consolidated areas are where settlements are 
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older and deforestation activity lower. The categories are based on deforestation data 

from the years 2000 to 2004. Pre-frontier municipalities are where deforestation extent 

(stock) and activity (flow) were low, frontiers are where deforestation extent was low but 

activity high, and consolidated where deforestation extent was high and activity low. 

I follow Rodrigues et al. (2009) and Celentano et al. (2012) in using information on past 

values of the dependent variable to classify municipalities. Since there is no overlap 

between the period used for the classification and the time frame used for the outcome 

variable, this does not configure selection on the dependent variable. I use two alternative 

measures of deforestation to classify municipalities and obtain comparable results43. I also 

use two alternative classification rules, again with the same results (appendix D3). 

Moreover, I find a significant overall effect even when I ignore the classification and run 

the model for all municipalities. 

 

 

Figure 5.2. Classification of municipalities into clusters of pre-frontier, frontier and consolidated areas 

 

                                                             
43 The deforestation measure provided by INPE only covers forested areas, so I divide the variable 

deforestation by the total forest cover of each municipality before creating the groups. I use two alternative 

measures of forested area, one by Embrapa and one by the Ministry of the Environment, thus obtaining two 

alternative deforestation measures. In all cases, however, each of these classification schemes may result in 

apparent inconsistencies, for example a given municipality that is known as a frontier location being classified 

as pre-frontier. This is an unavoidable consequence of creating relatively arbitrary rules to classify a high 

number of municipalities. 
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I use a panel dataset with 756 municipalities in the Brazilian ‘Legal Amazon’44. The 

dataset comprises the two last Brazilian agricultural censuses, 1995/1996 and 2006, 

including the variables described in table 5.2. There are two reasons for not using data on 

previous time periods. First, boundaries have changed a lot until 1997 so going back in 

time means losing spatial definition as one is forced to aggregate today’s municipalities 

into ‘minimum comparable areas’45. To be sure, there is nothing intrinsically wrong with 

trading spatial definition against time variation, but in the particular case of this study 

there would be a lot to lose and very little to gain: going back in time means blurring out 

the difference between consolidated and frontier areas as the older municipality 

boundaries include most of today’s consolidated areas. Secondly, the intensification 

process that I am depicting is a phenomenon of the late 1990s, and the internal context of 

the Amazon was structurally very different prior to 1994, so there would be little to gain 

by going back in time. 

One confounding factor that may pose identification problems to the coefficients in 

productivity is the anti-deforestation policy discussed above (PPCDAm). There are three 

reasons, however, why the models in this chapter should not suffer from omitted variable 

bias due to PPCDAm. First, to the extent that the policy is in part an Amazon-wide effort 

that affects all municipalities equally, it is controlled for by a time dummy. Second, the 

policy has also targeted specific municipalities differently starting in 2008, and this is 

captured by municipality-fixed effects in the regressions that are run for periods starting 

in 2008. Third, in the main specification, which starts in 2007, the municipality blacklisting 

policy goes to error term, yet it can only bias the productivity coefficient if it 

simultaneously affects deforestation in targeted frontier municipalities (which is does, 

according to Arima et al., 2014) and productivity in consolidated areas. The fact the 

coefficients remain significant and with comparable magnitudes for time frames starting 

in 2004, 2007, or 2010 (tables 5.6 and 5.9 below) suggests no relevant bias from the policy. 

Finally, the existence time trends in cattle cycles may be a source of measurement error for 

the productivity variable, which, if systematic, can cause coefficients to be inconsistent. As 
                                                             
44 Out of 756 municipalities, 661 have deforestation data for generating group classification, 618 have 

productivity data for both 1996 and 2006, and 535 have both. 
45 To reduce measurement error, I drop municipalities whose areas (as published by IBGE) have changed 

more than 5% between 2000 and 2005. 
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long as farmers respond strategically to shifts in relative prices of different cattle outputs, 

the regression should control for those cattle cycles. In the specifications presented below 

there are three ways in which this source of measurement error is accounted for. First, the 

intercept of the model captures a general time trend applying to all municipalities. 

Second, the change in farm gate beef prices accounts for additional spatial and time 

variation in prices that could correlate with productivity. Third, the fixed effects in 

growth rates control for any remaining cattle cycle-related factor from the first time 

period that may be affecting the changes. 

 

5.3. Results 

 

Deforestation is a phenomenon of frontier locations where a process of primitive 

accumulation takes place by turning idle lands into economic assets. This is consistent 

with a von-Thünean framework where activities that yield lower rents are pushed to the 

marginal lands whereas intensive production stays close to central markets. In this 

chapter I am testing the idea that the process of intensification guarantees the 

reproduction of the frontier and thus of the deforestation dynamics. The results of model 

1, where I restrain from controlling for potential fixed effects in the growth rate of 

deforestation, are consistent with a Boserupian induced intensification framework where 

farmers migrate to forest margins to maximize the marginal product of labour, as the 

rapport between land prices and soil fertility is more convenient there. However, when I 

properly account for initial levels of deforestation, productivity and other controls directly 

affecting the change in deforestation, I find stronger and more robust evidence in favour 

of the competing theory of a benign, land-sparing effect of intensification. 

Model 1 

The results from model (5.1) support the hypothesis that intensification in consolidated 

areas causes increased deforestation. The estimated effect, however, is relatively small, 

with an extra standard deviation growth in productivity (all else constant, an increase of 

R$ 7,400,000 in output from 1996 to 2006) being associated with a 0.14 standard deviation 
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supplementary growth in deforestation at the frontier (26.68 Km2 additional 

deforestation). 

The graphs in figure 5.3 help to start appreciating the pattern that comes out of the data. 

Municipalities in frontier areas that are neighbours to municipalities in consolidated areas 

where productivity has grown between 1996 and 2006 have seen an increased number of 

cattle purchases. This applies to both quantity and value, as well as growth of cattle herd. 

At the same time, intensification in consolidated areas has a strong negative association 

with cattle purchases within consolidated areas, suggesting that productivity is positively 

associated with cattle herd growth in frontier but not in consolidated areas. In pre-frontier 

areas, no statistically significant association is found, which is expected since those areas 

are exogenous to the colonization process that has triggered most livestock and 

agricultural expansion in the Amazon. Given that cattle is raised at lower stocking rates in 

frontier areas, these results are consistent with the rebound effect hypothesis as cattle herd 

growth in those locations is expected to imply horizontal expansion. 

Table 5.3 indicates that productivity (∆W1prod) had no statistically significant association 

with frontier deforestation before 2001 (columns 1-3), but that since then the positive 

coefficient became significant and the model’s fit improved (adjusted-R2 rose from 0.47 to 

0.64, columns 4-7), in line with the rebound effect hypothesis. It also shows that the model 

passes a placebo test, as there’s a low model fit and no statistically significant association 

for the period 97-00 (column 1). Table 5.4 then shows that the association is robust to 

including the relevant covariates discussed in section 5.2, as well as to controlling for 

baseline year to account for a global shift in the deforestation pattern. Finally, table 5.5 

shows that the statistically significant association only holds for frontier municipalities, 

with all other areas yielding non-significant results. 
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Figure 5.3. Movement of cattle towards the frontier, 1996-2006 

 

 

Table 5.3. First difference regression of deforestation on productivity of cattle (OLS), different time frames 

Dependent variable: natural logarithm of change in deforestation, frontier municipalities 

 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) 

Time frame 97-00 97-12 00-12 01-12 04-12 07-12 10-12 

        ∆W1prod 0.524 0.311 0.369 1.834*** 1.540*** 0.820* 1.328*** 

∆W1price 3.499 1.300 1.154 1.998 3.527*** 2.297 3.232** 

∆W2cattle 2.04e-05*** 1.68e-05*** 1.61e-05*** 1.58e-05*** 1.59e-05*** 1.59e-05*** 1.78e-05*** 

∆LR 4.376 11.98*** 15.28*** 14.78*** 16.09*** 16.53*** 16.58*** 

∆title 0.00310 0.00716 0.00734 0.00137 -0.00327 -0.00321 0.00377 

∆pr.areas -0.132 -3.262** -3.758** -3.458** -3.111** -2.452* -0.958 

∆fines -0.0338 -0.130 -0.133 0.0308 -0.0149 -0.0237 -0.0332 

Year -1.933 3.663* 3.663* 1.629 -1.614 -0.717 -3.809* 

        Observations 64 64 64 64 64 64 65 

R-squared 0.438 0.531 0.534 0.683 0.715 0.633 0.717 

Adj. R-squared 0.357 0.463 0.467 0.637 0.673 0.579 0.676 

Note: the reduced number of observations (64) is due to these regressions being estimated over frontier municipalities only. 

The information on consolidated municipalities is captured by the spatial weights matrix W1. 

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 

Robust t-statistics 
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From table 5.4 it is evident that the variable farm gate beef price has a modestly positive 

impact on the coefficient of productivity (columns 1-2). Local cattle herd dynamics in 

frontier areas significantly decrease the coefficient of productivity (columns 2-3), 

confirming that the effect of the intensification process needs to be separated from a more 

localized frontier dynamics effect (as suggested by Arima et al., 2011). The year control 

shows a negligible impact on regression coefficients (columns 6-7). The environment-

related variables have a small downward impact on the coefficient of productivity. For 

example, taken together, the legal reserve legislation, environmental fines, and the 

creation of protected areas seem to decrease the attractiveness of a frontier municipality 

for intensification-related deforestation (columns 5-7). 

 

Table 5.4. Robustness check. First difference regression of deforestation on productivity of cattle (OLS) 

Dependent variable: natural logarithm of change in deforestation (2007-2012), frontier municipalities 

 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) 

        ∆W1prod 1.675*** 1.871*** 0.390 0.397 1.046** 0.991** 0.979** 

∆W1price — 2.905 0.422 0.411 2.100 2.630 1.984*** 

∆W2cattle — — 2.60e-05*** 2.61e-05*** 2.17e-05*** 2.37e-05*** 2.37e-05*** 

∆LR — — — — 17.39*** 17.46*** 17.19*** 

∆title — — — -0.00159 -0.00206 -0.00220 -0.00215 

∆pr.areas — — — — — 0.737 0.301 

∆fines — — — 2.009 — -0.143 -0.140 

Year 3.749*** -0.649 2.003 — -0.133 -1.003 — 

    
 

   Observations 65 65 65 65 65 65 65 

R-squared 0.157 0.186 0.454 0.454 0.543 0.547 0.901 

Adj. R-squared 0.143 0.159 0.427 0.418 0.504 0.492 0.889 

Note: the reduced number of observations (65) is due to these regressions being estimated over frontier municipalities only. 

The information on consolidated municipalities is captured by the spatial weights matrix W1. 

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 

Robust t-statistics. 

 

Table 5.5 presents the results of using the full variation in the data to look at the effect of 

intensification in consolidated areas on deforestation in pre-frontier, frontier and 

consolidated municipalities. The variable productivity is interacted with the clusters to 

capture the specific associations within each cluster. For example, the second row of the 

table indicates that the growth in productivity in consolidated areas has a positive 

coefficient but no statistically significant association with deforestation in pre-frontier 
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areas. This result is in line with interpreting pre-frontier areas as a counterfactual to the 

settlement-intensification-migration-deforestation process. The coefficient on change in 

productivity for frontier areas, as in the previous tables, is statistically significant at the 

1% level and in the range +1.5 to +1.74. Finally, the coefficient for consolidated areas is 

negative but non-significant, suggesting that deforestation is either not impacted or 

decreased in neighbouring consolidated municipalities as a result of intensification. 

 

Table 5.5. Robustness check. First difference regression of deforestation on productivity of cattle (OLS), 

different clusters of municipalities Dep. variable: natural logarithm of change in deforestation (2007-2012) 

 

(1) (2) (3) 

    ∆W1prod -0.172 -0.223 -0.376** 

     ∆W1prod*pre-frontier 0.372 0.139 0.203 

     ∆W1prod*frontier 1.738*** 1.459*** 1.686*** 

     ∆W1prod*consolidated -1.284 -1.685 -1.582 

∆W1price -2.014** -0.444 1.579*** 

Year 5.606*** 3.121** — 

All other controls No Yes Yes 

  
  

Observations 362 362 362 

R-squared 0.058 0.408 0.848 

Adj. R-squared 0.0369 0.384 0.824 

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 Robust t-statistics. 

 

The results from model 1 suggest that a given intensification shock in consolidated areas 

may or may not have a land-sparing effect within consolidated areas, but the effect on 

frontier areas would be more deforestation. These conclusions, however, are reverted in 

model 2. 

Model 2 

Controlling for fixed effects in growth rates affects the conclusion to a major extent, with 

the evidence of a land-sparing effect being as robust as that of a rebound effect in model 1, 

but with a stronger association (in the opposite direction) and statistically significant at 

lower levels. Keeping the 1996 level of productivity in consolidated areas at its median 

value, an additional growth in productivity of one standard deviation (all else constant, 

an increase of R$ 7,400,000 in output from 1996 to 2006) is associated with a 0.36 standard 

deviation reduction in the growth rate of deforestation in frontier municipalities (66.8 Km2 

less deforestation). 
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I start by showing, in table 5.6, that a statistically significant association is not found for 

the placebo test (column 1), nor for periods starting before 2001 (columns 1-3); starting in 

2001 the association becomes significant at the 1% level, and the model fit (adjusted-R2) 

rises from 0.50 to 0.75 (columns 4-7). The coefficients are consistently negative, suggesting 

a land-sparing effect with a magnitude in the range of -3.8 and -5.3. The most interesting 

piece of evidence in table 5.6 is an apparent trade-off between the effects of the growth in 

local cattle herds within the frontier and the change in productivity in the more distant, 

consolidated municipalities. Up until 2000 (columns 1-3), the change in deforestation was 

significantly and positively associated with the growth in local cattle herds, but not with 

the growth in productivity in consolidated municipalities. In the subsequent period, the 

pattern was inverted. 

 

Table 5.6. First difference regression of deforestation on productivity of cattle (OLS, including fixed-effects in 

growth rates), different time frames. Dependent variable: natural logarithm of change in deforestation, frontier 

municipalities 

 (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) 

Time frame 97-00 97-12 00-12 01-12 04-12 07-12 10-12 

       
 

∆W1prod -3.861 -2.341 -2.202 -5.279** -3.819*** -3.935*** -4.303*** 

  W1prod96 -2.219 -1.866* -1.918** -3.950*** -2.955*** -2.795*** -3.570*** 

∆W1price 37,202 20,797 17,325 8,326 7,292 8,450 4,685 

  W1price96 -2,377 -1,329 -1,107 -532.7 -466.2 -540.2 -299.9 

∆W2cattle 2.56e-05** 1.62e-05** 1.53e-05** -4.80e-06 -1.51e-06 9.95e-07 -3.48e-06 

  W2cattle96 -1.81e-05* -1.06e-05 -1.38e-05** -1.98e-06 -6.14e-06 -9.50e-06 -7.99e-06 

∆LR 4.723 10.71*** 13.55*** 8.573 12.18** 12.68*** 10.91** 

  LR96 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 

∆title 0.0152* 0.0151 0.0135 0.00303 0.000130 0.000284 0.00673 

  title96 0.0727*** 0.0325 0.0215 0.0292 0.0232 0.0260 0.0233 

∆pr.areas -0.136 -0.604 -1.365 -12.41** -11.48** -9.655* -13.45*** 

  pr.areas96 -6.810 4.051 6.810 15.57*** 15.60*** 13.90** 18.74*** 

∆fines -0.549** -0.357** -0.329** 0.133 0.0627 0.00508 0.0899 

  fines96 13.01*** 1.475 -0.492 7.964 1.807 3.911 -1.545 

State dummies yes yes yes yes yes yes yes 

Init. defor. level yes yes yes yes yes yes yes 

Year 24.69 18.19* 17.37* 28.71*** 18.88*** 16.92*** 14.57*** 

       
 

Observations 64 64 64 64 64 64 65 

R-squared 0.694 0.682 0.665 0.831 0.835 0.790 0.871 

Adj. R-squared 0.541 0.524 0.498 0.746 0.752 0.685 0.803 

Note: the reduced number of observations (64) is due to these regressions being estimated over frontier municipalities 

only. The information on consolidated municipalities is captured by the spatial weights matrix W1. 

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1   Robust t-statistics. 
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Productivity now explains frontier deforestation at the expense of local cattle dynamics 

(columns 4-7). While the relation between deforestation and local cattle herds is not the 

focus here, the fact that the coefficient on productivity becomes significant when the one 

on cattle becomes non-significant suggests that, with a time lag, the impact of the 

intensification process grows sufficiently strong to dominate the relation with 

deforestation over local cattle dynamics. This can be seen as evidence that the model is 

well specified. In fact, in controlling for growth of local cattle herds municipalities within 

the frontier I am assuming that such growth is not caused by intensification in 

consolidated areas, otherwise I would be washing away part of the process I am trying to 

uncover. Yet my assumption is likely to be too strong as any migration process coming 

from consolidated municipalities through cattle will arguably affect not only frontier 

municipalities, but also their immediate neighbours. Therefore, by controlling for local 

herd dynamics I am being overcautious and partially spurring away the effect of interest 

(appendix D4, columns 1 and 2). 

If a triple association between productivity, local cattle herd and deforestation should be 

expected, then the trade-off that comes out in table 5.6 suggests that the information in the 

variable productivity becomes sufficient to account for the full correlation pattern from 

2001. Interestingly, this trade-off did not appear in model 1 (see table 5.3). Why does it 

manifest in model 2? The reason is the inclusion of the State dummies and initial levels of 

the control variables (appendix D5). I report F-tests of the joint signification of the fixed 

effects and they are always highly significant, suggesting that model 2 should be 

preferred over model 1. The estimated land-sparing effect is robust to excluding most 

variables from model 2 (appendix D4). The coefficient on productivity remains negative 

in all cases, and only when the State dummies and most initial level controls are removed 

(table 5.7, columns 3-4) does it become non-significant at the 10% level. However, these 

results are somewhat sensitive to the sample size, as I show in columns 5-6: 
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Table 5.7. Robustness check. First difference regression of deforestation on productivity of cattle 

(OLS, including fixed-effects in growth rates). Dependent variable: natural logarithm of change 

in deforestation (2007-2012), frontier municipalities 

 (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 

 
      ∆W1prod -3.724*** -3.723** -0.910 -0.933 -2.579* -2.066 

  W1prod96 -2.774*** -2.995** -1.227 -1.539 -2.148** -2.314** 

∆W1price 15,390 14,469 22,460*** 2.890 22,989*** 2.342 

  W1price96 -983.3 -924.6 -1,435*** — -1,468*** — 

∆W2cattle 9.68e-06 1.81e-05 3.52e-05*** 2.80e-05*** 3.34e-05*** 2.76e-05*** 

  W2cattle96 -1.10e-05 -1.72e-05 -2.74e-05** -1.26e-05* -2.45e-05*** -1.12e-05* 

∆LR 15.11*** 17.15*** — 19.69*** — 19.32*** 

  LR96 — — 10.52*** — 9.339*** — 

∆title 0.000668 0.00121 0.00690 -0.00122 0.00713 -0.00395 

  title96 0.0239 0.0331 0.0349 — 0.0414** — 

∆pr.areas -1.954 -8.819 0.877 1.765 1.492 2.746 

  pr.areas96 5.480 15.19** 4.030** — 3.953* — 

∆fines -0.0932 -0.239 -0.517** -0.216 -0.464*** -0.204* 

  fines96 2.516 2.009 -0.951 — 1.364 — 

State dummies yes yes no no no no 

Init. defor. level 

(2007) yes no no no no no 

Year 11.41 13.84** 0.390 -0.557 3.664 0.277 

       Observations 65 65 65 65 72 72 

R-squared 0.778 0.747 0.665 0.597 0.690 0.619 

Adj. R-squared 0.662 0.632 0.579 0.532 0.621 0.563 

Note: the reduced number of observations (between 65 and 72) is due to these regressions being estimated over 

frontier municipalities only. The information on consolidated municipalities is captured by the spatial weights 

matrix W1. 

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 

Robust t-statistics. 

 

Table 5.8 presents the results of model 2 for each of the three spatial clusters as well as for 

the full sample. The coefficient on productivity is negative and statistically significant for 

frontier as well as consolidated municipalities, but non-significant for pre-frontier areas, 

as expected. The overall effect is thus a net land savings, as in column 1. I analyse the 

effect of productivity on deforestation in consolidated areas, and find that the coefficients 

start to be consistently negative and significant from the year 2003 (table 5.9). This 

suggests that the intensification process has an indirect impact on frontier deforestation 

even before (year 2001) it impacts deforestation in the closer, consolidated municipalities 

(year 2003). Table 5.9 also shows that, as should be expected, cattle herd dynamics in 

frontier locations have no impact on deforestation in consolidated areas (however, the 

opposite is true under model 1). 
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Table 5.8. Robustness check. First difference regression of deforestation on 

productivity of cattle (OLS, including fixed-effects in growth rates), 

different clusters of municipalities. Dependent variable: natural logarithm 

of change in deforestation (2007-2012) 

  (1) (2) (3) (4) 

Municipalities All Pre-frontier Frontier Consolidated 

 
 

   ∆W1prod -0.720*** -0.155 -5.475*** -1.785*** 

  W1prod96 -0.736*** -0.168 -3.964*** -1.696*** 

∆W2cattle 5.66e-06* 1.28e-05** 9.42e-06 -9.47e-07 

  W2cattle96 -4.21e-06 -3.71e-06 -1.11e-05 -5.62e-06 

Full set of covariates yes yes yes yes 

Init. levels yes yes yes yes 

State dummies yes yes yes yes 

Year yes yes yes yes 

 
 

   Observations 362 118 72 172 

R-squared 0.607 0.683 0.783 0.733 

Adj. R-squared 0.579 0.601 0.679 0.689 

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 

Robust t-statistics. 

 

 

Table 5.9. Robustness check. First difference regression of deforestation on productivity of cattle (OLS, including fixed-

effects in growth rates), different time frames. Dependent variable: natural logarithm of change in deforestation, 

consolidated municipalities 

 (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) 

Time frame 97-12 02-12 03-12 04-12 06-12 07-12 08-12 10-12 

         ∆W1prod -0.509 -0.431 -0.999** -1.067** -1.283** -1.503** -1.989*** -1.696** 

  W1prod96 -0.740 -0.779* -1.158*** -1.177*** -1.256** -1.473*** -1.932*** -1.821*** 

∆W2cattle -9.47e-07 -1.21e-06 -7.93e-07 9.28e-08 -1.49e-07 -1.76e-06 -1.26e-06 -2.30e-06 

  W2cattle96 1.45e-06 -3.58e-06 -5.71e-06* -5.52e-06* -3.72e-06 -4.14e-06 -7.06e-06* -3.91e-06 

Full set of 

covariates yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes 
Init. levels yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes 
State dummies yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes 
Year yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes 

         Observations 159 159 159 159 159 159 159 163 

R-squared 0.724 0.788 0.798 0.780 0.760 0.733 0.690 0.691 

Adj. R-sq. 0.675 0.750 0.762 0.740 0.717 0.686 0.634 0.637 

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 

Robust t-statistics. 
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The comparison between models 1 and 2 is clearly in favour of the latter. While both pass 

a placebo test that looks at the impact of growth in productivity between 1996 and 2006 on 

deforestation between 1997 and 2000, model 2 includes control variables that make 

theoretical sense, are jointly significant according to an F-test, and produce results that are 

in line with theory, particularly with regards to the roles of local cattle herd dynamics 

versus intensification in consolidated municipalities. Moreover, model 1 gives a 

counterintuitive result when estimated over consolidated municipalities: the coefficient on 

cattle herd dynamics in frontier locations is consistently positive and significant, 

suggesting a spatial effect that runs from frontiers to consolidated areas, counter to what 

should be expected and to the results from model 2. 

Controlling for the initial level of productivity causes the coefficient on productivity 

growth to change signs. The State dummies increase the significance of the negative 

coefficient, while all other initial levels have only a minor impact on the results. This 

suggests that the results in model 1 are biased by the omission of the initial level of 

productivity, and that the mechanism linking intensification to frontier deforestation 

depends on initial levels. The initial level of productivity is negatively correlated with 

both the change in deforestation and productivity growth, so its omission led to an 

upward bias. All in all, the evidence presented under model 2 points to a strong land-

sparing effect caused by intensification in consolidated areas. The effect on deforestation 

in frontier areas is already strong, but I find that deforestation in consolidated 

municipalities is also reduced. 

 

5.4. Conclusion 

 

Two competing predictions for the effect of land use intensification on deforestation have 

been proposed in the literature: an optimistic hypothesis that more productive land uses 

will spare land for nature, and a less optimistic scenario that suggests a displacement 

effect from localities closer to markets towards forest margins. Evidence allowing for the 

discrimination between these alternative hypotheses has been thin so far, especially in 
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what relates to cattle ranching. Given the relevance of livestock raising for land use 

change across the world, this chapter analyses the outcomes of the intensification process 

in the Brazilian Amazon. 

Intensification of cattle ranching takes place mostly in consolidated areas, where markets 

have deepened and the initial, pioneering phase of the colonization process gave way to a 

more established society and economy. The main factor that explains the process of land 

use intensification is enforcement of a command-and-control legislation that places a high 

toll on land clearings, thus incentivizing farmers to adopt land-sparing technologies. Any 

stimulus to use land more productively, however, becomes weaker as distance from 

markets increase, due to lower enforcement of the law as well as high transportation costs 

curtailing profits. Deforestation due to horizontal agricultural expansion is therefore more 

likely in frontier locations. 

I use data from a 16-year period to test for an indirect land use effect of cattle ranching on 

deforestation in the Amazon. I categorize municipalities into pre-frontier, frontier and 

consolidated clusters and look for an association between productivity of cattle in 

consolidated areas and deforestation in frontier locations. I employ Euclidean distance 

weights matrices to establish the link between frontier municipalities and their 

neighbouring municipalities in consolidated areas. Based on a conventional von Thünean 

approach, an intensification shock in consolidated areas is expected to have a stronger 

effect on spatially closer frontier municipalities, and a much weaker effect on locations 

further away. Under this assumption, I run a first-difference model to look for evidence a 

rebound effect. 

I start by adapting the spatial econometric model by Arima et al. (2011) to the case of 

livestock intensification. Using appropriate controls that include information from 

frontier municipalities, such as protected areas and property rights, as well as factors from 

consolidated areas, such as farm gate beef prices, the model suggests a small positive 

effect of productivity of cattle ranching on deforestation, in line with the rebound effect 

hypothesis. The results would indicate that changes in productivity in consolidated 

locations are positively associated with migration of cattle to frontier areas and negatively 

associated with migration of cattle to consolidated areas. Furthermore, the regression 
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results produce a consistently positive and statistically significant coefficient on the 

intensification variable. 

A key contribution of this chapter is to improve the empirical analysis by adapting the 

framework in Weinhold and Reis (2008) to the indirect land use effect problem being 

tested here. I add State fixed effects and initial levels affecting the growth rate of 

deforestation, thus producing a more coherent framework to test the inherently dynamic 

hypothesis of a rebound effect. The inclusion of fixed effects directly affecting the growth 

rate is justified by the presumption that the standard fixed effects in levels is likely to 

leave out omitted variable bias coming from, for example, the initial level of productivity 

in consolidated areas affecting the growth rate of deforestation at the frontier through a 

channel other than the levels of deforestation. I test for the joint significance of the 

additional controls by running F-tests and the results are in favour of keeping the 

variables. Moreover, their inclusion changes the results drastically, suggesting that the 

assumed role of fixed effects in growth rates is indeed important. 

The conclusions from the initial model are now reverted and the evidence points 

consistently to a substantial land-sparing effect of land use intensification. I run a placebo 

test by estimating the impact of the change in productivity from 1996 to 2006 on the 

change in deforestation from 1997 to 2000. The resulting coefficient on productivity is not 

statistically significant, as expected. I run the model for different time frames of the 

growth in deforestation, starting from 1997 to 2012 until 2010 to 2012, and the effect of 

productivity starts to be significant from the year 2001, consistent with the idea that there 

is a time lag. Moreover, there is a clear trade-off between the indirect land use effect 

coming from distant consolidated areas and the effect of cattle herd growth in the nearest 

five frontier municipalities. The latter variable becomes non-significant exactly in 2001, 

suggesting that the effect of productivity becomes sufficiently strong to dominate the 

indirect effect-related covariance structure. 

I run robustness checks to test for the sensitivity to control variables, and the results are 

consistently robust to dropping control variables in different combinations. I also 

implement a second placebo test by running the model for pre-frontier municipalities, 

where the intensification process is expected to have no impact, and the result is as 
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expected. Lastly, I look for more generalizable versions of the model by running it for 

deforestation in consolidated municipalities, and find that there is an equally robust and 

statistically significant land-sparing effect, only with a lower magnitude and with a longer 

time lag (the coefficient starts to be significant in the year 2003). 

How strong are the econometric results to allow for a rejection of the rebound effect 

hypothesis? The identification of the regression coefficients relies on two assumptions. 

First, that the classification of municipalities into frontier and consolidated locations is 

exogenous conditional on the control. While different classification schemes have been 

implemented with equivalent results, this is likely to be a strong a hypothesis that should 

require further scrutiny. it would be important to try alternative ways of classifying 

frontiers and consolidated areas. One possibility would be to use the fact that frontier 

areas tend to see a rapid growth in the area planted with rice, while the consolidation 

process sees a trade-off between rice and pasture, to distinguish frontiers from 

consolidated areas. Using rice instead of deforestation would address any remaining 

concern of selection on the dependent variable. 

Second, there can be no omitted variable bias (other than the potential selection bias just 

discussed) operating through the spatial and time lags assumed for the indirect land use 

effect. This assumption is more likely to be valid as it is difficult to think of time-varying 

factors simultaneously affecting productivity in consolidated (1996 to 2006) areas and 

deforestation in frontier locations (2007 to 2012). In this respect, another improvement 

would be to use inter-municipality migration data to construct the spatial weights matrix, 

as the Euclidean distance-based approach may be too crude a way of capturing the spatial 

pattern of migration. 

With those caveats, the overall robustness of the results is a firm suggestion that a land-

sparing effect should be taken seriously. Moreover, since the measure of deforestation I 

use does not capture reforestation or forest regrowth, the possibility of lands previously 

cleared being abandoned and thus taken for a reduction in deforestation is ruled out. 

The provisional conclusion is that productivity growth in consolidated areas can save 

forests. How does this happen? While the exact mechanism of a land-sparing effect 
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remains unclear, some suppositions can be advanced (a more elaborate discussion of the 

potential channels is provided in the conclusion of the thesis). The results indicate that the 

intensification process in consolidated areas first reduces deforestation at the frontier, 

then reduces deforestation in consolidated areas. This timing suggests that farmers in 

consolidated areas are initially prevented from out-migrating, reducing deforestation in 

frontier areas since 2001, but keeping the deforestation pattern unchanged in consolidated 

areas until 2003, when farmers eventually revert to intensification or migrate to urban 

areas.  

Cattle ranchers in the Amazon are to a large extent price takers, who respond to mostly 

exogenous output price signals. Once they switch from a traditional production function 

that relies heavily on horizontal expansion to a more intensive production function, 

demand for land will decrease at the same time as demand for other production factors 

(including labour) will increase. An important parcel of farmers, however, are left out of 

the intensification process, and given the effect that it has on land prices, part of those 

laggard farmers will at some point resort to out-migration, either to urban areas or to 

frontiers. The effect on deforestation then depends on the pattern of the resulting 

migration. For example, the out-migration process can be segmented at the household 

level, with some members of the family going to the frontier while others head to urban or 

peri-urban areas. This segmentation may lead to a different pattern of land use at the 

frontier, but further research is needed to uncover the mechanism linking the 

intensification process to a land-saving effect at the frontier. 
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Chapter 6 

The flip side of the Environmental Kuznets Curve: do 

booms in deforestation lead to busts in development?46 

 

The Russian economist Simon Kuznets would have been surprised to learn that in the 21st 

Century his name is attached to discussions of environmental degradation. He was the 

main scholar behind the creation of the national accounts and the subsequent 

establishment of economic growth as a key indicator of welfare, in the immediate post-

war period. His interest for economic growth was such that he went on to develop the 

highly controversial hypothesis that per capita GDP growth would initially spur higher 

levels of inequality, but that continuous economic development would eventually cause 

inequality to peak and decline—the well-known ‘Kuznets curve’ (Kuznets, 1955). 

If Kuznets’ model were to be accepted as a valid general description of the dynamics of 

inequality, then policymakers would be warranted in aiming at economic growth and 

expecting inequality to fall. However, a much more nuanced view of the process of 

inequality reduction is now prevalent over Kuznets’ deterministic approach (see, for 

example, Acemoglu and Robinson, 2002). The result is that instead of targeting growth 

and expecting equality to follow, policy is increasingly directed at the specific target of 

reducing inequality. 

Likewise, policy is ever more directed at environmental targets as stand-alone goals. 

Therefore, the question whether environmental degradation stabilizes and fades back 

when a certain threshold of economic welfare is reached is of upmost importance. 

Advanced by Grossman and Krueger (1991) and subjected to intense scrutiny in the late 

1990s and early 2000s, the Environmental Kuznets Curve (EKC) hypothesis states that 

environmental degradation follows an inverted U-shape trajectory as per capita GDP 
                                                             
46 A different version of this chapter has been co-authored with Diana Weinhold and Eustáquio José Reis and 

published as a Grantham Institute Working paper (Weinhold et al., 2012). More recently, a revised version of 

the joint work was submitted for publication (Weinhold et al., 2014). Many of the ideas here have benefitted 

from discussions with the two co-authors, to whom I am thankful, and from the process of editing the 

mentioned papers. Any error should remain solely mine. 
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grows. The possibility of an EKC relationship has been examined for various 

environmental outcomes, including Sulphur and Carbon emissions and concentrations 

(Stern, 2004), but also for forest loss (Barbier, 2004), with mixed results. On the other hand, 

if explicit welfare targets (such as GDP growth) are given priority over environmental 

outcomes, then it is equally important to ask the reversed question, that is, what 

environmental target is expected to lead to a given development outcome? 

This chapter analyses the possible causal nexus between booms in deforestation and busts 

in development. A handful of theoretical and empirical studies have exploited the so-

called ‘boom-bust hypothesis’ for the specific case of the Brazilian Amazon, with mixed 

results. The thesis that deforestation causes welfare to follow an inverted U-shaped 

relationship was first put forward by Schneider et al. (2002). They showed that, if solely 

based on logging and cattle ranching in humid zones, welfare would see a first phase of 

rapid growth as deforestation rises, only to suffer a severe decline and enter a stable 

period of depression when a given tipping point of clearance is reached and overshot. The 

idea was subsequently extended by Celetano and Verissimo (2007) and empirically 

substantiated—if only for the bivariate case—by Rodrigues et al. (2009). A more thorough 

empirical contribution by Celentano et al. (2012) further advanced the analysis by looking 

at a cross-sectional multivariate (partial) relation and trying to account for spatial 

unobservables. 

If welfare outcomes are to be affected by deforestation, then a reversed version of the EKC 

should be envisaged. Among the first to examine this issue, Edward Barbier (2004) ran a 

cross-country regression for tropical countries and Latin America using panel data for the 

period 1961-94, and found evidence in favour of a boom-bust effect of agricultural 

expansion on per capita income. The theory behind his model is clearly grounded on the 

resource curse hypothesis, which states that the exploitation of abundant natural 

resources often prevents other, more important economic sectors from growing. On the 

other hand, studies looking at a within-country boom and bust pattern of development (in 

the Amazon) lack clarity with respect to the mechanisms through which deforestation is 

expected to affect welfare. At the empirical level, those studies also fail to account for 

relevant region-wide spatial confounding factors and to provide time-series backing for 
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the inherently dynamic boom-bust hypothesis. Neither do in-depth case studies from 

across the Amazon show any evidence of a boom-bust pattern of development. Hence the 

need for a more thorough assessment of the fundamentals behind the boom-bust theory. 

I contribute to the discussion of a causal role of deforestation on welfare in four ways. 

First, I review the existing literature to identify the key potential channels of causation, 

and use the findings to substantiate an empirical test of the boom-bust hypothesis. 

Second, I provide evidence on the role played by region-wide unobservable spatial 

patterns of causation and how these undermine the cross-sectional association that had 

been identified by previous studies. Third, I assemble a new dataset using data on the 

2010 Brazilian Census and recently published municipal HDI figures to look at the 

problem from a time-series perspective, and find that little evidence can be identified of a 

causal effect of deforestation on welfare. Fourth, I synthesize in-depth case studies from 

the States of Pará, Rondônia and Amapá that generated long term evidence allowing for a 

detailed, site-specific assessment of the boom-bust theory, and find that over time, welfare 

tends to improve, not bust, as deforestation continues. I conclude by discussing the 

reasons why my results contradict what was previously found by others, and 

contextualize the conclusion in terms of discussions of resource curse and hollow frontier. 

 

6.1. How are booms in deforestation linked to busts in welfare? 

 

The idea that deforestation in Amazonia cannot lead to a sustained improvement of 

wellbeing for local populations dates back to at least the French Geographer Pierre 

Gourou’s (1953) thorough assessment of the numerous challenges that tropical countries 

face in order to develop. Arguments as varied as the deleterious role played by heat, the 

excess of rain, soil fragility, amongst others, have been advanced—especially since the 

beginning of the military government-led internal colonization programmes in the 

1960s—to sustain the idea that the particularly fragile environment of humid tropical 

forests would not be adapted to sustain the types of economic activity that are seen in 

every developed region (Fearnside, 1986). 
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The contemporary work on boom-bust patterns of development in the Amazon derives 

from the tradition above. In this section, I provide an assessment of the mechanisms of 

causation that have been advanced by recent studies on the boom-bust hypothesis. After a 

short description of the methods and results of each paper, I list and evaluate the 

proposed channels of causation, filtering down the arguments to two central ideas. I then 

use the resulting insights to provide a simple model that describes two channels of 

potential causation of cumulative deforestation on development by distinguishing direct 

from indirect welfare outcomes of ecosystem services. 

 

The ground-breaking model by Schneider et al. (2002) was aimed at predicting the 

outcomes of predatory vis-à-vis sustainable economic activities in the humid parts of the 

Amazon. They put together a simulation of a “typical Amazonian county” (1 million 

hectares of dense forest) that either starts out with two economic sectors, predatory 

logging and cattle ranching, or opts for a sustainable logging sector only. In the first case, 

extensive cattle ranching progressively occupies the area that is left behind by loggers, 

until the stocks of timber are fully depleted on year 21, when the county’s economy 

becomes uniquely based on low-productivity livestock production. As opposed to this, in 

the second simulation, where logging follows pre-established criteria of forest 

management—harvests have to respect the minimum rotation cycle of 30 years, among 

others, the economy grows 30% less than in the boom-bust scenario in the first thirteen 

years, but income is maintained indefinitely at that level. 

Two channels of causation can be identified. First, depletion of timber stocks leading to a 

bust in development. This mechanism is the basis for any boom-bust argument, and it 

relies on two strong assumptions: that no institutions will emerge that encourage 

sustainable forest management, and that no other economic sectors will develop to 

replace logging as the engine of the economy. The second mechanism is extensive cattle 

ranching leading to an overexploitation crisis. The assumptions in this case are that the 

activity only generates insignificant levels of welfare and that it is unable to intensify. 

These, however, are not necessary outcomes of deforestation, as I have shown above. 
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The work of Schneider and colleagues was successful in showing that no economy can be 

sustainable when based solely on extensive cattle ranching and predatory logging. 

However, an economy with such characteristics is virtually nonexistent even in 

Amazonia. The assumption that no other sector will ever emerge is too restrictive (as the 

Mazagão and Ouro Preto cases summarized in section 6.3.3 show), as is the assumption 

that cattle land use systems will remain extensive. Moreover, a proper assessment of the 

outcomes of two competing sets of economic activities should allow them to interact, so 

that the fittest can dominate the other, rather than modelling each one in isolation. 

In an attempt to establish empirical ground for a more refined version of the theory, 

Celentano and Veríssimo (2007) made a comprehensive descriptive exploration of the 

boom-bust idea. They classified municipalities into groups of forested, under pressure 

and deforested, and computed different indicators of socioeconomic wellbeing for each 

group, such as GDP per capita, HDI, urban and rural violence, child and slave labour, 

among others. They conclude that forested municipalities have more sustainable 

economies where wellbeing indicators are not necessarily higher than in booming areas, 

but do show a stable long-term behaviour; municipalities under pressure have the highest 

rates of economic growth but the worst social indicators; and deforested municipalities 

have the lowest growth and worse social indicators than forested areas. 

However, simple correlations are not enough to establish causality. For example, the fact 

that forested municipalities have a lower incidence of slave labour does not necessarily 

imply that lower deforestation leads to better labour practices—the observed correlation 

can be spurious. 

The first causal mechanism put forth by the authors is that economic activities based on 

forests would create more employment and welfare than activities based on cleared land, 

so continuous deforestation would deplete the economic basis of development. This, 

however, has been shown to be a questionable assumption (Andersen et al., 2002, Ch. 5). 

A second channel would be that cumulative deforestation could have a negative, indirect 

effect on welfare conditional on agricultural potential. For example, if humid areas have 

poor agricultural potential (low soil fertility, high incidence of plagues), deforestation in 
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these areas could lead to short-lived economic booms. I will further explore this 

mechanism in the next sections. 

The most prominent attempt to empirically substantiate the boom-bust theory for the 

Brazilian Amazon was made by Rodrigues et al. (2009), who focused on one wellbeing 

indicator, HDI, and created seven categories of municipalities according to levels of 

deforestation extent (until 2000) and activity (variation between 1997 and 2000). Category 

A included localities with a very low cleared area (less than 5%) that were roughly 

inactive in deforestation (less than 0.5% growth in three years); Category B included those 

with less than 25% cleared area and between 0.5% and 5% deforestation activity; and so 

on, until category G, with more than 90% cleared area and less than 0.5% deforestation 

activity. The authors computed median HDI values for each group and plotted them on a 

graph with deforestation extent on the horizontal axis and HDI on the vertical. 

The resulting curve (figure 6.1), made of the junction of seven points, has a concave shape 

indicating that municipalities in the agricultural frontier (high deforestation activity) tend 

to see a boom in development, while post-frontier areas (highly deforested) face lower 

levels of absolute HDI. The visual pattern is robust to the adoption of different boundaries 

to group municipalities. The shape of the curve is also roughly maintained when the three 

components of HDI, income, education, and longevity, as well as the gross value of 

production of timber, cattle and crops, are plotted against deforestation extent. 

 

 

Figure 6.1. Empirical representation of the boom-and-bust 

hypothesis, reproduced using the methods and data of Rodrigues 

et al. (2009) 
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While it is challenging to draw conclusions from such a limited exercise, the possible 

conclusion would be that when all the relevant omitted variables are kept constant across 

municipalities, the level of deforestation that maximizes wellbeing at the minimum level 

of forest clearance is, on average, 11%. However, there is no evidence that when a 

municipality overshoots that point, say to 80%, it ends up with a net loss of wellbeing; nor 

is there evidence that increasing the forested area causes a municipality to ‘un-develop’. 

In fact, if anything the data would be showing that the optimum level has increased over 

time, since for 1997 it was approximately 8.3%. 

Two chains of causation were proposed by the authors. First, the exhaustion of the natural 

resources that supported the initial boom would lead to a bust—the same idea as in 

Schneider et al. (2002). Second, soil degradation would be an important reason behind the 

peaking and busting welfare, possibly through its key role on agricultural output. If there 

is some fixed characteristic in soils that make them unfit for agriculture, deforestation 

should interact with this fixed characteristic to curtail agricultural development and thus 

welfare. 

Finally, the paper by Celentano et al. (2012) expands the approach by Rodrigues et al. by 

implementing a multivariate econometric analysis based on cross-sectional data. They run 

a spatial econometric specification that includes a spatial lag of the dependent variable as 

well as a spatial structure for the error term, and add a number of controls including rain 

and agricultural potential. Their conclusion is a less general version of the boom-bust 

hypothesis. They find evidence in support of a partial boom-bust, where deforestation has 

an inverted-U shape relation with welfare conditional on a set of control variables. They also 

find evidence of a cubic relationship, whereby at very high levels of deforestation welfare 

might go up again. The methods and results of this paper will be further explored in 

section 6.3.1 below. 

The causal mechanism suggested by Celentano et al. is similar to the resource curse 

theory. It states that the large amount of rents paid to one dominant activity tend to 

suppress other economic sectors as well as leading to corruption, weak institutions and 

lack of investment in human capital. A resource curse in the Amazon would be 

characterized by “forest mining”, where “harvest of the high value timber from mature forest 
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generates temporarily high profits and employment but leaves behind a less productive forest and 

appears not to generate sufficient human or other productive capital to sustain the local economy” 

(p. 861). The mechanism here is again linked to persistent unsustainable logging coupled 

with the absence of other sectors that can mature and sustain a growing population. 

 

6.2. A simple model of deforestation and welfare 

 

Three key ideas come out of the literature above. First, a resource curse mechanism could 

unfold to make any agricultural exploitation activity doomed to failure. This mechanism 

would be operating on two fronts, one institutional and one economic. On the 

institutional front, the rents generated in the boom would be wasted rather than 

channelled to productive uses, and the rules that regulate the use of forests would remain 

weak and lead to overexploitation. On the economic front, the dominance of the booming 

activity would create a situation in which resources are centralized in the booming sector 

and do not make their way to other sectors in the economy. The result would be 

overexploitation leading to a bust with no other relevant sector in the economy making 

up for the busting activity. 

The resource curse mechanism is an important theoretical background to the analysis I 

undertake here, and my results certainly shed light on the discussion, but my empirical 

specification does not try to capture in any explicit way institutional channels or general-

equilibrium, inter-sectoral dynamic effects. I instead focus on the effect that deforestation 

may have on welfare through two channels: the provision of ecosystem services and 

agricultural output. 

The second mechanism is the role of environmental externalities and, more specifically, 

ecosystem services such as pollination, nutrient cycling, and pest regulation. The absence 

of forests affects the provision of ecosystem services. This channel affects welfare through 

agriculture, irrespective of the level of other variables. A third channel would instead 

capture the hypothesis that where ecosystems are initially fragile—poor soils and too 
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much rain—the impact of cumulative deforestation on ecosystem services and thence on 

agricultural output would exhibit a strong boom-bust trajectory, while areas with higher 

agricultural potential would be able to benefit from deforestation in a more sustained 

way. In this case there would be an indirect effect of ecosystem services on output, 

intermediated by initial conditions of fertility and rain—what I call ‘agricultural 

potential’. 

To integrate these ideas into a simple model that can later be assessed empirically, I start 

by making welfare (as measured by poverty, per capita GDP, or HDI) a function of 

agricultural output, institutions and other economic activities, as in Equation (6.1). This 

emphasizes the role of agricultural output in intermediating the effect of deforestation on 

welfare, as well as the possibility of a resource curse deterring institutional development 

and economic diversification.  

 

(6.1)                  (                                                            

 

Agricultural output is a function of cleared area (deforestation), fixed ecological 

conditions such as fertility and rain (agricultural potential), and changing techno-

managerial circumstances (technology): 

 

(6.2)                            (                                                 

 

Moreover, the functional form f2 must include both (a) a direct effect of cumulative 

deforestation (through a variety of unobserved ecosystem services) on agricultural 

output, and (b) an indirect impact of cumulative deforestation on agriculture that 

depends on the initial level of agricultural potential and on technological dynamics. For 

instance, areas with very high precipitation would be subject to a more substantial 

deleterious effect of deforestation as the depletion of ecosystem services would more 

easily undermine ecosystem resilience (and thus agricultural output). Likewise, areas 

with higher investment in technologies that increase ecosystem resilience—and 
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agricultural potential—would see lower impacts of deforestation on welfare as farmers 

would have some control over the supply of fertility and other relevant agricultural 

inputs. In short, (a) implies an individual effect of deforestation on welfare that does not 

depend on the level of any other variable, whereas (b) implies different slopes for 

different levels of agricultural potential. 

Lastly, an impact of deforestation on welfare that does not depend on agricultural output 

can also be envisaged. In this case, provision of ecosystem services that affect quality of 

living, such as weather regulation, biodiversity (option value), and environmental 

amenities (existence value), would have a direct effect on welfare, as in Equation (6.3). 

 

(6.3)           (                                                                          

 

The resulting model is a synthesis of the mechanisms explored above, including (1) the 

role of agricultural output on welfare as well as the possibility of a resource curse, (2) the 

indirect role of deforestation through agricultural output as well as through agricultural 

potential, and (3) the direct impact of deforestation on welfare. In the next section I use 

time-series data to provide the first dynamic test of the boom-bust hypothesis, and the 

equation in (6.4) is the primary empirical specification I employ (presented now to 

establish the link with the theoretical model, but with a more detailed discussion in 

section 6.3.2). The coefficients β give the partial effect of deforestation on welfare, ρ gives 

an indirect effect of deforestation through initial conditions of agricultural potential, δ 

gives indirect effect of deforestation through changes in technology, and X is a set of 

control variables including population density and immigration. Variables that 

intermediate the association between deforestation and welfare, such as agricultural 

output and human capital, are purposefully omitted to leave way for the causal 

mechanism to show up. 

 

(6.4)                             
    (      

         )    (      
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Where the subscripts i and t indicate municipality and year, welf is either HDI or per 

capital GDP, a are municipality fixed effects such as distance to markets, T is a time fixed 

effect, def is deforestation, agrpot is agricultural potential, tract is number of tractors (a 

proxy for agricultural technologies), X is a vector of control variables including 

agricultural potential, tractors, immigration, and population density (a proxy for 

settlement age), and ε is the error term. 

I now turn to an assessment of the boom-bust hypothesis based on three sets of evidence. 

I initially use cross-sectional data to scrutinize the static models by Rodrigues et al. (2009) 

and Celentano et al. (2012). The analysis of the cross-sectional evidence provides a fine-

grained assessment of the empirical results in the existing literature and discusses their 

limitations. I then provide a more appropriate analysis of the dynamics implicit in the 

boom-bust theory by using time-series data on a 14-year period and resorting to the 

simple theoretical model developed in the present section. Finally, I document published 

evidence on four case-studies in the Brazilian Amazon that allow for a more detailed 

assessment of the long term dynamics of deforestation and development. 

 

6.3. Assessing the boom-bust hypothesis 

 

The results presented in this section are based on municipality-level data for the Brazilian 

Amazon from official sources, including the National Institute for Spaceship Research 

(INPE), the Brazilian Institute of Geography and Statistics (IBGE), and the Applied 

Economic Research Institute (IPEA), as detailed in table 6.1. The main dependent variable 

I use is the Municipal Human Development Index, whose values for the year 2010 were 

released by the United Nations Development Programme (UNDP) in August 2013; to the 

best of my knowledge, this is the first study to look at the change in HDI from 2000 to 

2010 in the context of deforestation. The methodology for the calculation of the HDI has 
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been updated47 and the 2013 figures include the values for 2010 as well as recalculated 

values for 2000 that allow for time and space comparability. 

 

Table 6.1. Variable descriptions, definitions and sources 

Variable name and description 

Mean 

(2000) Years Definition Source 

Municipal Human Development Index 

(HDI) 0.66 2000, 2010 

Index of education, longevity and 

income UNDP 

GDP, R$ (per capita) (gdppc) 2,921.90 

1996, 1999-

2010 (=GDP/population) IBGE 

Agricultural output, R$ (per capita) 

(agrout) 0.23 

1996, 2000, 

2007, 2010 (=agricultural output/population) IBGE 

Average revenue, R$ (rev) 353.25 2000, 2010 — IBGE 

Deforested area (percent) (def) 0.33 

1997, 2000-

2010 (=cleared area/areakm2) INPE 

Deforested area outside conservation 

units (percent) (defout) 0.47 1997 (=cleared area/areakm2) 

Celentano et al. 

(2012) 

Total population (pop) 26,647.15 

1996, 2000, 

2007, 2010 — IBGE 

Area of municipality, km2 (area) 6,658.80 

1995,1998, 

2000, 2010 — IBGE 

Average year temperature, oC (temp) 26.17 Historical — IPEAData 

Average year rainfall, mm/month (rain) 162.44 Historical — IPEAData 

Soil fertility index (fert) 3.49 1995 (from 1 to 8, where 1 = lowest) Embrapa 

Literacy rate (educ) 0.75 

1996, 2000, 

2010 — 

Ministry of 

Education, IBGE 

Tractors per Mha agricultural area (tract) 0.55 1995, 2006 

(=tractors in rural household/total 

area rural households) IBGE 

Immigration rate (persons born outside 

the State) (immig) 0.24 2000, 2010 

(= persons born outside 

state/population) IBGE 

Population density (per km2) (pdensity) 19.44 

1996, 2000, 

2007, 2010 (=pop/areakm2) IBGE 

Transport costs from municipal seat to 

São Paulo, R$ (tcost) 3,338.80 1995 — IPEAData 

Controls in Celentano et al. (2012)'s 

model — — — 

Celentano et al. 

(2012) 

Notes: UNDP = United Nations Development Programme; IBGE = National Bureau of Statistics; INPE = National Space Research Institute; 

IPEA = Applied Economics Research Institute; Embrapa = Brazilian Enterprise for Agricultural Research. Currency in constant 2000 R$. 

                                                             
47 Two changes have been implemented: first, the formula for the education component of HDI has changed as 

of 2010, and the new formula has been applied to the old series; second, the data for the years before 2010 was 

put in the 2010 municipality grid using census tract-level data. 
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6.3.1. Cross-sectional evidence 

I start by reproducing the original findings by Rodrigues et al. (2009) using both their 

restricted sample (N=286) and the full sample of municipalities in the Brazilian Amazon 

(N=756). I then use visual interpretation to look for patterns of spatial clustering of the 

data that could bias the bivariate results. 

The simplest econometric specification attempts to explain the variation in HDI by using 

data on deforestation, with both level and quadratic terms: 

 

(6.5)                               
     

 

The results are presented in table 6.2. Starting from columns 1-3 (the original sample used 

by Rodrigues et al.), it can be seen that a model without the quadratic term does not fit the 

data (F-statistic very low), and that when present the quadratic term is negative (for a 

concave curve) and significant in both specifications, using deforestation either in 1997 or 

in 2000. Columns 4-6 then show that in the full sample all specifications are significant, 

but column 5, where level and quadratic terms are included for deforestation in 1997, 

shows the best fit. The comparison between the full sample and the original sample also 

indicates that the results are systematically weaker when all municipalities are taken into 

consideration. Indeed, the slope of the curve is reduced by one third (comparing the 

coefficients on the quadratic terms in columns 5 and 2), making the concavity much less 

accentuated. Moreover, the specification with the complete sample is significant without a 

quadratic term (column 4), although the explanatory power rises substantially when the 

quadratic is added (columns 5-6). 

The bivariate results are thus robust to sampling, but they are also robust to using 

measures of HDI and deforestation from any two years, as I show in figure 6.2. They 

remain, however, cross sectional correlations. For the cross-sectional pattern to be 

interpreted as indicative of a typical dynamic process within a single municipality, it must 

be assumed that those regions in high clearing categories (F or G) are good proxies for the 

future of areas in low-clearing categories (A or B), and that intermediate categories (C, D, 
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and E) are good proxies for the interim conditions in a boom-bust transition. In other 

words, all municipalities in the sample must be on the same dynamic path. However, the 

Brazilian Amazon is a highly heterogeneous region with several distinct sub-regions, each 

with their own unique historic, economic, geographic, and climactic characteristics. To the 

extent that the variation in any of these characteristics (omitted in a bivariate model) is 

correlated with HDI and land clearing, spatial heterogeneity could lead to a spurious 

interpretation of the relationship between deforestation and development. 

 

Table 6.2. Summary of OLS regression results for cross-sectional specification without controls 

Dependent variable: Human Development Index (2000) 

Sample: N=286 (Rodrigues et al., 2009) N=756 (all municipalities) 

 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 

       
Deforestation (1997) -0.038 0.32*** —  0.11*** 0.19*** — 

Deforestation2 (1997) — -0.37***  — — -0.25*** — 

Deforestation (2000) 0.033 — 0.33*** -0.12*** — 0.13*** 

Deforestation2 (2000) —  — -0.36*** —  — -0.17*** 

       
F-statistic 0.18 35.64 30.3 10.81 31.02 15.06 

Prob > F 0.831 0 0 0 0 0 

R-squared 0.002 0.172 0.167 0.024 0.065 0.037 

Adj. R-squared -0.0053 0.166 0.161 0.021 0.062 0.034 

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 Robust t-statistics.  

 

 

Figure 6.2. Bivariate results for different cross-sectional time frames using full sample 

(n=756) and Rodrigues et al. (2009)’s sample (n=286) 
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To have an initial idea of whether the conclusions from the bivariate analysis are being 

driven by spurious spatial patterns, I have plotted the HDI values of pre-frontier, frontier, 

and post-frontier municipalities on a map of the Legal Amazon (figure 6.3). The map on 

the bottom left-hand side shows that municipalities with low HDI in the pre-frontier 

category are clustered in the west of the Amazon region, covering most of the State of 

Amazonas; the map at the top shows that frontier municipalities are dispersed through 

the so-called deforestation arch, in the southeastern fringe of the region, and most of them 

indeed have higher than median levels of HDI; and the map at the right-hand side shows 

that post-frontier municipalities can be divided into a group with median to high levels of 

HDI, which is dispersed in different clusters in four States out of roughly seven analysed, 

and a numerous group of municipalities with very low HDI that is almost totally 

concentrated in the Northeastern State of Maranhão. 

The idea is to check whether the municipalities in each phase of the boom-bust cycle (pre-

boom, boom, and bust) are spatially well distributed across the region, or if they are 

instead clustered in specific areas, and the unambiguous conclusion is that localized 

phenomena are playing an important role. The ‘map-observations’ in figure 6.3 do indeed 

display a 'boom-bust' pattern, with the coloured municipalities in less cleared areas 

(category A) displaying low levels (red) of HDI, the coloured municipalities in the middle 

categories displaying relatively high (green) HDI, and the more cleared municipalities in 

categories E-G displaying again low levels of HDI. 

But figure 6.3 also illustrates the high degree of spatial clustering of these municipalities. 

The municipalities with low levels of HDI in category A are almost exclusively clustered 

in the far western edge of the Amazonas State, and, more strikingly, the municipalities 

responsible for the 'bust' part of the relationship—those with low levels of HDI in 

categories E,F and G—are tightly clustered in the historically poor Northeastern region in 

and around the State of Maranhão. Figure 6.4 zooms in on the group of post-frontier 

municipalities with very high deforestation (‘G’ category) to show that those with low-

HDI are all clustered together in Maranhão. 
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Figure 6.3. Spatial clusters of HDI and deforestation in the Brazilian Amazon. 

Sources: INPE, UNDP. Municipalities are divided into three groups based on the categories and data in 

Rodrigues et al. (2009), then mapped out and colour-coded by level of HDI 
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Figure 6.4. Post-Frontier municipalities (group G of Rodrigues et al., 2009). 

Sources: INPE, UNDP 

 

The categories pre and post-frontier coincide with clusters of lower than median 

development in western and eastern Amazonia, whereas frontier municipalities are much 

more dispersed over the region. This suggests that the boom-bust pattern may be an 

extrapolation for localized phenomena rather than a global Amazonian phenomenon. In 

fact, the States of Amazonas and Maranhão have the most important clusters of low HDI 

not only in Amazonia but in the whole country, which suggests that there may be other 

factors to explain their lower than average performance. For example, lack of road infra-

structure is one of the most important predictors of low deforestation in Amazonas, and it 

also explains the lower than average HDI observed in that State (see, for example, 

Andersen et al., 2002, Ch. 6). Poverty in Maranhão, on the other hand, is a phenomenon 

that has to do with the dynamics of the Northeastern region much more than it has to do 

with any specificity of Amazonia (see Andersen et al.(2002, pp. 21-33) for a detailed 

discussion). 

I illustrate the latter point in table 6.3, which presents the average relative percentile rank 

of rural and urban median household income and poverty among municipalities in 

Amazonas and Maranhão compared to all other municipalities in Legal Amazonia in both 

1980 and 2000. The figures show that while municipalities in Amazonas have fallen 

behind as large numbers of poor internal migrants have moved to the region, the relative 

poverty of Maranhão has remained virtually stagnant over the entire period.  In other 
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words, there is no sign of a ‘bust’ in Maranhão; municipalities there have consistently 

ranked near the bottom in human development over time. 

 

Table 6.3: Share of municipalities (%) below key poverty and 

income thresholds within Legal Amazonia (percent that rank 

below) 
 

 Amazonas Maranhão 

Year 1980 2000 1980 2000 

Rural poverty rate 0.46 0.94 0.73 0.68 

Urban poverty rate 0.38 0.60 0.71 0.69 

Rural median household income 0.63 0.19 0.26 0.32 

Urban median household income 0.61 0.41 0.30 0.31 

Source: Diana Weinhold (Weinhold et al., 2012) with data from IPEA. 

 

The bivariate relationship advanced by Rodrigues et al. is an unconditional one. It 

suggests that the boom-bust pattern holds irrespective of any other factor. However, a 

simple spatial analysis refutes the generalized version of the boom-bust model, showing 

that the results are instead driven by localized phenomena. Because the clusters seem to 

be State-specific, this spatial pattern would be in principle ideally captured by State 

dummy variables, which would control for State-specific characteristics and the difference 

between States. 

The multivariate case 

Taking the above insights about region-wide patterns of spatial causation, I now consider 

the partial boom-bust pattern evidenced by Celentano et al. (2012). Their model is an 

adaptation of Equation (6.5) for the multivariate case, where they look at the association 

between deforestation and welfare conditional on a set of control variables, including a 

spatial structure for the dependent variable and error term. Their cross-sectional results 

would confirm a more restricted version of the boom-bust hypothesis by showing a 

robust quadratic effect of deforestation on HDI, both in the standard OLS framework and 

in the spatial specification. Their spatial econometric model is the following: 

 

(6.6)                                     
       

       (        
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Where W is an inverse-distance spatial weights matrix, ϵ is the part of the error-term 

structure which is assumed to be spatially auto-correlated, and ε is the idiosyncratic term. 

The model acknowledges the potentially biasing role of spatial clustering and tackles the 

problem with an approach known as ‘general spatial model’, where both a lag of the 

dependent variable and an assumed structure for the error term, which accounts for 

clustering in the unobservable variables, are included (see Gibbons and Overman (2012) 

for a detailed discussion of this model). By doing this, their model assumes that welfare in 

municipality i is affected by conditions in municipality i but also by welfare in the 

neighbouring municipalities. This is a problematic strategy as it introduces an extra 

source of endogeneity which cannot be dealt with by purely econometric means (see 

Anselin (2002) for a full critique of this procedure). 

The spatial pattern that has biased the bivariate results, however, is unlikely to be 

captured by the weighting scheme in W, as the Amazonas and Maranhão clusters are 

located in two extremes of the Amazon region, so the inverse-distance procedure will 

prevent them from being considered neighbours and hence will miss the most important 

spatial pattern. For this reason a proper specification should also include State dummies 

that account for the differences between any two States. 

Table 6.4 presents results of Equation (6.5) for two welfare indicators, per capita GDP and 

HDI. In both cases, it is clear that cumulative deforestation is strongly associated with 

welfare whenever individual effects of States are disregarded. However, if controls that 

account for unobservable effects of single States are accounted for, any partial association 

between deforestation and HDI at the cross-section is eliminated (coefficients of the 

deforestation variables become non-significant). This is true both for standard OLS 

specifications and for Maximum Likelihood spatial models, attesting that the spatial 

structure that is incorporated into Equation (6.6) is not able to capture the region-wide 

effect of clusters of low deforestation-low development in Amazonas and high 

deforestation-low development in Maranhão. The results are robust to the inclusion of an 

interaction term between deforestation and agricultural potential to account for the 

indirect effect specified in Equation (6.5), as well as to using the full sample of Amazon 

municipalities. 
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Table 6.4. OLS and General Spatial models of deforestation on HDI using Celentano et al. (2012)’s sample and 

specification 

  Human Development Index (2000) Per Capital GDP (2000) 

 OLS ML (Lag Y + Error) OLS ML (Lag Y + Error) 

         
Deforestation (1997) 0.336*** 0.0315 0.171*** 0.085* 1957.6*** -80.72 700.69*** 44.52 

Deforestation2 (1997) -0.842*** -0.102 -0.450*** -0.161 -4950.7*** -373.37 -2223.8*** -574.98 

Deforestation3 (1997) 0.531*** 0.0818 0.307*** 0.108 3032.7*** 398.07 1561.6*** 519.18 

Spatial lag of Y 

(W_Y) — — 0.866*** 0.695*** — — 0.882*** 0.518*** 

Controls yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes 

State dummies no yes no yes no yes no yes 

         
Constant 0.740*** 0.763*** 0.122*** 0.284*** 1406.2*** 1361.2*** 433.66*** 908.57*** 

         
Observations 399 399 399 399 399 399 399 399 

AIC -1184 -1421 -1389 -1485 5853 5582 5597 5564 

Adj. R-squared 0.301 0.619 _ _ 0.294 0.647 — — 

Pseudo R-squared — — 0.608 0.696 — — 0.653 0.681 

Notes: Controls (same as in Celentano et al., 2012): agricultural potential, rain, presence of mining activities, paved roads, population 

density, rural population, distance to State capital and Amazon River. Sample (same as in Celentano et al., 2012): municipalities whose 

original vegetation cover was less than 50% Amazon forest were dropped, as well as four State capitals and four municipalities with no 

welfare data. AIC = Akaike Information Criterion: similar to a Log-Likelihood comparison of nested models, this stastic is used for the 

comparison of non-nested models, lower values indicating the preferred specification. 

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 

Robust t-statistics. 

 

 

A major problem with Celentano et al.’s model is that they correct the deforestation 

measure to exclude protected areas. While I calculate the variable deforestation as 

    
            

              
, where NPA is non-protected area and PA is protected area, 

Celentano et al. remove the terms with the subscript PA. This is problematic because it 

takes municipalities that have the typical features of highly forested areas (a forest 

economy and high provision of ecosystem services) for high clearers. For example, the 

municipality of Guajará-Mirim, in Rondônia, is a typical highly forested municipality, 

where only 5% of the area had been cleared by the year 2000. The village and the 

agricultural areas in this municipality are surrounded by vast dense forests, and to this 

day it remains a highly forested municipality. However, since a big part of the 95% 

forested area were protected areas, Celentano et al.’s measure of deforestation in Guajará-

Mirim for the year 2000 was an astonishing 56%, well above the mean for all 

municipalities of 40%. 
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A similar example is the municipality Centro Novo do Maranhão, where the conventional 

measure of deforestation amounted to 30% in the year 2000, but Celentano et al.’s 

measure was 94%. On average, the deforestation measure is increased by 19.35% of one 

standard-deviation due to the exclusion of protected areas. Not surprisingly, the 

procedure adopted by Celentano et al. virtually doubles the size of the coefficients on 

deforestation, and makes them remain significant even with State controls, contrary to 

what I find with the normal measure of deforestation. This is so because municipalities 

such as Guajará-Mirim, where forest cover is high but the economy still quite small, are 

instead taken for highly forested municipalities where the economy is busting. 

A cross-sectional specification that correctly accounts for spatial patterns, therefore, fails 

to find evidence of a partial boom-bust relationship. I now turn to look for dynamic 

boom-bust patterns using panel data. 

6.3.2. Time-series evidence 

I start by providing a simple test of the implications of the boom-bust hypothesis. 

Municipalities in Group G of Rodrigues et al. (2009) had at least 90% of their areas cleared 

in 2000; since then they could not have returned to a frontier or pre-frontier condition, so 

if the boom-bust hypothesis holds, those municipalities should have seen a bust in 

development in the subsequent years. According to the theory, municipalities that were in 

the highest deforestation group should have developed at a slower pace than the rest. To 

test for that, I compare GDP per capita at the municipality level between the years 2000 

and 2007. For the boom-bust theory to hold, municipalities in Group G would need to 

have seen a very low, or at least lower than median growth in GDP per capita during that 

period. Results are presented in table 6.5. 

Median per capita GDP in post-frontier municipalities grew almost 50% above the 

national median, slightly more than the Legal Amazon’s median, and a little less than the 

median of groups A to G (but roughly the same when averages are computed instead of 

medians). This result contradicts the central prediction of the boom-bust theory, that 

“relative development levels (…) decline as the frontier advances” (Rodrigues et al., 2009, p. 
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1435), and that “standard of living improve[s] (…) at below [national] average rates as 

deforestation progresses” (p. 1436). 

 

Table 6.5. Implications of boom-and-bust theory and empirical evidence 

Group Implication of theory for rate of development 

Median variation 

of per capita GDP, 

2000 - 2007 

Average variation 

of per capita GDP, 

2000 - 2007 

A (pre-frontier) 

No specific implication. Municipalities in 

this group could have migrated to any other 

group in seven years. 31.50% 33% 

B to F (pre to post-

frontier) 

Anything; this is a diverse group of 

municipalities that could either be at the 

boom phase, with higher than median rates 

of development, or at the post-frontier phase, 

with lower than median rates of 

development. 40.70% 49.20% 

G (post-frontier) 

Theory implies lower than median rates of 

development. 36.90% 45.20% 

All Brazil _ 25.5% * 31.6% * 

All Legal Amazon _ 35.80% 47.90% 

A to G _ 39% 45.80% 

Source: Brazilian statistical agency (IBGE). 

*Based on estimates of population for municipalities with more than 170,000 inhabitants. 

 

I further explore the time-series data for clues of the inverted U-shaped relation between 

cumulative deforestation and welfare found in Rodrigues et al.. For the boom-bust 

hypothesis to be correct, there would need to be (i) at least some municipalities that boom 

and then bust, (ii) these localities should be faring worse than the national average, and 

(iii) there would need to be at least some suggestion that those municipalities saw a 

boom-bust due to deforestation. To check for that, I classify 621 Amazonian municipalities 

with recorded data on GDP per capita from 1996 to 2010 according to weak definitions of 

‘boom’, ‘bust’ and ‘high clearance’, and look for any association between boom-bust and 

high levels of deforestation. 

a) A discernible boom is defined as per capita GDP growth higher than in 75% of 

sampled municipalities between 1996 and any year before 2002 (inclusive). 
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b) A discernible bust is defined as per capital GDP growth lower than in 75% of 

sampled municipalities between 1999 and any year before 2010 (inclusive). 

c) I define high clearance as being among the top 40% clearers in 1997. 

From the 220 municipalities that had both a discernible boom and a bust, only 4 fared 

worse than Brazil (in terms of per capita GDP growth) in the full period, with 1 having 

had negative per capita GDP growth (figure 6.5). From the 4 boom-bust municipalities 

that fared worse than Brazil, none was among the high clearers: one had zero 

deforestation in 1997 (Bagre), two were on the 28th percentile of the deforestation 

distribution, and one was on the 57th percentile (Brasil Novo). 

 

 
Figure 6.5. Municipalities in Brazilian Amazon with boom and bust in per capita GDP that 

fared worse than the Brazilian average, 1996 - 2010 

 

Lastly, I face the problem the other way around, looking for the high clearers first then 

checking what happened to them in terms of per capita GDP and agricultural output. If 

deforestation is related to a boom and bust situation at all, then agricultural output is 

likely to be the channel of causation. Yet no high clearing municipality saw a discernible 

boom and bust in per capita agricultural output; indeed, the lowest per capita agricultural 

output growth between 1996 and 2007 for all municipalities was +34.9%. Moreover, only 

two high clearers saw a discernible boom-bust in per capita GDP: Ulianópolis and 

Santana do Araguaia. Their per capita agricultural output change was +238.5% and +162% 

respectively. Both groups of municipalities fared better than Brazil in the 14 years 

captured by the data. 
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A simple description of the data shows no unconditional effect of deforestation on welfare 

in the Amazon region. While only four municipalities out of 622 had a discernible boom-

bust and fared worse than Brazil in the 1996-2010 period, none of them was a top 40% 

clearer. Moreover, no less than 147 boom-busters actually grew more than Brazil in terms 

of per capita GDP. This suggests that even if deforestation causes degradation of 

ecosystems and a reduction of ecosystem services, there seems to be no clear impact on 

welfare. Yet one must leave room for a partial effect of deforestation in the time-series. 

Even if there is not a global bust in highly deforested municipalities, partial causality of 

deforestation on welfare may still be hidden by other forces. A final test would be to try 

and purge out those confounding factors and see if a partial effect of deforestation on 

welfare comes out. 

The multivariate case 

I employ a first difference procedure to estimate Equation (6.4) with panel data while 

controlling for time and municipality fixed effects in the level of welfare. The resulting 

specification (Eq. 6.7) accounts for any time invariant characteristics of municipalities that 

may be correlated with the levels of deforestation and welfare. The right-hand side 

variables are time lagged (with the exception of immigration) to decrease the possibility of 

reverse causality. For example, I use the change in deforestation between 1997 and 2009 

and the change in number of tractors between 1996 and 2006: 

 

(6.7)                       
    (       

         )    (       
                           

 

β, ρ and δ test the hypotheses of a direct effect of deforestation on welfare, an indirect 

effect through agricultural potential, and an indirect effect through technology, 

respectively. Welf is either HDI, per capita GDP, or per capital agricultural output, T is a 

time dummy that controls for factors such as international commodity prices, ω is the 

quadratic exponential of the variable deforestation,  X is a matrix of control variables 

including adoption of agricultural technologies (tractors), immigration rate, and 
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population density (a proxy for settlement history48), and         {           } is 

agricultural potential, including historic measures of precipitation and natural fertility of 

soils. 

The results are in table 6.6. Starting from the control variables, immigration has a positive 

sign indicating that increasing the amount of residents born outside the State tends to be 

associated with higher welfare. Change in number of tractors is also positively associated 

with change in HDI. Change in population density, on the other hand, has a negative sign, 

suggesting that older frontiers develop saturation effects that reduce welfare, all else 

constant. For example, depletion of soil fertility may be a process linking population 

density to welfare. The coefficients on deforestation indicate a statistically significant 

association with welfare, both directly and indirectly. In fact, the results are significant 

only when the indirect effects (interactions with agricultural potential and tractors) are 

considered. The total effect of deforestation on welfare, though, is positive (figure 6.6). 

 

Table 6.6. Fixed effects regressions of HDI on deforestation (1997-2009) 

Dependent variable: change in HDI (2000 - 2010) 

 (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 

 
     ∆ Deforestation (∆def) 1.24e-06 9.64e-05*** 8.16e-05*** 2.82e-06 8.12e-05*** 

∆ Deforestation2 (∆def2) 9.57e-11 -4.49e-08*** -4.05e-08*** 8.64e-11 -3.98e-08*** 

∆def x rain — -4.32e-07*** -3.57e-07*** — -3.52e-07*** 

∆def2 x rain — 2.16e-10*** 1.92e-10*** — 1.88e-10*** 

∆def x fertility — -2.88e-06 -2.14e-06 — -2.12e-06 

∆def2 x fertility — 1.45e-09*** 1.43e-09*** — 1.42e-09*** 

∆def x ∆tractors — -2.58e-05** -1.74e-05 — -2.03e-05*** 

∆def2 x ∆tractors — 1.43e-09 -6.98e-10 — — 

∆ Immigration — — 0.000777*** 0.000728** 0.000769*** 

∆ Tractors (96-06) — 0.00552 0.00661 0.00115 0.00730*** 

∆ Pop. Density (96-06) — — -0.000321*** -0.000343*** -0.000317*** 

      
Year.2010 0.159*** 0.157*** 0.160*** 0.161*** 0.160*** 

      Observations 444 444 444 444 444 

R-squared 0.015 0.068 0.113 0.068 0.113 

Adj. R-squared 0.00876 0.0465 0.0880 0.0557 0.0900 

Note: municipalities whose boundaries changed more than 5% between 2000 and 2010 were dropped, as well as 

those with no data for at least one of the variables in the model for at least one year. 

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1; robust t-statistics.  

                                                             
48 Settlement history is a particularly important confounding factor inasmuch as older frontiers tend to see 

saturation effects that are correlated with deforestation. For example, reduction of soil fertility arises naturally 

after a few decades of agricultural activity, and it tends to be correlated with a municipality becoming a high 

clearer. 
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Figure 6.6. Estimated association between change in deforestation (1997-

2009) and change in HDI (2000-2010) 

 

The results from a simple fixed effects specification, however, could be biased by the 

omission of initial levels of deforestation and the control variables. Similar to model 1 in 

Chapter 5, Equation (6.7) does not control for fixed effects in the growth rate of welfare, 

such as characteristics from a given State that may be correlated with both the change in 

deforestation and in welfare. It was clear from the analysis of cross-sectional data that a 

spatial pattern linking the States of Maranhão and Amazonas is crucial to explain the 

variation of HDI across space. The Celentano et al. model also showed that accounting for 

a spatial structure in the data significantly reduces the coefficients on deforestation. Those 

results were valid for the levels of HDI, but they could be as valid for the change. I 

therefore follow Weinhold and Reis (2008) in adding controls for the initial levels of the 

independent variables (Xi,t1) as well as for State fixed effects (DSi): 

 

(6.8)                          
            

    (       
         

  )    (       
         )  

  (       
           )                        

 

This specification departs from the fixed effects in growth rates model in Chapter 5 in one 

crucial way: I now focus on the inverse of the initial level of deforestation (       
  ) as well 

as its interaction with the change in deforestation (       
         

  ). The reason is the 

following. In dynamic terms, municipalities at the beginning of the boom-bust cycle are 
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predicted to show low total deforestation and growing deforestation activity, along with a 

positive rate of welfare growth. Municipalities at the opposite extreme of the boom-bust 

curve are instead predicted to have a high initial level of deforestation and low growth in 

deforestation, along with a negative welfare growth. Hence, the change and the level of 

deforestation are predicted to be jointly but inversely correlated with welfare. The key 

variable to test the boom-bust theory, therefore, is the ratio between the rate and the initial 

level of deforestation (with the parameter τ in Eq. 6.8). The other parameters of interest, ρ 

and δ, are the same as before. 

Table 6.7 presents the results for the dependent variables HDI, per capital GDP and per 

capital agricultural output. The τ coefficients, on the top two lines, are consistently non-

statistically significant, indicating lack of evidence of a boom-bust pattern. Table 6.8 

presents a robustness test in which I use a different time frame for the independent 

variable. In this case, the GDP and the agricultural output models have statistically 

significant coefficients in the no-controls specifications (columns 3 and 5). When the 

controls and fixed effects are added, the coefficients become non-significant, showing that 

the controls are indeed important confounding factors, especially the State dummies. 

 

Table 6.7. Fixed effects in growth rates regressions of HDI, per capita GDP and per capita agricultural output (2000-

2010) on deforestation (1997-2009) 

Dependent variable: ∆ HDI ln (∆ GDPpc) ln (∆ Agr.Outp.pc) 

 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 

       
∆def / def97 -0.000152 -0.000200 -0.0721* -0.0586 -0.0516 -0.0303 

∆def2 / def97 -2.85e-08 -1.02e-08 1.32e-05 1.07e-05 4.92e-05 2.12e-05 

∆ Deforestation (∆def) 9.55e-06*** 9.00e-06** 0.000417*** 0.000386** 0.000444 0.000558* 

    1 / Deforestation97 (1/def97) 0.000799** 0.000891* 0.0801*** 0.0733*** 0.164*** 0.135*** 

∆ Deforestation2 (∆def2) -5.70e-10** -5.48e-10** -5.27e-08 -4.90e-08 -1.08e-07* -1.14e-07* 

           Set of control variables no yes no yes no yes 

    Init. levels no no no no no no 

    State controls yes yes yes yes yes yes 

       
Year.2010 0.179*** 0.180*** 7.359*** 7.233*** -1.997*** -2.143*** 

       Observations 349 349 327 327 196 196 

R-squared 0.302 0.314 0.395 0.409 0.368 0.415 

Adj. R-squared 0.273 0.279 0.368 0.377 0.319 0.359 
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Table 6.8. Robustness test. Fixed effects in growth rates regressions of HDI, per capita GDP and per capita agricultural 

GDP (2000-2010) on deforestation (1997-2004) 

Dependent variable: ∆ HDI ln (∆ GDPpc) ln (∆ Agr.Outp.pc) 

  (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 

 
      

∆def / def97 0.000393 -6.88e-05 -0.150*** -0.0304 -0.327*** 0.0576 

∆def2 / def97 -9.07e-08 -2.22e-08 2.86e-05*** 3.93e-06 0.000175** -2.73e-05 

∆ Deforestation (∆def) 3.08e-06 4.41e-06 0.000449*** 0.000208 0.000839** 0.000313 

    1 / Deforestation97 (1/def97) 0.00168*** 0.000571 0.106*** 0.0641*** 0.184*** 0.114*** 

∆ Deforestation2 (∆def2) -0 -1.50e-10 -7.32e-08** -2.42e-08 -2.32e-07*** -6.67e-08 

           Set of control variables no yes no yes no yes 

    Init. levels no yes no yes no yes 

    State controls no yes no yes no yes 

       Year.2010 0.156*** 0.178*** 7.007*** 6.850*** -2.071*** -2.798*** 

       Observations 349 349 327 327 196 196 

R-squared 0.028 0.349 0.063 0.441 0.078 0.466 

Adj. R-squared 0.0105 0.310 0.0459 0.405 0.0483 0.406 

Notes for tables 6.7 & 6.8: municipalities whose boundaries changed more than 5% between 2000 and 2010 were dropped, as well as 

those with no data for at least one of the variables in the model for at least one year. The GDP and agricultural output regressions lost 

respectively 22 and 149 observations due to zero values in the logged dependent variable. The results are unchanged when the 

dependent variable is not logged. 

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1; robust t-statistics. 

 

Focusing on HDI, table 6.9 presents another round of robustness checks, showing that the 

boom-bust coefficients remain non-significant whatever controls are added or removed. 

The panel evidence thus seems to confirm the conclusions from the previous sections. 

 

Table 6.9. Robustness test. Fixed effects in growth rates regression of HDI on deforestation (1997-2009). 

Dependent variable: change in HDI (2000 - 2010) 

 (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 

 
     ∆def / def97 0.000234 -0.000197 -0.000565 -0.000629 -0.000276 

∆def2 / def97 -1.19e-07 -7.47e-08 6.60e-09 4.02e-08 -3.85e-08 

∆ Deforestation (∆def) 4.50e-06 6.22e-06 1.41e-05*** 1.34e-05*** 6.85e-06 

    1 / Deforestation97 (1/def97) 0.00170*** 0.00136** 0.000833** 0.000930** 0.000599 

∆ Deforestation2 (∆def2) -1.69e-10 -2.31e-10 -1.39e-09** -1.34e-09** -4.61e-10 

          Set of control variables no yes no yes yes 

    Init. levels no no no no yes 

    State controls no no yes yes yes 

      Year.2010 0.156*** 0.158*** 0.179*** 0.180*** 0.179*** 

      Observations 349 349 349 349 349 

R-squared 0.027 0.063 0.304 0.316 0.350 

Adj. R-squared 0.00956 0.0378 0.275 0.280 0.310 
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I then analyse the interaction between deforestation and agricultural potential to check for 

indirect channels of causation. Table 6.10 presents the results for the variable rain, 

showing that the coefficients on the interaction between deforestation and rain remain 

non-statistically significant across almost all specifications. Table 6.11 shows similar 

results for soil fertility, confirming that deforestation is not associated with HDI through 

agricultural potential. 

 

Table 6.10. Fixed effects in growth rates regression of HDI on deforestation (1997-2009) and rain. 

Dependent variable: change in HDI (2000 - 2010) 

 (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 

 
      ∆def x rain 1.69e-07 1.72e-07* 1.69e-07* 1.69e-07* 3.00e-07* 1.61e-07* 

    Rain -0.000256*** -0.000106 -0.000103 -0.000112* -0.000137* 3.17e-05 

∆def2 x rain — — — — -5.49e-11 — 

∆ Deforestation (∆def) -2.62e-05 -2.48e-05 -2.43e-05 -2.01e-05 -4.18e-05 -1.97e-05 

    1 / Deforestation97 (1/def97) — — 0.000601 0.000622 0.000586 0.000417 

∆ Deforestation2 (∆def2) — — — -5.73e-10** 8.84e-09 — 

∆def x fertility — — — — — -2.59e-07 

∆def x ∆tractors — — — — — -1.60e-05*** 

      
 

    Set of control variables no no no no no yes 

    Init. levels no no no no no yes 

    State controls no yes yes yes yes yes 

      
 

Year.2010 0.198*** 0.195*** 0.194*** 0.195*** 0.199*** 0.169*** 

      
 

Observations 349 349 349 349 349 349 

R-squared 0.082 0.302 0.302 0.310 0.312 0.398 

Adj. R-squared 0.0711 0.277 0.275 0.281 0.281 0.357 

Note to tables 6.9 and 6.10: municipalities whose boundaries changed more than 5% between 2000 and 2010 were dropped, as well as 

those with no data for at least one of the variables in the model for at least one year. 

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1; robust t-statistics. 

 

Finally, I test the hypothesis that deforestation affects welfare conditional on use of 

technologies. The coefficients in the first line of table 6.12 give the effect of deforestation 

conditional on the change in number of tractors in each municipality. The coefficients are 

consistently statistically significant, with a negative sign. When the coefficients of the 

different deforestation variables are accounted for, the net effect of deforestation 

conditional on number of tractors indicates that in municipalities where technological 

growth was the highest, positive changes in deforestation were associated with lower 

growth in HDI. Technological development would thus make deforestation less welfare-

friendly, contrary to what would be expected. I check the robustness of these findings by 
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running the same model for agricultural output (table 6.13). In this case, agricultural 

technologies have a consistently statistically significant association with deforestation and 

welfare, but now with a positive sign. The marginal effect is now also in line with what 

would be expected: where use of tractors increased, more deforestation was associated 

with higher growth in per capital agricultural output. 

 

Table 6.11. Fixed effects in growth rates regression of HDI on deforestation (1997-2009) and 

soil fertility. Dependent variable: change in HDI (2000 - 2010) 

 (1) (2) (3) (4) 

 
    ∆def x fertility -2.26e-06* -1.21e-06 -2.59e-06 -2.59e-07 

    Fertility 0.00290*** 0.00259** 0.00277** 0.00233** 

∆def2 x fertility — — 4.27e-10 — 

∆ Deforestation (∆def) 1.49e-05*** 1.34e-05** 2.06e-05 -1.97e-05 

    1 / Deforestation97 (1/def97) — 0.000899** 0.000922*** 0.000417 

∆ Deforestation2 (∆def2) — -4.39e-10 -2.60e-09 — 

∆def x rain — — — 1.61e-07* 

∆def x ∆tractors — — — -1.60e-05*** 

         Set of control variables no no no yes 

    Init. levels no no no yes 

    State controls yes yes yes yes 

     Year.2010 0.172*** 0.172*** 0.172*** 0.169*** 

     Observations 349 349 349 349 

R-squared 0.309 0.314 0.314 0.398 

Adj. R-squared 0.284 0.285 0.283 0.357 

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1; robust t-statistics. 

 

Table 6.12. Fixed effects in growth rates regression of HDI on deforestation (1997-2009) and number of 

tractors (1996-2006). Dependent variable: change in HDI (2000 - 2010) 

 (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 

 
     ∆def x ∆tractors -1.78e-05*** -1.59e-05*** -1.52e-05 -1.46e-05*** -1.60e-05*** 

∆ Tractors (96-06) 0.00658 0.00277 0.00267 0.00303 0.00277 

    Tractors96 — — — — -0.00793*** 

∆def2 x ∆tractors — — -1.51e-10 — — 

∆ Deforestation (∆def) 7.06e-06*** 1.46e-05*** 1.46e-05*** 8.72e-06*** -1.97e-05 

    1 / Deforestation97 (1/def97) — 0.000720* 0.000723* 0.000652 0.000417 

∆ Deforestation2 (∆def2) — -7.58e-10*** -7.41e-10** — — 

∆def x fertility — — — — -2.59e-07 

∆def x rain — — — — 1.61e-07* 

  
    

    Set of control variables no no no yes yes 

    Init. levels no no no no yes 

    State controls no yes yes yes yes 

  
    

Year.2010 0.155*** 0.179*** 0.179*** 0.179*** 0.169*** 

  
    

Observations 349 349 349 349 349 

R-squared 0.069 0.337 0.337 0.336 0.398 

Adj. R-squared 0.0579 0.309 0.307 0.306 0.357 
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Table 6.13. Robustness check. Fixed effects in growth rates regression of per capita agricultural output on 

deforestation (1997-2009) and number of tractors (1996-2006). 

Dependent variable: natural logarithm of change in per capita agricultural output (2000 - 2010) 

 (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 

 
      ∆def x ∆tractors 0.000783** 0.000448 0.000537* 0.00309*** 0.00232*** 0.00251*** 

∆ Tractors (96-06) 0.164 0.236 0.155 -0.446 -0.0110 -0.0470 

    Tractors96 — — — — 0.552** 0.520** 

∆def2 x ∆tractors — — — -5.60e-07*** -4.29e-07*** -4.81e-07*** 

∆ Deforestation (∆def) -0.000171 -0.000106 0.000324 -0.000290 -0.000106 -0.00273*** 

    1 / Deforestation97 (1/def97) — — 0.156*** 0.176*** 0.142*** 0.143*** 

∆ Deforestation2 (∆def2) — — -1.06e-07* 4.30e-08 1.67e-08 -5.20e-08 

∆def x fertility — — — — — -0.000100 

∆def x rain — — — — — 1.74e-05*** 

           Set of control variables no no no no yes yes 

    Init. levels no no no no yes yes 

    State controls no yes yes yes yes yes 

       Year.2010 -2.082*** -1.973*** -2.084*** -1.865*** -2.492*** -2.511** 

       Observations 196 196 196 196 196 196 

R-squared 0.054 0.361 0.389 0.421 0.491 0.515 

Adj. R-squared 0.0345 0.319 0.342 0.373 0.436 0.451 

Notes to tables 6.12 and 6.13: municipalities whose boundaries changed more than 5% between 2000 and 2010 were dropped, as 

well as those with no data for at least one of the variables in the model for at least one year. 149 observations were dropped due to 

zero values in the logged dependent variable. The results are unchanged when the dependent variable is not logged. 

 

The results in this section indicate no boom-bust pattern of development in Amazon 

municipalities between 2000 and 2010. While the results from a simple fixed effects 

specification would suggest a positive association between deforestation and welfare, a 

better specified model which also controls for initial levels shows no statistically 

significant association, either directly or indirectly through agricultural potential. One 

exception is the intermediary role of technology, which is consistently statistically 

significant but with an unexpectedly negative sign on HDI. 

6.3.3. Case study evidence 

Much of the case-study evidence regarding the Amazon is based on cross-sectional data. 

Long term studies that follow farmers over time are expensive and rare. The lack of inter-

temporal variation in the data is particularly troublesome for the boom-bust theory, as it 

refers to a phenomenon that is intrinsically dynamic by extrapolating from cross-

sectional, spatial variation to time variation. In this section I report on evidence from 

locations in three geographic extremes of the Brazilian Amazon: the eastern State of Pará, 
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the western State of Rondônia, and northern Amapá, where inter-temporal household 

data has been collected for periods of between 7 and 22 years. I find that at least in these 

cases the time series evidence does not support a boom-bust theory. 

Altamira, Pará 

Household data on this municipality has been collected by a group of researchers from 

Indiana University and Embrapa, the Braziilan agricultural research agency, and includes 

two waves in the period 1997/1998 to 2005. Induced settlement in Altamira dates back to 

the early 1970s, when colonizers were attracted by the government—that provided roads 

and most of the basic socioeconomic infrastructure—with the aim of developing the 

agricultural potential of the Amazon. Altamira’s occupation was similar to that of the rest 

of the Amazon, and because it started 30 years before the period studied by Guedes et al. 

(2012), a distinctive bust in welfare would have to be identified for the boom-bust 

hypothesis to be corroborated. Yet in analysing the evolution of poverty, inequality and 

per capita income, using both conventional measures and a more sophisticated 

multidimensional metric, the authors find compellingly optimistic results: in seven years 

the share of settlers under the absolute poverty line dropped from 60.1% to 36.8%, while 

the Gini index fell from 0.74 to 0.56. Hence this case provides no evidence of a boom-bust 

pattern of development. 

Ouro Preto do Oeste, Rondônia 

Caviglia-Harris and her team have collected four waves of household data from six 

municipalities in the region of Ouro Preto, Rondônia, between 1996 and 2009. Similar to 

what was verified in Altamira, the scenario depicted by the authors (Hall and Caviglia-

Harris, 2013) is the contrary of what would be expected in a boom-bust situation. They 

adapt an industrial life-cycle model (from microeconomics) to agriculture in frontier 

regions to look for signs of a pattern of development in the rural economy that is in line 

with a process of growth followed by consolidation—the opposite of growth followed by 

bust. The agricultural life-cycle model predicts that variables such as number of firms, 

prices and output should show distinctive signs of an economy that outgrows the 

booming sector, and the authors show that municipalities in the Ouro Preto region have 
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indeed followed that pattern of development—an economy that consolidates and 

stabilizes—rather than boom-bust. This evidence goes against the hypothesis that a 

resource curse would prevent resource-rich economies from diversifying. 

One criticism that may be raised against the analysis in Ouro Preto (which in English 

means ‘black gold’) is that the region is known for having soils with above average 

fertility, so the case may not say much about the average Amazonian settlement. While 

this may be true, it does nevertheless confirm that a boom-bust pattern is at most a non-

generalizable hypothesis. The data from Machadinho that I present below, however, show 

no evidence of boom-bust even in a municipality with average / poor soils. 

Mazagão, Amapá 

An interesting complement to the agricultural life-cycle argument was made by Sears et 

al. (2007) and Piñedo-Vasquez et al. (2001), who studied the dynamics of the logging 

industry in a floodplain area of Amapá, in the northern extreme of the Amazon, between 

1991 and 1998. The papers provide a detailed account of the history of the timber industry 

since the 1970s and explain how rural dwellers were able to use the logging skills they 

learned during booming times to cope with the crisis that followed the exhaustion of the 

main timber species in the region in the 1980s. The authors document the emergence of a 

more sustainable form of logging in the 1990s that stemmed from the use of local 

ecological knowledge along with skills that were acquired through off-farm work during 

booming times. 

The process allowed a new type of logging operation to emerge and for production to 

increase while timber species were explored in a sustainable manner. Transferable skills 

were canalized through off-farm labour to create an economy capable of adapting to 

resource scarcity. This evidence contrasts with the original boom-bust theory (Schneider 

et al., 2002), which was based on the strong assumption that local economies do not have 

the means to endogenously recover from logging booms. This evidence too contradicts 

the hypothesis of a resource curse which would inhibit institutional development and 

hamper the development of human capital. 
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Machadinho do Oeste, Rondônia49 

Data on households in the Machadinho settlement has been collected in 7 waves since 

1986 by Embrapa (Mangabeira, 2010). This is a unique dataset that provides fine-grained 

detail and covers a relatively long period, encompassing the full history of the settlement 

since the first arrivals in 1986. The Machadinho settlement was designed following an 

innovative method that adapted the shape of roads and plots to the ecological 

characteristics of the terrain, including topography and water networks. The organic 

design has arguably had a positive effect on welfare outcomes as compared to the 

conventional ‘fishbone’ approach adopted elsewhere (Batistella and Moran, 2005). Soils, 

on the other hand, are not particularly fertile in Machadinho compared to the rest of the 

Amazon (Castro and Singer, 2012). 

To provide another test for the boom-bust hypothesis, I look at the evolution of three 

welfare indicators in Machadinho: per capital agricultural output, average monthly family 

expenses, and average number of houses per household for three typologies of houses (an 

indicator of domestic assets). The data does not show evidence of a boom followed by a 

bust in welfare. While per capita output seems to suggest a steep growth in the first 10 

years followed by slower growth (figure 6.7), the data on family expenses indicates a 

stable welfare gain from 1999 to 2008 (table 6.14). The data on house type shows that the 

percentage of rural households dwelling in thatched houses felt from 30% to near zero, 

while those living in masonry houses rose from near zero to almost 20% (figure 6.8). 

Wooden houses in the Amazon have a short lifespan due to excessive rain and acidic 

soils, so the still high prevalence of wooden houses is a sign that many rural dwellers still 

live in relatively basic conditions. Yet the overall picture is clear, and in no case can it be 

said to indicate a situation of bust. 

 

 

                                                             
49 Part of the data for this case study is periodically published by Embrapa 

(http://www.machadinho.cnpm.embrapa.br/index.html). The disaggregated data used in this section, 

however, has been made available for this thesis only. 

http://www.machadinho.cnpm.embrapa.br/index.html
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Figure 6.7. Box plots of the value of agricultural production per capita (in 

logs), Machadinho do Oeste. 

Source: Embrapa (Mangabeira, 2010). 

 

Table 6.14. Average monthly family expenses (2012 

R$), Machadinho do Oeste 

Year Mean Std. Dev. Freq. 

1999 91.43 84.38 315 

2002 145.25 113.31 315 

2005 274.77 261.33 315 

2008 312.27 521.44 315 

Source: Embrapa (Mangabeira, 2010). 

 

 

Figure 6.8. Relative frequency of type of dwelling houses, Machadinho do 

Oeste. 

Source: Embrapa (Mangabeira, 2010) 
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In none of the four cases above does the evidence corroborate a boom-bust hypothesis. 

While the absence of busts in four single cases cannot prove that a boom and bust cycle 

will not be observed in the next municipality, the cases I document do disprove a general 

rule of busting economies following a deforestation process. 

 

6.4. Conclusion 

 

I study the flip side of the Environmental Kuznets Curve hypothesis, that is, the idea that 

pollution and environmental outcomes may have a causal effect on welfare. Two 

influential papers have exploited this issue for the case of deforestation by looking at the 

proposition that forest clearance leads to short-lived economic gains before causing a 

sustained bust in economic activity. They examined data from the Brazilian Amazon and 

argued that a boom-bust model may explain the observed cross-sectional variation. I 

contribute to the discussion in three ways. First, I propose a straightforward theoretical 

model that links forest cover and ecosystem services to welfare and encapsulates the main 

channels through which deforestation may affect welfare. Second, I reproduce the cross-

sectional results from the existing literature and show that they do not correctly account 

for spatial correlation. Third, I use new time-series evidence to test the model and look for 

a discernible time variant pattern in the data. 

The results go in the opposite direction of the existing literature. I initially show that the 

cross-sectional evidence that initially substantiated a boom-bust hypothesis missed an 

important Amazon-wide pattern of spatial variation that was wrongly taken for a 

consequence of deforestation. If there is to be an unconditional, inverted-U shaped 

relation between deforestation and welfare that is valid across the board, then it should be 

roughly randomly distributed across space. If instead some noticeable clustering pattern 

is found, then it can be suspected that some omitted factor may be driving the results. By 

looking at the spatial distribution of deforestation and HDI in the Brazilian Amazon I find 

that two clusters of low development, in the States of Amazonas and Maranhão, seem to 

account for an important part of the presumed boom-bust curve. I show that those areas 
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cannot be taken for counterfactuals of the whole region as their welfare situation has 

specific determinants that are not clearly related to deforestation. To account for the 

unobserved effects of individual States, I replicate the models in Celentano el. al. (2012), 

including State dummy variables, and find that the apparently robust association between 

deforestation and HDI vanishes completely. 

The results from multivariate regressions using cross-sectional data suggest that, when 

time-invariant State-specific factors such as climate and history are accounted for, no 

partial association between deforestation on development can be identified in support of a 

boom-bust hypothesis. However, any causal effect of the type being studies here would 

be inherently dynamic, so time-series data needs to be considered for a more solid 

argument as to the role of deforestation on welfare to be raised. 

The theoretical specification I propose focuses on deforestation-related changes in 

ecosystem services and their role in explaining agricultural output and welfare. I 

distinguish a channel that directly affects agricultural output from an indirect channel, 

where the effect on agriculture depends on the initial level of ecological resilience. Fragile 

ecosystems—for example, where precipitation levels are very high and soil fertility is 

low—may be less able to sustain economic activity than more resilient ones. On the other 

hand, human action can shape and manipulate ecological resilience by using technology. 

This theoretical distinction is captured at the empirical level by an interaction term 

between deforestation and agricultural potential (a proxy of resilience that includes rain 

and fertility), and an interaction between deforestation and technology (proxied by 

number of tractors per agricultural area). I use a panel dataset that covers a 14-year span 

to look at the association between the change in deforestation and the change in HDI, per 

capita GDP and per capita agricultural output. 

I use a first-difference transformation to run two sets of models, one with standard fixed 

effects in levels and another that also includes fixed effects in the growth rate of welfare. 

The standard fixed effects model suggest a robust positive association between the change 

in deforestation and the change in welfare, controlling for the change in immigration, 

population density (a proxy for settlement age) and number of tractors (a proxy for 

technology), when the indirect channels discussed above are considered. If the interaction 
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terms between deforestation and agricultural potential and technology are instead 

omitted, then the coefficients on deforestation are non-significant, indicating that there 

would be at most an indirect effect, and that it would be in the opposite direction of the 

boom-bust hypothesis. 

The simpler fixed effects model, however, fails to incorporate the crucial fact that the 

predictions from the boom-bust theory are based on the initial level of deforestation as 

much as they are on the growth rate. A proper test must thus control for the level as well 

as for the change in deforestation. Moreover, since the initial level of deforestation is 

predicted to be inversely related to the growth in welfare, I construct the independent 

variable as the ratio between deforestation growth and its initial level. In this second 

model I also control for the initial levels of the control variables as well as for State 

dummies, in order to account for the possibility of the spatial pattern found in the cross-

section to be affecting the change in welfare. 

The results of the fixed effects in growth rates model strongly suggest that the boom-bust 

hypothesis can be rejected. The test for a direct effect of deforestation on welfare yields 

consistently non-significant coefficients, either for HDI, per capital GDP or per capital 

agricultural output. The tests for an indirect effect of deforestation through fertility and 

rain also yield consistent non-significant results. Only the coefficients on the indirect effect 

of deforestation through technology remain consistently statistically significant, with the 

model for agricultural output giving the expected results, that the more technological 

growth the more deforestation is associated with output growth, but the model for HDI 

gives results with the opposite sign, showing that this particular effect should merit a 

more detailed study in the future. All results are robust to different ways of capturing the 

effect of deforestation—quadratic and cubic terms, different interactions with variables 

that proxy for ecosystem resilience, different samples of municipalities. 

Lastly, I summarize the results of four in-depth case studies across the Amazon that not 

only contradict the boom-bust hypothesis but also show consistent evidence of a pattern 

of sustained welfare gain over time. The Altamira case shows sustained welfare gains 

even after 30 years of colonization in an area in western Amazonia that has no particular 

reason (biophysical or other) to be successful. The Ouro Preto case shows a similar pattern 
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in eastern Amazonia, even though soil fertility might be taken as part of the explanation. 

The Machadinho settlement, which is very close to Ouro Preto both in space and timing of 

colonization, shows sustained welfare gains in the absence of particularly fertile soils. 

Here again, though, it could be argued that Machadinho is exceptional due to a better 

settlement design, but this would only suggest that settlements can indeed be designed in 

a way that is conducive to development. The case of Mazagão, in the northern State of 

Amapá, confirms that the very process of colonization, through migration and off-farm 

labour, can generate the bases for an adaptive economy that uses indigenous ecological 

knowledge to manage scarce resources in a rational way. 

The results I obtain using three different sources and types of evidence as well as different 

methods agree in rejecting the boom-bust hypothesis. These findings speak to broader 

debates on agricultural frontiers, exploitation of natural resources and development, such 

as in Barbier (2011). The idea of a boom-and-bust pattern of development is often linked 

to processes of growth that rely on the extraction of wealth from the primary sector. 

Theorists aligned to the idea of a resource curse argue that as much as mineral resources 

can have a deleterious role in long term growth through the artificial appreciation of 

exchange rates, other forms of natural endowments such as forests can also lead to a 

situation of Dutch disease. 

For example, Barbier (2004) looks at the reversed Environmental Kuznets Curve for 

forests and finds evidence at the cross-country level that conversion of forests for use in 

agriculture lead to a boom-bust pattern of development, particularly in Latin America. 

The standard explanation for such a situation is that resource-dependent economies tend 

create perverse incentives that lead to corruption, under-investment in public goods such 

as education, and a level of concentration of production factors in the booming activity 

that prevents other sectors from developing. Resource-rich economies would therefore be 

endogenously fragile and susceptible to crises. 

Some of the findings in the previous chapters of this thesis, however, suggest that a 

resource curse theory does not apply to the Brazilian Amazon. For example, the 

generalized evidence that ‘consolidated’ municipalities—where the settlement process has 

stabilized and deforestation has reached high levels—have seen a process of land use 
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intensification in the cattle ranching as well as in the cropping sector can hardly fit ideas 

of a cursed, busting economy, or a ‘hollow frontier’. Rather, what I argue in Chapter 4 is 

that the very ecological process of soil degradation is one of the factors pushing farmers to 

resort to more intensive land use practices. This, along with other factors such as a strong 

command-and-control anti-deforestation legislation, has caused many farmers to go down 

the path of vertical rather than horizontal expansion of production, which in turn has 

been shown by Hall and Caviglia-Harris (2013) to have generated economic synergies that 

contradict a Dutch disease hypothesis. 

The main contribution of this chapter is therefore to challenge the idea that deforestation 

can be a policy variable for welfare outcomes—what I have labelled the flip side of the 

Environmental Kuznets curve. While the common wisdom tends to attribute a very 

relevant role for deforestation in shaping economic wellbeing, I show that almost no 

evidence can in fact be singled out to support that claim. Further elaborations of the 

analysis might look more directly at the role of technology as an intermediating factor 

between deforestation and welfare, or at specific ecosystem services that depend on 

forests, such as weather and pest regulation, and how they relate to deforestation on one 

side and to welfare on the other. 
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Conclusion 

 

Land use intensification in the Amazon is not a flying cow. Traditionally an activity that 

occupies marginal lands and that remains technologically backward as compared to 

agriculture, cattle ranching has seen an average productivity rise of 57.5% in 10 years after 

1996. The process has been fuelled by increasing land scarcity generated by both 

endogenous and exogenous factors, and it has been paralleled by a 79% drop in 

deforestation from 2004 to 2013. Land use intensification in cattle ranching is a new 

phenomenon whose drivers and consequences are still poorly understood. In this thesis I 

provide a comprehensive framework for the analysis of the link between intensification, 

deforestation and development, focusing on four elements: (i) frontier migration, (ii) land 

speculation, (iii) the rebound effect hypothesis, and (iv) the boom and bust hypothesis. 

I address two research questions. First, does rising land productivity of cattle ranching 

increase deforestation? If so, how? The debate between proponents of a rebound effect, 

where increased land yields backfire and cause deforestation to rise in the long run, and 

proponents of a land sparing effect, where intensification saves forests, has been ongoing 

for more than a decade with inconclusive results. Especially for the case of cattle, there is 

lack of evidence both at the theoretical and empirical levels, a gap that I address by 

advancing new elements to the theory of land use change in frontier settlements, 

generating primary data on one representative State in the Brazilian Amazon, and 

providing two sets of empirical tests of the rebound effect hypothesis. 

The second question I cover is whether booms in deforestation lead to busts in welfare. I 

use different sources of secondary data to scrutinize the theory that predicts welfare to 

bust as deforestation advances, and find consistent evidence against any association 

between deforestation and welfare. 

I start this conclusion by synthesizing my answers. More than simply restating what I 

already said in the individual chapters, I organize the text with a view to providing a 

more encompassing perspective on the broader topic that motivates this research: the fate 
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of settlements in frontier areas. The answer to the first question above is divided into 

three steps. First, I look at the drivers of the intensification process; second, I look at the 

intensification-migration-deforestation link; third, I summarize the evidence on a land-

sparing effect, discuss the limitations of my approach, and provide clues for future 

avenues of research. In the last section of this conclusion I appraise the results on the 

boom-bust hypothesis. This includes a subsection where I explore broader implications of 

the results to policy and theory. 

 

Question 1. Does rising land productivity of cattle ranching increase deforestation? If 

so, how? My departing point is the interim assumption that intensification rebounds onto 

frontier deforestation. I build the case for an intensification-migration-deforestation link 

(Part One of the thesis), and illustrate the theoretical model with cross-sectional data from 

Rondônia (Part Two). I then use secondary evidence to test for a macro-level rebound 

effect in the Brazilian Amazon (Chapter 5), and conclude that the hypothesis can be 

rejected. This bears the question of what has gone wrong in my model of intensification-

migration-deforestation, which is a crucial discussion that should provide interesting 

avenues for future research. Before reaching that point, however, I do a reappraisal of the 

empirical findings in Chapter 4. 

1.1. Three drivers of intensification. I start by asking whether productivity of cattle 

ranching has been growing and why. After documenting the intensification process using 

different sources of evidence, I develop the argument that it has been driven by three 

factors: (i) higher costs to deforestation due to enforcement of the environmental 

legislation, which increases land scarcity; (ii) a biophysical process of soil degradation that 

has the same effect as a reduction in the land area, again increasing land scarcity; and (iii) 

higher costs to buying or leasing land due to rising land prices, a manifestation of land 

scarcity. The conclusions on each one of these are the following. 

(i) The evidence on the effect of the environmental legislation comes from a measure of 

enforcement of the forest code based on farmers’ perception of the likelihood of being 

punished for illegal deforestation. The result shows a generalized perception that 
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enforcement of the law is very likely, especially in areas of older settlement. This is 

explainable by higher transport connectivity (paved roads) and presence of courts and 

policing infrastructure. In frontier areas the perceived enforcement is statistically the 

lowest between all regions, suggesting that a farmer is more likely to engage in 

deforestation in frontier locations. Moreover, land titling in new settlements is very scarce, 

so farmers are less fearful of losing valuable property rights in frontier locations. 

The reasoning above is supported by qualitative evidence on farmers’ narratives, which 

also point to higher costs to deforestation today, especially in consolidated areas. It must 

be noted, however, that probability of enforcement of the forest code is already high in 

frontier locations (68%50), suggesting that even in new settlements it may not be as easy to 

clear new plots as it used to be a few decades ago. I will argue below that this is one 

possible explanation for the land sparing effect of intensification that I have found. 

(ii) The second factor, pasture degradation, is captured by a subjective measure of pasture 

quality reported by farmers. While the measure may be criticized for not reflecting 

objective biophysical characteristics of pastures, it does depict the detailed indigenous 

knowledge that farmers possess of their local environments. By asking respondents to 

compare the present quality of pastures to that of the previous three years, I produce an 

estimate of the change with respect to a benchmark level that the respondents assess 

based on their knowledge. This measure in unequivocal in showing a much stronger 

incidence of pasture degradation in transition locations. 

I use the property grip obtained in the survey to link the household information to 

detailed external data on soil aptitude. The resulting analysis indicates a process of 

nutrient mining from frontier to transition areas. While farms in the first group tend to 

have a relatively homogeneous level of productivity given their soil aptitude and distance 

to markets, farms in transition areas see a high level of dispersion in the productivity 

measure, attesting that some farmers are unable to manage pastures in a way that keeps 

fertility and productivity constant. 

                                                             
50 This figure corresponds to the qualitative statement that there is between “some” and “high” chance that a 

farmer engaging in illegal deforestation will be fined by the environmental agency. 
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(iii) The last factor, rising land prices, is captured by two variables reported by farmers: 

estimates of the value of the surveyed properties and the expected land price rise for the 

next three years. Current land prices are eight times higher in consolidated than in pre-

frontier locations, and farmers anywhere in Rondônia expect a 10% average yearly price 

rise, above the average inflation and the gross returns of the savings account. Rising land 

prices are in part a reflection of increasing land scarcity, which is in turn related with the 

enforcement of the forest code but also with pasture degradation. The obvious 

consequence is that horizontal expansion becomes more expensive over time. Since 

transportation costs tend to fall as settlements evolve, this implies that the relative costs of 

traditional versus intensive farming systems tends to rise in a given location. 

Having provided an explanation for the intensification process, I now turn to study the 

micro-level foundations of a possible indirect effect of land use intensification on frontier 

deforestation. The essential argument is as follows. Farmers who are not able or willing to 

start an intensification process are expected to sell out while prices are rising (due to the 

overall intensification process) and the process of land degradation is still incipient. They 

may migrate to a new frontier and clear a new plot or go to urban areas. If they migrate to 

a new frontier they are expected to engage in deforestation in order to start a plot with 

high levels of natural fertility. This is how a rebound effect would operate. 

1.2. Necessary conditions for the intensification process to backfire on deforestation. First 

(i), there must be a frontier where land prices are near zero. Second (ii), a group of 

technological laggards needs to coexist with a group of technologically advanced farmers 

in established settlements. Third (iii), there needs to be a land market functioning well 

enough for farmers who are lagging behind in transition and consolidated areas to be able 

to transfer their assets to frontier locations. I now succinctly summarize the empirical 

evidence on each one of these before confronting these findings with the empirical results 

of a land-sparing effect of intensification. 

(i) The evidence on the continuing reproduction of frontiers comes from my second wave 

of fieldwork in 2012, when I visited a number of frontier settlements and collected 

qualitative evidence on their history. My findings are in line with the literature that 

studies recent settlements in the Amazon: that whereas government-induced settlements 
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are no longer created in the Amazon, a new form of spontaneous occupation activity has 

emerged whereby pioneers invade distant abandoned lands with a view to having the 

land possession recognized and titled by the government. The frontier locations I visited 

had a considerable deforestation activity, low land prices and high rates of immigration 

especially by poor farmers coming from other municipalities in the same State. 

While it is probable that the rate of creation of new settlements is lower than it used to be 

in the 1980s and 1990s, it is nevertheless the case that there exist new settlements where 

farmers can get land for a near-zero price. One illustrative example is that of the settler I 

describe in the Preface. The question then is to what extent the ‘supply’ of frontier lands is 

sufficiently high to motivate farmers who cannot cope with the ongoing intensification 

process in consolidated areas to migrate to the frontier. This is an interesting question that 

would require a general assessment of frontier settlements across the Amazon, which I 

don’t believe exists at the moment. 

(ii) The arguments above on drivers of intensification and on the special characteristic of 

transition areas are further confirmed by an analysis of adoption of technologies. I create a 

technological index based on technologies such as liming, fertilizing and genetic 

improvement, and find that in transition areas there is a much higher dispersion in 

technological adoption than in other locations. This again suggests an association between 

biophysical processes and land use intensification. Moreover, capitalized farmers are the 

first to adopt technologies that deal with the cause of the problem, pasture degradation. 

Most farmers will instead concentrate on cheaper offtake-enhancing technologies—

notably genetic improvement—which can be effective to counter the consequences of 

degradation in the short term but do not provide long term sustainability. 

(iii) Land markets are the essential mechanism linking intensification to deforestation to 

frontier migration. The survey data shows that they become more established as 

settlements evolve, as measured by the participation of leased in and out land as a share 

of total pasture area, notably in transition locations. Land prices are positively associated 

with productivity levels, both in the same farm and in neighbouring farms, so that a 

process of intensification has a positive impact on local land prices. Under these 

conditions, a marginalized farmer who is unable to adopt costly density-enhancing 
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technologies (liming, fertilization) sees the option of selling out his land in consolidated 

areas and migrating to a new frontier as one possible response to a falling output caused 

by pasture degradation. 

Do farmers pursue ‘speculative’ or ‘productive’ motivations? The model I just described relies 

on the presumption that farmers take land use decisions based on productive motivations. 

But is that a reasonable assumption? This question is important for the intensification-

migration-deforestation link because if ranchers are more interested in conspicuous gains 

than in beef and dairy production, they might prefer to keep their land idle in transition 

or consolidated areas and gain from the rising land prices caused by their neighbours who 

are intensifying. 

To distinguish productive from speculative motivations I look for evidence of whether 

farmers respond to price signals only or to genuinely productive variables such as pasture 

degradation and use of labour per hectare. Purely speculative farmers are predicted not to 

demonstrate the intention to migrate to a frontier when they expect land prices to rise; 

productive farmers are expected to demonstrate the intention to migrate when pastures 

are degrading and labour requirements are high. 

The evidence points to a mixture of both effects, but with a preponderance of productive 

behaviour. This confirms that a Boserupian framework, in which farmers are expected to 

migrate to new settlements to avoid intensification and a decreasing productivity of 

labour, is a valid basis to study frontier migration. 

1.3. Has rising productivity increased deforestation? Now that the theoretical model on 

the intensification-migration-deforestation link has been spelled out and illustrated with 

household data, I have the necessary elements to look at the rebound effect from a more 

general perspective. I use the Amazon-wide municipality-level dataset to provide the first 

empirical test of the rebound effect hypothesis — that the intensification process induces 

more deforestation — for cattle ranching in the period 1996-2012. 

I adapt the spatial econometric model by Arima et al. (2011), which links municipalities in 

frontier and consolidated locations using a spatial weights matrix, to look for evidence of 

a space and time-lagged rebound effect in cattle ranching. I follow Rodrigues et al. (2009) 
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in distinguishing frontier from consolidated municipalities based on the stock of 

deforestation (2004) and the flow of deforestation (2000-2004), and I implement two 

alternative classification methods, with similar results. In testing for an intrinsically 

dynamic process whose drivers can be both fixed characteristics (such as natural 

endowments) and dynamic factors (such as environmental policy), I follow Weinhold and 

Reis (2008) and incorporate initial levels as control variables in the growth rates model, 

generating a ‘fixed effects in growth rates’ specification. 

The results from a model without the said fixed effects are in line with a rebound effects 

hypothesis. But with a more complete specification the results switch signs, indicating a 

substantial land-sparing effect of intensification. A set of robustness checks that makes 

use of the long deforestation time-series confirms the validity of the results. 

How can the evidence on land sparing be explained in light of the theoretical mechanisms 

I had proposed earlier? In Parts One and Two of the thesis I advance and test theoretical 

propositions regarding the process of land use intensification in the Amazon and the 

possibility of a rebound effect. However, the empirical test I provide in Chapter 5 using 

panel data at the municipality level points towards a land sparing effect of intensification. 

This last result suggests that some or all of the necessary conditions for a rebound effect 

were not present. 

In trying to solve the conundrum, I get back to the proposed theory and evaluate it in 

light of the evidence of a land-sparing process. Which of the conditions advanced were 

not met? How, at the micro-level, might the intensification process have caused less 

deforestation? While I do not analyse any new evidence here, I add to the previous 

discussion by providing further structure to the question and paving the way for future 

research focused on the land-sparing effect. 

The regressions of the change in deforestation on productivity growth indicate that 

productivity initially has an effect on frontier locations, reducing deforestation in 

consolidated areas only at a later stage. Looking back at the migration story I depict 

above, this would suggest that farmers are initially prevented from migrating to frontier 

locations, but keep an unchanged pattern of land use in consolidated areas. At a later 
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stage, their land use pattern in consolidated areas also reverts to being relatively more 

reliant on vertical expansion as opposed to horizontal expansion, which eventually causes 

deforestation to fall also in consolidated areas. Since the deforestation variable I use does 

not capture reforestation, the possibility of farmers staying in consolidated areas but 

keeping their plots idle to the point that forest regrows is ruled out. 

The idea would therefore be that intensification in consolidated areas raises demand for 

labour and keeps marginalized farmers as off-farm workers. This type of mechanism was 

explored by Cattaneo (2002) and by Angensen and Kaimowitz (2001), and it should merit 

further attention in future research. 

A central research avenue is therefore the further analysis of the migration pattern that 

stems from an intensification process. Migration is a rapidly changing phenomenon, and 

its impact on land use has been shown by demographers to depend on household 

dynamics. These have in turn also been largely affected by recent changes in fertility rates, 

access to health and education in urban areas, improvements in roads infrastructure, and 

access to cheap transportation (notably motorcycles) and communications (mobile 

phones). All of these need to be integrated into a model should the roles of migration and 

land sparing be properly understood. 

In Chapter 1 I have explored a literature that provides some interesting hypotheses. One 

important point is that the decision to migrate is often segmented at the within-household 

level, so not all members of a household will engage in migration. Moreover, even those 

who end up migrating to a frontier may get segmented between the urban and the rural 

parts of the frontier. The relation between those who stay in consolidated areas, those who 

go to urban areas, and those who go rural frontiers is complex and needs to be better 

understood in light of the land sparing effect of intensification. For example, the role of 

remittances sent by out-migrants to those who stay in consolidated areas may further 

stimulate the intensification process (VanWey et al., 2012). 

It is reasonable to assume that, if no rebound effect has been observed, then one or more 

of the three necessary conditions I advanced above must have failed. One possibility that 

needs to be further explored is that the relative supply of frontier locations may have 
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shrunk, despite the continuing process of spontaneous colonization led by social 

movements. A detailed assessment of new settlements across the Amazon is currently 

unavailable. More research is thus necessary: where are the new frontiers in the Amazon? 

What are the differences with the old-type induced settlement frontiers? What are the new 

migration patterns? 

A related possibility is that farmers are aware that even in new frontiers deforestation is 

nowadays more costly—from the perspective of the enforcement of the environmental 

legislation—than it used to be one generation ago. Farmers may respond either by 

migrating to frontiers but using land more intensively to start with, or by migrating to 

urban areas instead. The fact that productivity of cattle has grown even in frontier 

locations could be a starting point for this interpretation. 

With regards to economic behaviour, I find evidence of speculative motivations informing 

land use decisions, so intensification in consolidated areas may incentivize some farmers 

to keep their lands idle in order to realize capital gains in the future. If demand for labour 

rises due to intensification, then laggard farmers may be able to substitute farming income 

for off-farm wages. Of course if they keep farming their pastures the degradation process 

will worsen and they will eventually see land values fall. But they may adopt a severe 

reduction of cattle densities that effectively curbs the degradation process. 

Finally, the fact that land markets deepen as settlements evolve means not only that 

farmers can sell out and migrate to a frontier, but also that they can lease out their lands to 

more capitalized farmers. If the leasing contract is relatively long-term (a few years), the 

tenant can then invest in recovering the degraded soil to produce intensive livestock, 

mechanized agriculture or a combination of both. Provided that the landlord restrains 

from renting out other land, this should create no displacement effect, thus allowing for 

land sparing. 

 

Limitations. The empirical analysis in this study is based on cross-sectional household data 

and panel data at the municipality-level. While the combined use of these two sources of 

information can be helpful in elucidating dynamic land use patterns that operate across 
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scales—such as the one I am tackling—the conclusions are nonetheless limited by the lack 

of time-series variation at the micro level. Ideally, the study of intensification, migration 

and deforestation would use a panel dataset at the household level. The type of data that 

would be necessary is rare because it requires households to be tracked over time and 

across space so that migration patterns can be related to land use practices. Generating 

this kind of data is particularly difficult and expensive, and in the survey I conducted it 

cannot be done since I do not have personal information on the respondents, which 

prevents me from being able to track them once they move out of their plots. 

Another possible argument is that the Rondônia State may be unrepresentative of the 

Amazon, which would lead the theoretical considerations to not be valid for the region as 

a whole. This could be tested by studying land use and migration dynamics within each 

State. For example, census data at the sub-municipality level could be used to study the 

State of Rondônia only for the period 1996-2006. 

While further studies that tackle the limitations discussed here and those presented in the 

individual chapters should be stimulated, what I believe is most in need is an aggregative 

outlook of the Amazon that updates the understanding of land use dynamics in light of 

new patterns of frontier settlement, a much changed demographic structure, a new role of 

urban areas, better connected rural areas, stronger market integration both within the 

Amazon and with the rest of the world, and the process of land use intensification that 

started with cropping (soya and others) and is now expanding to cattle. 

In short, a central conclusion from this thesis is that more productive cattle ranching can 

save forests. More research needs to be done to establish the key causal mechanisms and 

to confirm the land-sparing effect, and the discussion above provides some clues to the 

key questions that need to be approached. I now turn to present the results of the second 

problem addressed in this thesis. 

Question 2. Do booms in deforestation lead to busts in development? In Chapter 6 I 

provide a comprehensive assessment of the boom-bust hypothesis based on the 

triangulation of results from different methods of analysis and sources of data. I initially 

develop a simple theoretical model that singles out the main channels linking 
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deforestation to welfare. I then reproduce the cross-sectional findings from the existing 

literature, showing that the results are to a large extent driven by omitted spatial factors 

from two clusters of low development in the States of Amazonas and Maranhão. I next 

use a new United Nations Development Programme dataset on Municipal Human 

Development Index (HDI) to run a fixed effects in growth rates model of the change in 

HDI (2000-2010) on the change in deforestation (1997-2009). 

In line with the cross-sectional results, I find no evidence of a direct effect of deforestation 

on welfare, and very limited evidence of an indirect effect through technology. I further 

substantiate the empirical results by summarizing the results of four longitudinal case-

studies from across the Amazon whose published data show not only lack of evidence of 

a bust, but also that the areas studied have seen a sustained rise in welfare. 

The results on the boom-bust hypothesis are contrary to what was found by Rodrigues et 

al. (2009) and Celentano et al. (2012). The single explanation for the contrasting results is 

that in this thesis I capture a spatial pattern in the HDI and deforestation data that I show 

to be a central confounding factor to the boom-bust theory. The simplest way to notice 

that clusters of low-low development and deforestation in Amazonas and low-high 

development and deforestation in Maranhão are driving the results is to plot the data on a 

map as I did in figures 6.3 and 6.4. It then remains clear that without those two clusters 

there would be no inverted-U shape in the curve. 

An unconditional pattern of causation between deforestation and welfare is thus not 

warranted by the evidence. Similarly, a cross-sectional multivariate framework does not 

resist the inclusion of State dummy variables either, confirming that a partial causation is 

not supported by the evidence. The time-series analysis further confirms that the boom 

and bust theory does not provide a good description of development outcomes in the 

Amazon. This in turn speaks to similar theoretical frameworks, such as the one based on 

the idea of a resource curse, which equally predict that settlements in highly forested 

areas are likely to fail as forests are converted into agricultural uses. 

An important future avenue of research would be to study the welfare outcomes of the 

intensification process. While I do not try to establish a nexus between intensification and 
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welfare, it would be reasonable to expect that more productive farmers would also have 

higher welfare. This is due to two reasons. The first is that the technologies used in the 

intensification process require a set of skills that is very different from what is required 

from traditional cattle ranching, so demand for skilled labour is increased and the 

immediate consequence is that salaries go up; the negative consequence is that those 

unable to adapt tend to remain marginalized. The second reason is that many of the 

technologies employed to intensify cattle ranching are common to agricultural and 

livestock raising production functions, so farmers who start an intensification process are 

likely to end up diversifying their production functions, and farmers who diversify 

production are more resilient to economic shocks. 

 

Implications for policy and theory. The idea that deforestation can be a policy variable for 

welfare outcomes, at least at the local level, is challenged by the results in this thesis. 

While the common wisdom tends to attribute a central role for deforestation in shaping 

local wellbeing, I show that little evidence can in fact be singled out to support that claim. 

This does not preclude welfare from being affected by deforestation when larger spatial 

and temporal scales are considered. For example, it is feasible that when looked at from a 

longer term perspective, the falling of forests subtracts from the material base of 

development and leads to lower welfare. It is equally possible, though, that the benefits 

from deforestation are channelled to other economic sectors that in the long run boost the 

development process. 

In terms of scholarly debates, the results in this thesis relate to three main branches of the 

land use literature. First, the analysis on the intensification-migration-deforestation link 

speaks to the Boserupian theories of induced intensification (e.g.: Turner and Ali, 1996). I 

show how an analytical framework that puts marginal productivity of labour and 

technical change at centrestage can contribute to the analysis of land use change in the 

Amazon. Additionally, I summarize evidence from two studies (Bell, 2011; Vosti et al., 

2002) that confirm that land use intensification is associated with lower productivity of 

labour, the key assumption that leads farmers to resist intensification in a Boserupian 

model.  
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Secondly, I show that a theoretical framework based on the 3-phased rural settlement 

model By John Hudson provides a better depiction of the evolution of settlements in 

Rondônia (as captured by my survey data and two waves of fieldwork) than theories of 

hollow frontier. The fact that a rising settler density increases competition for land, and 

the consequences of this for land markets and migration flows, are crucial to the 

understanding of the evolution of settlements. The insight by Hudson that a phase of land 

consolidation should be expected when less successful farmers are crowded out by more 

successful ones is key to explaining the emergence of land use intensification. 

Finally, I provide an update to the nutrient mining model by Schneider (1995) by 

considering the effect of land use intensification in cattle ranching. His was already a very 

good account of the relation between soil degradation, economic rationality and 

migration, and I show that the recent trend of intensification and the increased 

enforcement of the forest code can be easily integrated to his model to make sense of 

recent land use developments in the Amazon. 

 

Success or failure? This thesis offers three main conclusions relevant to the analysis of the 

fate of settlements in frontier locations. First, the hypothesis that settlements bust as a 

result of deforestation implies that welfare is limited to a maximum level that can be 

achieved when some optimum amount of deforestation is reached. The rejection of this 

hypothesis thus suggests that at least from the point of view of deforestation there is no 

ceiling to welfare, so settlements can in principle expect that if the necessary conditions 

are fulfilled their development is unconstrained. 

Another important result is to show that a substantial process of land use intensification is 

taking place in the Amazon, especially in older settlements. Documented in detail as it is 

in this thesis, this finding is a novel contribution to discussions of land use change in the 

Amazon. This in turn suggests that cattle ranching can, under the right circumstances, 

become a less environmentally damaging activity, which is positive news for a region that 

is increasingly dominated by livestock. Finally, the intensification process is predicted to 
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save forests both in frontier and consolidated locations, yielding a desirable 

environmental outcome. 

Now that parts of the Amazon have gone over the initial phases of occupation, the region 

can be taken as an experimentation field where the outcomes of policies can be compared 

and contrasted between localities in different stages of the settlement process. Valuable 

lessons can thus be taken that may be relevant for the study of land use change and 

development in other highly forested areas, especially in the neighbouring South-

American countries. Taken together, the conclusions in this thesis provide a fresh view on 

the outcomes of colonization in frontier areas. 

I close this thesis by referring back to Sergio, the settler I described in the Preface. His 

story shows that the expansion of frontiers is in many ways similar to what it was in the 

heyday of the induced-colonization movement. The choice set of poor peasants was and 

still is so restricted that they see benefit in migrating to a pioneer front in the middle of 

the forest with nearly no welfare infrastructure whatsoever. This was and still is to a large 

extent based on a relation with the environment that is far from ideal from a sustainable 

development point of view. Yet what this thesis suggests is that processes of social change 

can emerge in a way that is conducive to development and to a more rational use of the 

environment. Sergio’s fate is being changed, and unless we are willing to miss the cow in 

the room, the evidence that his children may face an enlarged choice set is compelling. 
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Appendices 

Appendix A. Pre-frontier to consolidated: definitions 

For a better flow of the text I have placed the definitions immediately before the relevant 

sections, but this has meant that the definitions are somewhat scattered over the thesis. 

This appendix is a reference point to which the reader can refer to get a quick overview of 

what the classification represents. 

The categories of pre-frontier, frontier, transition and consolidated municipalities are 

central to this thesis. These are not purely temporal nor purely spatial abstractions: rather, 

they are spatiotemporal units. In a stylized world, a given municipality is expected to be a 

pre-frontier until the moment when a settlement process starts, turning the area into an 

agricultural frontier. The open access situation attracts flows of migrants in search of 

cheap and fertile lands, but at some point the process is checked by both economic and 

biophysical factors. A crisis then arises that forces farmers to choose between land use 

intensification and out-migration: this is the transition phase. Eventually, the area evolves 

to a consolidated situation where the private property regime takes over and land use 

intensification is much more prevalent. 

The assumption that three of these categories (frontier, transition and consolidated) are 

realizations of the same process that are only separated by time and a set of observed 

covariates is the backbone of chapter 4. The process in question is a massive flow of 

immigrants that rapidly changes the economic, social and ecological structures of these 

localities. 

Pre-frontier: deeply forested municipalities with economic and land use dynamics that are 

approximately exogenous to the settlement process taking place elsewhere. 

Pre-frontier areas are where induced colonization projects have been inexistent or 

insignificant. Without the initial migration flow, social and economic dynamics remain 

similar to those that prevailed across the Amazon before the major colonization 

movement of the 1960s. These can be called ‘forest economies’ or ‘extractive economies’, 

for their reliance on the forest as a source of economic value. 
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Frontier: where a process of ‘rush to the gold’ causes high rates of immigration and leads 

to high deforestation activity. In simple words, frontiers are places that are only worth it 

for the poorest, most marginalized individuals. 

For operational purposes I adopt the approach of Rodrigues et al. (2009), whose 

demarcation criteria are based on the most salient feature of frontiers: deforestation. They 

define frontiers as areas with high deforestation activity and low deforestation extent, and 

consolidated areas as the inverse—low deforestation activity and high deforestation 

extent. These criteria only require data on deforestation and the choice of ‘high’ and ‘low’ 

deforestation thresholds. 

Transition: where soils are degrading and the competition phase is setting in. These areas 

have the atmosphere of a busting place, very much in the spirit of a hollow frontier, as 

defined by James Preston and subsequent authors. These are places where the difference 

between successful and failed farmers is the clearest, for many have remained as 

technological laggards and have not been able to tackle the various ecological problems 

that emerge as soils are used without proper management. Farmers are facing the key 

decision of intensifying or selling out. 

Consolidated: where immigration rates and deforestation have converged to the State 

averages. The initial phases of settlement have faded and conditions are in the process of 

catching up with the rest of the country. 

As the intensification process evolves, property rights become increasingly enforced, the 

economic infrastructure converges to the levels of the rest of the country, and land prices 

rise sharply along with opportunity costs. Eventually the crisis is over and a more 

dynamic, consolidated rural settlement is born. In this third phase of development, 

deforestation is very low and agriculture is on track with the process of modernization 

that is seen in many parts of the country. 
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Appendix B1. Research ethics review checklist 

This checklist should be completed for every research project that involves human 

participants, personal, medical or otherwise sensitive data or methodologically 

controversial approaches. It is used to identify whether a full application for ethics 

approval needs to be submitted. The research ethics review process is not designed to 

assess the merits of the research in question, but is merely a device to ensure that external 

risks have been fully considered and that an acceptable research methodology has been 

applied. This checklist applies to research undertaken by both staff and students, but it 

should be noted that the way the checklist is processed differs between these two groups. 

For staff: if a full application is required please ensure that you complete the Ethics 

Review Questionnaire for Researchers and send the completed form to Michael Nelson in 

the Research Division (RD).  

Please accompany the questionnaire with a copy of this checklist and a copy of the 

research proposal. 

For MSc/PhD students: if a full application is required please ensure that you complete 

the Ethics Review Questionnaire for Researchers and discuss the issues raised with your 

student supervisor in the first instance. You should ensure that the completed forms are 

accompanied with a copy of the research proposal to ensure that your supervisor can 

make a fully informed decision on the ethical implications of the research. Where the 

supervisor is satisfied that all ethical concerns have been addressed s/he must sign the 

checklist and ensure that a copy is retained within the department as a record of the 

decision reached. It is appreciated that in certain cases the student supervisor may not be 

able to reach a decision on the ethical concerns raised. In such instances the matter should 

be referred to the Research Ethics Committee (please send all relevant forms and a copy of 

the proposal to Michael Nelson in RD). Only where an informed decision cannot be reached by 

the supervisor should paperwork be submitted to the Research Ethics Committee. 

Before completing this form, please refer to the LSE Research Ethics Policy. The 

principal investigator or, where the principal investigator is a student, the supervisor, is 

responsible for exercising appropriate professional judgement in this review. For 

students, your supervisor should be able to provide you with guidance on the ethical 

implications of the research project. If members of staff have any queries regarding the 

completion of the checklist they should address these to Michael Nelson (RD) in the first 

instance.  

This checklist must be completed before potential participants are approached to take part 

in any research. 
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Section I: Applicant Details 

Name of researcher: Petterson Molina Vale 

Status: PhD Student 

Email address: p.m.vale@lse.ac.uk 

Contact address: LSE (Destin), Houghton street, London WC2A 2AE, UK 

 

Section II: Project Details 

Title of the proposal and brief abstract: 

Eating beef and saving the Amazon: does livestock intensification reduce 

deforestation? 

In this proposal I explore the role of intensification of cattle ranching in avoiding 

tropical deforestation. Livestock raising is the most important driver of Amazon forest 

clearance, and at the same time an essential economic activity for the region. 

The question that I address is whether and how increasing land productivity of cattle 

ranching can reduce deforestation. There is an open question in the land use literature 

as to whether intensification causes forests to be saved at all, and it has not been 

satisfactorily answered neither at the theoretical nor at the empirical level. 

 

Section III:  Student Details: 

Details of study: 

 

The research aims to uncover spatial relations between 

the expansion of cattle-led deforestation in areas of 

agricultural frontier in the Brazilian Amazon and 

intensification of cattle raising activities in more 

established (non-frontier) areas. The data collected will 

be used to explore this question in different ways. The 

main use will be to assess the validity of some theoretical 

statements that I am proposing, but another potential use 

is a statistical model of the advancement of cattle 

towards the frontier. Respondents will be cattle farmers 

in a selected group of municipalities in one State in the 

Brazilian Amazon, and they will be asked mostly close-

ended questions that have to do with technical aspects of 

their farm and the land uses they have as well as how 

these evolved in time. 

Supervisor’s name: Diana Weinhold 

Email address: d.weinhold@lse.ac.uk 

 

Section IV: Research Checklist 

Consent 

 Yes No Not 

certain 

Does the study involve participants who are in any way   X 

mailto:p.m.vale@lse.ac.uk
mailto:d.weinhold@lse.ac.uk
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vulnerable or may have any difficulty giving consent? If you have 

answered yes or are not certain about this please complete Section 1 of 

the Research Questionnaire. 

As general guidance, the Research Ethics Committee feels that research 

participants under the age of 18 may be vulnerable. 

Will it be necessary for participants to take part in the study 

without their knowledge and consent at the time? (e.g. covert 

observation of people in public places) If you have answered yes or 

are not certain about this please complete Section 1 of the Research 

Questionnaire. 

 X  

 

Research Design/Methodology 

   

Does the research methodology use deception? If you have 

answered yes or are not certain about this please complete Section 2 of 

the Research Questionnaire. 

 X  

Are there any significant concerns regarding the design of the 

research project? a) If the proposed research relates to the 

provision of social or human services is it feasible and/or 

appropriate that service users or service user representatives 

should be in some way involved in or consulted upon the 

development of the project? 

b) Does the project involve the handling of any sensitive 

information? 

If you have answered yes or not certain to these questions please 

complete Section 3 of the Research Questionnaire. 

  X 

 

Financial Incentives/Sponsorship 

 

   

Will the independence of the research be affected by the source 

of the funding? If you have answered yes or not certain about this 

please complete Section 4 of the Research Questionnaire. 

 X  

Are there payments to researchers/participants that may have 

an impact on the objectivity of the research? If you have answered 

yes or not certain about this please complete Section 4 of the Research 

Questionnaire. 

X   

Will financial inducements (other than reasonable expenses and   X 
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compensation for time) be offered to participants? If you have 

answered yes or not certain about this please complete Section 4 of the 

Research Questionnaire. 

 

Research Subjects 

   

Is pain or more than mild discomfort likely to result from the 

study? If you have answered yes or not certain about this please 

complete Section 5 of the Research Questionnaire. 

 X  

Could the study induce unacceptable psychological stress or 

anxiety or cause harm or negative consequences beyond the 

risks encountered in normal life? Will the study involve 

prolonged or repetitive testing? If you have answered yes or not 

certain about this please complete Section 5 of the Research 

Questionnaire. 

 X  

Are drugs, placebos or other substances to be administered to 

the study participants or will the study involve invasive, 

intrusive or potentially harmful procedures of any kind? If you 

have answered yes or not certain about this please complete Section 5 

of the Research Questionnaire. 

 X  

 

Risk to Researchers 

   

Do you have any doubts or concerns regarding your (or your 

colleagues)  physical or psychological wellbeing during the 

research period? If you have answered yes or not certain about this 

please complete Section 6 of the Research Questionnaire. 

 X  

 

Confidentiality 

   

Do you or your supervisor have any concerns regarding 

confidentiality, privacy or data protection? If you have answered 

yes or not certain about this please complete Section 7 of the Research 

Questionnaire. 

 X  

Dissemination    

Are there any particular groups who are likely to be harmed by 

dissemination of the results of this project? If you have answered 

yes or not certain about this please complete Section 8 of the Research 

Questionnaire. 

 X  
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Appendix B2. Questionnaire (translated from Portuguese) 

Full survey questionnaire 

The data collection took place between April 11th and May 22nd 2013 in eight 

municipalities of Rondônia. During five weeks, surveyors interviewed 384 farmers. 

A) Basic information 

1. Surveyor; 2. IDARON agency. 

B) Properties in this municipality 

(Attention: properties are not the same as plots. A property may contain more than one 

plot. Spatially disconnected plots constitute different properties. If none, finish the 

interview. If more than one, the surveyed property is the one that the interviewee has 

possessed / rented for the longest time. If more than one, pick the first one that was 

mentioned.) 

3. How many properties do you own (or rent) in this municipality (consider only those 

where you have cattle)? 

4. What is the total area in alqueires51 of these properties? 

Comments 

5. Do you wish to take part in the drawing of one vaccination gun? 

6. Would you agree to giving us your name and phone number strictly for the purpose of 

the drawing? 

(Explain: personal information will be discarded immediately after the end of the 

vaccination reporting period. We will not keep your personal information in our 

database.) 

C) Economic activities and discount rate 

7. Primary, secondary and tertiary activities in the surveyed property (order activities in 

terms revenue. The activity with the highest revenue receives number 1, then 2, 3, etc, 

where applicable). 

Activities: beef cattle, dairy cattle, agriculture, silviculture, aquaculture, logging, 

other. 

Comments 

8. If you were to receive one of the following prizes, which one would you prefer? (The 

aim of this question is to understand how farmers make investment decisions) 

Choose between a prize today and a prize in the future: 

8.1. R$ 540 today or R$ 657 within 5 months?  

8.2. R$ 930 today R$ 1,023  within one year?  

8.3. R$ 87 today R$ 248 within 11 months?  

                                                             
51 Locally used measure of area, equal to 2.42 hectares. 
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9. Suppose you have been drawn for a R$ 550 prize to be paid within 6 months. You may 

choose to forgo part of the prize in order to receive it immediately today. How much 

would you be willing to forgo in order to receive the prize today (R$)? 

Comments 

10. If you won the lottery, what would invest the money in? (Attention: please only 

consider “investment” as opposed to “consumption”) 

Comments 

D) General views about pasture degradation and information about the property 

11. In your opinion, over time the productivity of pastures (generally considered, not your 

own pastures only) tends to: 

(Productivity: how much output a pasture with fixed size yields) 

Remain stable / fall / rise / I don’t know 

12. Please explain why 

Comments 

E) Current size of the surveyed property (alqueires) 

13. Total area; 14. Total pasture area; 15. Total area of degraded / “dirty” pasture; 16. Area 

of pasture affected by leafhoppers; 17. Area of native forest; 18. Area in fallow; 19. Area in 

crops; 20. Area with reforestation / silviculture. 

F) Technical assistance in the last 12 months 

21. Municipality; 22. How many visits did you do / receive?; 23. Select public assistance 

agency: Emater, Embrapa, IDARON (only technical visits); 24. Have you been assisted by 

hired professionals or those provided by suppliers (only technical visits)? 

Comments 

G) Income from land 

25. In the last 3 years, the income from the land in the surveyed property has been: 

(including all land covers—pastures, crops, forest, etc) 

Diminishing / stable / rising 

25.1. If rising: 

A lot / a little 

25.2. If stable, with a tendency to: 

Fall slightly / remain stable / rise slightly 

25.3. If falling: 

A lot / a little 

Comments 

H) Pastures 

26. In the last 3 years, the pastureland in the surveyed property has been: 
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Getting better / the same / getting worse 

26.1. If getting better: 

Much better / a little better 

26.2. If the same, with a tendency to: 

Improve slightly / stay the same / get slightly worse 

26.3. If getting worse: 

Much worse / a little worse 

Comments 

27. If chose “income from land stable”, “diminishing”, pasturelands “the same” or 

“getting worse”: does this worry you? (y / n) 

28. If yes: what do you intend to do? 

Wait / invest to solve the problem / sell out here and buy land somewhere else (please 

specify where) / other (please specify) 

Comments 

I) Migration of cattle, history of property and titling 

Have you had / do you have cattle in other municipalities from the year 2000 to 

this day? 

29. Municipality; 30. Since the year; 31. Until year; 32. Reason for having moved out; 33. 

How many heads of cattle have you had?; 34. How many alqueires in total?; 35. How 

many alqueires in pastureland? 

36. Since what year do you own (rent) the surveyed property? 

J) History of surveyed property (years 2000, 2005 and 2010) 

37. Total area; 38. Total pasture area; 39. Total area of degraded / “dirty” pasture; 

Comments 

K) Land titling 

40. How many plots in the surveyed property? 

How many plots in the surveyed property have: 

41. Full land title; 42. Contract of purchase only; 43. Temporary title only; 44. Other 

INCRA document; 45. No document at all; 46. Other (specify). 

Comments 

L) Zootechnical information 

Cattle herd in surveyed property (heads) 

47. Total; 48. Reproductive cows (white cows, specific for reproduction); 49. Milk cows; 50. 

Calves; 51. Steers / heifers; 52. Fattening steers; 53. Bulls; 54. Goats / sheep; 55. Horses, 

mules, donkeys, etc. 

If you have milk cows, average production in last 6 months: 
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56. Litres / cow (average for all cows); 57. R$ per litre (gross price paid by dairy plant); 58. 

Distance to dairy plant (Km). 

If you have at least one cow specifically for breeding: 

59. Average weaning age (months); 60. Average weaning weight (Kg); 61. In the last 

mating season (or in the last 12 months), how many calves weaned? 

In the last 2 years, did you purchase calves / steers / heifers? If yes: 

62. Average weight (for calves / steers / heifers). 

M) Animals sold in the last 12 months 

63. Did you sell: calves, steers / heifers, animals for slaughter, disposal animals? 

64. How many of each?; 65. Average weight of each; 66. Average age of each (years); 67. 

R$ / Kg (price received); 68. Distance from farm to slaughterhouse (Km). 

Comments 

N) Land prices 

In the same region as the surveyed property, what is the current market price (R$) 

for: 

69. One alqueire of land where quality of pasture is same as in surveyed property and the 

land has 10% forested area 

70. One alqueire of land where quality of pasture is same as in surveyed property and the 

land has 40% forested area 

What do you expect the market price (R$) will be within 3 years, in the same region as the 

surveyed property, for: 

71. One alqueire of land where quality of pasture is same as in surveyed property and the 

land has 10% forested area 

72. One alqueire of land where quality of pasture is same as in surveyed property and the 

land has 40% forested area 

Comments 

O) Pasture rentals 

Pasturelands let: 

73. How many alqueires?; 74. Since when (year)? 

Pastureland rented from others: 

75. How many alqueires?; 76. Since when (year)? 

Expected rentals in the next 3 years: 

78. Do you intend to rent pastures from others in the next 3 years? 

Yes / no / maybe 

79. Do you intend to buy pastures from others in the next 3 years? 

Yes / no / maybe 
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Comments 

80. Do you intend to possess cattle in another locality in the next 3 years (please specify 

municipality) 

Yes / no / maybe 

Comments 

P) Technology 

Soil management technologies: 

81. Liming: since when (year)? Alqueires? 

82. Fertilizing: since when (year)? Alqueires? 

Comments  

Paddocks: 

83. How many paddocks / subdivisions? 

Comments 

84. Genetic improvement over last 12 months (indicate number of heads and year when 

first adopted the technology): 

High breed bulls; Artificially inseminated cows; Fixed-time inseminated cows. 

Comments 

Have you ever been supported by a government programme for genetic improvement? If 

yes: 

85. Since what year?; 86. Programme: Proleite (Emater) / municipality / Promeg 

(Machadinho) / don’t remember where from / other. 

Pasture recovery over the last 12 months: 

87. How much did you invest in pasture recovery (R$)? 

88. How many tractor-hours did you use in the surveyed property? 

Comments 

Q) Frontier migration 

89. How many acquaintances do you have in a frontier location (Campo Novo, Buritis, 

Rio Banco, Jacinópolis, Nova Mamoré, Cujubim, Rio Pardo, União Bandeirantes, Nova 

Samuel)? 

Zero / between 1 and 5 / between 5 and 20 / over 20 

90. In the coming 3 years, would you like to sell out (or rent out) your land here and buy 

(or rent) somewhere else? 

Yes / no / maybe 

91. If yes or maybe, why do you think about moving there? 

Health or personal issues / income from land is too low here / land price is high 

here / other 
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Comments 

92. What needs to happen for you to go? 

Comments  

R) Investment and cattle herd 

93. Do you intend to increase your herd in the next 3 years? 

Yes / no / maybe 

Comments 

94. If no, why? 

I have no money / my pastures wouldn’t support more cattle / other 

95. If you had enough money to double the size of your herd in the next 3 years, in what 

pastures would you put the extra cattle? Why? 

I would: clear new areas / buy / rent pastures / use the existing pastureland / other 

Comments 

S) Investment and credit 

Investment: 

96. The best pastureland you know supports how many heads of cattle per 

alqueire? 

97. For your pastures to reach that level, how much would you need to invest per 

alqueire? 

98. Without taking credit, how many alqueires would you be able to improve to that level 

in the next 12 months? 

99. Do you intend to implement such a project in the coming 3 years? 

Yes / no / maybe 

Comments 

100. With respect to the farmers you know, your availability of capital for investment is: 

Higher / equal / lower 

101. In the 3 past years, how much of the investment was made with borrowed money 

(from credit, in %): 

Do you take credit from banks? If yes: 

102. Credit line; 103. Annual interest rate; 104. Term (years). 

In case for some reason you cannot take credit, would you like to? 

105. Credit line you would like to use; 106. Annual interest rate; 107. Term (years). 

Comments 

T) Property map 
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(Tell the interviewee: we are mapping the properties that we survey. We would like to 

locate your property on the map and draw its borders.) 

106. Could you tell us where you property is? If yes, do you know the plot 

number? 

[Draw map using QuantumGIS] 

Comments 

U) Environment 

107. Do you think cattle ranchers gain or lose by complying with the environmental 

legislation? 

Gain / doesn’t change anything / lose / don’t know 

Comments 

108. Are you aware of the Environmental Rural Register being implemented by the 

Federal Government? (y/n) 

109. Do you know what it is? (y/n); 110. Have you implemented it? (y/n); 111. Do you 

intend to? (y/n) 

Comments 

112. Suppose one your neighbours clears a forested area of medium size. You expect that: 

112.1. He will surely get a fine from the environmental agency the very next day 

112.2. There is a high chance that he will get a fine from the environmental agency 

112.3. There is some chance that he will get a fine from the environmental agency 

112.4. There is little chance that he will get a fine from the environmental agency 

112.5. He will surely not get a fine from the environmental agency 

Comments  

113. When was the last time there was an action by the environmental agency (only 

actions on the ground) in the region (year)?  

114. According to the law, what is the minimum size of the legal reserve in the surveyed 

property (%)? 

115. According to the law, what is the size of the preservation area on the banks of the 

widest river in the surveyed property (metres)? 

Comments 

V) Enforcement 

116. Do you think the environmental agents are honest? 

Yes / no / more or less / don’t know  

117. Did the last modification in the forest code change anything for the surveyed 

property? 
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118. When you purchased the first plot, what guidelines were there with respect to forest 

preservation? 

Preserve 80% / preserve 50% / clear as much as possible / clear 100% / no guidelines / 

other 

W) Information about the farmer 

(Farmer: the person who takes most decisions in the surveyed property) 

119. Gender; 120. Year of birth; 121. State of birth; 122. Current residence (municipality); 

123. Year of arrival in Rondônia; 124. How many people live in your residence?; 125. How 

many work at least half-time in the property?; 126. Current residence (Urban / rural); 127. 

Years of schooling. 

128. Respondent’s occupation (in terms of income: 1 for primary, 2 for secondary, 

etc) 

Cattle rancher / farmer (agriculture) / rural worker / public servant / retired / urban 

business / urban worker / other 

Comments 

-- 

End 

Thank you very much for having taken part in this survey. Your participation is very 

important. 
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Appendix B3. Interview protocol (translated from Portuguese) 

This document was handed in and explained to all surveyors. 

-- 

1. The choice of the person to be interviewed is of utmost importance to the quality of 

work. We will not choose a person at random, but strictly follow a simple rule: when the 

surveyor is free to start a new interview, she will address the first person who has 

completed the vaccination report and is leaving the agency at that exact time. Once the 

person to address has been determined, in no circumstances should the surveyor fail to 

address him / her for whatever reason: appearance, sex, humour, etc.  

2. The first step is the presentation of the surveyor. 

"Good afternoon, my name is Petterson and I am a student at UNOPAR Machadinho. I am 

working on a study on cattle ranching in Rondônia which is funded by the Ministry of Science and 

Technology and conducted by a doctoral student at the University of London in association with 

various institutions, including Embrapa Porto Velho, the Amazon Institute for Environmental 

Research (IPAM), and the Federal University of Uberlândia, with the support of IDARON. 

The research will assess how livestock is conducted in several municipalities and how farmers make 

decisions on land use - agriculture, livestock, fisheries, forestry, etc. The results of the study will be 

published by the mentioned institutions in order to improve the understanding of the different 

ways in which livestock can affect the development of the region.  

Could you contribute to this research by answering a few questions about the property that you 

come from reporting? The interview lasts 25-35 minutes and you get free biscuits and drinks. The 

survey is completely anonymous—I will not ask you for you name or other personal information. 

In this leaflet you will find a detailed explanation of the project and the names of the persons 

responsible. Participation in the survey is optional and you can drop out at any time after you 

start. 

The information we collect will be used solely for the research cited above, and in no event shall it 

be provided to third parties, be they private entities or government bodies. 
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To reward you for the time spent in the interview, we will be drawing two vaccination guns among 

respondents. If you wish to take part, you only need to provide us with a name and phone number 

so we can deliver the gun to the raffled persons. You may choose not to take part in the drawing, or 

you may choose to leave someone else’s name and phone number. 

Once the survey is completed, we will make the results—aggregated and anonymous—available to 

the IDARON agencies, in case you shall be interested.  

Would you like to participate?" 

3. If the subject accepts to participate, move on to the interview.  

4. If subject does not accept:  

"There is no problem. Although you are unable to take part in the interview, could you contribute 

to this research by giving us only three pieces of information? Would you accept?” 

5. If yes, ask the “baseline questionnaire” questions, write down the answers on paper, 

and transfer the results to the "baseline offline questionnaire" at the end of the day. 

Baseline questionnaire: 

5.1. Do you take decisions for the property that you came to declare?  

5.1.1. If not, could we obtain the name, address and phone number of the appropriate 

person so we can try to interview her? 

5.2. How many alqueires of pasture are there on the property that you declared?  

5.3. How many heads of cattle?  

5.4. For how long have you possessed / rented that property?  

6. If no: "thank you and have a nice day."  

7. When you get to the map drawing section: 

"We are collecting information on the location and boundaries of farms. We do this by locating the 

property on the map. This information is used to get a better idea of the physical characteristics of 
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the property (access to water, distance from the city centre), and also to identify the parts of the 

municipality that have more dairy farming, beef cattle, etc. The information on the property’s 

location is used solely for the purpose of scientific research, and cannot be accessed by anyone 

outside of our team. If you accept, we will do the mapping of your property." 

8. "Thank you and have a nice day!"  

 

-------------------------------------------------- ------  

 

DOS AND DON’TS 

- Do follow strictly the procedure bellow: 

1. Explain what you intend to do (questionnaire, map of the property); 

2. Explain what for; 

3. Ask for agreement; 

4. If agreement cleared, proceed. 

- Do NOT: start the survey without having explicitly requested and obtained the 

agreement. Do not say: "Now we'll draw the map of your property (...)" without having asked 

and obtained the agreement.  

- Do not provide answers to questions. For example: "in 2000, what was the area of the 

surveyed property?" as opposed to "in 2000, the area of the surveyed property was the same as 

today?". In the latter case an answer was given along with the question. Human 

psychology induces subjects to prefer "yes" responses to "no" responses, or to anything 

that implies the use of cognitive capacity, i.e., to reflect, search for memories, perform 

calculations. If we formulate the question with a built-in shortcut to the "yes"-type of 

response, the interviewee will have the tendency to prefer those easy answers. If we 

instead leave the question open, the subject will have no other option but reflect. 
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- Language: beware of using "you" with older people, or with people who normally 

expect to be treated as "Sir" [in Portuguese there is an important distinction between the 

uses of personal pronouns]. Our goal is to respect the social norms that people consider 

important, given that what we want is that the subject feels comfortable in answering 

questions, not that she gets her mind busy by telling herself: "this guy is kinda loose… etc, 

etc, etc ". 

- How to read out questions. It is essential that questions be read out literally. The 

questions should not be reinterpreted by the surveyor and formulated in any other way 

than exactly as they are written. Of course, once read out, if the respondent has not 

understood the question, it will be important to rephrase it. The answer options should 

also be read out to the letter. For example: "If a neighbour of yours makes a clearing, you think 

that:", and then read out the option: "surely surveillance will hit up the next day." Do not 

rephrase this as: "It is sure that the inspection will come", or "there is a 100% chance of IBAMA 

issuing a fine", or anything else. 

- Do not forget to hand in the leaflet and annotate the basic questionnaire responses. 
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Appendix B4. Informed consent form (translated from Portuguese). 

INFORMED CONSENT FORM FOR PARTICIPATION IN SCIENTIFIC SURVEY 

Project title: Sustainable cattle ranching? Land use intensification, migration and 

deforestation in the Amazon frontier 

Lead author: Petterson Molina Vale (Economist). Tel. (12) 8703-0902 / (69) 3581-2212. E-

mail: p.m.vale@lse.ac.uk 

Other authors: Daniel Caixeta Andrade (Economist); Marcelo Stabile (Researcher at the 

Amazon Environmental Research Institute, IPAM); Leonardo Ventura De Araújo 

(Economist). 

1. Purpose: you are invited to take part in a study that aims to understand how the 

intensification of livestock production is related to land use decisions—pasture, cropland, 

fisheries, forests, etc.—and migration to regions of recent colonization in Rondônia. The 

research is part of the doctoral thesis of Petterson Molina Vale, to be completed in 2014 

under the guidance of Dr. Diana Weinhold and Dr. Anthony Hall. The respondents are 

selected ranchers that came to report the vaccination of their herds at the IDARON 

agencies. 

2. Procedures: if you agree to answer this survey, we will ask you to give us information 

about how you manage livestock on your property, the characteristics of your property, 

among other issues. There are no right or wrong answers, we want to know what is the 

current situation of livestock production in your property, without judging if it’s good of 

bad. 

3. Duration: the interview will take about 30 minutes. 

4. Risks: participation in this study involves no foreseeable risks. 

5. Benefits: the interview will stimulate you to reflect upon the way you manage cattle 

ranching. The results of the study will be presented to the authorities of the State to 

motivate reflection on the situation of livestock production. However, there are no direct 

benefits of participation. 

mailto:p.m.vale@lse.ac.uk
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6. Voluntary participation: you are free to choose not to answer any question that you do 

not wish to answer, and you can also drop out of the interview at any time at no cost. 

7. Anonymity: This is an anonymous survey and we will not disclose your name. The 

data we are gathering will be published in scientific studies, but the anonymity of 

informants will always be guaranteed. The data on the location of the properties will be 

used solely by the institutions implementing this study, and will not be given to other 

researchers or institutions under any circumstances nor will the spatial data be made 

available for public access or government institutions. 

8. Questions about this study? In case of queries, complaints or comments, please contact 

the lead author (see contact information above). 

9. Signature and awareness: by signing below, you indicate that you are voluntarily 

agreeing to take part in this survey and that the procedures are satisfactory to you. The 

researcher will give you a copy of this term. 
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Appendix C1. OLS regressions of stocking rate, offtake rate and 

productivity on technology indexes. 

Dependent variable: ln (stocking rate)1 

 (1) (2) (3) (4) 

 
    Density technologies 0.0768** 0.0663** 0.0898*** 0.0772** 

Offtake technologies — -0.168** — -0.154** 

Soil type dummies no no yes yes 

Productive system dummies no no yes yes 

Constant 0.278*** 0.482*** 1.508*** 1.775*** 

     Observations 207 207 207 207 

R-squared 0.027 0.067 0.188 0.206 

Adj. R-squared 0.0221 0.039 0.129 0.125 

1. Animal Units (450 Kg live weight) per hectare. 

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 

Standard-errors adjusted for 49 clusters in surveyor / municipality. 

 

 

 

Dependent variable: ln (offtake rate) 1 

 (1) (2) (3) (4) 

 
    Offtake technologies 0.107*** 0.126** 0.102* 0.167*** 

Density technologies — 0.0359 — 0.0463 

Soil type dummies no no no yes 

Productive system dummies no no yes yes 

Constant -1.364*** -1.319*** -3.080*** -4.799*** 

     Observations 158 158 158 158 

R-squared 0.006 0.008 0.104 0.353 

Adj. R-squared -0.00081 -0.00431 0.0159 0.264 

1. Animal Units (450 Kg live weight) sold in one year divided by total Animal Units 

in the ranch. 

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 

Standard-errors adjusted for 42 clusters in surveyor / municipality. 
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Dependent variable: ln (physical productivity) 1 

 (1) (2) (3) (4) 

     
Density technologies 0.0808** 0.101* 0.107*** 0.116** 

Offtake technologies -0.0326 -0.0168 0.0171 0.0264 

Soil type dummies no no yes yes 

Productive system dummies no yes no yes 

Constant -0.875*** -1.258*** -1.378*** -2.766*** 

 
    

Observations 158 158 158 158 

R-squared 0.02 0.196 0.35 0.433 

Adj. R-squared 0.00718 0.111 0.324 0.355 

1. Kg/ha/year 

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 

Standard-errors adjusted for 42 clusters in surveyor / municipality. 

 

 

 

Dependent variable: ln (productivity in value) 1 

 (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 

 
     Density technologies -0.215** -0.207* -0.196 -0.133 -0.158 

Offtake technologies -0.0211 -0.0231 0.00866 -0.0448 -0.0788 

Distance to markets (Km) — 0.00221 0.00353** 0.000606 0.00149 

Soil type dummies no no yes no yes 

Productive system dummies no no no yes yes 

Constant 5.294*** 5.138*** 1.979 4.795*** 1.677 

      Observations 162 162 162 162 162 

R-squared 0.035 0.048 0.230 0.336 0.446 

Adj. R-squared 0.0224 0.0178 0.139 0.301 0.367 

1. R$/ha/year 

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 

Errors adjusted for 45 clusters in surveyor / municipality 
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Appendix C2. Poisson regression of leased land on region (pre-frontier, transition and consolidated). 

Dependent variable: leased land (% of pasture area) 

 (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) 

Region 

          Pre-frontier -11.7*** -11.9*** -12.8*** -12.7*** -12.0*** -13.6*** -13.9*** 

   Frontier -- baseline -- 

   Transition 2.022*** 1.915** 1.968*** 1.979*** 1.982*** 2.034*** 2.136*** 

   Consolidated 1.936 1.678 3.031 3.063 3.055 3.177 3.013 

        Settlement age -0.0743 -0.0543 -0.170 -0.171 -0.172 -0.174 -0.172 

ln (land value) — -0.0780 -0.250 -0.236 -0.236 -0.176 -0.0407 

Land titling — — 1.208*** 1.179*** 1.180*** 1.283*** 1.261*** 

Pasture quality — — — -0.0222 -0.0215 -0.0181 -0.00263 

Cattle herd — — — — 6e-05 3.2e-05 0.000105 

Mean distance to markets 

(Km) — — — — — 0.00274 0.00461 

Soil aptitude dummies no no no no no no yes 

Constant -0.667 -1.034 1.597 1.631 1.633 1.318 0.971 

        Observations 179 179 179 179 179 179 179 

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 

Standard-errors adjusted for 46 clusters in surveyor / municipality. 

 

 

Appendix C3. OLS regression of value of pastureland (R$/ha) on average neighbour’s productivity 

(R$/ha/year). 

Dependent variable: ln (value of pastureland) 

 Frontier Transition and consolidated 

      
Average neighbours' productivity1 0.000344 0.000209** 0.000181* 0.000184** 0.000184* 

ln (productivity in value) 0.0668** — 0.0839** 0.102*** 0.106*** 

Mean distance to markets (Km) -0.000527 — — -0.00649*** -0.00615*** 

Cleared area 0.738** 1.808*** 1.775*** 1.245*** 1.321*** 

Soil aptitude yes no no no yes 

Constant 0.624** 0.234 -0.184 0.499 0.422 

      Observations 40 137 137 137 137 

R-squared 0.356 0.166 0.207 0.432 0.443 

Adj. R-squared 0.215 0.147 0.183 0.410 0.408 

1Calculated by multiplying a spatial weights matrix W by the variable productivity. The spatial matrix defines neighbouring 

municipalities as those located within a distance band that is calculated to give all farms at least one neighbour.  

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 

Robust t-statistics. 
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Appendix C4. OLS regression of expected 

land price appreciation within 3 years (R$) 

on pasture degradation. Dependent 

variable: ln (expected land appreciation) 

Highly degraded pastures -0.301** 

ln (cleared area) -0.313 

Land titling 0.0260 

Mean distance to markets (Km) 0.00199*** 

Soil type dummies yes 

Constant -2.922* 

  Observations 150 

R-squared 0.376 

Adj. R-squared 0.279 

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 

Standard-errors adjusted for 44 clusters in 

surveyor / municipality. 

 

 

Appendix C5. OLS regression of productivity and returns to labour on number of previous 

migrations. 

Dependent variable: ln (productivity in value) 

 (1) (2) (3) (4) 

 
    Previous migrations (since 2000) 0.386* 0.316 0.432** 0.360** 

Time in the plot 0.0218* 0.0257** 0.0165* 0.0193* 

Education 0.00506 0.00971 -0.00394 -0.00664 

Age -0.0213** -0.0207** -0.0205** -0.0218** 

Mean distance to markets (Km) — 0.00395** 0.00219 0.00216 

Productive system dummies no no yes yes 

Soil aptitude dummies no no no yes 

Constant 5.862*** 5.533*** 5.504*** 5.364*** 

     Observations 192 192 192 192 

R-squared 0.049 0.069 0.279 0.304 

Adj. R-squared 0.0177 0.0332 0.231 0.245 

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 

Standard-errors adjusted for 46 clusters in surveyor / municipality. 
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Appendix D1. Variable calculations 

Gate beef prices 

This variable is traditionally measured by CEPEA (Centro Paulista de Estudos 

Agropecuários) for a few trading centres in Brazil, including São Paulo, Campo Grande 

and Cuiabá. The time series is available starting in 2003, but prices for São Paulo are 

available since 1995 (Seagri, Secretaria da Agricultura), so I predict the prices for Cuiabá 

in 1996 using the time-series: 

 

(1)                               

 

One agricultural consultancy in the State of Matro Grosso (IMEA, Mato Grosso Institute of 

Agricultural Economics) has published daily estimates of the price of finished cattle (R$ / 

30 Kg) for a number of cities in Mato Grosso since 2011.  

I use the IMEA time series to estimate the following regression: 

 

(2)                              , where m are 4 municipalities in Mato Grosso. 

 

Based on (2) and the Cuiabá data for 2006 and 1996 obtained in (1), I predict the prices for 

4 municipalities in Mato Grosso. Next I use the variable distance to State capita (dist) 

provided by IBGE to estimate a model of price on distance: 

 

(3)                        
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I use the estimated coefficients to predict the prices for all municipalities in Mato Grosso 

for the years 1996 and 2006. 

Finally, I use the variable transportation costs (tcost) to São Paulo (IPEA) to estimate the 

following cross-sectional model: 

 

(4)                     , where i are all municipalities in Mato Grosso. 

 

The estimated coefficients give me the association between transportation costs to São 

Paulo and prices, for 1996 and for 2006. I use these to predict the prices in all other 

municipalities in the Amazon. 

Mandatory legal reserve 

I use the percentages specified in the law for the years 1965, 1996, 1997, 1998, 2000 and 

2005, and the spatial variation according to vegetation type—forests, savannahs, 

amazonic grasslands—political boundaries—North Region, Legal Amazon—and 

agricultural zoning (for the State of Rondônia). I overlay shapefiles of vegetation type 

(Embrapa) and protected areas (Ministry of Environment, 1996 and 2006) to calculate the 

share of the private lands in each municipality that is available for agricultural 

exploitation according to the law.  
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Appendix D2. Euclidean distance band weighting scheme 

 

 

Figure 1. Connectivity histogram from distance weighting. This figure shows the result of the weighting 

scheme I adopt in matrix W1 in terms of frequency of neighbours. W1 reads from the group of consolidated 

municipalities to determine which ones are neighbours to frontier municipalities. The histogram shows that at 

least 50 frontier municipalities have been allocated only 1 neighbour in consolidated areas. 

 

 

 

Figure 2. Example of one frontier municipality (red circle) and its neighbouring consolidated municipalities 

(yellow) 
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Appendix D3. Creation of pre-frontier, frontier and consolidated clusters of 

municipalities 

I use the variables def04 and def00, equal to the extension of deforestation (km2) divided 

by the total forested area in each municipality in the years 2004 and 2000.  

I define the variable MTE1 (municipality’s total extension 1) equal to 1 where the total 

extension of deforestation was lower than the minimum value between all municipalities 

plus 2/3 of the difference between the minimum and the mean: 

MTE1=1 if def04<=(r(min)+((r(mean)-r(min))/1.5)) ; MTE=0 otherwise 

I define the variable MTA1 (municipality’s total activity) equal to 1 where deforestation 

activity between 2000 and 2004 was lower than the median between all municipalities: 

MTA1=1 if def00_04<=r(p50) 

From this I create the clusters as follows: 

prefrontier=1 if MTE1==1 & MTA1==1 ; prefrontier=0 otherwise 

frontier=1 if MTE1==1 & MTA1==0 ; frontier=0 otherwise 

consolidated=1 if MTE1==0 & MTA1==1 ; consolidated=0 otherwise 

I do this procedure in two alternative ways: I either use the mean, median, minimum and 

maximum values of the full population of municipalities, or I do it separately by State. 

The latter is the one I use in the main model. 
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Appendix D4. Robustness check. First difference regression of deforestation on productivity of cattle, (OLS, including 

fixed-effects in growth rates). 

Dependent variable: natural logarithm of change in deforestation (2007-2012), frontier municipalities 

 (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) 

 
        ∆W1prod -3.724*** -4.192*** -3.361** -3.181** -4.416*** -4.058*** -1.656*** -2.591*** 

  W1prod96 -2.774*** -2.988*** -2.515*** -2.512*** -2.826*** -2.691*** -1.381*** -2.709*** 

∆W1price 15,390 8,097 1,915 1,562 4,467 -4.201** — — 

  W1price96 -983.3 -517.5 -122.5 -99.92 -285.7 — — — 

∆W2cattle 9.68e-06 — — — — — — — 

  W2cattle96 -1.10e-05 — — — — — — — 

∆LR 15.11*** 12.12*** — — — — — — 

  RL96 — — 7.868*** 8.081*** — — — — 

∆title 0.000668 -0.000244 -0.000835 — — — — — 

  title96 0.0239 0.0200 0.00532 — — — — — 

∆pr.areas -1.954 -2.908 0.640 — — — — — 

  pr.areas96 5.480 5.964 2.061 — — — — — 

∆fines -0.0932 0.0926 0.157** — — — — — 

  fines96 2.516 3.042 -3.311 — — — — — 

State dummies yes yes no no no no no no 

Init. deforest. (2007) 0.0996 0.124 0.500*** 0.515*** 0.622*** 0.633*** 0.603*** — 

         
Year 11.41 9.174 -1.710 -1.135 9.618 6.343** -0.114 4.374*** 

         Observations 65 65 65 65 65 65 65 65 

R-squared 0.778 0.771 0.593 0.574 0.500 0.498 0.469 0.278 

Adj. R-squared 0.662 0.667 0.499 0.530 0.458 0.464 0.443 0.255 

Note: the reduced number of observations (64) is due to these regressions being estimated over frontier municipalities only. The information 

on consolidated municipalities is captured by the spatial weights matrix W1. 

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 Robust t-statistics. 

 

Appendix D5. Specification check. First difference regression of deforestation on productivity of cattle (OLS, including fixed-

effects in growth rates), different time frames. 

Dependent variable: natural logarithm of change in deforestation, frontier municipalities 

 (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) 

Time frame: 00-12 00-12 01-12 01-12 00-12 00-12 01-12 01-12 

         ∆W1prod -0.00416 0.390 1.808*** 1.459** -0.218 -1.793 -2.400 -6.018*** 

∆W2cattle 1.61e-05*** 1.23e-05*** 1.59e-05*** 1.20e-05** 2.12e-05*** 1.61e-05** 8.56e-06 -5.02e-06 

Year 3.287* 2.216 1.040 0.631 9.137* 16.82** 12.23* 24.79*** 

Init. levels no no no no yes yes yes yes 

State dummies no yes no yes no yes no yes 

         F-test on state 

dummies (p-value) — 0.0001 — 0.0001 — 0.0014 — 0.0013 

F-test on state 

dummies and initial 

levels (p-value) — — — — — 0.0001 — 0.0001 

         Observations 76 76 76 76 76 76 76 76 

R-squared 0.537 0.619 0.625 0.669 0.589 0.647 0.697 0.752 

Adj. R-squared 0.485 0.521 0.580 0.579 0.487 0.500 0.621 0.643 

Note: the reduced number of observations (76) is due to these regressions being estimated over frontier municipalities only. The information on 

consolidated municipalities is captured by the spatial weights matrix W1. 

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1  Robust t-statistics. 


